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iLOKO ANATOMY
Moeice Vastovebbeeg, C. I. C. M.

Kabugaw-Apayaw, Mottisttain Province, P. I.

In two pkevious papebs, published in the Joijbnaii 47. 133-173

and 48. 1-33^ we described the different kinds of plants and

animals, whose Iloko names had come to our notice.

In this paper we shall try to give the names of the different parts

of men, animals and plants, as known by the Iloko.

We shall avoid as much as possible all words that are obviously

Spanish.

The first section will deal with the different parts of the human

body. In the second section we shall give the names applied ex-

clusively to parts of animals. In the third section Plant Anatomy

will be considered.

Whenever a term is common either to all three, i. e. men, animals

and plants, or to only two of them, the same will be described once

for aU under the first section, if it can be applied to men, under

the second, if it cannot be applied to men.

I. Men.
ahdgn: shoulder.

agdtt^: nose.

dJcat: the adipose tissue, muscles, etc., that are situated between the

branches of the lower jaw, under the chin, e. g. the mylohyoid, etc.; double

chin or buccula. Cfr. ( da ) dawis {an).

{ak-)ukl6 or {aklo)akl6: shoulder blade or scapula. Aklo means

“ladle”; the reduplications indicate resemblance.

aliptispus: whirl (in the hair).

aliioaddnp: collar bone or clavicle.

{al’) ahitiit

:

the temporary protuberance resulting from external stimu-

lation of muscles. This is especially apparent on the biceps flexor cubiti,

when struck horizontally with a sharp blow, or pinched broadly with an

outward movement and then released at once. Alutiit means “ lizard the

reduplication indicates resemblance.

ahit-dt {an)

:

the section of the head situated immediately above the

ear, and corresponding to the auricularis superior. Alut-dt means “pull-

ing toward oneself,” e. g. vines, nets, etc.; the suflBx is a locative.

amhds .* pudendum of girls under seven years of age. This term is rarely

used. Cfr. 6ki.
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dmU

:

the mucous membrance of the upper lip. Amil also means lick-

ing the lips.”

ammdiil: Adam’s apple; nipple, mammilla or teat; the tip or top of

the banana (fruit), etc.

( aw- ) ammt&til

:

ensiform process, ensiform cartilage, ensiform appendix,

xiphoid process, xiphoid cartilage, xiphoid appendix, xiphoid appendage or

xiphisternum. Cfr, ammutil; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

{a) aTiak {dn)

:

womb, uterus or matrix. Andk means child; the suffix

is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning. Consequently

aanakdn means literally ‘‘ the ordinary place of the child.”

{a) {an)

:

pituitary membrane or olfactory mucous membrane.

The same term is sometimes applied to the nasal cavities, Arigot means

‘^smelling”; the suffix is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the

meaning. Consequently aan^dtam, means literally ‘‘ the ordinary place of

smell.”

{ayig-)ar^uy6b

:

windpipe, trachea or weasand. Anguydh means “blow-

pipe ”
; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

aprd: bile or gall.

{in-in) apuy: the depression produced in the cheek by gaping. Inapdy

means “cooked rice” (from ap4y, fire, and the infix in, which is the past

form of the suffix en of transitive verbs, and which forma past participles)

;

the reduplication indicates resemblance.

{iinm)ardg{a/n) : undulate or wavy (hair). Ardgan is the name of a

kind of seaweed or alga; the infix imm is the past form of the infix um,

which forms intransitive verbs and adds the notion of growing, becoming,

to the meaning of the stem.

arimongdmon^

:

the adipose tissue that cleaves to the small intestine.

Arimongdmong also means “crossroads.”

aripuyot: gluteus maximus, the largest muscle of the buttocks.

aripdyot ti takkidg: biceps flexor cubiti, biceps brachii or biceps

humeri, the large flexor muscle of the front of the upper arm. Liter-

ally: aripdyot of the arm.

{a)ayus{an)

:

the part of the upper lip situated immediately below a

nasal cavity; it corresponds to the course of the nasal mucus from the

point where it emerges from the nose downwards. Ayus means “ lowing ”

;

the suffix is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.

hagi: body. This term is sometimes used to indicate the genitals, but
in this case the context must clearly show its meaning.

hdgis: intestine or bowel; gut, catgut.

h{in)akldy: areola, the colored ring around the nipple, especially when
swollen. Bdkldy means “carrying on the shoulders”; the infix in is the
past form of the suffix en of transitive verbs and it forms past participles.

hakrdng: side, i. e. the part of the side that faces the upper arm; it

extends from the armpit to the waist.

( han^a) &dn^a * skulL Bdt^a is the name of a kind of round, almost
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spherical ^rthea jar; the reduplication indicates resemblance. Cfr.

(aahot) sabdt.

hard

:

lung.

ha/rdwas: n-ny of the twelve principal bones of arms and legs; humerus

(two), ulna, cubit or cubitus (two), radius (two), femur or thigh bone

(two), tibia or shin bone (two), fibula (two).

harinpgdwid: fraenum or frenum, binding down the under side of the

tongue. Cfr. hiring and hamhir^,

hariikony: chest, breast or bosom.

hastsaAJD : urinary bladder or bladder.

hekJc^l

:

kidney, Bekkel also means “ strangling.”

(he)hekkel{dn) : the part of the windpipe situated in the throat (the

part of the neck front of the vertebral coliunn). Bekkel means ‘‘stran-

gling”; the suflSx is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.

henyff^s: Cfr. hiv^gds,

{he)hessany (an)

:

Achilles' tendon or hamstring (in animals). Bessdny

means gap or mountain pass,” and cutting the Achilles' tendon or ham*
stringing” (in animals); the suffix is a locative; the reduplication em-

phasizes the meaning.

hihtg: lip; more especially: underlip, Cfr. nyivyn^ivo,

hi^gds: fiber or fibre; grain; white vein or streak (of the betel nut).

hiriiCy: nasal septum; fraenum or frenum. Cfr. harinygdwid and kam^
hirVy, Biririg also means “ fastening.”

hisngdy: parting (of the hair).

hita^l: a piece of round, hard, adipose tissue, situated near the stomach,

and aching in travailing women.

hituka: stomach.

hokd: knuckle, the rounded prominence formed by the ends of the two
adjacent bones of a joint in fingers or toes; node (of bamboo, etc.),

hoksit: abdomen or belly; more especially: the umbilical region.

honykatdl: any hard protuberance, whether bony or fatty.

hon^kdl: the part of any large bone (humerus, femur, etc.) consisting of

the head and a part of the shaft.

ho6k: hair (of the head). Cfr. dutdut.

hdto: penis or male member; style (of the pistil).

hotdy: calf (of the leg). Cfr. Idlod.

hugagdw: blue, gray (eyes)
;

yellowish brown, fiazen, light auburn

(hair); blond. Cfr. ddgaw.

{pamm)ukdl: (breasts) becoming protuberant. This term is applied to

the breasts of young women and to the rudimentary breasts of males.

Bukdl means “roundness”; the final i?5 of the prefix pany is combined

with the initial B of the stem into M; in this term the prefix pafCy is

derived from the prefix pa, which means “ to cause to happen.”

(hukel)hnk6l: eyeball; testicle or testis. Bukdl means “roundneas,

sphere”; the reduplication indicates resemblance, Cfr. {okel-)ok4l.

hukot: back.

Bukot a sdka

:

back of the foot.
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hUteg

:

nasal mucus.

ddgato: yellowish brown, fiaxen, light auburn (hair). Cfr. hugagdw,

dakulap: palm (of the hand).

ddlem

:

liver.

dapdn: sole (of the foot).

ddra

:

blood.

darangidon^: the middle or median part of the nose from the bridge to

the tip.

{dawat)ddwat

:

uvula (of the palate). Ddwat means ‘‘asking”; the

reduplication indicates repetition of the action.

{da)dawts{an)

:

the depression between the branches of the lower jaw,

under the chin. Cfr. dkat, Ddtois means “point the suffix is a locative;

the reduplication emphasizes the meaning,

( de ) dev^npeg {dn) : the auditory canal, the eardrum, tympanum or

middle ear, and the internal ear or labyrinth. Den^ngdg means “ hearing ”;

the sufBx is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.

dikJct: tartar (of the teeth).

dila

:

tongue.

doggon^: dry nasal mucus,

ddri: spinal column, vertebral column, spine or backbone.

D6ri ti lulod: tibia or shin bone. Literally; backbone of the calf of

the leg.

( kadka ) dud

:

afterbirth or secundines. Dud means “ two ”
; kadud

means “ companion ”
;
the reduplication indicates resemblance.

durek: cerumen or earwax.

dutdut: hair (of the body), fur, wool, coat, feather, plumage, down,

pubescence, Cfr. hook,

{ga) garaw-dt ien) : the part of the back situated immediately below the

shoulder blade, Gatc^dfien) means “ to reach ”; kardtca means “ groping

the stem garaw-dt seems to have to do something with both, especially when
one considers the fact that the Iloko generally give as a characteristic

quality of this particular part of the body, its being difficult to reach with
the hand ; besides, the reduplication combined with the suffix means “ which
has to be or which is generally “^nrato-a#”ed.”

gdtas: milk.

gayydi

:

any line or wrinkle that exists naturally without external inter-

ference, e. g. in the space hack of the knee, in the part of the arm opposite
to the elbow, at the wrist (racette or bracelet), on the face, etc. Cfr.
getget and pdlad,

gerger: Cfr. getget,

getget: any temporary line produced by wrapping, binding, etc. Cfr.
gayyet.

gisgts: corner of the mouth. Gisgis also means: “tearing.”
gdrang: shank or shin, the lower part of the leg (between knee and

ankle )

.

gugdt: gum (of the teeth).
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ima: hand, tma meam also: sleeve.

iminp: beard, mustache, whiskers.

: the longitudinal groove at the back of the neck, imut
means avariciousness the suffix is a locative; the reduplication em-
phasizes the meaning.

isha: urine.

{i)i8hu{dn)

:

meatus urinarius, the external orifice of the urethra.

Ishd means “urinating”; the suffix is a locative; the reduplication em-
phasizes the meaning.

kaldhkdb

:

the adipose tissue that surrounds the viscera.

kalUd: dimple of the cheek. Kullid also means: “cheating, deceiving."

kaldh ti matd: eyelid. Literally; cover of the eye.

kamhiin^

:

fraenum or frenum. Kambiny also means : “ bringing to-

gether,” e. g. sewing together the edges of a rent, etc. Cfr. boHnggdwid
and tiring,

{kcm)1c<imdny: all organs or members of the body, limbs, Kamdnp
means “ limb of a crustacean the reduplication indicates resemblance or

plurality. The simple form kdmeng (note the change of accent) denotes

the genitals.

kanawdn: right.

kanigid

:

left.

kdper: smegma, the sebaceous substance which collects between the glans
penis and the foreskin.

karahukob: throat; more especially: gullet, esophagus.

karetket: the shrivelled or wrinkled part of the scrotum. Karetket also

means :
“ shrivelling.”

kdtay

:

saliva or spittle. Cfr. tuprd,

katigid: Cfr. kanigid,

{kibong)kihony

:

the superior part of the buttocks, where they inflect

toward the back.

kiday

:

eyebrow.

kikit: little finger, auricular finger or ear finger; little toe.

{kili)kili: armpit or axilla,

kimat: eyelash. Cfr. kurimatmdt,

kimmdl

:

coccyx.

kissit

:

semen.

kok6: nail; claw, hoof.

{kuhan§)kiihany: buttock.

kddil: skin; hide; the skin or membrane situated between the pulp and
peel of some fruits, e. g. the lanseh, lansa or lanzon.

kuldput: chorion and amnion (membranes of the fetus); epimysium,

perimysium (sheaths of the muscles), aponeurosis and tendon; periosteum;

skin of the egg or membrana putaminis; lining of the gizzard; skin or

derma of fishes; leaf sheath of the betel palm; the spathaeeous bract sub-

tending a cluster of banana flowers; the tissue situated between the pulp

and peel of some fruits, e. g. the orange; etc., etc.
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kul6t: curl, ringlet; curly, crisp, woolly, kinky (kair).

kurimatmdt: eyelash. Cfr. kimat,

kursing: peeling portion of epidermis,

lakk6: the space back of the knee.

Lakk6 ti stko: the part of the arm opposite to the elbow. Literally:

the lakkd of the elbow.

(la/nsa) lansd : malleolus. Lansd means “(metal) nail”; the reduplica-

tion indicates resemblance,

langkok: the lower part of the thumb, including the adductor pollicis

and the hrst phalanx.

langdy ti dila: mucous membrane of the floor of the mouth. Literally:

swimming of the tongue.

lapdyag: ear; pinna, auricle or ear conch.

[lap)la/psi: hangnail. Lapsi means “stripping” (e. g. a twig, of its

leaves) ; the reduplication indicates resemblance. Cfr. (sa)saddt,

lasdg: flesh; meat, pulp, etc. (of animals, fruits, etc.).

Iasi: dandruff, dander or scurf.

Idteg: testicles (scrotum included).

Idwas: phalanx or phalange; internode (of bamboo, etc.).

lengi^^s: nape or cervix; poll; the part that connects the haulm or
cuhn with the ear of rice.

ling-iet: sweat or perspiration.

{lipay)Upay: kneecap, kneepan, patella or rotula. lApay is the name
of the seed of a vine of the genus Mucuna; the reduplication indicates

resemblance.

{li)lipit{in) : the part of the body that corresponds to the armpit,
without reference to the hollow. lApi means “ pressing, squeezing ”

; the
reduplication combined with the sufSx means “which has to be or which
is generally (pressed or squeezed).”

(Io)loddo6h{<m) : Sternal notch, the depression at the upper part of the
breast bone, between the inner ends of the two collar bones.

Lodddok means “ sound produced by swallowing”; the suffix is a loca-

tive; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.
lokdit: glans penis.

Uhong: the lower or concave part of the instep; hollow of the hand.
Cfr. rdsok,

lolon{dn) : the soft part of the head, at the top of the cranium (of little

children). Loldn means “small bundle”; the suffix is a locative.

{Io)los8ok{dn) : the depression situated above both clavicles, very much
apparent in thin persons. Lossdk means “hole”; the suffix is a locative;
the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.

hid: tear or lachryma.

Idlod: cailf (of the leg). Cfr. hotdy,

luppd: thigh.

lv.y-6^; pubes or pubic region, the lower part of the hypogastric region.
(nM»)i»Min5mdn5((in) ; comer of the mouth. Man^md^ is the nuTn. of
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the sores that appear at that place; the sufSx is a locative; the reduplica*

tion emphasizes the meaning. Cfr. gisg(s,

matd: eye; knot (of timber).

merrSt: the terminal part of the rectum at the anus,

molddt: hair, down; namely: the hair that grows along the upper edge

of the forehead, and that which grows sparsely all over the body of man.

Cfr. dutdut,

morddng: tip (of a finger, etc.) ; top (of a tree, etc.) ; apex (of a leaf,

etc.).

moriit: anus; cloaca.

muging

:

forehead, front or brow.

maicat: gum (of the eye).

(7rm)mvkdt{(in)

:

inner canthus and lachrymal caruncle. Mdrkat means

‘‘gum of the eye”; the suflSx is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes

the meaning.

rnUtkod: heel.

mdrC^ay: nipple, mammilla or teat; the innermost, edible part of the

UDopening flower cluster of the banana. Cfr. {sv/aay)sunayi under Plants.

muting: clitoris. Cfr. {tam) tampira,

nyddas: palate. Cfr. npanpdw.

npanpd

:

pit of Ihe stomach, means “ gaping,” Cfr. rusoh,

n^an^dw: palate. Cfr. ftyddas,

rCpiwat: mouth.

ni^wngiu/: border of the lip; sometimes: upper lip. Cfr. hibig,

njodd; Cfr. morddng; more especially: the part of a bamboo that has
been cut off, as distinguished from the stump that remains.

{n^ulay) n^dlay

:

wrist or carpus,

(okel‘) oJcdl

:

testicle or testis. Ok^l means “being born half-way”; the

reduplication indicates resemblance. Cfr. (hukel)hukdL

6ki: pudendum or vulva.

6lo

:

head.

ormdt: pubes, the hair that grows on the pubic region.

{padin^)pddinp

:

hip or haunch; hip bone, haunch bone, buckle bone,

innominate bone, iUac bone or ilium.

pdlad: line in the palm of the hand, the fingers, the sole of the foot;

(transverse) rib of the banana leaf.

pdU: pancreas; sweetbread.

palsokit or p(in)€U8okit: the ordinary form of the chignon at the back

of the head, arranged without separation of the tresses. Cfr. pandin^gd.

pondin^gd

:

the chignon at the back of the head, formed by rolling up suc-

cessively both halves of the treses. Cfr, palsokit,

pantdk: tip of the nose (when long). Cfr. tarirndyotiy,

{pa)paiiiSal{dn)

:

the region about the gonion, about the angle of the

lower jaw or mandible. Pan§dl means “parotitis or mumps”; the suffix

is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.
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{pa)pai^res(dn)

:

nostril or nasal fossa, Pan^rea means “ cleaning the

nose^'; the suffix is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning,

paradnp (an)

:

the part of the upper lip situated immediately under the

nose. Paraangan also means: “ entrance to the house.”

paragpdg: rib or costa.

{pam)<irdng

:

incisor. Pardfi^ means appearing
; the final 2^ of the

instrumental prefix pang is combined with the initial P of the stem into M.
paronpngdron^

:

hair of the nose.

{paso)pa>s6: the protuberance at the base of the nape (of fat persons),

somewhere at the spinous process of the seventh cervical vertebra; it corre-

sponds to the withers of animals.

paid: marrow or medulla.

pdtong

:

side of the buttock.

pattungdg (an)

:

middle finger or long finger.

pinggol or p(in)in^g6l: chignon.

piiTgtl

:

ankle,

pingptng: cheek.

Pinppi^ ti 6U: labium majus or outer lip of the vulva. Literally:

cheek of the vulva.

Pinpping ti dbet: buttock. Literally: cheek of the breech.

(pi)pingud{an) : the region around the ear. Pingud means “cutting
off, etc. the ear ”; the suffix is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes
the meaning.

(pi)pirit(<m)

:

lobule of the ear, lobe of the ear, ear lobe or earlap.
Pirit means “ taking between the tips of the fingers the suflix is a loca-

tive; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning. Cfr. (te)tebben^{dn),
pishdl: any large nmscle of the arm or of the leg.

pispia

:

temple.

(po^oa)pcm5o(dn) or (ponpo)pon5o(dn) : the part of the arm situated
immediately above the wrist bone or styloid process of the radius. Cfr.

( n^ulay ) n^uUuy,

pudds: knot or mass of false hair worn in the chignon.
pukal: breast or mamma; udder. Cfr. s6so.

pultit: a small portion of stool, generally the first or last to be expelled
when moving the bowels.

pdnot: Cfr. pudds, Punot also means: “causing to be absorbed.”
pudn: root, base, lower part; unit (for trees, grasses, vines, etc.).
piiseg: navel or umbilicus, umbilical cord; eye (of the appl^ the squash,

pu8o: heart.

pus-6ng; hypogastrium, the hypogastric region of the abdomen.
(pu)pum{an) : the upper part of the bust or thorax, generaUy uncov-

ered in Iloko women. Putol means “beheading” and “d4collet4”- the
sufBx is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.
rdmay: finger, toe.
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{ram)Tam6t: tendon or sinew of the hand and of the foot. Ramdt
means "root”; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

rdpas: (person) in whose palm one or more transverse lines are con-

tinuous, e. g. the line of the head or head line, the line of the heart or

heart line. Such persons are supposed to be inclined to use their bolo (or

knife) indiscriminately.

(ravy<iy)rdw(iry: the part of the hand situated between the thumb and

the index.

rdwis

:

the part of the hypochondriac and epigastric regions that borders

on the eighth, ninth and tenth ribs.

rdpa: face.

Rupa ti dapdn: side of the foot. Literally: face of the sole.

rusok: epigastrium, the epigastric region of the abdomen; pit of the

stomach. Cfr. rigarryd,

Rdsolc ti dapdn: the lower or concave part of the instep. Literally:

rti8ok of the sole.

Rusok ti dhet: the depression in the side of the buttock. Literally:

rdsok of the breech.

{8al)ot) sa})6t

:

brainpan, brain case, brain cap, brain box or cranium.

Bah6t means "coconut shell”; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

Cfr. (banpa) beinpa.

sdhud^ ti kokd: lunule of the nail. Literally: flower of the nail.

(sa)saddt: hangnail. JSadut means "laziness”; the reduplication em-
phasizes the meaning. Cfr. {lap)lapsL

{mara) sagaysdy

:

hair, down; namely: young pubes, the first hair that

appears on the pubic region, and the soft, fluffy feathers of young birds.

Sagaysdy means "comb”; the prefix indicates resemblance. Cfr. moldot

and ormdu
sdka: foot, leg.

{pan)akrdd: the inguinal region of the abdomen. Sakrud is the name
of a net; the final N& of the instrumental prefix pang is combined with

the initial S of the stem into N.

{sal)salamdgi: tonsil or amygdala (of the pharynx). Salamdgi means
" tamarind ”

; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

sallapid or s{in)allaptd: queue, braider plait; braided or plaited (hair).

sdn^i: molar or molar tooth; the pinna at the base of the blade of some

palm leaves, e. g. the leaf of the buri palm (Corypha elata).

sa6n§: canine or canine tooth; tusk.

{8a)sard{a/n)

:

the region of the parietal bone situated somewhere at

the center of its posterior part. Sdra means "horn”; the suffix is a loca-

tive; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.

{pa)swriw‘dt

:

annulary or ring finger. Sariw^dt means, "going be-

yond”; the prefix means: causing to; etymologically this should be the

name of the middle finger.

selldnp: groin or inguen.

sep-dng: twister, the upper part of the thigh at the inside.
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sihet: Cfr. 9iket,

siket: waist.

sikigidn)

:

side (from shoulder to foot).

8iko: elbow;

siUt: small intestine (duodenum, jejunum and ileum).

{si)sii^il{an) : the part of the body situated between the humerus and

the shoulder blade.

songo: jaws and nose, the lower part of the face; muzzle, snout.

s6so: breast or mamma (rudimentary in the male) ; udder. Cfr. piikal,

siipot: scrotum. Bupot also means “pouch.”

stipring

:

a whirl in the hair near the front. Bupring also means “ with

hair on end, disobedient.”

sudp or {paff) suup(dn)

:

articulation, joint or juncture.

tahd: fat or adipose tissue.

tagpdw: the region situated between the waist and the most protuberant

part of the upper umbilical and lumbar regions; the superior part of the

buttocks, where they inflect toward the back. Cfr, {kibo7^)kibor^,

takdd: the part of the skin that covers the base of the nail immediately.

Takdd also means “ strength,”

takki: stool, feces, faeces, excrement, ordure; dung.

(ta)taklci(dn) : anus; cloaca. Takki means “feces”; the suflSx is a
locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.

takkidg: arm.

ialipug&n^: the part of the hair of women that bulges out above the

forehead; crest or tuft of feathers.

( tcma/n) tdman; nymphae, labia minora or inner lips of the vulva (orifice

of the vagina included). Tdman means beams, etc.) resting on their

narrower side” (the common way of placing floor joists, etc.) ; the redupli-

cation indicates resemblance or repetition.

tammudd: forefinger, index or index finger.

{tam)iampira: clitoris. Cfr,

ta/ngdn: thumb or pollex; great toe or hallux.

{tao)tdo: pupil or apple of the eye. Tdo means “man”; the redupli-

cation indicates resemblance.

(ta/pak)tdpak: occiput. Tdpak means “ outrigger of a canoe” (now
obsolete) ; the reduplication indicates resemblance,

tarimdyong: tip of the nose (when not long). Cfr. pantdk.

ite]t€hhen9 (dn)

:

lobule of the ear, lobe of the ear. Tehhd^ means
“hole in the ear lobe”; the suflSx is a locative; the reduplication em-
phasizes the meaning. Cfr. ( pi )

pirit {an),

telUl: the upper part (covered with hair) of the nape from the inion
down.

tengngdd: neck.

tidn: abdomen or belly.

timid: chin.

tokidk: crown of the head.
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tuhhdg ti 8680 : milk. Literally: juice of the breast.

{tuhoi^)ti^bo7i^: base of the aorta, base of the pulmonary artery,

means ‘‘section of bamhoo” (one or more internodes) j the redupli-

cation indicates resemblance.

tvXdny: bone; cartilage or gristle; skeleton; baleen or whalebone.

(tu) the groove at the back of the ear, where the pinna is

inserted. TMe^ means “deafness”; the reduplication emphasizes the

meaning.

tiimeng: knee.

iuprd: saliva, spittle, spit or sputum. Cfr. kdtay,

turkdk: phlegm, spittle, spit or sputum.

4bet: buttocks, breech or posteriors, rump.

{up(i)4pa: down, namely: the hair that grows along the upper edge of

the forehead of women in childbed. Upa means either “hen” or “rent-

ing”; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

urdt: vein or vena; artery; nerve; sinew or tendon; fiber or fibre; nerve

or vein (of a leaf, etc.) ; nervil or nerville.

4tek: brain, cerebrum and cerebellum or little brain.

II. Animals.

aldd: embryo fetus or foetus.

ampduo: empty (shell, nut, etc,).

dnut: meat full of sinews.

{wig) Q/r%rrtoi}^m6f\^ {an)

:

the particles of fat distributed in the adipose

tissue situated under the skin of the abdomen of swine. Arimongmdf^
means “gathering the combination nag. . .an is also a locative,

dsany: gill or branchia.

haldy: shell, carapace (of a turtle, a crab, etc.). Baldy also means
“ house.”

[hal) haldlar^

:

Cfr. {8uka)sukd, Balulany is the name of a kind of

basket; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

bdnor: strip of dried meat. Bdnor is also the name of a kind of elon-

gated cowpea.

hatikuldn^: gizzard or gigerium.

hddo: hair (of caterpillars, etc.); bristle (of plants).

hoi^kald: hooks or hook bones.

hdgi: roe; spawn; coral. The eggs or ovaries of fishes, crustaceans, etc,

hurdhur: sting or spine, the caudal spine of the sting ray. Trees are

said to die when pricked with it.

(bu) &ussoy (d)

:

the part of the flank of a quadruped that bulges out

when the animal is satiated, Bussdg means “ satiety ”
; the suffix is a

locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning. Cfr. kulay-6ng,

(dagum) ddgum

:

sting (of bees, wasps, etc.). Ddgum means “needle”;

the reduplication indicates resemblance.

gdmat: arm (of cuttlefishes, etc.); tendril. Cfr. hamdrCy.
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gita: venom.

ihhung: with chicken. This is said of eggs in the last stages of incuba-

tion, Cfr.

ipit: chela, the claw or pincerlike organ (pincers) terminating certain

limbs of some crustaceans.

ipus: tail,

itl6g: egg.

{i)tlog{4n): uterus (of birds). Itldg means “egg”j the suffix is a

locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.

kalannitig: glair, albumen or white (of the egg). Probably derived from
nvitg, coconut.

kam^fig: limb (of crustaceans), e. g. : mouth parts (mandibles, maxillae

and maxillipeds), pincers, walking legs, swimming legs, eye stalks, anten-

nae, etc.; tendril. Cfr, gdmat,

k{in)arakdr{an) : crop, craw or ingluvies. Kardkar means “intending,

anticipating”; the combination , m an is the past form of the suffix

an of transitive verbs; the suffix is generally a locative at the same time.

karaykdy: rasorial foot; grallatorial foot. Karaykdy also means
“ scratching.”

katvwdt: spur or cockspur,

kelld: slime, the mucuslike secretion of the skin of eels, etc.

(pa)kikit: dewclaw; fetlock. Kikit means “little finger”; the prefix

is an instrumental.

ki/wkiw: caudal fin or tail.

{kon)konikonn,: small intestine (of chickens). The corresponding part
in men and animals in general is called siUt, Konikon means “wring-
ing ”

; the reduplication represents the progressive form.

konsiainsdl: the areolar or reticular tissue situated under the skin of

swine, sheep, etc.

kdkod: shank; shin; cannon.

kulay-6ng: the depression in the flank of a quadruped. Cfr. {hu)-
hu88og[dn )

.

kdtit: buttocks; rump.

ild)la€m: viscera or entrails. Ladm means “inside”; the reduplica-
tion indicates plurality.

Idlat: hide; kip or kipskin; leather.

{lamU)lamhi: dewlap; wattle. Lemhi is the name, now obsolete, of a
kind of jar; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

{la)naMi{an) : uropygial gland, coccygeal gland or oil gland. Ldna
means “ coconut oil the suffix is a locative

j the reduplication emphtijdzes
the meaning.

Idpi: thigh; ham; round of beef; shoulder.
kapadt: lining of the gizzard. Lapsdt also means “slipping.” Cfr.

huldput, under Men.

Unci; the showy feathers in the tail of a cock, sickles, etc.
{h) hain^ {an)

;

the hole bored in the nasal septum. Lidi^ mAaT..
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Ting (of a cow, etc.); the suflBx is a locative; the reduplication empha-

sises the meaning.

logit: dung or excrement (of birds),

{nang)lif4i^: addle; incubated or brooded. This is said of incubated

eggs in which no young yet appears. Cfr. Luan^ means vacuous-

ness; the prefix is the past form of the transitive prefix mafig,

hidlud: lip (of fishes) ; cambium.

ngdrah

:

the lateral fins of the ray, extending from the tail to the head

on both sides. iS^rdb also means ‘‘ brim.”

ngoron^6r{an)

:

throat (of the hog). ST^ordnyor means “cutting the

throat”; the suffix is a locative.

(lcQ/m(i)ond: fore leg, forefoot. Ond means “preceding.” The prefixes

ka and ma are used to form substantives and adjectives respectively.

padddk: sole (of the foot of swine, etc.).

pdi: the skin on both sides of the tail of the ray,

(pd)patf ; the thick juice obtained from the bowels of ruminants.

(pd)patf; the thick juice obtained from the bowels of ruminants. Pait

means “bitterness”; the reduplication represents the progressive form.

(pa)pafcfco (an) ; neck (of the cow, etc.). Pdko means “yoke”; the

suffix is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning,

(pa)pafi^dl{a/n) : hock. Pdngal means “step” (rest for the foot in

ascending or descending) ; the suffix is a locative; the reduplication empha-

sizes the meaning.

pdtoAJo: cuttle bone.

pd/wak: dorsal fin.

patois: pinion, the distal part of a bird^s wing; knee (of quadrupeds).

paydk

:

wing.

penndt: elastic tissue (of quadrupeds)

.

pespds: half-digested food of ruminants found in their stomach.

pigar: fin; mane. Cfr. kd-wkiw and pdtoak*

p (in) ikon: Cfr. (kon)konikon. Pikon means “bending”; the infix is

the past form of the transitive suffix en and is used to form past parti-

ciples.

puld: the soft, yellow or red (when cooked), central part of a crab.

p('m)usk6l: the upper part of the rumen or paunch, next following the

esophagus. Puskdl means “ thickness the infix in is the past form of

the transitive suffix en and is used to form past participles.

(parigpv/y) puyot (dn) : the lower part of the windpipe or trachea of

animals. Puydt means “blowing”; the reduplication represents the pro-

gressive form; the combination panp ... an is a locative.

(rak)raktpa: rumen or paunch.

rdngo: mouth parts, antennae and eye stalks of shrimps and lobsters.

Cfr. kamSnp,

(sab) sahunpdnay

:

the numerous, more or less soft, riblike parts of a

crab, situated on both sides of the body and folded under the shell. Cfr.

sahungdnay, under Plants; the reduplication indicates resemblance.
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ean^d: tine or point (brow antler, bay>antler or bez-antler, royal antler,

sur-royal or crown antler); branch, ramification, offshoot, lateral shoot.

sard: horn; antler (beam and tines).

saufdk: crooked, deformed or distorted (horn of a water buffalo or

carabao)

.

{pa)sgar(dn) : the feathers that stand on end very easily, e. g. those

situated at the back of the head of a cock, the hackle. Seggdr means

“standing on end”; the combination pa . . . e» means “to cause to.”

s(m)igpit: the part of the brisket between the fore legs. Sigpit means

“squeezing”; the infix is the past form of the transitive sufHx en and is

used to form past participles.

sift: fishbone; spine; prickle; thorn.

stkil: Cfr. singiL

siksik

:

scale.

barbel.

sippit: beak, bill or nib.

Bobhok: Cfr. suhsdh,

sokldd: flat (horn of a cow)

.

subil: snout, the long projecting nose of swine.

subadb: snout, the projecting jaws and nose of swine.

{suka) sUrkd

:

the adipose tissue situated at and near the rumen of cows

and carabaos. 8ukd means “vinegar”; the reduplication indicates resem-

blance. Cfr. {bal)halulanp,

{ta)talde^{dn)

:

hole in the ear, Taiding means “piercing”; the

suffix is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.

ta/pirigdr: comb (of a fowl).

{io)ioh-6k{an)

:

nasal septum. Tob-6k means “piercing (the nasal

septum) ”; the suffix is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the mean-

ing.

tikong: tailless (fowl).

iudd

:

branchless antler. Tudd also means “ pointing.”

(tu)tugaw{dn): ischial callosity. Tugdw means “sitting”; the suffix

is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the meaning.

(kama)tidi: hind leg, hind foot, Udi means “rear the prefixes ka and
ma are used to form substantives and adjectives, respectively,

ukis: shell (of the egg) ; bark, rind, husk, peel, hull, skin, shell, paring,

seed vessel, pericarp, envelope, covering, cover, integument, tegument,

tegmen, testa, coat, membrane, epidermis, etc.

III. Plants.

alas-ds: fallen dry leaves, dry leaves that have fallen from trees, etc.;

more especially: dry leaves detached from the stalks of the sugar cane.

Alas-ds also means “ tearing off.”

alugangi{dn)

:

straw (of rice), namely; the part that has been cut off

at the time of the harvest, about five inches long; this term does not
include the ear, even though it be devoid of grain.
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(ag)alim^t: young (betel nut, just formed, not yet ripe). Ag is the

common prefix of intransitive verbs.

alupdsi

:

dry sheath of the banana leaf. Cfr. uhhdk,

amhuUg {an)

:

cob or corncob.

armcrdt: fibers (of the camote or sweet potato, either of its root or of

its vine) ; hence: the fibrous, central part of some varieties of sweet pota-

toes; also: a variety of sweet potato full of fibers.

amurtt: the part of the root of a sweet potato next to the vine; when
planting sweet potatoes, the Iloko cut off a small part of the root (the

amurtt) to which a part of the vine remains attached, and stick it in the

ground.

apis: the tawny, netlike appendages situated at the base of the leaf of

the coco palm.

arotdng: straw (of rice), namely: the part that has been cut off at the

time of the harvest; this term includes whatever is left of a bundle of

rice after pounding. Cfr. alugangidn,

as-ds: dry leaves (of sugar cane, Indian corn, etc.). As-ds also means

pounding thoroughly, pounding a second time.”

hagds: kernel; more especially: rice (when pounded or unhusked)

;

also: tuber, rootstock or rhizome, (tuberous) root, bulb, corm.

halanidg: leaf of the coco palm.

hallagubag: alburnum, sapwood or splintwood. Cfr. bdgas.

balldt: the inner part of the wood of the bamboo, the rattan, etc.,

namely : that part which is cut off when the stems are thinned for binding

purposes.

{mara)ha/nhdn: young pod (of the cowpea). Banhdn means “strip of

bamboo”; the prefix indicates resemblance. Cfr. {mara) ddgum,

{agin)bard: ripening, red (jambool or Java plum). When completely

ripe, it is black. Ba/rd means “ lung ”
; ag is the common prefix of intransi-

tive verbs; the prefix in adds nothing to the meaning.

barakhdk

:

withered leaf.

harakdhak: Cfr. harakhdk.

{har)hardniw: (edible) young branches (of cucurbitaceous vines).

Bardniw means “ lemon grass ”
; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

Cfr. rangdw.

batek: (white) spot (on tobacco leaves). BaUk also means bead.

bayyating: the fruit of the labtdnj-vine (Anamirta cocculus). It is

used to poison fishes.

hekkdg: cotton boll, the fruit of the cotton plant before it bursts open.

Bekkdg also means “emitting.”

belldny: wood of the palma brava,

bilid: wing (of fruits, etc.).

(botto)bott6 or {botto)l)Otto{dn)

:

the pistillate flower cluster of the

breadfruit. Bottd means “pivot”; also “position of the child ready to he

born.” Botiodn should mean literally “full of pivots” or “with a large

pivot hence “ callosity.” The reduplications indicate resemblance.
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bugds: the central part of the trunk of a tree or shrub or of one of its

branches; hence; heartwood or duramen and pith or medulla. Cfr-

ballaguhag,

hukel: seed stone (of a drupaceous fruit). Bukel also means '‘round-

ness, sphere/^

hulanddy: the fruit of the buri palm (Coiypha elata).

hulig: bunch or cluster (of bananas), the whole fruit cluster. Cfr.

sdpad,

hul6ng: leaf,

bunel: the bulbous base of the stalk of the banana.

hundt: coir, the outer husk of the coconut.

hunya: fruit (berry, capsule, drupe, etaerio, follicle, glans, legume or

pod, loment, nut, pepo, pome, schizocarp, silicle, silique, sorosis, strobile,

syconium or syconus, etc. )

.

{hur^a)huf^a: the fruit of the uvi (or ubi) yam. Bunga means
" fruit the reduplication emphasizes the meaning,

hungag: embryo or germ (of seeds).

hUngil

:

very hard betel nut, very hard nut of the fish-tail palm.

burardwit: long branch (of bamboo), pendulous top (of bamboo).

busel: flower bud {of pistillate flowers, either hermaphrodite or mono-

clinous, or not). Cfr. keppet.

butdyong: spathe (of the coco palm, the betel palm, etc.).

{rYiara)buteg : young fruit (just formed, not yet ripe) ; more especially:

young betel nut. Bdteg means ‘'nasal mucus”; the prefix indicates resem-

blance.

dddag: ripening (beans, peas, etc.). This term is applied to pods or

legumes that have become yellowish and more or less dry. Cfr. dcurangi-

ddi^an,

{mara) ddgttm

:

young pod (of the cowpea). This term is applied to

the pod, while the petals of the corolla still adhere to it. Ddgum means
'‘needle”; the prefix indicates resemblance. Cfr. {mara)ba/nbdn,

dalapddp: creeping shoot, runner.

darangiddnpian)

:

opening fruit. When it has changed color and is

nearly ripe. Cfr. {apag)hididg,

ddwa: ear or spike.

digo: milk or jnice (of the coconut). Digd also means "broth.”
gdnot: the white skin or membrane that surrounds the edible yellow

pulp of the jack. Gdnot also means "pulling out (herbs).”

gardmi: straw or stalk (of grain).

gar(isigds{an)

:

ripening betel nut. When it is very near changing color.

gcttd m the milk contained in the coconut meat and obtained by pressing
the latter.

gn/n/n^t

:

fiber or fibre ( of dbdhd or IVfanila hemp, pind or pineapple,
etc.) ; the fibre attached to the stone of the mango.

ibo: awn, beard.

at: the central rib of the leaflets of the coco palm, the buri palm, etc.
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irik: the grains or kernels of rice, when separated from the stalk.

ittd: an unhusked kernel of rice mixed with husked or cooked rice.

kaXangdJcany

:

the tamarind, when overripe and nearly dry, the skin

sticking to the seed.

kalawikcm: (edible) young branches (of the cowpea).

kamiring: the juice of the unripe mango. Kmniriny is also the name

of a tree, Semecarpus cuneiformis, which causes a very irritating rash.

kamotit

:

the last sdpad of the banana fruit cluster. Cfr. sdpad,

karamukoni: the guava, when very hard, just before ripening.

kariskis

:

dry bark.

karissdhw^: young guava, mango, etc., when just formed, the petals

of the corolla sometimes still sticking to it. Probably a derivative of

sdhung, “flower.”

{ka)karuy{en)

:

very soft coconut meat, when it is still pulpy. Kdruy

means “ scraping out soft coconut meat ”5 the reduplication combined with

the suffix; “which has to be or is generally (scraped out, etc.).” Cfr.

{Iii)luk6t{en) and taramosidn.

kd^joad: tobacco leaves, harvested second in order and next following the

palaspds; their tips generally rest on the ground. Kdtoad also means
" groping,” etc. Cfr. palaapds and pv/npdnay,

kdwmo: empty or almost empty coconut, containing very little or no

milk and scattered patches of meat or none.

kdyo: tree; wood, timber, lumber; stem, trunk, stalk, stock, stipe.

keppdt: flower bud (of staminate flowers). Keppet also means “clos-

ing ” (of the eyes, a wound, etc.) . Cfr. hdseL

kdpag: copra, namely: coconut meat after the milk or gettd has been

expressed and before the oil or Idna is extracted by boiling.

kullapit: young fruit (just formed, not yet ripe); more especially:

young pod of the Pithecolobium dulce.

Iddek: coconut meat from which the oil has been extracted.

Idna: coconut oil, coconut butter,

Idnos: sterile plant (e. g. : Indian corn that bears only staminate flow-

ers, coco palms, etc.).

lantdngg: young shoot (of the camote or sweet potato).

lapd: spadix (of the betel palm). Cfr. sar-dy.

UUg: pulpy carpel of the orange.

littolcd: the fruit of the rattan (Calamus sp.),

Idn^og

:

hollow of a tree.

hibbudg: first vegetation, first plants that appear at the beginning of

the rainy season; more especially: tall stalks of sugar cane found scat-

tered among the others in a field of sugar cane.

(apag)ludidg: ripening fruit. When it begins to change color. The

prefix means “scarcely, just beginning to.” Cfr. darar^iddnyan*

lugan^Hdn)

:

Cfr. aluganyidn»

(lu)lukdt(en)

:

soft coconut meat, when it has become consistent, the

intermediate stage between kakardyen and taramosvdn, I/dkot means “ roll-

2
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jpg up”; the reduplication combined with the suffix; ‘‘which has to be

or which is generally (rolled up).” Cfr. {1co^)lcan'uy {en) and taramosidn,

lUpis: pericarp (of the cotton boll).

marsahd: ripe tamarind.

mimis: young shoot (of the cogon).

mdnit: the dirt that falls out of cotton, when the latter is taken out of

the boll and cleaned by shaking and unravelling.

mdsot: small and seedless jambool or Java plum,

m^ta: stamen; anther.

muyod: top (of the ear of rice). Rarely said of the top of trees.

ri^oret: the base of the stalk of sugar cane, where the internodes are

short and the adventitious roots grow.

onghay: stem (of a leaf, a flower^ an inflorescence, a fruit); rachis;

peduncle, pedicel
;
petiole, petiolule.

or6

:

the fruit of a vitaceous plant, the Tetrastigma harmandii.

6$ang: bagasse (of sugar cane).

{palad)pdlad: the three black veins of a coconut shell, Pdlad means
“ line in the palm of the hand ”

; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

palahpdk: (cut-off) leaf. This term is applied to palm leaves, and

sometimes to any other large leaves, as those of the banana, the sugar

cane, etc., provided they be separated from the stem.

palaspds: tobacco leaves, harvested first in order and next preceding the

hdvyad. Cfr. hdwad and pxm^dnay.

paldtafig: rachis (of pinnately compound palm leaves) ; stem or petiole

(of palmate palm leaves) ; midrib (of banana leaves, etc.).

palat~drty{(m) : leaf (of palms, bananas, etc.),

palonydpm^

:

small tobacco leaves, generally found at the axils. Not
to he confounded with parundpin (called palugdpig in the Northern towns)

:

a kind of very hard timber.

palugdpig: Cfr. palongdping. It is a synonym of parundpin,

palursdpis: involucrum (of cotton).

pdor: dry coconut (completely ripe).

pdpeng: young coconut.

pdra: the sprouting embryo of the coconut, before the cotyledon appears.

Para also means “bubbling (water).”

parar^ipang

:

olive, namely: the fruit of the olive tree.

{parog)pdrog

:

Cfr. {sugud) adgud.

{paa)pasdy{an)

:

the top of young shoots. Pasdyan is the name of a
kind of shrimp; the reduplication indicates resemblance.

pegpdg: rice kernels beaten to pieces.

{mara)pegpi9 : small fruit (just formed; e. g.: guavas, Java plums,
etc.; not: bananas, etc.)

; small kernel (of rice, Indian com, etc.). Cfr.

fhe prefix indicates resemblance.

piet: the fibre of the paldtang of palm leaves; more especially: the
fibre of the petiole or stem of the leaves of the buri palm.
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pigMt: the glutinous substance exuded by several trees, e. g.: acacias,

orange trees, etc. ; gum. Cfr. tutot.

po^p6i^: stump or stub (of bamboos), namely: the part of a bamboo

which remains in the earth after the stem has been broken oflT by the

wind, etc., and which is usually larger than when the stem has been cut

off. Cfr, if^odd, under Men, pHteh and fmnpddh

punpanay: first stalk of the sugar cane; tobacco leaves, harvested third

in order and next following the kdwad: they form the largest part of the

crop and are called by that name because they are the first to be put on

the market, the two others being practically valueless. Pun^dnay also

means beginning.’’

puifipddl: stump or stub (of trees), Cfr. pon^pdfip and pdtek,

puriket: the oil of the peel or rind of the orange and of the bark of its

tree. Pwriket is also the name of the plant called '‘beggar-ticks.”

{pu)puros{dn) : the part of the plant (bark, skin, etc.) that is tom off

together with the fruit, when the latter is plucked. Pwrds means pluck-

ing (fruits)”; the suflBx is a locative; the reduplication emphasizes the

meaning.

pdtek: stump or stub (of bamboos), namely; the part of a bamboo
remaining in the earth after the stem is cut off. Cfr. portgpdny.

rady: bunch or cluster (of fruits, e. g.: grapes, laxizones, hnlanddy^ etc.)

.

rdbdny: young (edible) shoot of bamboo, up to about twenty inches.

ragddi: the hooks on the petioles of rattan leaves; the prickles on the

stems or petioles of buri-palm leaves. Ragddi also means “ saw.”

ramdt: root {all except tuberous roots)
;

radioed, radicle, rbizoid, root-

let. Cfr, hagds,

rad^ydw: (edible) young branches (of cucnrbitaceous vines). Cfr.

{bar) bardniw,

rdpang

:

the branches of the rootstock or rhizome of the ginger.

[(igpa)rgday: to he on the point of earing; sometimes; to shed pollen

(which is probably the original meaning). Applied to rice. Reggda^

means "falling off”; the compound prefix "to cause to.”

regnd&: kernels, spikelets and ears of rice detached from one or more

bundles.

HpinJ.* double (fruit), e. g.; two bananas in one skin.

rdsin^

:

seedling, hypocotyl.

rutorig: protuberance (on some fruits, e. g.; that of the Momordica

charantia).

aahdt

:

coconut shell.

sdhurtg: flower; perianth, corolla, petals.

aaburi^dnay: the unopened flower cluster of the banana; the unopening

part of the flower cluster of the banana.

sagibo: aftergrowth (of rice).

sagibsib: shoot (of the sugar cane, the taro, the banana, etc.), Cfr.

suhbudl, sarin^it, tardb&n^ and iuho.
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saldpi: young ear of Indian com (not yet ripe).

salapsdpien)

:

to pick or to pluck (bulky fruits, e. g.; ears of corn,

jacks, etc.; not: jambools, guavas, etc.). En is the common suflfix of

transitive verbs.

{pa) salldhay

:

the two upper leaves of topped tobacco plants. SaUdhay

means carrying something or somebody hanging around one’s neck from

behind”; the prefix means “to have oneself (carried, etc.).”

saldg: cutting or slip (of sugar cane), the upper part of a stalk of sugar

cane used for propagation. Cfr, sobbdfc.

s(m)dnia: small Jack; young branches (of vines). Sdma means “fault,

error the infix forms past participles.

samp: bunch or cluster (of palm flowers, e. g.: of the betel palm, the

coco palm, etc.).

santdk: layer, runner.

sangdt: the central part (top and base cut off) of the unopened spathe

of the betel palm. It is chiefly used as a receptacle for bunches of cotton

ready for spinning.

sdpad: bunch or cluster (of bananas), the bananas (generally from ten

to twenty) that are subtended by a single spathaceous bract. Cfr. hulig.

adpal: fork (of a tree, etc.).

saTamosi(dn)

:

Cfr. taramosxdn,

sar-dy: spadix {of the coco palm). Cfr. Zopd.

sarifigit: shoot, namely: when a dead branch, some part that has been

cut off, etc., reshoota. Cfr, toirdhot^p, tuho, sagilfstb and

Behhdk: stock (of the sugar cane), the original cutting that has pro-

duced new shoots and is then cut out, Cfr. saldg.

solbdg: the shooting core of the stalk of the sugar cane, the banana,

etc., after the latter has been cut off. Solbdg also means “tempting.”

suhhiidl: shoot (of the banana, the sugar cane, etc.). Cfr. sagihsih,

saringit, tardhodi^ and tdho,

{sugud)$ugud: the fruit of a cucurbitaceous plant, the Momordica
ovata. Sdgud means “comb, reed of a loom”; the reduplication indicates

resemblance. Cfr. (parog)pdrog,

{sunay) sunay

:

the innermost edible part of the unopening flower clus-

ter of the banana. Sunay means “top” (a child’s toy)
; the reduplica-

tion indicates resemblance. Cfr. mdn^ay, under Men.
sun^dt: the small parts of the husk or hull of rice (generally the part

of the husk next to the pedicel) that remain attached to the kernel,
especially when the latter has been beaten to pieces.

tdhan: select, choice, exquisite, superior, of the best quality. Applied to
coconuts, betel nuts, fruits of the red pepper or chili, etc.

ta^p: chaff; glume, husk or hull (of grains).

tagi^ting: young bamboo ( Sehizostachyum mucronatum or hdlo) about
an inch in diameter.

Uko: section of a dry bottle gourd; it is used as a bat, a dish, etc.

Tdko also means “drawing (water).”
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talopdk

:

sheath of the banana leaf, when separated from the stem, Cfr«

uhhdlc^

tandhag: young twig, young branch; stem of a young tree or shrub.

tdnos: main branch (of a tree).

taramo8i(dn)

:

hard coconut meat. Cfr. {ha) hardy (m) and

(lu) lulc6t(m),

tarohong: sprout or shoot (from a root or tuber). Cfr. tdho, aari^it,

sagihsib and mhdv4>h

(jian) ha {dn)

:

the bulbous lower part of the banana stem. Tehhd means

"cutting down bananas”; the combination panp . . . (past form:

nai^ ... an) indicates the place where something is done; the final

of the prefix is combined with the initial T of the stem into N.

tuhd: juice of the buri palm, coco palm, nipa palm and bamboo. Also:

the drink made from it.

tUrhhdg: juice, sap, gum, resin.

tdho: sprout or shoot (from a seed), Cfr. tarohoi^, sarir^it, aagibstb

and suhhuMl,

tdtof: resin, oil. It is obtained from pine trees, physic nuts, etc. Cfr.

pigkdt.

tdyo: bran. Tuyo is as dust compared to taip.

tihhdh: sheath of the banana leaf. Cfr. talopdk,

uhug: unspread leaf (of the coco palm, the betel palm, etc.).

'aggdt: young leaf (of the banana, the cowpea, etc,, etc.), whether

unspread or not.

{nang-)uB{dn)

:

skinned section of the stalk of the sugar cane. Us
means "chewing sugar cane”; the* combination pang an (past form:

wcjiJ ... an.) indicates the place where something is done.

wakiodk: lateral appendages of the stem, e. g.: leaves, leaf sheaths, etc.

(of sugar cane, bananas, etc.) ; not: the leaves at the top.
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A COMMOK everyday custom among Oriental peoples, especiaUy

Semites, is to emphasize anything they may say, even trivialities,

with an oath of one kind or another. This habit or custom came

down from a far-ofiE antiquity, whose origin is still beyond our ken.

And the acts or words, classed as oaths, cover a considerable range

of meaning. They have been widely and comprehensively discussed

for long years. The magnitude of the theme requires that we limit

its treatment to specific lines. This we wish to do by confining our

attention to the character and significance of the oath as used in

court procedure in Babylonia and the Old Testament.

One of the essentials in the discussion is to determine as far as

possible the fundamental meanings of the words used for oath, and

the usage of these words in the periods under survey. This requires

an examination of the Sumerian, Babylonian, and Hebrew terms

employed. Briefly the Sumerian and Babylonian words are these:

1. Nam-enm — mamitu (Br. 2178), “oath,^^ ^^ban,^^ ^^curse,^^

used especially in incantations, with an appeal to some god or king

or witness. It was also used as an oath where no appeal was made
either to god or man, where the actor merely took his oath. A
third use is that found in the execution of treaties between peoples

and nations, as E-an-na-tum,ldng of Lagash,with the city of XJmma
(ca. 2900 B. c.). The oath was taken and confirmed in the camp
of Ningirsu, son of En-lil; the person or god by whom the oath is

taken will slay the violator of that oath.

The Semitic origin of this common word for oath is probably a

root yama, ^
oath,^ ' ban,^ or " curse,^ or Arabic wama'a, " to make

a sign with the hand” (Mercer, Oath, p. 26). Among the Arabs
the only really binding and sacred oath is the yamln, ^ faithful,^

akin to mamitu.

There is also a goddess Mamitu, consort of Nergal, the god of
devastation, pestilence (cf. AJSL,, April, 1910, pp. 170-171),
who has been personified (Langdon, Sumerian and Babylonian
Psalms, p. xix)

.
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If Mamitu, the goddess of devastation, pestilence, and death, was

the same word as that used for oath, it is transparently clear why
that oath would kindle the thought of fear, dread, and even terror

on the part of those who invoked her.

2. Nam-erim-]eud-da=^ mamitu tamu (Br. 2182), ^^to speak or

take an oath^^; nam-erim-ag-a= the same meaning (Br. 2184);

tamu pad-da (Br. 9422), ^^name,^^ ^^call on," in an oath for-

mula. Tamu is often used with mamitu in oath-taking, indicatiag

that the act carried with it more than the mere swearing
;
in fact, a

serious result imder proper circumstances.

3. Zi= nis (Br. 2325), lifting up" It was used in the lift-

ing up of the hand in an oath both in Babylonia and the Old Tes-

tament (cf. Gen. 14. 22; Deut. 32. 4); there are scores of illus-

trations. The term zi in Sumerian, however, means in one case,

nasahu (Br. 2323), ^^to root out, extirpate"; in another, tehu

(Br. 2325), ^^to approach violently, to be furious (with evil

intent ),^^ both emphasizing the thought of penalty, punishment,

ban, curse. In some cases nis alone means “ oath," its full import

to be weighed by the context.

These three words are the chief terms employed in early Baby-

lonia for oath as such, each carrying a signification of its own as

determined by the context.

On the basis of these derivations and of the usages in vogue we

discover that the oath was closely related to the covenant, the vow,

the ordeal, and the curse. Indeed, mamitu was a conditional curse,

wherein the oath-taker invoked upon himself the punishment of

the gods if he failed to keep his promise. In other words, there

seems to have been primitively a religious basis for the serious

oath, in which the swearer wished for himself condign punish-

ment for a possible breach of contract. Driver goes so far {Deut,

p. 95) as to say that taking the oath was '"a confession of faith."

So impressive was the oath required of contestants at a trial that

we find in Gudea (Cyl. A 8, 6) that the hall of judgment was

called, that terrible place."

The oaths which we are discussing are of two kinds, the aflBrma-

tive and the pledged-promise. The affirmative deals with asser-

tions that the word spoken is the truth, that the act done is right,

calling upon god as witness without invoking any punishment or
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curse if it should prove to be a lie. This was the chief kind of

oath taken in business transactions where both parties to the deal

and witnesses were on hand, and sometimes even when no wit-

nesses are named. If, however, such an affirmative oath were vio-

lated the case would most likely find its way into court where

resort would be taken, before the end of the matter, to the pledged-

promise. In this pledged-promise, the most solemn of all oaths,

the parties in the case were sworn by the priests of the temple, in

the temple, before an emblem or shrine, at the gate of the temple,

or at the designated court tribunal. They took the oath in the

name of one or more gods, the ruling king, and a city; either by

all of these combined or singly, except that of a city.

In the years prior to, and during most of, the long 43 years reign

of Hammurabi, the priests were masters of court procedure, and

seem to have held it in or about the temple of the patron deity of

the city. They were also the judges and rendered the decisions.

Before the close of Hammurabi^s sway, however, civil officers are

found to be in charge of the secular functions of the court, with

priests in full attendance as administerers of the oath, and as

executors, in the main, of the sentences pronounced.

The organization of court procedure in early Babylonia has been

eruditely discussed by Edouard Cuq, the noted French legalist

{BA,, VII, pp. 65-101), so that we need only to note where the

oath was used and what it achieved in the advancement of justice.

We are handicapped at the very start of our study by the evi-

dent abbreviations of the reports of the court proceedings, probably

required by the limitations of the size of tablets used by the record-

ers. When the scribe, i. e. the priest, for they were usually the

recorders, gives the gist of the proceedings of the entire trial of

that day, he leaves out all the details familiar to the readers of his

times, the detailed charges and counter-charges of the accuser and
accused, respectively, the testimony of witnesses, the arguments of

the plaintiff and the rebuttals of the defence, and the reasons given

by the judge or judges for rendering the decision for or against the
plaintiff. He sometimes mentions the oath administered to the
parties in the trial, and usually the names of the witnesses, if he
gives them at all, in the briefest form. He also says " before the
god^'; ''by Shamash and the king"'; "by Ma:rduk; god of Baby-
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Ion”; Shamash, Aja (his wife), by the king, by the city

Sippar.”

There is no detailed description of court procedure found in any

early documents of Babylonia or the ancient Near East. But the

safeguards thrown around such governmental proceedings made

them effective social and economic factors in early Babylonian life.

The results of their activities reveal an efficiency and competence

that bespeaks hearty cooperation on the part of spiritual and civil

authorities. The deciding judges consisted at times of the elders of

a city (Kohler & Ungnad, 1194), of the mayor of a city with eight

judges sitting en banc (K TJ, 1195) ; or of several judges sitting

with a military officer as foreman (K XT, 1197),

Some of the trials came to an abrupt ending by the use of the

most sacred and fearful oath known in that day—called in old law

terms the oath of purgation. There are at least sis such cases men-

tioned in the laws of Hammurabi, where the accused by resorting

to that oath was set scot-free. Here they are

:

§ 20. If a slave escape from the hand of his captor, and that

man swear by the god to the owner of the slave, he shall go free.”

§ 103. If, when an agent has gone on a journey, an enemy

rob him of whatever he was carrying, the agent shall swear by the

name of the god, and shall go free.”

§ 131. ^^If a man have accused his wife [of infidelity] and she

has not been [caught in the act] she shall take an oath in the name

of the god and she shall return to her house.”

§ 206.
“
If a man have struck a man in a quarrel and have

injured him, he shall swear,
‘
I did not strike him maliciously,^

and he shall be responsible for the doctor [^s fees].”

§ 227. If a man have deceived a brander, and have caused him

to mutilate a slaveys mark, they shall put that man to death and

bury hiTTi in his house. The brander shall swear^ ^ Ignorantly IJ

branded him,^ and shall go free.”

§ 249. If a man have hired an ox, and the god have struck it

down and it have died, the man who hired the ox shall swear before

the god and go free.”

These are six cases where the oath freed the accused without

further ado. These records, however, are only a fraction of what
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took place. In each instance, the plaintiff and the accused appeared

before a formal court, either in the temple or other tribunal, with

judge or judges, priest or priests, and probably witnesses. After

an elaborate examination and pleadings on the part of the two

opposing contestants, the accused suddenly requested that he be

allowed to take the formal oath of innocence. The officiating priest

administered the mamitu and the accused was thereby set free.

The sanctity of the oath thus taken was so great that the case was

immediately dropped and the court adjourned. In some cases the

victor was required to swear that this ended the matter. Such an

oath was sworn by the chief god or gods of the city, by the ruling

king, and sometimes, by the ciiy itself.

When we turn to the Old Testament we find two words for oath

whose fundamental meanings are akin to those of early Babylonia.

1. 'dZa(fc) (n^X), ^^oath,^^ rather ^^curse,^^ self-invoked ; Sept.

apd, Vulg. maledictio; translated in our Bibles sometimes oath

(Gen. 24. 41), sometimes curse (Dent. 29. 19, 20). In Num.
5. 27 where a woman’s status is tested by an ordeal, if found guilty

she shall become VaMQi) ( H^X^) ^a curse’ or ^an execration’

among her people. In Jer. 29. 18, those who remain in Judea shall

be an ^execration’ among aU the nations. Jer. 42. 18 specifies

that in flight to Egypt after the killing of Gedaliah, ye shall be

an execration, and an astonishment and a curse ” (see also 44. 12).

2. sh^1)hu^d{h) ^^oath,” nishbd^ "swear,” assert the honesty of

one’s motives, the truth of his words. Hiphil, cause to swear,”

"take an oath,” "adjure.” In the use of 'dld{hy an imprecation

was always lurking in the background ready to spring upon the

violator of the oath; in sh^bjiild{h) there need be none, though in

some instances there may have been.

Of the various acts and rituals performed in the making of a
covenant, which usually included an oath, the most impressive is

that described in Gen. 15 where Abram in his pact with Jahweh
cut the animals in two, setting the halves opposite each other, sym-
bolizing the fate of the breaker of the covenant; also interpreted

in Jer. 34. 18-20 as a symbol of the death that awaited those who
should violate their covenant originally made by passing between
the two halves of the slain animals. In other words, the sanctity
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of their covenant involving an oath with a curse attached thereto

was expressed by a threat of the loss of their lives if violated.

An oath was also constuninated by the lifting up of the hand to

heaven (Gen. 14. 22), or by the lifting up of both hands (Dan.

12. 7). But I am not to treat the oath in general in the Old Tes-

tament; that has been done often and well. My task is limited to

a few sample cases of actual or implied court procedure.

Probably the oldest and most Hammurabi-like proceedings are

those foimd in the Little Book of the Covenant (Exodus 21-23).

But here, as in Hammurabi, the barest facts are given, leaving the

reader to imagine the processes through which the trials travelled.

E. g., if two men quarrel and injure the one^s wife ... he shall

pay as the judges determine (Exod. 21. 22). In other words, we

have here merely the echo of a full trial at court, where the entire

circumstances of the quarrel were aired, fought out by argument

and pleas, taken in consideration by the judges, and decided. But
our interest centers rather in those trials where the oath was

invoked by the accused. In Exod. 22. 7-9 the defaulter who could

not account for the goods on deposit was arraigned in court on

charges of theft, thoroughly examined by judges and testified

against by witnesses in the presence of a full quota of priests. Each

party was obliged to face the taking of the oath and to swear by

the severest of oaths. In case no guilt could be proved the judges

freed the accused. But in the next example (Exod. 22. 10, 11)

W'here a herdsman took over several kinds of stock for safekeeping

and some of them disappeared, there being no witnesses, the trial

finally broke down and was dropped when he resorted to the oath

of Jahweh,^^ the oath of purgation, which was accepted as final,

and he made no restitution for the loss. Doughty {Araiia Deserta,

I, 267) found the same custom among the Arabs today. This is

similar to the six oaths of purgation already cited in Hammurabi,

where the taking of that oath acquitted the accused and closed the

trials. In other words, a denial on oath became an acquittal. The

sacredness of the oath was sufficient to allay all suspicions as to the

possible guilt of the accused.

The oath in all that area of the Semitic world seems to have lost

little or none of its sanctity and terror for more tiian 1500 years.

This is amply illustrated by the well-known concrete ease dating
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from the time of Ashur-nirari V (753-745 b. c.), about the time

of Amos in Israel. In a sworn treaty between that Assyrian king

and Mati’ilu of Agusi a ram was slain, and his body cut into pieces,

and set aside as symbolic of a possible broken contract. The sym-

bolic meaning was thus emphasized at the treaty-making: ^This

[detached] head is not the head of the ram, but that of Mati^ilu,

of his sons, of his nobles, and of the people of the land.^ ^If

Mati^ilu violates this oath. Just as the head of the ram is cut off,

so will the head of MatWlu be cut off The same symbolic process

was amplified touching all the detached parts of the ram^s body.

After calling on several divinities, and invoking several highly

significant curses and threats against his family, his flocks, and his

people, we see most clearly that a violated oath in the eighth cen-

tury B. c. meant the extinction of the false-swearer.

The Deuteronomic legislation (17. 8) makes some specific provi-

sions for cases that were too difficult for the local courts or Judges.

In these we find cases between blood and blood (whether man-

slaughter or murder) between plea and plea (whether larceny or

embezzlement) and between stroke and stroke (some personal

injury), being trials held at the gates remaining undecided.

Such unsettled cases should be carried up to the central tribunal

or court, and come up before the Levitical priests and the Judge,

of course with all the required witnesses and attendant officers.

The text says merely this, and thou shalt inquire, and they shall

show thee the sentence of Judgment (vs. 9),—an inadequate and

fragmentary method of reporting what must have been trials

involving all the elaborations, testimony, pleadings, and oaths

required at such tribunals. In this case the Judgment or sentence

might have been death if the party were found guilty.

In Deuteronomy 19. 15 ff. we have a case not uncommon in the

Near East. A false witness appears against someone for personal

ends, in this case leading to the re-affirmation of the fundamental
principle that only at the mouth of two witnesses shall any case

be established (cf. Jezebers charge against Naboth (for his vine-

yard), where she used the same sound principle to make sure ofi

the decision in her favor (I Kings, 21. 1-16). In the Deuteronomy
case the accuser and the accused took their stand before Jahweh,
i. e., they were put under oath in the presence of priests and Judges.
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After thorough examination and cross-examination the testimony

of the accuser broke down, and the decision, of course, went against

him. In this, as in a long line of items in Hammurabi and Exodus,

the penalty was lex taXionis; the penalty which he endeayored to

foist upon his victim fell upon his own head.

In Jeremiah (34, 18-20) the significance of the oath as embodied

in a covenant between God and man was still distressingly vivid.

Its violation meant falling into the hands of enemies and the suffer-

ing of a violent death.

Taking then the sweep of our earliest records of Babylonia down
almost through the Old Testament we find the pledged oath accom-

panied with a curse, as the final resort to curb evil-doers and to

rescue the innocent under false accusation. Based upon a reli-

gious belief, it seems to have been the most effective measure of

restraining society, and of stabilizing the civil and economic activi-

ties of peoples whose religious and moral force alone were not

equal to their daily tests.

The fundamental meanings of the oaths used in the early courts

of Babylonia and the Old Testament are transparently clear in

their derivations. The most effective was the pledged-promise that

carried with it a curse upon the maker if he violated the specified

terms of the oath. This last-resort oath was sufficient in most cases

to acquit the accused and bring the trial to an end. Its salutary

effect is found in Old Testament court procedure down to the exile,

as a stabilizing factor in the religious, social, and economic struc-

ture of the Semitic peoples.



TWO OlfOMATOLOGICAL STUDIES

Israel Eitan
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1. The Name Eve

The interpretation of niPi in Gen. 3. 20 as ^Hhe mother of all

living
''

is generally understood to derive this name from the root

of ''Pi, as if n^rt = n^n ^^life.” Such a derivation is most often

taken by modern scholars to represent no more than a popular ety-

mology—and for good reasons. First, the popular imagination of

the ancients would certainly have found for the first woman in

human history some more concrete and precise characterization

than an abstract name as general and comprehensive as Life, suit-

able only to Mankind. Secondly, as the root for life in Hebrew

and in the cognate languages is one with second yod, the above

identification would necessarily imply TWi—^with waw—^to rep-

resent a secondary formation of later origin. Such an implica-

tion can hardly seem reasonable when referring to an old tradition

and, moreover, while all the other vocables of the same word-

family— V. n^n—have preserved the original yod.

Other identifications have then been suggested. Midrash Kabba,

among other homiletic interpretations, connects n^iH with Aram.

serpent/^ ^ cf. also Arab, hayya^^^. In our own time

Noeldeke and Welihausen ^ took up the same etymology for good,

believing to find in that name a trace of an antique tradition put-

ting the serpent at the head of the genealogy of the human race.

The above Midrashic derivation is also advocated by Ehrlich/
although for another reason. So far, however, no concrete proofs

have been adduced to substantiate the strange identification of

See Oen. Rabba, sect. 20, 27 : ‘^and sbe advises biTin like
a serpent/* AlsorS^iKn ‘‘the serpent was a serpent to
fchee, but thou wast Adam’s serpent.” Cf. ihidem,, sect. 22, 2.

* Prolegomena to the History of Israel, English translation, 1885,
Edinburgh; see p. 308, n. 1.

^ Ramdglossen, Vol. I, p. 16.
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njn with serpent to any degree of probability. Neither could

Eobertson Smithes ^ interpretation of as "every hayy'*

(=hayy^^y "kinsfolk, tribe, clan'^)—even if correct—^be sup-

posed to indicate the real etymology under discussion.

Now it is worth noticing that the very use of the word in

our verse has something peculiar and of an accidental character.

Its connotation is evidently narrowed down to " mankind only,

cf. Targum, But then, seems to represent a mere

makeshift for DIK, the use of which would have been quite incon-

venient here, the sentence having already started with

This becomes still likeiier if we take into account the fondness

shown by ancient Hebrew for assonance as that offered here by

and n^n.

The purpose, however, of our verse was not—as hitherto assumed

by all commentators—^to specify the root or word from Avhich njH

was derived. The author merely intended to convey—more or less

free-handedly—the etymological meaning of that name as " mother

of all mankind.^^ This appellation presents the most natural and

adequate characterization of the first woman in human history and,

moreover, recalls classical epithets given on similar m}i;hological

occasions. Compare, e. g., VergiFs magna deum genetrix =
the goddess Cybele, called also Magna Mater

j

or Ovid^s figurative

genetrix frugum — the goddess Ceres. Our mother of all

mankind ” might then eventually point to the genuine etymology

by laying the emphasis on DX "mother” as a synonym of rnn.

Now njn, indeed, seems to represent an archaic Hebrew equiva-

lent of the above Latin geneirvx, " one who brings forth, or bears,

a mother,” or figuratively " one who produces.” As it can prop-

erly be derived only from a root with second waw, the crux will

apparently vanish if we identify with Arab, hawd "to

bring forth ” (woman), cf. also hawiya " to be delivered ” (woman)

or hawi^ empty-bellied.” The same root n^n with a hard n

h is further to be traced in Ex. 1. 19, n^n ’'D which is

Kinship and Marnage in Early Arabia, p. 177.
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perfectly well explained by the context Here obviously

belongs also Mishnic and Aram, n^n a lying-in woman/’ cf.

above intrans, hawiya ‘Ho be delivered/’ Mishn. and Aram, n^n

midwife ” might then be derived from the transitive form hawa

“io bring forth” with regard to another woman’s child. Cf.

Heb. when speaking of the father. The last three vocables

with yod—^wrongly connected by the Lexica with to

live”'—are, of course, of later formation than n^n which has

preserved the original waw of the second radical.

As to the nominal type after which njH has been formed, it

might represent either a feminine segolate, i. e. Hjn <
cf. or perhaps better a femininei nomen agentis, i, e.

njn < cf. » ninj?n i Sam. 8. is.

2. The Name Abraham

As in the case of the above Biblical derivation of ^^Eve,”

the very nature of the explanation given in Gen. 17. 5 for the name
Abraham is generally misconceived as an attempt to trace this

name from the words pon . The verse is then consid-

ered to offer a mere word-play, insuflScient even for a "popular

etymology ” as it does not accoimt for the consonant in

at all. Ibn Ezra (12th cent.) was the first to insist on this latter

shortcoming, proposing the etymology ])t:n which in our

own time was taken up again by Dillmann and Joseph Halevy.”

Most scholars, however, identify etymologically and
nnDX as one and the same name. Of these some believe the

additional n to have originated here as a mere Utera prolonga-

tionis or vowel-letter which finally came to be pronounced as an
independent consonant: Abraham < Abrahm < Abram. So G.
K. Driver ® and Montgomery,^ after Hommel and Cowley. Others

® Rm., 1887, 177 f.

® JBL., Vol. 45, 323-5.

Vol. 46, 144.
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consider Dn'IiDK as an Aramaizing equivalent of D“)2K exalted

father from + DK? cf. Aram. ton'H for Heb. Aram.

DHD for Heb. etc.

The following lines make an individual refutation of each of the

foregoing derivations of quite superfluous. In reality,

the Biblical verse in question points to the etymology of that name
not by specifying the roots from which it might have originated

—

but by indicating the semantic value of the two components

of The author simply wants to say that Abraham
means father of a muititude.^^ Now this loolm

rather correct. For, as the first member of that name can

hardly be doubted, the second seems best to represent the

archaic Hebrew counterpart of ruham^^^ which in Arabic ® actually

means great number or multitude Further-

more, this interpretation of as father of a multi-

tude^^ (or ^^a great number of - . .) proves to be more than a

superficial or “popular etymology,^^ since it permits to identify

Abu-Euham, a personal name preserved in the Hadith, as the

Arabic counterpart of the Hebrew name Abraham. Obviously a

name or cognomen like Abu-Euham, too, was originally used to

characterize a man as the head of an exceptionally laige family, or

populous clan or tribe.

The two forms and must then represent two

etymologically different names, the first and earlier one appar-

ently of Babylonian origin, the second and later one of Western

—

Canaanitish or Amoritic—extraction. As to the question of the

possible bearing such a difference of origin of the two names might

have on the very history of the Biblical traditions relating to the

patriarch, it exceeds the limits and the purpose of the present study.

• Lane, HI, p. 1172.
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ON TUEFAN PAHLAVI MIYAZDAGTAClH, AS DESIG-
NATING A MANICHAEAN CEREMONIAL OFFERING ^

A. V. Williams Jackson

COLXIMBIA UNIVEBSITY

AMOifG the fragmentary remains of Manfs writings in Middle

Persian, which were recovered through the remarkable finds made
by A. von Le Coq in the Turfan Oasis of Eastern Turkistan, and

were first deciphered and translated by F. W. K. Muller in 1904,

there are a couple of incomplete remnants from Manias Evangeli-

y5n (au(a)ng(a)ly vn), or Gospel.^ The existence of this work

was well known to the Church Fathers and is referred to by

al-Berum and others.®

The scrap of one such text, which here concerns us because it

contains the TPhl. word miyazdagtacih under consideration, con-

sists of a single leaf, numbered Fragm. M. 17 in Muller, Hand-

schriftevr-reste, 2. 25-27. Its reverse side, where this term is

found, bears in blue ink the caption heading Evangeliyonzg

(au(a)ng(a)lyvnyg), thus proving it to be ^Belonging to

[ManPs] Gospel/ This attribution is further assured by the fact

that just a few lines above the excerpt to be quoted there occur

(written in red ink) the words: T, Mam, the Apostle of Jesus^-

—

a title which he assumed according to Saint Augustine.® With

regard to the content of the brief Fragment as a whole we need

simply note that it comprises an ascription of praise and, towards

the end of the second column of the second page, an allusion to

the ritual offering in question, the latter text being also incom-

plete.

^ Presented by title at the annual meeting of the A. O. S. at PhiladeP

phia, April 9, 1926, but now printed for the first time.

• See F. W. K. Mtiller, Handschriften-reste, 2. 26-27, and his remarks,

which include an allusion to a Petersburg Fragment; also p. 30-31 bot-

tom and p. 101 bottom. Likewise see C. Salemann, Ein Bruchstuk, p. 2.

4-5. Furthermore, compare P. Alfaric, Les £critures manichSemies, 2.

38, n. 1.

* For references see Alfaric, op. dt. 2. 37-43.

*The TPhl. words here are, * an Mdnl prestag * ig Yi§6^; see MUller,

op. cit., p. 26 bottom.

®See Aug. Contra Paustum, 13. 4; cf. id. Epiat. Fund. 5. 6.
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These incomplete verses at the end may be transliterated and
translated as follows (cf. Mli. op, cit. p. 27 )

:

farumn 'in

miyazdagtacih

padirend zirdn

dsnasend o o

tahmdn pemocend

ddnagdn vafii^

(remainder missing)

^ The Blessed Ones this

miyazdagtacih

will receive; the Wise Ones

will recognize it o o

the Strong Ones will clothe (i, e. with the heavenly robe)

the goodness (or wisdom) of those ^Who are Knowing^
(t. e, the Elect).

(The rest is lost)

Two observations on this passage may at once be made: (1) the

long word miyazdagtacih, which is left for the moment untrans-

lated, looks like a compound; (2) the context clearly indicates

that this term designates some kind of pious offering in the Mani-
chaean ritual which will be acceptable to the divine beings in the

realms beyond.

Eegarding the correct reading of miyazdagtdcih (myzdg-
t a c y h) in the text there can be no question. It is similarly

written in the later-published TPhl. Fragment S. 12c, 51 (Sale-

mann^ Manichaica, 3. p. 17), where the imperfect or obliterated

text breaks off just after Mn miyazdagtdcih. Added weight is lent

also by the fact that in another torn Fragment (S.41b, 2), from

the same Petrograd or Leningrad collection, the broken word

myazdag / / / / / is surely to be filled out as miyazdag (tdclh)

.

We may therefore rest assured that the decipherment of the term

is certain. Moreover, the first element miyazdag is found by

itself alone in M. 176v, line 15—Mii. 2. p. 62 top.

* It would probably be premature to try to recognize some of the Old

Iranian octosyllabic rhythm in the lilt of these truncated lines, or in

those which immediately precede them in this imperfectly preserved Frag-

ment.
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This noun miyazdagtainh, as already intimated, is a derivative

abstract of compound origin, and is to be resolved into

miyazdag + tdclh^ the first half of which presents no difficulty.

Every Iranist recognized at once when the Turfan Fragments

were first made accessible, that TPhl. miyazdag was to be con-

nected with Av. myazda-, Skt. miyedha-. Book Phi. miyazd^ IS*. P.

miyazd, all of these terms being associated with the ceremonial

offering and of common Indo-Iranian descent. In the Avesta it

is clear that myazda- denotes the edible portion of the oblation

which was partaken of by the Zoroastrian faithful in the ritual.'^

All ceremonial offerings, which are partaken of by the worship-

per, as in Zoroastrianism and elsewhere, consist, however, of drink

as well as food. This fact furnishes us with the key for solving

the riddle of the second element {-tdclh) of our compound, which

seems hitherto to have failed of explanation.® A derivation for

the vocable is easy to suggest in the light of what has just been

said. The substantive 'tdclh (with the abstract suffix Ih^ which

belongs to the whole ^dvandva^ compound) is a Middle-Iranian

derivative from the familiar Indo-Iranian root tac^
^
to flow, run %

applied especially to something that is liquid.® It must therefore

have denoted the fluid portion of the oblation; the two elements

together made up the complete offering, miyazdag^tdcih, some-

what as do the bread and wine in the Christian eucharist.

In connection with the Manichaean ceremony, though with a

difference to be pointed out below, we may first recall that the

^ See Bartholomae, Altiranischea Worterhuch, 1191, s. v. mpazda-, as

referring to the solid portion of the offering in contradistinction to the

liquid portion, zaaBra^ {op cit. 1654'1‘655).

®No explanation of miyazdagtddih is offered, for example, by Miiller,

Hcmdschriften-reate, 2. 27, who shnply gives ‘ Opfer . . .
’ Andreas ( in

a note in Miiller, op, cit, p. Ill) translates by ‘ Opferdarbringung,^

but without adding a comment. Salemann, Manichaeische Studien,

p. 95, merely has ‘vgl. miyazdag>?^ W. Bang, Mus^on, 36. 223*225 (cf.

Mus^on, 37. 112) treats of miyazdag but leaves * tdd{t)ih^ with a ques-

tion mark.
® See Bartholomae, AirWh, 624-625. The long d in tadih is to be

explained as of causative or denominative origin; the form may be com-
pared with Bk. Phi. tddiSn-omandf which is used to translate Av. vitadina^

in Vd, 15. 14; see Bartholomae, AirWh. 1440, and cf. Salemann, in

Grundr. d, iran, Philologie, 1. 1, p. 298 § 87. For instances of Phi. d ==

Av. or Skt. d consult Hiibschmann, Pers. Stud. p. 133 top.
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Zoroastrian ritual in an age far more ancient comprised an offer-

ing of tile stimulating Juice extracted from the haoma plant (Vedic

soma), together with consecrated water, milk, cakes, some flesh

food (later omitted), sweet-smeUing wood for burning, and other

ceremonial elements. The Modem Zoroastrians have retained

these characteristic elements but have wholly eliminated animal

flesh from the offering, substituting ghee, or clarified butter. The

Parsi ritual will be found best described by Dr. Jivanji Jamshadji

Modi, in his Religious Ceremonies of the Parsees, p. 391-394, cf.

also p. 260-3^9, Bombay, 1922. It comprises the offering of fruit,

flowers, together with the darun or sacred bread (cf. p. 296-299),

all placed on one tray, and of milk, wine, water, sherbet (or syrup)

in vessels or glasses on another tray. With regard to wine. Modi

records (p. 394) :
^ There are some Parsees now, who, being total

abstainers, abstain from using wine at their place. If we look to

the time of the Avesta, we find no prohibition.^

Keeping in mind the fact that Mani was totally opposed to any

indulgence in wine by those who followed his religion, and utterly

forbade the taking of animal life, we may now further illustrate

the meaning proposed above for miyazdag4dcih by turning to

the broken mural painting brought back from Eastern Turkistan

by Professor A, von Le Coq.^® This noted scholarly authority

rightly recognized that the painting depicts a Manichaean offer-

ing (op. cit. p. 54),

Following in general Le Coq^s excellent description of the scene

portrayed, but with additions and some comments, we can see

plainly delineated in color in the middle of the painting, first

(1) what I would designate as the miyazdag, or that portion of

the oblation which is to be partaken of as food in the ritual.^^

Le Coq, Die huddhistiscke Spdtantihe in Mittelasien. Zuoeiter Teil

:

Die manichaeische Miniaturen, Berlin, 1923. See Plate 8b, and cf. p.

53-55.

may note that this entire paragraph was originally drafted in

December, 1924, after receiving the Le Coq volume a month earlier, on

November 4th of that year, and studying this particular miniature, which

appears to represent the Bema festival as Le Coq suggested {op, cit. p.

63-54). The view which I recorded at that time as to miyazdag and

drOn, and also regarding -tdcih, was found subsequently to receive inde-

pendent and welcome support through Professor Bang’s short article in

MusSon (1924), 37. 11M12, already referred to in note 8, so far as the
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Here on a tray resting upon a table in the foreground we see

depicted a dozen small round cakes of white bread, which would

correspond in a measure to the Jrdti {darun) wafers in the old

Zoroastrian sacrifice.^^ Next, in the immediate background above,

there stand the Manichaean fruit and vegetable ofEerings in a

golden tripod dish. The lower layer of these gifts consists of yel-

lowish melons as peculiarly consecrated to the Elect. The second

shows bunches of grapes, white among purple. The top is crowned

by what Le Coq queried as being ^eine griine Melone(?)\ This

green object, however, is not a melon at all but a rich green
^ cucumber ^ which peeps out above from the cluster, being thrust

down through it into the melons. For such an explanation we
have the full support of Saint Augustine, who refers especially

to ^melons and cucumbers^ {melones et cucumeres) as the

appropriate food of the Elect.^® Flowers, we know also, were

much used by the Manichaeans, and these likewise appear to be

discernible in a golden dish standing upon the remains of a

wooden settle in front of the table.^^ We may feel certain, there-

fore, regarding the miyazdag elements represented in the painting.

two former were concerned^ although he had no explanation to offer

for -tadih. The derivation suggested above would seem to clear up that

question.

Similarly, as with the other Manichaean oblations, the Elect could

eat bread as consecrated sustenance, if it was presented as an offering

of the Auditores. See Theodoret, Haeret, Fah, Compendium, 1. 26, ed.

Migne, Pair. Gr. vol. 83, col. 380 C, as I have indicated in JA08 45. 257,

^“Augustine, Contra Faustum, 5. 10; cf. 6. 4, 8. See also among the

anathemas ascribed to Augustine, Migne, P. Jjf2, col. 1155, Anathema iii

(printed also in op. eit., vol. 65, col. 24). For a translation of these ana-

themas see Joseph Rickaby, S. J., The Manichees as Saint Augustine saw
them, p. 0-11, London, 1925. [In letters which Le Coq and I exchanged

(Aug. 1928) after this article had (been accepted for printing, he wrote me
that he was attracted by my suggestion to include St. Augustine’s ‘ cucum-

bers he had thought only of the ‘ delicious melons ’ which he had enjoyed

when in Eastern Turkistan. This would lend support for my interpreta-

tion of the particular object pictured in the fresco.]

See Le Coq, op. cit. p. 54, near bottom: ' Vor dem Tisch scheint noch
ein Holzschemel oder dergl. gestanden zu hahen, neben dem nach 1. eine

goldene Schale mit weiss und gelblichen Blumen z, T. noch erkennbar
ist.’ We may remark that Le Coq (cf. p. 34, n. 2) always uses right and
left from the standpoint of the figures in the picture, and not from the
viewpoint of the observer.
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The tdclh element, or Kbation portion of the offering, also

receives confirmation through the picture. This latter I Judge to be

furnished by the upper part of a handsome golden pitcher which

is recognizable to the left of the table, and which Le Coq regards

as of Sasanian form.^* Its contents, we may be sure, consisted

of nothing stronger than fruit Juice or sherbet.

We may now conclude that the explanation proposed above for

the word miyazdagtacih in the Manichaean ritual, as referring to

the offerings of food and drink, respectively, has support alike

from the standpoint of etymology and that of representation in art

^®Le Coq, loc. cit, ‘Nach r. dagegen, neben dem Tisch, sieht man noch

den oberen Teil einer prachtvollen goldenen K.anne sassanidischer Form.

Xbnliche ubemommene Formen finden sich bei cbinesischen Metallgefas-

sen/ Merely incidentally, I may add that the picture furthermore shows

in the hands of the chief offerer an object which I take to be a book.
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!!• DdMdhiMramaMydnasutra.^

Intkoduction

SJct. Honor to the three jewels. Thus hare I heard : One time

the Blessed One was at Sravasi5 in the Jetavana, the grove of

Anathapindada, with a large group of monks. There he addressed

the monks : Monks, a wise man gives a gift in 37 ways.

Tib. Honor to all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. Thus did I

hear at one time : The Blessed One was at Sravasti in the grove of

Anathapindada, the Jetavana. Thereupon the Blessed One said to

the monks : Monks, wise men give a gift in 37 ways. If it is asked

what the 37 are

:

Chin. Thus have I heard : One time when the Buddha was at

Sravasti in the Jetavana, the park of Anathapindada, with a large

number of monks, he related the doctrine of gifts. There are 37

kinds.

^ For a study of the Sukarikavaddna see JAOS 48. 159-165. In the fol-

lowing article I have confronted English translations of the Sanskrit,

Tibetan, and Chinese versions of the Ddnddhikdramahdydnasutra, A com-

plete translation is given of the Skt. and Chin, texts, but the Tib. is given

only when it varies from the Skt,, for, as a rule, the Tib. texts translate

literally, whereas the Chin, translate freely or even paraphrase their

original.

The Tib. text is to be found in mdo 15, ff. 151 a (line 5)—153 a (line 4)

;

the Chin, in the Tokyo edition of the Tripitaka XIV. 8. 3 a and in Taisho

Issai-kyo XVI. 812. The Skt. text is to be found in Cowell and NeiPs
edition of the Divyavadana, pp. 481-483.

M. Pr2ylu8ki, in correspondence which I have had with him since leaving

France, has called my attention to the ms. 98 of the Skt. collection at the
Biblioth^que Rationale, but I have not tried to obtain a loan of it. Cowell
and Neil (op. cit.) briefly describe it and merely remark (p. 667) that the
Ddnddhikdra° there found= the Danddhikd/ra^ of the Divyd^.

As the original Tib. is not easily accessible to all, I have decided to give

the complete text in the notes.

40
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Intro. Sans>rgyas dan byaQ-chub’Sems-dpah thams-oadda pb^ag^btshal-lo.

^di-skad bdag-gas tbos-pa dus gcig-na. Bcom-ldan-hdas mfian-yod-na rgyal-

bu rgyal-byed-kyi tshal mgon-med zas-sbyin-gyi kun-dgab ra-ba-na bshugS'

te. De-nas bcoin-ldan*bdas-kyis dge-slon-rnaans-la bkab-stsal~pa. Dge-slon-

dag mkbas-pa-rnams-kyis rnam-pa sum-cu-rtsa-bdun sbyin-pa byin-no. Sum-
cu-rtsa-bdun gan she-na.

1 .

SM. Missing.

Tib. To be freed of avarice, a gift is given with faith.

Chin. When with true and respectful heart a gift is made, one

must needs obtain freedom from all desires for the things which

men reverence.

1.

Ser-sna rnam-par-span-bahi phyir dad-pas sbyin-pa byin-no.

2 .

Skt. He gives a gift at the right time. He gives a gift approved

by the Tathagata and suitable. The irivastu is completely purified.

Tib. At the right time a gift is given. A gift approved by the

Tath^ata and suitable is given that the trwastu be completely

purified.

Chin. When a gift is made at the right time, one obtains the

purification of the trivastu^ and tranquility and contentment during

the four seasons of the year.

2.

Dus-su sbyin-pa byin no. De-bsbin-g§egs-paa gnan-pahi run-pa dnos-po

gsum yons-su dag-par sbyin-pa byin-no.

On p. 681 of tbeir text Cowell and Neil suggest that trivastu means
huddha, dharma, sarrigha. The true meaning, however, is “ thot, word, and

deed.” Cf. Ting Fu-pao’s (
"J" 'QJ ) translation of Oda’s Buddhist

dictionary, ^ (Shanghai 1925), p. 337 and p. 2342

3.

Slct. He gives a gift with respect, to dispel all faults and

perplexities.

Chin. By giving constantly one obtains undispersed happiness

of body and mind, and the disappearance of confusion.

3.

Sems-kyi bkhrug-pahi skyon thams-cad spafi-pahi phyir bsti-stan-du

byas-te sbyin-pa byin-no.
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4.

8M, He gives a gift witli his own hand, to obtain excellence

from a body without excellence.

Chin, By giving with one^s own hand one obtains long, thin

fingers and correctness in personal appearance.

4. Snin.‘po med-pahi Ins-las sUin-po blafi-pahi pbyir ran-gi lag-nas sbyin-

pa byin-no.

5 .

Skt He gives a skandha as a gift, which is conducive to obtain-

ing in return the enjoyment of the great renunciation as the fruit

of the act.

Tib, When a gift non-injurious to others is given, one obtains

the great renunciation as the fruit of the act.

Chin, By giving a gift for others one obtains the bestowal of

the great renunciation from the activities of other men.

5, Skandhaip danam dadati maIiatyagabhogavip§j£apratilS.bliasamvar-

tanlyam.

Gsban-la mi gnod-pahi sbyin-pa byin-na mam-par smin-pa gton-ba chen-

po thob-par bgyur-ro.

It is evident from the Tib. and Chin, that we must seek for the original

Skt. a reading other than the skandha of the present text which is here

meaningless. I would suggest, therefore, that the original text read

*anyaddnarn. The Tib. and Chin, have both interpreted this reading. As

for the present Skt. text, perhaps its history is as follows: a/nyaddnam'^

anyam ddnam y skandharn ddnarri as the result of a poorly written manu-

script. It seems to me that such a confusion might easily arise if

devanagarl characters were used, but, of course, we must remember that

the archetype of the mss. which Cowell and Neil used is in Nepalese script,

and 1 confess that it seems less easy in that script.

The Chin, here inserts a “ way ” found neither in the Skt. nor the Tib.

;

By a gift conforming to the teaching (of Buddha), the mind abandons

attachments and obtains eternal happiness.

6 .

Skt He gives a gift of excellent color which is' conducive to

obtaining in return (we must read ^pratUdbhasafn^) beauty as the

fruit of the act.

Chin, By a gift of an article of excellent color one obtains an
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upright and imposing complexion, and the things which all like

and take pleasure in.

6.

Kha-dog phun-BTim-tshogs-par sbyin-pa byin-na rnam-par smm-pa
kba-dog mdses'pa thob-par ]^gyur-ro.

7 .

SM. ... a gift of excellent fragrance which is conducive to

obtaining in return as the fruit of the act fragrance.

Chin. ... an article of extremely good fragrance one obtains

permanent possession of sandal-wood-incense which is a means of

furnishing support (to the samgha)

.

7.

Dri pbun-stun-tsbogs-pahi • - - grags-pabi dri . . .

8.

SJct. ... of excellent flavor . . . the marks of the foremost

excellent flavors.

Chin. . . . ot excellent flavor one obtains to have his limbs and

body filled and benefited by the best of flavors.

8. Ko bro-ba pbim-sum-tshogs-paM . . . ro bro-pabi incbog>gis dpe^byad

bzan-po . . .

9

.

"

SM. . . . perfect gift . . . perfect enjoyment.

Chin. If the gift is held in honor and esteem by the Law . . .

tranquility and contentment, and the things which all men behold

with joy.

9. Gya-nom-pabi , . . lofis-spyod gya-nom-pa . . .

10 .

SJct. . . . extensive gift . . . extensive enjoyment.

Chin. By a liberal gift . . . extensive happiness without limit.

10. Rgya-cben-po . . . lobs-spyod rgya-cben-po , . .

11 .

Sht. ... of food . . . freedom from hunger-desire.

Chin. ... of choice food . . . freedom from htmger and famine,

and that his granary be full and overflowing.

11. Bzab-ba . . . tsbe-rabs thams-cad*du bkres pa mam-par gcod-pa . . .

The suggestions of tbe editor. Professor F. Edgerton, have helped me to

wbat I believe is tbe correct interpretation of nos. 9 and 16.
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12 .

8ht. ... of drink . . . freedom from thirst everywhere in his

rebirths.

Chm, ... of broth and drink . . . freedom from all thirst

wherever one may go.

12. Btan-ba . . . tshe-rabs thams-cad-dn skom-pa rnam-par gcod-pa . . .

13 .

SM. ... of clothes . . . enjoyment of abundant clothes.

Chin, ... of clothes . . . quite excellent clothes and an im-

posing personal appearance.

13. Bgo-ba . . . goS“kyi lons-spyod sna-tshogs . . .

14.

Sht. ... a house ... a distinguished palatial residence, up-

per apartment, gallery, dwelling, mansion, royal garden, or grove.

Tih, When a shelter is given as a gift, one ‘obtains as the fruit

of the act an upper story, a storeyed-house, a gallery, a dwelling,

a mansion, a royal garden, and a grove as abiding place.

Chin, ... of a residence ... an extensive field and house, and

an imposing two-storeyed house and a hall.

14. Pratiirayam danam dadati harmyakutagaraprasadabhavanavimano-

dyanaramaviie^avipakapratiiabbasamvartaniyam.

Gnas . . , pu-^u dan kban-pa-brtsegs-pa dan khyams dan khon>pa dafi

gsbal-med-khan dafl. bskyed-mos-tshal dan kun-dgab-ra-ba dan yul . . .

1^0

Corresponding to the visesa of the Skt. the Tib. has yul — visaya. The
Tib. reading is certainly secondary.

15 .

Sht, ... a bed ... a family of the upper class.

Chin. ... of a bed . , . birth in an honorable family and the

possession of bright, clean furniture.

15. Mal-cha . . . rigs mthon-po . . .

16 .

Slet. ... a vehicle . . . the steps to magic.

Tib. When a vehicle is given ... the four steps to magic.
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Chin. • . , of an elephant, horse, wagon, or palanquin . . . the

four steps to magic, which are very useful for not being caught (?)

in a crowd.

16. Yanam . . . rddhipadavi®.

Bshon-pa . . . rdsu-hphrul-gyi rkan-pa bshi . . .

The original text undoubtedly read caturrddhipada"^

.

These four steps

seem to have been the abandonment of chanda, citta, vxrya, and mlmdmsd,

Cf. B. J. Eitel, Hdhk, of Chinese Buddhism, p. 131, and Sylvain Levi's

edition and translation of the Mahdydnasiitr&lamkdra, BJSHE 159, pp. 142-

143, and BEHE 190, pp, 106 and 239-240,

17 .

Sht. . . . medicine , . . freedom from old age and death, free-

dom from grief, freedom from painful hindrances, and nirvana.

Tib. When medicine ... a nirvana free from old age, death,

grief, and painful hindrances.

Chin. ... of liquid medicine . . . tranquility, contentment, and

freedom from all ailments.

17. Bhai^ajyadanam . . . ajaramaranavisokasamklistanirodhanirvanavi®.

Sman . . . rga-gi med cin mya^nan dan kun-nas fion-mons-pa bgog'P&hi

mya-nan-las hdas-pa . . .

The Tib. text presupposes a Skt. ajardmaratfuiokasamklistanirodhanir-

vdna^. As for the Skt. text, my translation clearly indicates that I find

no reason to follow Cowell and Neil in their suggested emendation of

nirodha to anirodha.

18 .

STct. ... a precept as a gift . . . recollection of his former

births.

Chin. ... of a precept to be found in the canon . . . the reve-

lation of his former births.

18.

Chos . . . skye-ba dran-par , . .

19 .

Sht. ... of flowers . . . the flower of the branches of en-

lightenment.

Chin. ... of flowers and fruit . . . the flower of the seven

branches of enlightenment.
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Me*tog . . . byan-chub-kyi yan-lag-gi me-tog . . .

According to the Mahdyana8utra° (vide suprOr 16) 159, p. 57, 1. 25;

190, p. 106, 1. 17, these branches are: smrti, dharmapravicaya, vtrya,

priii, prasrabdhi, samddhi, and upehsa.

20 .

SM, ... a garland . . . purification from passion, hatred, and

ignorance.

CJivn. ... of a garland of fiowers, one succeeds in escaping the

filth of covetousness, anger, and foolishness.

20.

Phren-pa . . . hdod-chags dan she<sdan dah gti-mug-^ dri>ina mam'
par dag-pa . . ,

The Skt. here adds: . . . perfume . . . the arising of the pleasure of

divine perfumes (for one’s personal use).

21 .

Slet . . . incense , . . doing away with vexatious, bad odors.

Chin. . . . of incense - . , to abandon vexing and stinking filth.

21. Bdug-pa . . . hon-mohs'pa^i dri na-ba thams-cad med-pa . . .

22 .

8kf. , . . parasol . . . overlordship of supremacy in the Law.

Chin. . . . parasol . . . self-sufficiency in the Law.
22. Gdugs . . . cliOB-la dbaa-pahi dbafl-phyug . . .

23 .

SM. . . . bell . . . charming voice.

Chin. Same.

23. Dril-bu . . . sgra-dbyafis yid-du ^on-pa . . .

24 .

SM. . . . musical instrument ... a voice sounding like Brahmans.

Chin. . . . music ... a fine, deep voice like Brahmans.

24. Sil'Sflan . . . tshaUs-pahi sgra-dbyahs Ita-bu . . ,

25.

SM. Omitted.

Tib. When a lamp ... a divine eye, unobscured and clear.

Chtn. . . . lighted lamp ... a divine eye, clear and pure.

25. Mar-me . . . lhahi mig sgrib-pa med cin mam-par dag-pa . . .
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26*

Sht . . . silk cloth . . . the binding on of silks used at the

consecrations of gods and men,

Tib. When silk cloth , , . the binding on of the silks of release

among gods and men.

Chin. . . . silk fabrics consisting of pieces of variegated silk . . ,

garments of release,

26. Patta . . . devamanuiyabhisekapattabandliayp’. (All the Skt. mss.

read devamanusyo ‘hhiseka'*.)

Dar . . . Iba dan mihi naA-na rnam-par grol-pa^i dar-gyis bciU-pa . , .

Since both the Tib. and Chin, have a common reading, vimok^a, differing

from the Skt., I believe that the original Skt. probably read: devamanu^e
vimoksapatta**

.

“ Garment of release ” is the name given to a long robe worn by Buddhist

priests. Cf. Ting, p. 2434 p .

Skt. (One of the nos. 27-29 has been lost in the Skt.) ... a

bath of sweet-smelling water at stupas of the Tathagata and to

images of the Tathagata . . . the 32 marks and the 80 subsidiary

tokens of a mahdpurusa.

Tib. Having offered in stupas of the Tathagata and to images

of the Tathagata grain and fragrant ghee, and having offered a gift

of perfumed bathing-water, . . . the 32 marks and the 80 sub-

sidiary tokens of a mahdpurusa.

Chin. By sprinkling a stupa of the Tathagata with perfumed

water, by bathing the body of a Tathagata with perfumed water,

by smearing and adorning a statue of Buddha with perfumed oil

—

by all these one obtains the 32 marks and the 80 subsidiary tokens.

27-28. De-bsbiii'gQegS'pabi mcbod-rten-na, de-bshin-g^gs-pabi sku-gzugs-

la hbru mar dri^shim-po phul-la, spos-kyi khrus-cbu dbul-ba phul-na mam-
par smin-pa skyes-bu chen-pohi mtshan sum-cu-rtsa-gnis dan dpe-byad bzan-

po brgyad-cu . . .

30.

Skt. ... a sutra . . . everywhere, when he is going to be re-

born, and after having been bom in a picked family, perpetual

beauty.
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Tib. . . . bath necessities , . . little sickness in all his rebirths,

births in the best of families, and perpetual beauty.

Chin. When all Buddhist monks are bathed by a gift of per-

fumed water . . . birth in a rich, honorable family, few sicknesses,

and tranquility and contentment.

30.

Sutra . . . sarvatra jatisutpatsyata grahyakulestipapadya samanta-

prasadikavi®.

Khrus-kyi yo-byad . . . tshe-rabs thams-cad-du nad nun-pa dan rigs-kyi

mehog-tu skye-shin kun-tu mdses-pa . . .

It seems probable, therefore, that the original Skt. read sndnaddnam for

the present sdtraddnam.

31 .

Skt. . . . the five essences . . . everywhere in his rebirths great

might.

Tib. ... five essences . . . great might in all rebirths and the

non-curbing of great joys.

Chin. Omitted.

31,

Snin-po lha . , . tshe-rabs thams-cad-du mthu che shin spro-pa chen*

po mi thul-pa . . .

32 .

Skt. . . , partaking of the nature of kindness ... the destruc-

tion of malice.

Chin. . . . gift out of kindness . . . friendly and pleasing com-

plexion and mien, and freedom from all anger and hatred.

32. Byams-pa-la gnas-te . . . gnod-sems med-pa . . .

33 .

Skt. . . . out of compassion . . . great joy.

Tib. ... out of compassion . . . non-existence of injury.

Chin. ... out of compassion . , , freedom from killing and
injuring.

33. Sfiin-rje-la gnas-te . . . htshe-ba med-pa . . .

It seems almost certain that the platitude indhdstiJcha has been substi-
tuted for the very definite ahimsd.
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34.

ShL . . . out of joy . . . joy and happiness.

Tih. . . . out of joy . . . fearlessness.

Chin. . , . out of joy . . . fearlessness and a far departure

from sadness and yexation.

34. Dgah-ba-la gnas-te ... mi hjigs-pa sbyin-pa . . .

35.

Sht. . . . out of equanimity . . , destruction of discontent.

Chin. . . . made with abandonment . . . freedom from impedi-

ments and obstacles, and the joy of witnessing nirvana.

35. Btafi.“Snoms-la gnas-te ... mi dgah-ba spo&-ba . . .

36.

Slct. . . . diverse and variegated . . . diverse enjoyments of

various and many kinds.

Tib. ... of every kind ... all enjoyments.

Chin. ... of all kinds of things ... all kinds of happiness.

36. Rnam-pa sna-tsbogs-kyi , , , lons-spyod sna-tsbogs . , .

37.

SJct. . . . abandoning all gain . . . the perfect enlightenment

without peer.

Tib. . . , without hope of return . . . perfect enlightenment

without peer.

Chin. . . . made without cease and thot of mutuality . . . the

perfect, complete enlightenment without peer.

37. Lan-la mi re-pa-la gnas-te . . . bla-na med-pa yan-dag-par rdsogs-

pahi byan-cbub . , .

Conclusion

Ski. In these 37 ways, 0 monks, a wise man gives his gift.

This the Blessed One said. Transported in mind, the monks

praised the Blessed One’s speech.

Tib. Monks, by the wise in the 37 ways are gifts given. When
the Blessed One had spoken these words, these monks, being

delighted, praised what the Blessed One had said.

4
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Chin. Buddha declared to the monks : Thus there are 37 ways.

The slight, but excellent gifts which the wise man makes, you today

perceive and grasp.

Cone. Dge-slon-dag mkhas-pa rnams-kyis rnam-pa sum-cu-rtsa-bdun-po-

dag sbyin-pa byin-na. Bcom-ldan'hdas-kyis de-skad-ces bkah-stsal-nas, dge-

slon de-dag-yi rans-te, bcom-ldan-hdas-kyis gsuns-pa-la nmon-par bstod-do.

The Chin, then continues as follows: And then the king of

Sravasti said to Buddha: World-honored, we ask how to make

gifts. Buddha said: King, if at the time of making a gift one

seeks most excellent happiness in return,—out of kindness, without

killing, far from all desires, with correct views, with proper appear-

ance, far from the non-virtuous, maintaining the prohibitions, in

the presence of virtuous friends, shutting the door to the Way of

evil, opening the road to birth as a god, benefiting others with one^s

own profits, with one^s heart at peace, etc.—if the gift is thus made,

it is a true gift ; it is a field of great happiness.

In again making a gift if one follows his own hearths desire, he

will obtain the return which is fitting. If with an excellent color,

a well-known incense, a delicacy, something soft to the touch, or

with his own hand one gives a gift, one obtains in return a family

honored by all men, and perfect wealth and honors, and tranquility

and contentment.

If one makes a gift of food and drink, one obtains great strength.

If one makes a gift of a milk-oil-lamp, one obtains a divine eye.

... of music, one obtains a divine ear. ... of liquid medicine,

one obtains a long life. ... of a residence, one obtains a two-

storeyed house, a hall, a field, and a garden; ... of an essay on

the Law, one obtains sweet dew (= blessings).

Buddha said: King, if the gift of keeping the ten virtues is

made, one obtains again ten kinds of proper returns. The ten

virtues are : not to kill a living being, not to steal, not to commit
adultery, not to speak falsely, not to speak with pride, not to

slander, not to employ a double tongue, not to covet, not to become
angry, not to be foolish.^ One obtains a life not suffering a pre-

* This list is identical in some items with the ten moral precepts usually

quoted in the manuals on Buddhism as obligatory for the monk. A cursory
perusal of the manuals seems to show that there are several lists of pre-

cepts which agree only in the first three or four injunctions. It is my
intention, therefore, to publish, in what I hope will not be a too distant

future, a study of this problem.
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mature death, riches which are not scattered and lost, a family

which is pure, to speak the truth, freedom from all desires, the

things which men regard with joy, to be near amiable friends, not

to become poor and destitute, an upright complexion and mien, a

proper appearance of wisdom. These are one^s rewards.

Buddha said: King, if with a quite excellent offering of food

and drink one supports the three jewels, one obtains five kinds of

profit : an upright and imposing personal appearance, increasing

and flourishing strength, a protracted and long Life, tranquility and

contentment, and the achievement of argumentative ability. Thus,

0 all people of India,—^fathers, mothers, wives, children, men,

women, and families,—^thus the above gifts, according to the object

of one^s desires, are not imperfect.

When he had spoken this doctrine, they all rejoiced greatly, and

departed paying him honor.

i

f

24^60
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A Handful of Boohs from India

Some of the books mentioned below were received by the reviewer

a year after they were sent to him (personally), as he was abroad.

Books intended for review should be sent to the Journal directly.

Dr. Bimala C. Law, whose monographs on Indian Tribes are well

known, has published an attractive little volume on Women in

Buddhist Literature (Bastian, Ceylon, 1927), which gives a sys-

tematic and quite complete treatment of the subject, with perhaps

almost too many anecdotes that have no particular significance.

Mr. Law^s English is on the whole impeccable but we doubt whether

Buddha, being shocked at a woman^s nakedness, said to her ‘^'^Sister

!

Kecover your shamelessness^^ (p. 111). Economic studies are well

represented among recent books. N. C. Bandyopadhyaya, M. A.,

has given a resume of the principles of Kautilya in his recent book

of that title {Kautilya, Cambray and Co., Calcutta, 1927), in

which he discusses the guiding principles of this political teacher

and his ideas as to the functions and aims of, government, while

in Part I of the same author^s Development of Hindu Polity and
Political Theories are discussed the same subjects from the earliest

time to the growth of the imperialistic movement, including epic

data, with utilization of Vedic and later Sanskrit sources and
Buddhist literature, to which are added a careful estimate of ideals

and a comparison with Western thought (Calcutta, 1927). Two
volumes, which appear to be expanded theses for the degree of

Ph. D. and Doctor of Science, respectively, cover much the same
ground under the titles. Theory of Government in Ancient India
and The State in Ancient India, both by Beni Prasad, now lecturer

in the University of Allahabad (Allahabad, 1927 and 1928). Here
both the merits and demeritsj of Indian doctrines are discussed^

data are drawn from a wide extent of literature and, though there

is little to substantiate the author’s claim that he has diverged
radically from his predecessors’ conclusions and offered fresh inter-

pretations of the various aspects of his subject, the two volumes
make a valuable collection of material. There is perhaps some
danger of surfeit in the immense amount of repetition (rehashing
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is the inelegant term in America) of what is now old material in

economics and philosophy. A single thesis thoroughly carried out

is really more valuable than the expanded details got from uniting

the lucubrations of previous scholars with some mild comment

thereon. Such a capable and narrow (and iherefore more useful)

study is the excellent monograph of S. V. Karandikar, M. A.,

entitled Hindu Exogamy, (Bombay, 1938), which discusses the sub-

ject in its details {gotra and pravara relationships) from the earliest

times to the present, concluding with a chapter on exogamy in the

light of eugenics. Here we have old material as far as the texts

go, but a fresh and collective arrangement of the data leading to

real historical results. Early marriage was arranged outside Iftie

family, but cognates could be married in the third generation.

Later, agnatic generations began to be excluded, but cognates could

intermarry in the third and fourth generation. Despite contradic-

tory data! in the text, it is probable that Manu meant to prohibit

cognates in the third. Gautama allows marriage in the eighth and

sixth generation on the father’s and mother’s side, respectively,

Baudhayana condones intermarriage in the third generation afi a

Deccan custom only, local custom being authoritative. The general

later rule was to avoid marriage connection as far as the seventh

generation on the father’s and fifth on the mother’s side. There

are, however, special caste rules which do not keep this restriction.

Another such study, not consisting of voluminous collections of old

material, though of a different nature, is the Kdtayayana-Mata-

Sangraha by the scholar already mentioned, Dr. Bandyopadhyaya,

published by the Calcutta University Press (1937). It is a collec-

tion of the legal fragments of Katyayana, some 800 verses, which,

though not complete, is a very useful piece of work. Another good

study, this time in the field of philosophy, is .4 History of the

Terms Hlnayana and Mahdydna and the Origin of Mahdydna

Buddhism (our friends in India favor long titles) by Eyukan

Kimura, lecturer in Calcutta University (published by the Calcutta

University, 1937). The author regards the term mahdydna as

originally used in the sense of ehaydna and synonymous with

hodhisattvaydna, that is, it proclaimed the Mahasanghika doctrine,

that all men possessed equal personality with Buddha and were

capable of hodhisattva-hood^ and as such, as a vehicle for all, it was

the all-embracing, great vehicle (as opposed to the arahat-hood of
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the cultured). A more partisan monograph, as it has present

religious value in India, is the thoughtful discussion of The Phil-

osophy of Vaishnava Beligion, vol. I, by G. N. Mallik, Professor of

Sanskrit in the Comilla Victoria College of Lahore and published

there in 1927. It points out the defects in other philosophies and

the superior excellence of the Vaishnava philosophy (Punjab Orien-

tal Series, No, xiv). Though essentially a missionary tract, this

treatise really contains a shrewd critique of the mdyd doctrine.

The texts, though in Sanskrit, are given both in the original and

translation, a practice which, if it had been transferred to the Ben-

gali texts in the History of Bengali Literature^ by K. N. Das (Nao-

gaon, Kajshahi, Bengal, 1926), would have increased the circulation

of this unpretentious little manual. Dr. D. C. Sen^s volume on the

same subject should have been given less stinted acknowledgment

by^ the author, whose work is by no means the first of its kind,

though it gives many new details. As in political, so in philosoph-

ical writings of the day there is almost a plethora of books. We
reviewed lately a projected history of Indian philosophy in sixteen

volumes and we are noiw confronted with the History of Indim
Philosophy, by S. K. Belvalkar and E. D. Ranade, professors of

Sanskrit and philosophy in Poona and Allahabad, respectively

(Poona, 1927). This work may be a modification of the first plan.

The present volume is the first published, but is vol. ii of the series;

it covers the later Vedic and Brahmana periods, treating of eschat-

ological speculations, ritual, and the transition to the IJpanishads,

with a discussion and exposition of these later texts, as arranged by
the authors in a new chronological order according to their evalua-

tion of the thought as an index of the evolution of the matter.

Here, of course, the ground is more or less doubtful and results

drawn from this chronology are hazardous, though not improbable.

It is in the finer groupings that there is most danger, but the main
chronological scheme, with the Brahmanas assigned to 1800-2000
B. C., the IJpanishads to 1200-600, and the epic as pre-Buddhistic,

will also be challenged by more conservative scholars. The scheme
of IJpanishads divides them into four separate groups with sub-

divisions. The Brhad Ir. i. 1-2 is given to Group 1; ibid, i. 4 to

Group ii in the sub-division early ”) 1 ; then vi. 1-3 falls into the
middle division of the same Group and vi. 2 into Group iii in

the early division, with ii, 1 and 4, iii, and iv. 3-4 assigned to
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the middle ” division of the same Group, etc., interesting but not

always convincing indications of development. The authors agree

that the Eig Veda is not pure priest-poetry through and through,^^

unless this theory be taken cum grano saliSj and they set the

end of the collection where the reviewer sets the beginning, o.

1200 B. C. ;
but many will agree with them in this, if not in regard-

ing the epic as pre-Buddhistic.

Two minor works may complete this summary. The Outline of

Ancient Indian History and Civilisationj by Dr. K. C. Majumdar,

M. A., Ph. D. (1927, published by the author), is an unpretentious

but handy book for the use of those who desire an accurate general

knowledge of this subject. The author thinks his work may be use-

fully applied to correct the deficiencies and inaccuracies of others,

since Smiths history is merely political and E., C. DutPs Ancient

India is not only out of date but alsol absolutely unreliable as

regards politics. Ancient India as described by Ptolemy (and long

ago translated by McCrindle) is republished in a facsimile reprint,

with introduction, notes, and a new map, by S. N, Mojumdar Sastri,

as a companion volume to Cunningham’s Geography of India and

McCrindle’s Megasthenes (Chuckervertty, Chatterjee and Co., Cal-

cutta, 1927). The orginal version is bettered. McCrindle’s identi-

fication of Ophir with Supara is now rejected in favor ofAbhira,

or, more probably, Ophir is to be found not in India at all but on

the Arabian coast of the Eed Sea. Classical scholars may note that
“ Byzanteion ” on the coast of India is not an indication of a Greek

settlement, but a Greek rendering of Vizadrog in its earlier form

Vijayadurga (^^fort of victory”), and Ehersonesos means merely

the peninsula ” at Karwar in S. India. Some uncertainty seems

to exist in the editor’s mind as to the Magoi (Brahmans), inter-

preted as sons of Brahmans ” on p. 51, on p. 349 as “Zoroastrian

priests,” (i. e.Magi), and on p. 381 as priests of the Sakas.”

An interesting suggestion (not entirely new) on p. 383 is that, as

English slave is from Slav, so the Cholas become choras (thieves)

and the Cheras (Keralas) become chetas (servants), as was perhaps

the case with Sudras and dasas in older times. Greek parallels are

well known.

E. Washburn Hopkins.

Yale University.
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On the Possible Oriental Origin of our Word Booze

There is an old Persian-Turkish word boza or buza denoting an

alcoholic beverage made from millet, barley, or rice, also translated

beer,” which is widely distributed over Asia, Europe, and North

Africa. Whether in its origin it is Persian or Turkish I am not

sure. Johnson-Eichardson-Steingass, in their Persian-English

Dictionary, list it as Persian, but Vambery regards it as a very

ancient Turkish word, since it occurs in the Uigur Kudatku Bilik

of the eleventh century, and he may be right. According to Kad-

loffs Worterbuch der Tiirlc-Dialecte it occurs in Kazan, Jagatai,

and Tobol beverage from millet or barley”); and Shaw has

registered it in his Vocabulary of the TurM Language as boza, ^^a

weak intoxicating liquor made from various grains (at Khokand).”

The Mongols have adopted it as a loan-word either from Persian or

Turkish in the form bodzo, and Kowalewski, in his Mongol Dic-

tionary, defines it as an alcoholic beverage made from barley-

meal or milk.” The word is well known to the Osmans and is

recorded as early as 1674 in the Epistola de moribus ac institutis

Turcarum, written by Th. Smith of the College Maria Magdalena

of Oxford. Speaking of the beverages of the Turks, he goes on to

say, They also have other liquors rather peculiar to them of which

I shall only mention Bozza made from miUet,” etc. Lane {Man-

ners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians) mentions boozeh or

boozah as an intoxicating liquor commonly drunk by the boatmen

of the Nile and by other persons of the lower orders.

What this kind of booze was is well described by J. L. Burck-

hardt in his Travels in Nubia (London, 1822), p. 201: Few
tiaders pass through Berber without taking a mistress, if it be only

for a fortnight. Drunkenness is the constant companion of this

debauchery, and it would seem as if the men in these countries had

no other objects in life. The intoxicating liquor which they drink

is called buza. Strongly leavened bread made from Dhurra
[Sorghum] is broken into crumbs, and mixed with water, and the

mixture is kept for several hours over a slow fire. Being then

removed, water is poured over it, and it is left for two nights to

ferment. This liquor, according to its greater or smaller degree of

fermentation, takes the names of merin, buza, or om belbel, the
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mother of nightingales, so called because it makes the drunkard

aing. At the beginning of the sitting, some roasted meat, strongly

peppered, is generally circulated, but the buza itself (they say) is

suflSciently nourishing, and indeed the common sort looks more

like soup or porridge than a liquor to be taken at a draught/^ In

another passage he writes, " During the fortnight I remained at

Berber I heard of half a dozen quarrels occurring in drinking par-

ties, all of which finished in knife or sword wounds. Nobody goes

to a Buza but without taking his sword with him, and the girls-'

are often the first sufferers in the affray,” It is evident that in

the latter case duza has the meaning drinking-bout.”

M. Holderness {Notes relating to the Manners and Cicstoms of

the Grim Tatars, London, 1821, p, 59), writes, Another, and I

believe the only strong liquor which they are allowed is called

booza; it is made either from rice or millet, and with this, it is

said, they occasionally get much intoxicated.”

From Osmanli our word has migrated into ail Slavic languages,

also into Kumanian, Hungarian, Albanian, and Neo-Greek. The
Turkish origin of the Slavic series was first recognized by F. Miklo-

sich, the eminent Slavic philologist, and has been confirmed by

Berneker in his Slavisches etymologisches Worterhuch. Eussian

buza denotes a beverage made from wheat-flour or oat-meal soaked

in water,” or according to Pawlowski a beverage made from buck-

wheat flour or oatmeal, also cider.” In Serbo-Croatian buza applies

to a drink made from maize flour or the sap of a birch. Czech

and Polish have buza, Bulgarian boza. In Eumanian boza, bouza,

or bozan signifies “a drink made from millet”; and bozdn,

kind of beer ” These words are classified among the Turkish loans

in Eumanian by A, de Cihac, Dictionnaire d^etymologie daco-

romane, p. 551. In Albanian we meet hoze as a beverage made

from pea-flour” and hozadzi, '^one engaged in making boza, a

booze-maker.” In Magyar also, boza has been recognized as a

Turkish loan-word. The Neo-Greek form is or fwrov(^a5,

which likewise denotes a miUet beer.

Finally the French have adopted this word from Turkish as

bouza or bosan Turkish millet beer”), and buza is also found

in Spanish and Portuguese.

The Oxford English Dictionary has also registered the word

buza in five different spellings {booza, boza, bosa, bonza, boosa) as
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derived from Turkish ioza with the definition given by Eedhouse

a kind of thick white drink made of millet fermented ” and with

a quotation from Blount^s Glossogr, (1656) : ^^Boza, a drink in

Turky made of seed^ much like new mustard^ and is very heady

In view of this situation and the wide distribution of the Turk-

ish word over Europe it occurred to me whether our word booze

might not be connected with this series. As is well known, many
of our culture words have been claimed as European which at

closer range have turned out to be of Oriental origin. In English,

it seems to me, we must distinguish between the verb to booze and

the noun booze in the sense of strong drink. The verb to booze

is properly to bouse, which is connected by our English lexicograph-

ers with German bausen. Middle Low German busen, akin to

bauschen to bulge, swell up, to revel and bans ("abun-

dance”). This verb, of course, is Germanic, though not traceable

to an earlier date than the thirteenth century; but as to the noun

booze a contamination at least with the Turkish word seems

possible.

Whatever the relation of buza to booze may be, the coincidence

itself is suggestive: there is booze East and West. There is also

the notable semasiological coincidence that both the Oriental buza

and English booze have assumed the double significance: a drink

and a drinking bout. The Oxford Dictionary defines booze, boose

1. a driuk, a draught; 2. drinking, a drinking bout.

Beethold Laufee.
Field Museum, Chicago.

The Feminine Singulars of the Egyptian Demonstrative Pronouns

The following are the forms ^ of one of the Egyptian pronouns
meaning this:

m. s.

—

pn

f. 8 .
—tn

m. p.

—

y^pn

f. p.

—

y^ptn

» All the forms of the Egyptian pronoun used in this article are taken
from section 57, page 29 of Xgyptische GrcunkmatiJc von CHinther Roeder^
zweite Auflage, 1926.

• y is here used where Boeder uses j.
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Disregarding the feminine singular, one may rightly observe

that the basic element is pn^ that the plural is formed by prefixing

y and ifliat the feminine is characterized by the infixing of t after

the p. The last of these observations is clearly illustrated in the

feminine plural but is by no means obvious in the feminine singular.

Gardiner, Erman, Boeder and as many other authorities as I have

seen neither point out the problem nor call attention to the scheme

which the demonstratives follow.

What happened to the p (of the basic pronominal element) in

fflie feminine singular? Why do we have in instead of *ptn?

Why does not the feminine singular follow the regular scheme

as does the feminine plural ?

The form *ptn with neither a vowel in the initial position nor

one immediately following the first consonant could very easily

become tn. Such a development may be paralleled by examples

from other languages.® Enough illustrations of this sort of change

are available to show that pt under proper conditions may change

to tt or simply t. Thus in is from *ptn. This explanation throws

light on the feminine singulars of the other demonstrative pronouns

:

this that the

m. s. pw pP
'

p’

f. s. tw
1

if f

Thus tw is from *ptw, if from *ptf and f from *pt\

On the basis of the above, several corollaries may, with much

* Due to difficulty in reproducing an exotic phonetic combination, Greek

loan words in English beginning with pt are pronounced as if they began

with just t; e. g.; ptomaine, pteron, Ptolemy etc. A similar assimilation

of initial p takes place in the pronunciation of initial ^ of Greek words

taken over into English; to wit, psychology, pseudepigraphy, psalm etc.

In all these cases learned spellings are kept up against the actual living

pronunciation. The Egyptians were not so philologically solicitous as we

are.

Italian affords similar assimilations under natural conditions. A Latin

combination of pt (with no vowel between, although vowels may precede

or follow) comes down as tt in Italian; thus L. raptim or raptum^It.

ratto, L. aptum —^ It. atto etc.

* * is the sign for Hebrew K or Arabic hamza which Roeder writes 5.
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likelihood, be deduced in regard to the vocalization of Egyptian.

Apparently, pn ® had no initial vowel, for had it one, as the plural

has, the p would not have disappeared from the feminine singular.

Obviously, tn can have no initial vowel. By analogy of *ptn

(which could not have had a vowel between the p and /) we may
conclude that yptn had no vowel between the p and t. In fine,

that Egyptian suffered no assimilation of a stop (like p) to another

if a vowel preceded the first of those stops follows from the sur-

vival of the p in yptn,^ ^

Cyeus H. Goedon^,

University of Pennsylvania.

Dravidian *geli and Aryan *gili

From the words meaning ^ rat ^ or ^ mouse ^ or both, Brahui hal,

Gondi alll (pL alk), Kuvi orli, Kanara iU, Tamil eli^ Telugu ehke

and eluka^ we might infer a general Dravidian basis like Tamil eli-

Brahui adds and drops h freely, and regularly has a for ancient

short e. A displacement of stress accounts for the Gondi form.

Kuvi orli corresponds to Tamil or eli (one rat). Kanara has i

for e before i in Hi, as in Telugu cevi (ear).

The sound j (consonant-t) does not seem to occur as an ancient

radical element in Dravidian. Where the history of medial / is

known, it represents an earlier occlusive or is simply a hiatus-filler.

Initial j, found before palatal vowels and d {<Ce)y appears to be

a hiatus-filler w'hich has accidentally become radical in some of

the Dravidian languages. But it is possible that initial j was
sometimes a true radical. Latin g has left no trace in Spanish
leer <[ legere. Likewise Dravidian eli may have come from "^geli

thru jeli, the form whidh replaces eli after a palatal vowel in Tamil.
Dravidian ^geli or a variant ^gili, or perhaps ^goli with the

undefined sound that became i in Sanskrit, could be the source of

® As also pw, pP and p*. Observe Coptic TTA.I and its feminine T’A^I
which substantiates this hypothesis.

® As also in yptw.

^In contrast to the Italian development from the Latin mentioned in
note 3.
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Aryan = Sanskrit giri (mouse). If the Aryan word came

from Dravidian and is connected with Latin gltSj the borrowing

must have been extremely ancient. The form ^geli is remarkably

like Austric equivalents given by Kuhn in his Beitrdge zur

Sprachenkunde Hinterindiens^ in the Sitzungsberichte of the

Bavarian Academy for 1889: gn% khnd% kaneL A basic *ghni

or "^ghoni might be either a derivative or the source of a Dravidian

"^ghdlL A distinctive aspiration of native occlusives is now gener-

ally lacking in southern Dravidian, but it seems to have formerly

been a normal element of the sound-system.

Edwin H. Tuttle.

North Haven, Conn.

A passage in the Uttara-Rama-Carita of Bhavabhuti

The passage referred to is I, 15, 5 where Sita describes the

appearance of Rama, translated by Belvalkar H. 0. S., VoL SI,

p. 20, as follows “ the (waving) tufts of hair gracefully adorning

(his face)—^thus is my noble Lord painted here.^’ I suggest that

(waving) should be omitted and to read (him) for (his face).

I do not think that waving locks on the face can be supported by

any literary or monumental parallel; and cf. ib. IV, 19 ^^the

round tufted locks (of a Ksatriya).^^ Such round tufted locks on

the head are represented in many Ajan^ paintings, e, g. Portfolio

of Indian Art, Boston, 1923, PL XV. The meaning tufts of

hair on the head is supported by the commentator Premacandra-

tarkavagopa who explains sikhanda as cudd (I am indebted for

this reference to Professor Lanman). On the other hand, if

adorning his face be retained,” the reference must be to long

locks (not tufts”) falling from the head and framing the face;

and examples justifying this are common enough in the Gupta

period (e. g. H, 7. 7. A. fig. 179, prince on extreme left, and prince

seated and many sculptures showing long locks falling to the

shoulders)

.

A, K. COOK^^SWAMY.
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Die buddhistische Spdtantike in Mittelasien, Yon A. VOK LeCoq

und E. Waldschmidt. Sechster Teil: Neue Bildwerke II.

Mit einem Beitrag iiber die Darstellungen und den Stil der

Wandgemalde aus Qyzil bei Kutscha. Berlin: Dzbteich

Ebimek (Eei^st Yohsen), 1928. 90 pages folio, with 33 full-

page plates (of which twelve in colors) and 233 illustrations

in text.

This volume is produced in the same magnificent style as the

previous publications of the series. The wall-paintings here pub-

lisht for the first time were brought back by Professor von LeCoq

from the neighborhood of Kuca, in Turkestan, and have just been

unpacked and set up in the Berlin Museum fiir Ydlkerkunde. They

are dated by their discoverer in the 7th and 8th centuries. Most

of them are of the older style, directly derived from Gandhara

and thru that showing clear traces of classical art, as modified by

Indian and Iranian infiuences. There are, however, some pictures

of the Chinese school of the T^ang period, which was derived from

that older school. These pictures are specially interesting and

important, as LeCoq indicates in his Yorwort, because they show

great charm and that artistic perfection which has long been con-

jectured of the products of this most important period of Chinese

painting
;

but only conjectured, because assuredly genuine paint-

ings of the period, on such an extensive scale, can hardly be said

to have been known before.

The intrinsic beauty of many of the paintings shows up especially

well in the colored reproductions, which are all that could be desired

from the artistic viewpoint. The marvelous coloring of these pic-

tures from Turkestan has always been one of their chief attractions,

and those here presented in color are worthy examples of the type.

Some of them combine with this elements of story-interest. Notable

among these is the large picture in Plate 13, fortunately in very

good condition, except that unhappily the Buddha^s head is missing.

It represents the Buddha with attendants standing by a river, on
the opposite bank of which kneels a prince or noble, with his fol-

lowers, in attitudes of adoration. The Buddha^s attitude, seemingly

on tip-toes, suggests that the painter meant to represent him as

62
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flying thru the air. Dr. Waldschmidt has plausibly identified the

scene as the Buddha^s miraculoxis crossing of the Ganges in the

presence of Varsakara, the brahman minister of King Ajatasatru.

The story is quoted by him from the Vinaya of the Mulasarvasti-

vadin school^ and it seems at least likely that this is the incident

which the artist had in mind. There are a number of similar

stories in other Buddhist sources; most of them are collected by

W. Norman Brown in his recent book^ The Indian and Christian

Miracles of Walking on the Water (Chicago, 1928), but this version

is not referred to there (see p. 19 for the closest parallels).

The major part of the text is taken up with Dr. Waldschmidt^s

very valuable essay ^^Ueber die Darstellungen und den Stil der

Wandgemalde aus Qyzil bei Kutscha.^^ Its first division describes,

with pictorial reproductions, twenty-six Avadana and Jataka scenes

taken from wall-friezes, now publisht for the first time, with paral-

lels, chiefly from other local finds, but occasionally also from Indian

and Farther-Indian localities, such as Ajanta, Sanchi, and Boro-

budur. To these are added in the third section some other similar

scenes from vaulted roofs of cave-temples in the same locality.

Between these two parts is placed the equally important second

section, which analyzes the style of these paintings, distinguishing

the Hellenistic, Indian, and native (Iranian) elements. Interest-

ing is WaldschmidFs opinion that thru the latter we find traces of

the oldest Mesopotamian art still visible in these late Turkestan

pieces. He would find this notably (p. 26) in the arrangement of

series of dedicators or worshippers (‘^ Stifter ^’), which recall to

his mind ancient Persian and Assyro-Babylonian art by their rigid,

symmetrical, and individually undifferentiated rows of human

figures.

Interesting to all students of Buddhism will be the story-scenes

described and reproduced in the first and third parts of this essay.

Over 80 different stories are treated, with over 200 pictures; and

of these Waldschmidt believes that he has identified with certainty

over 60 stories with 160-170 illustrations. While many of the

illustrations have, of course, been publisht before, the new material

is large enuf to make a very important addition to our stock of

pictorial representations of Buddhist legends. WaldschmidPs

identifications are intelligent and careful, and most of them are
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likely to be right, tho in some cases the scant evidence of the often

very slight and conventionalized pictures leaves perhaps more room

for doubt. The literary references furnisht are limited mostly to

the primary sources, but these are sufficient to make it possible for

scholars to follow further any subject which interests them. Many

of them are, as was to be expected, very familiar; some of the

favorite stories of the Buddhists are found. There is the celebrated

Mahakapi Jataka (No. 407), in several effective representations.

There are the two forms of the Sibi Jataka, the one (Jataka 499)

in which the king sacrifices his eyes (on this wide-spread motif see

Burlingame, Buddhist Parables, New Haven, 1922, pp. 424 ff.),

and the other story, at least equally famous in India, in which

the king weighs his own fiesh against that of a pursued and

suppliant bird. Other famous stories are the Saddanta Jataka,

the Sasa Jataka, the Nyagrodhamrga Jataka, the story of King

Haricandra, etc.

La valeur du parfait dans les hymnes vidiques. Par Louis Kenou.

[Collection linguistique, publiee par la Societe de Linguis-

tique de Paris. XVIII.] Paris: finouAnn Champion, 1925.

ix+ 218 pp.

This is a careful, thoro, grammatical study of the kind which

was more fashionable forty years ago than it is now—^more^s the

pity. The title is too modest. In studying the Vedic perfect the

author found it necessary to take up many other problems of Vedic

grammar, such as the use of the aorist and imperfect, and of nomi-

nal phrases which may replace finite verb forms, the distinction

between active and middle voices, and others. In every case he

throws a fiood of light on Vedic usage. And he presents his

materials thruout in such detail, with such careful marshalling

of the evidence of numerous individual passages, that his book will

stand for a long time as an indispensable reference-book for Vedic

exegesis.

If his general results cannot easily be presented in brief sum-

mary, this lies in the nature of the case. He has creditably

resisted the temptation to generalize more than the facts warrant.

He finds the Indo-European force of the perfect, denoting a
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state regarded as more or less permanently fixt, or a result more
or less permanently achieved, still extensively present in the

Kigveda. This is especially the case where the verb has no well-de-

veloped present-system; and it manifests itself often in standard,

set formulas. Altho the perfect develops into a preterite tense in

the EY- itself, this preterite tends to retain clear traces of the pre-

historic meaning, and is thus distinguisht, at least to a large

extent, from the imperfect, the common tense of simple past narra-

tion, and still more from the aorist, which originally was the form

of simple assertion {constatation) without regard to time, and

which as a preterite came early to be associated with events falling

within the direct knowledge of the speaker. There is a marked

tendency to avoid the perfect in these last-named cases
;
hence the

first person singular perfect is a rare form in all periods of the

language, particularly with preterite meaning.

There are clear differences in use between the perfects active and

middle; but to a large extent they do not correspond to the dis-

tinction between presents active and middle. This subject leads

to a penetrating study of the general use of the two voices. It is

shown that, particularly in forms with secondary endings and in

the participles, Indo-Iranian usage did not sharply distinguish in

meaning between active and middle. Thus a middle form in -ia

or a participle in -ana is often associated with an otherwise active

inflection, without difference in meaning. “ The differentiation of

the voices in the participle, contrary to Brugmann^s opinion, . . .

is a secondary phenomenon, which was not yet fully realized in

the time of the RV.^^ (p. 136.) Hence we are not surprised to

learn that the use of the voices in the perfect is often quite different

from that in other parts of the verb, particularly the present.

Especially, we often find a perfect active going with a present

middle, in cases where either no present active occurs, or it has a

different shade of meaning. When the perfect middle is used, it

tends to remain closer than the active to the prehistoric, non-

preterite value of the perfect. This is partly explained by the fact

that the perfect middle endings are practically identical with those

of the present. The purely preterite value is only rarely attacht

to the perfect middle in the RV., if we except the mystic and

brahmanic h3
rmns^^ (p. 180).

In general, the author concludes, the use of the past tenses in

5
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the KV. is, in spite of the exigencies of meter, more logical and

coherent than is often supposed. It is a mistake to believe, as has

been held by some distinguisht scholars, that the Brahmana prose,

for instance, furnishes a closer approximation to prehistoric usage

than Eigvedic poetry.

Tattvasamgraha of Sdntarahsita^ with the Commentary of

Kamalaslla- Edited with an Introduction in Sanskrit by

Embak Keishxamachakya . . . with a Foreword by the

General Editor. [Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, XXX-XXXI.]
Baroda, 1926. 2 vols. : clviii + 80 + 936 + 6 + 4+ 102 pp.

The Buddhistic philosophical text here edited for the first time

is the work of an author of whom little has been known hitherto.

Known chiefly from Tibetan sources, under several names ( Santa- or

Santi-raksita, Acarj^a Bodhisattva), he is said to have been abbot

of Xalanda and to have visited Tibet in the first half of the eighth

century. His pupil Kamalaslla, author of the commentary

(Panjihd) here printed, is also reported to have visited Tibet about

the same time.

The text is based on a single manuscript,^ from a Jain library

in Pattan. It is an old ms. (dated samvat 1492), and in poor con-

dition. Other mss. were known to exist, but their Jain custodians

are reported to have refused access to them. The editor seems to

have done as well as could reasonably be expected with such faulty

material; but the result is necessarily very tentative in not a few

places.

This is a pity; for there is no doubt of the importance of the

work for the history of Indian philosophy. It is a distinctly

polemic treatise. In twenty-six chapters it sets forth the position

of the Vijnanavadin school of Buddhism on as many points of

dogma; but always in the form of replies to opponents, whose views

are first stated as purvapahsa. These opponents include all the

well-known schools: Carvakas, Jains, Samkhyas, Yogins, Naiyayi-

kas, Vaisesikas, grammarians, Advaitins, and various rival schools

of Buddhism. But the favorite opponent is the Purva-Mimansaka,

^ So the editor distinctly states in his Sanskrit introduction, p. 68. The
English Foreword, p. ix, speaks misleadingly of manuscripts.”
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represented chiefly by the great Knmarila. It seems probable that

the Tattvasamgraha was written mainly to refute the arguments and

theories of Kumarila and Uddyotakara, the two deadliest anta-

gonists of Buddhism in those days (Foreword, p. Ixxxii f.) . How-
ever, IJddyotakara is certainly far less prominent than Kumarila.

According to the editor^s list of quoted passages, he was the only

writer who was paid the compliment of extensive quotation. Over

400 quotations from his Sloka Vartika ^ are identified; a large pro-

portion, considering that the whole Tattvasamgraha contains but

3646 ilolcas. Yet it is not large enuf to express the full truth as

to the author’s use of Kumarila. The editor himself points out

(Sanskrit introduction, p. 68) that Kumarila is evidently under-

stood to be the author of many unidentified verses, e. g. in the long

passage dealing with the sarvajna, pp. 817-844 {purva^^alcsa)

,

I

may add that some of these verses {slokas 3187-3190, 3215, 3217)

are attributed to Kumarila in the Sarvadarsanasaihgraha, where,

curiously, they are quoted as directed against the Jains rather than

the Buddhists. (As they deal with the alleged omniscience of sect-

founders, denied by Kumarila, they apply equally well to both).

The general editor of the Series, Dr. Benoytosh Bhattacharyya,

in an elaborate and useful Foreword, gives an English summary of

the whole work, and discusses the personalities and dates of the

authors quoted in the text and commentary.

SyadvadamaStjaei. . . . Hemacandracaryaviracita Anyayogavya-

vachedikd^ iadvyakhya ca srl-Mallisenasuripramtd Syddvdda-

manjan, . . . OswAJj-vanigvahsajasresthi- TiAjyuAJi-tanuja-

MoTlLAL-iify etaih . . . samsodhitd, Poona: Arhatamata

Prabhakar, Yirasaihvat 2452 [= 1926]. 68 244 + 0 pp.

The famous Jain scholar Hemacandra (12th century) composed

two brief expositions of Jain doctrine, each consisting of only thirty-

two verses, under the guise of hymns of praise {stotra, or stuti) to

the founder of Jainism, Mahavira. Both were first printed in the

Kavyamala, Part VII, p. 102 ff. (Bombay, 1890), under the title

•None from his other works. Most of Kmnarila'a polemics are, of

course, found in the SV, so it is not surprising that this should have chiefly

engaged the attention of philosophical opponents. Yet one wonders

whether the Tantra Vartika, for instance, can have been totally ignored?
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Srimahavirasvamistotram. One is called Ayogavyavachedika and

deals chiefly with a positive or direct account of Jainism
;
the other

is called Anyayogavyavachedika and is chiefly polemic, dealing with

the views of opposing systems. A commentary on the latter, called

Syadvadamanjari, was composed by Mallisena Suri in the thirteenth

century (completed in 139^, according to the text itself). It was

first printed in 1900 as Volume 9 of the Chowkhamba Sanskrit

Series at Benares. This edition (on which see Barth, Revue de

Vhistoire des religions, vol. 45, 1902, p. 173 f.) is very imperfect.

The incomprehensibilities of which Barth complains are in large

part due to incompetent editing. This new edition is therefore

welcome. It is competently done on the basis of a number of mss.,

and is provided with a useful introduction and notes, in which an

effort has been made to trace to the original sources the opposing

views against which the text polemizes. These are mostly Yaisesika

and Wyaya authorities, tho the Mimahsakas, Yedantins, Buddhists,

Carvakas, Samkhyas, and Yogins also receive attention.

According to Winternitz, 2, p. 342, Hemacandra composed also

a Vltaragastotra, which in the form of a glorification of the Jina

contains a short account of the Jain religion, which W. distin-

guishes from the Mahavirasvamistotra above mentioned, and

which he says was printed with two commentaries at Bombay in

1911. The Chowkhamba edition of the Syadvadamanjari, on its

titlepage, calls it a commentary on Hemacandra^s Vltaragastuti—

a

title which does not seem to be found in the text, which calls it only

Anyayogavyavachedika. Unfortunately I have no access to the

Bombay edition of 1911; but I conjecture that the name Yitara-

gastotra (or °stuti) is only another synonym for Mahavirasvamisto-

tra, which as we saw includes both the Anyayogavyavachedika and
its companion-piece, the Ayogavyachedika. I do not know what to

make of the “ two commentaries,” unless one of them belongs to the

Ayogavyavachedika. The editor of the Poona edition here reviewed
makes the xevy positive statement (Introduction, p. 1) that Malli-
sena’s Syadvadamanjari is the only commentary ever composed, be-

fore or since, on the Anyayogavyavachedika. Mallisena himself
says (p. 2) that he considered it unnecessary to write a commentary
on the Ayoga^wavachedika because it was easy to understand
(suJchonneyatvdt)

.

Fraxklust Edgeeton.
Yale University.
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Samaranganasutradkarcu Bj King Bhojabeva, Edited by Ma-
hamahopadhyaya T. Ga^^apati SasthI, Volume II. (Gaek-

war’s Oriental Series, No, XXXII). Baroda: Ceoteal
Libeaey, 19^5.

It may be noted here that Bhojadeva’s YuMihadpataru, a

treatise on ship-building and other matters, has been edited by

Pandit Isvara Candra Sastri, Calcutta, 1917. The present volume

contains chapters 55-83 of the whole work; the various chapters

describe the construction and measurements of temples, methods

of painting and plastering, the proportions proper for different

kinds of images, the rasas as represented in painting and sculpture,

and the various hastas used in dramatic dancing (the author appar-

ently therefore sharing the view of the Vimudharmottaram that a

knowledge of the technique of dancing is necessary to a proper

understanding of painting). It is high time that the numerous

Silpa-^stras now available as edited texts should be translated and

compared ; in this field there is also a great deal to be done by the

lexicographer.

Principles of Indian Silpasdstra; with the text of Mayasdstra,

By P. N, Bose. Lahore: Punjab Sanskrit Book Depot,

1926.

Unfortunately this volume does not fulfil the functions sug-

gested by the title. It ignores a great deal that has been published

on the subject (e. g. by Earn Raz some hundred years ago, by the

late T. A. G. Eao, by Acharya, and by myself, to mention only

material in English) . A very superficial knowledge of the history

of Indian art is shown ; thus we are told that, The only instance

we have of the figure of a king in India is perhaps the broken

Mathura statue of the Maharaja Kaniska.^^

Professor Bose seems to think that the Silpa^stras were invented

at a late date to compensate for the effects of a decadence in art.

This in the first place ignores the fact that there were certainly

existing such works in the Gupta period: Hsiian Tsang clearly

refers to their existence, or if Professor Bose had looked at Gupta

art he would have realized that it certainly depended already upon
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a canon as well as upon tradition. Ifor is there the slightest evi-

dence that Indian artists or any of their patrons have ever be^
conscious of a decadence^ hence we cannot suppose that such a con-

sciousness led to the formation of rules. These have their begin-

nings in the earliest descriptions of the gods, and in the science

of physiognomy. Such ancient descriptions as those of Mahavira

in the Aupapdtika Sutraj or of the Buddha as a Cakravartin, have

all the character of canonical prescriptions. The volume, neverthe-

less, should not be ignored by the special student of the subject.

Pallava Architecture, By A. H. Longhuust. Parts I and II

{Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, Nos. 17 and

33), 1924 and 1928.

Two Statues of Pallava Kings and Five Pallava Inscriptions in a

Roch Temple at Mamallapuram, By H. K. Sastei. {Memoirs

of the Archaeological Survey of India, No. 26), 1926.

These monographs are exceedingly welcome, and all scholars will

look forward to Mr. LonghursPs subsequent volumes. Pallava

architecture is of the greatest importance in the history of Indian

art, not only because of its aesthetic value, but because (a) it rep-

resents the natural prolongation and development of the Eastern

Andhra style in Vehgi, and (b) the monuments are the oldest

extant in permanent materials south of VengL We know indeed

from the important inscription of Maheudravarman I (600-625)

at Mandagapattu that structural temples had previously been built

of brick, timber, copper, and mortar. The first excavated shrines

(tJndavalli, etc.) are due to this king.

The MamaUa style (625-674) covers the well-known ^ Seven
Pagodas " and ' Descent of the Ganges ’ at Mamallapuram (Mavali-
varam, Mahabalipuram, 40 miles south of Madras). Mr. Long-
hurst accepts the identification of the great rock cut sculpture as
representing the descent of the Ganges: but it is extraordinary
that he does not recognize the ascetic figure as Bhagiratha, and
omits to refer to the earliest correct interpretation of the theme,
published by Goloubew in 1921 (Ars Asiatica III—where the
finest and most detailed reproduction of the sculptures will be
found). In connection with the unfinished treatment of the same
subject at No. 20 (p. 44 and pi. XXXIII, a), reference might weU
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have been made to the similarly treated cleft rock at the Isnru-

muniya Vihara in Ceylon, where Pallava influence is unmistakably

evident.

Mr. Sastri identifies two very fine reliefs, in the Adivar^a-
Perumal shrine, dating probably from the latter part of the seventh

century (not yet dealt with by Mr. Longhurst) as royal groups

representing Mahendravarman I and his son Narasimhavarman

—

Simhavisnu. Another inscription in the same shrine contains what

is probably the earliest list of avatars of Visnu including the name
of Buddha.

Manimelchalai in its historical setting. By S. Krishnaswami

Aiyakgae. London: Luzac & Co., n. d. (1928). xxxv

+

235 pp.

In this useful study the author provides a translation, literal so

far as Books XXVII, XXIX, and XXX are concerned, and slightly

abridged elsewhere. This abridgement is to be regretted, as the

text contains much matter of great interest to the general student of

Indian culture. The three Books completely translated deal with

the Heretical Systems,” '' Buddhist Logic,” and the "'Teachings

of Buddhism.” From a somewhat elaborate study of these parts,

and a comparison with what is known of the historical development

of these systems from other sources, and from literary and other

considerations, the author concludes that the Manimelchalai, closely

connected with the Silappadhiharam, is essentially a Sangam work,

certainly pre-Pallava, and probably to be dated in the third century

A. D. The story itself is well-known, though the author does not

Seem to have been acquainted with Vinsohs French version in

Legendes iouddhistes et djainas, Paris, 1900. Apart from the

philosophical material, attention may be called to the fact that the

dominant theme of the story constitutes one of the most remarkable

of the many Grail parallels traceable in Indian literature and

mythology. How striking this parallel is will be apparent to all

Grail students from the following passage, in which the event is

foretold: ""There will appear a damsel with a begging bowl (once

the Buddha^s) in her hand. Fed from that inexhaustible bowl the

whole living world will revive. As a result of her grace, rains will
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pour in plenty at the command of India, and many other miracles

will take place in this town. Even when rains fail, the country will

still have abundance of water.^^ The bowl further provides an

inexhaustible supply of food. There exists, in fact, a very extensive

old Indian (and older Mesopotamian) mythology of the Water of

Life; and Just as Christianity moulded analogous material in

Europe into the later forms of the Grail legend, so Buddhism in

India in highly characteristic fashion adapted an earlier Pagan tra-

dition to its own edifying purposes: cf. Lolita Yistara^ VII, 91

^^with the Water of Life {amrta) shalt thou heal the suffering due

to the corruption of our mortal nature.^^ Indianists who are in-

terested in such problems will find an introduction to the subject in

Weston, J. L., From ritual to romance^ Cambridge (Eng.), 1920.

It may be remarked here that some of the most remarkable material

is to be found in the story of Siva in the Devadaruvana; I hope to

gather together some of this and other material on another occasion.

Quite apart from these matters, to which Professor Aiyangar makes

no allusion, the volume is of the highest value as a contribution to

literar}" and Buddhist sectarian history. Its contents were origi-

nally given in the form of lectures at the University of Madras.

Masterpieces of Rajput painting, by 0. C. Gangoly. Calcutta:

Eupam Office, n. d. (1927). 116 pp., 28 color plates, 24 pho-
togravures.

A very sumptuous publication undertaken with the object of

attracting the Judgment of critics and connoisseurs and of winning
popularity for a phase of painting which has so much originality,

popularity, depth, and, sometimes, charm and fascination."" In the
milieu in which these paintings originate, as the author remarks,
princes and peasants are happily linked together with a unity of

thought and identity of culture""; the paintings are "^indissolubly
related to Hindi religious poetry."" The descriptions of the plates
are accompanied by texts and translations taken from inscriptions
on the originals, or from analogous Hindi sources

; these translations
are carefully made, and while opinions may differ as to the render-
ing of particular passages, add much to the interpretative value of
the whole work. The color plates and photogravures are excellent.
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and if a few of the originals are hardly masterpieces, all add to onr
knowledge of the school. The author and publishers are to he con-
gratulated on the production of a work which is at once scholarly
and elegant. I acknowledge gratefully the dedication.

Costumes et parures Ichmers d'apres les Devatd d"Angkor Vat^

Par Sappho Mabchal. Paris and Brussels: Van Oest,
1927. Pp. xi+ 114, with 41 Plates.

An admirable work. Forty-one crowded Plates of outline draw-
ings of the elaborate and exquisite crowns and jewels worn by the

Devatas sculptured on the walls of Angkor Wat in the twelfth
century. The designation Devata is well chosen, and preferable
to Apsaras: for we do not know that these are really figures of

dancers, divine or human, and they seem rather to be distant

relatives of the Devatas and Yaksis of the Bharhut and Mathura
railings.

One wishes that work of this kind could be done in India; a

detailed study of costume and ornament at Amaravati, for example,
or in Kusana art, would be invaluable. The authoress justly re-

niarks that in Cambodia, as in India, belief and ornament are alike

closely connected with the vegetable world : not only the decoration
of the crowns, but the motifs of the jewellery are all floral, the

lotus and coconut flowers providing the main sources.

Dances camlodgiennes. Par Sappho Marchal. Saigon, 1926.

Pp. 57, with photographic and outline illustrations.

An excellent account of the modern dramatic dances in tradi-

tional manner which may be seen at Angkor. Chiefly of value for

the analyses of the romances, e. g. the stories of Prea Somut, and
that of Prince Chey Chet, which form the theme of the repre-

sentations.

A. K. COOMARASWAMY.
Museum of Fiue Arts, Boston.
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The Vision of Va^avadatta, Edited with an Introduction, Eng-

lish Translation, Exegetical, Critical, Grammatical, Mytho-

logical, and Historical Notes by Lakshkak Saeup. Lahore:

Das Brothers, m d. ( ? 1925), Pp. x + 78 + 2 + 86 +
ii + 142. Es. 4.

The translation of this play is made from a palm-leaf MS. writ-

ten in old Malayalam characters. The translator states that the

text is practically identical with the Trivandrum text, having only

a very few unimportant variants. The MS. has the full title,

Svapnavasavadattam. The editor and translator agrees with Mr.

T. Ganapati Sastri that the title of the Trivandrum text

(Svapnanatakam) was an abbreviation of the Ml title.

The volume contains, besides the text and the translation of the

play, the text and translation of all the known stanzas attributed

to Bhasa to be found in the various anthologies. The author also

has included the text, with translation, of the extracts containing the

legend of IJdayana from the works of Buddhasvamin, Ksemendra,
and Somadeva.

There is a very long introduction which goes extensively into

the authorship of the thirteen plays which have been attributed to

Bhasa. By a cross-comparison of characters, stanzas, similar

scenes, etc., the conclusion is reached that the plays are the work
of one dramatist. The writer points out that the characters,

Udayana, Vasavadatta, and Yaugandharayana are exactly the same
in the two plays, Svapnavasavadattam and Pratijha Yaugandhara-
yanam, and that Udayana and Vasavadatta of these plays are very
different from those characters in the Harsa dramas. Another
point of comparison made is a scene in Act II of the Pratijha
Yaugandharayanam with a scene in Act I of the Avimarakam.
These, the author says, are identical in their essence, and indeed
they appear so. By these instances and many cross-comparisons of
stanzas and dialogue the eleven long plays are connected. The
writer has certainly made a very good case for attributing all of
these plays to one person. He gives logical enough reasons, too,
for behe^g that this dramatist was Bhasa, though he seems, per-
haps, a bit over-certain that his proofs are irrefutable. He puts
Bhasa 8 date in the early part of the second century a, n
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At the end of the voltune are extensive notes which the author

says are elementary and chiefly meant for students/^ Taken as

a whole^ this book should be very useful to students of Sanskrit,

and to any scholar making a special study of Bhasa.

The English of the translation is easy and pleasing (though in

places it is rather too free) and only occasionally do we find a

word or phrase which would indicate that the translator is using

a language not his mother-tongue. There are far too many mis-

prints to permit them to go immentioned.

Professor Lakshman Sarup states that in 1921 he had translated

all of the thirteen plays. It is to be hoped that they may soon be

published.

The Date of Kalidasa, By Kshetkesachakdea Chattopa-

DHYAYA. (Eepriat from the Allahabad University Studies,

Vol. II, pp. 78-170). Allahabad: Indian Pkess, Ltd.,

Ltd., 1926.

This very extensive treatment of the question of the date of

Kalidasa was first published in the second volume of the Allahabad

University Studies, The author says his paper should be taken as

a supplement to a paper by Mr. K. G. Sankara published in the

second number (Vol. I) of the Indian Historical Quarterly,

The object of the paper is to present the authors reasons for his

belief that Kalidasa should be placed, not in the fourth or fifth

century a. d. but in the first century b. c., and that Kalidasa did

not borrow from Asvaghosa, as scholars have said, but that the

borrowing was the other way about. The writer believes that

Kalidasa lived in the time of Vikramaditya of tTjjayinl, avenger

of Gardabhilla^s overthrow.” So sure is he of the stand he takes

that he says, “ if Kalidasa is not removed from the fourth or fifth

century a. d. Asvaghosa will have to be brought down from the

Kusan period or all the passages in his works resembling Kalidasa

will have to be pronounced as post-Kalidasean interpolations.”

The author has given numerous passages from his texts, making

his comparisons mainly between the Kumarasambhava and the
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Buddhacarita and between the Eaghuvamsa and the Saundara-

nanda. His knowledge of his subject and of the work done in this

field by others is very thorough. Many of his arguments are rea-

sonable, but that does not make them proofs. He complains that

scholars have assumed and not proved that Kalidasa borrowed from

Asvaghosa, and I fear that the same complaint will be made that

this writer has not proved the contrary.

A review of this very scholarly paper could not really be fair to

the author unless made by one who has a very intimate knowledge

of the texts of these poets, which the present reviewer does not

claim to have.

ViBGiMA Saukders.

New York City.

Iaeakg K'i-Tch"ao (Liang ChY-ChYao) La Conception de la Loi

et les Theories des Legistes d la veille de T^in, Traduetiotn,v

Introduction et Notes par Jean Escarra et Egbert Germain.

Preface de Georges Paix)Ux. Pekin, China Booksellers

Ltd., 1926.

The year 1927 is notable in China for the deaths of two men
who formed interesting links with the ideals and scholarship of

the Manchu Dynasty. K’ang Yu-wei died at an advanced age;

after the failure of the reforms of 1898, of which he w'^as the lead-

ing inspiration, his fame was more or less overshajdowed by the

more radical reformers of the present. Wang Kuo-wei, a tutor

in the “ nan fang (“ south room of the Emperor Hsuan T’ung,

committed suicide in June, as a gesture of protest at the excesses

of the Nationalists and in despair at the political situation. Both
these men were scholars, old-school types, tho both were acquainted
with the new learning, and Professor Wang surely will be remem-
bered for his historical studies and for his research into Chinese
drama.

This leaves but one prominent figure of the old school, Ku Hung-
ming, whose brilliant and reactionary writings in English have
made him widely known on the continent of Europe as spokesman
for an ideal which never existed, but which is brilliantly conceived
and expressed.
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The connecting link between these two gronps and the present

is Liang ChT-ch’iao. Born in 1873^ he was at 22 an ardent pro-

tagonist of reform, was proscribed, became a supporter of the idea

of a constitutional monarchy and more than any one other Chinese

journalist, prepared the way for the later and more drastic reforms

of Sun Yat-sen. After periods in and out of office, after further,

journalistic and literary enterprises, he has retired to teach at the

Research Institute of Tsing Hua and is now generally regarded

by the more radical group of students as a reactionary. But he

has done more for the advance of Chinese style than any other

writer of the literary language now living, and has tried in every

way to mediate between the ideas of the East and the West, tho

he has not acquired the knowledge except by way of Japanese and

travel. But Mr. Liang is a man of sparkling personality, a real

intellectual force, a lover of the word, both spoken and written,

and a sincere patriot. The present book represents the longest

translation from any cf his works into a foreign language and the

names of the French sinologs on its title-page insure careful as

well as brilliant work.

Both the preface and the introduction are extremely well written

;

they point out very clearly the difference in conception of the law

between China and the Occident: the Chinese disregard for “La
Loi positive,’^ their adherence is to a natural law, based on an

actual concord of all things under the sky, aU of which is a complete

reversal of the idea of the Roman code and all that it implies, tho

it has some relation to the idea of the English common law. This

wh.ole discussion is extremely illuminating and paves the way for

a better understanding of Mr. Liang^s work, since it throws the

latter into the proper perspective for an understanding of the con-

tinuity of the legalist attitude in China, even tho the school of

Legists’’ passed out of existence ages ago.

The introduction also sketches the history of this school of Chinese

thought, contrasts it with tJhe classical school of Confucius and

shows the mutual relations of lending and borrowing of ideas be-

tween the two groups. There is also, in the introduction, a brief

and sympathetic biography of Mr. Liang.

In Mr. Liang^s first chapter, he traces the origin and conception

of the idea of the law in China, and shows how law and punish-

ments were closely related, if not synonymous, so that law applied
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to the outer barbarians and to certain limited classes of Chinese

only. This is an extremely interesting point and one w'hich, if it

had been understood^ would have simplified the relations of the

Chinese and foreigners in the pre-treaty days ; it explains perfectly

clearly such incidents as that of Terranova (1821), and provides

a basis in theory for all the actions of the Chinese in the' harried

period before the Opium War, proving once more that, according to

their lights, the Chinese were acting with perfect consistency, where

to the angry foreigners, they seemed to be arbitrary and tyrannical.

The second chapter is a defense of the classic Confucianj con-

ception against the Legists. The conclusions are best summed up

by a quotation from the work itself : The Confucian school takes

as its point of departure a conception of life which is living,

spiritual, and filled with a soul; its doctrine of government leads

back involuntarily to a doctrine of government by humanity, thence

to that of government by men. The school of the Legists takes as

its base the Taoistic concept of life, dead, soulless, mechanistic,

and materialistic, and in the same manner leads to a government
by the law and thence to government by things. Which is the

better of the two schools needs, from my point of view, no long
discussion to decide.”

For those who, without a knowledge of Chinese, wish both an
excellent discussion of the points involved and also a chance to

see how modern Chinese scholarship shapes its thoughts and ideas,

this work is to be recommended.^

G. H. Danton.
Oberlin, Ohio.

A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Booh of Daniel.
By James A. Montgomery. (The International Critical
Commentary.) New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1927.

Pp. xxxi + 488.

One approaches a Commentary belonging to a series such as the
International Critical Commentary with a double expectation: we
should desire it to be a repertory of aU that has been said in criti-
cism and exegesis, and at the same time to present to the reader
the author’s own mind. Either point may be overdrawn. Com-

' Since the above was written, both Mr. Ku and Professor Liang have died.
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mentators may revel in an orgy of citations from far and near,

from old and new, an3rtliing and everything that has been written
or printed; on the other hand, a commentator may unduly and
immodestly push his own discoveries forward. There is also a third

desideratum so rarely fulfilled. A biblical commentary shoidd

stress the religious side of the book interpreted—^not after the man-
ner of the apologetic kind nor of the expositional sort, but with
full justice to the religious attitude of the biblical writer. Judged
by these three demands, Montgomery's Commentary on Daniel

must be pronounced a capital work.

That the repertory is full may be judged by the copious bibli-

ography with which the book opens. But as we read page by page

and verse by verse we realize that the author has chosen wisely:

his reticences are as eloquent as his communications. Everything

has passed muster and only the relevant has been suffered to stay.

The author avows a change of mind from positions at first

approved. On page 9 he informs us that years ago he had hailed

a certain view as correct ; but ^ subsequent cooler consideration has

made him renounce it, not for reasons philological or critical but

dramatic.^ The questions concerning the character of the Hebrew
and of the Aramaic of Daniel are argued as between those who
defend an early date and those who would descend to a late period,

and in each case (pp. 15, 20) the author gives his own conclusion.

Against Driver, who, on the basis of the Greek words, ^too posi-

tively ^ puts the composition of the book after Alexander the Great,

Montgomery prefers ^to express his opinion in terms of likeli-

hood^ (p. 23). There are poetic passages in the book, but the

writer would not go as far as Marti {ibid,). He agrees with Blu-

dau that a careful study relieves much of the odium that has been

cast upon the oldest Greek version
;
and we believe him fully when

he tells us that his opinion was independently attained (p. 36),

since both the Introduction and the Commentary proper reveal

what immense labor was expended by the author on the Greek

versions (Septuagint, Theodotion), their text and recensions, the

text underlying them and the manner in which the original was

interpreted, all on a scale heretofore hardly attempted with such

attention to detail and cogency of reasoning. He rightly stamps

Jahn^s retroversion of the Greek into Hebrew throughout the book

(the Aramaic portions included) as a schoolboy^s ^exercise in

Hebrew composition' (p. 37)

;

when he adds ‘which may be left
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to Jewish literati

f

the reviewer woiild conclude the sentence by

saying ^ who would not do it any the better or worse \ Admirable

is the summary concerning the vexed question of the ^ Ur-Theodo-

tion \ ^ That there existed some such body of received translation

before the Christian age lies beyond doubt ; but we must not too

quickly assume a written version^ (p. 50). As between the tra-

ditionists who assign the book to the sixth century b. c. and the

critics who place it in the Hellenistic age, ^ on the ground of the

apparent impossibility of the two parties coming to terms or even

understanding one another, this Comm, must pursue its own

line of logical development, meeting, respectfully, if often too sum-

marily, the opposing views on its way^ (p. 58). ^Critics have

erred in too rigorously adjudging Apocalyptic as late, and Gress-

mann and Gunkel are right in trying to correct the balance ^ (p.

79). Thus Montgomery is of the opinion that the first part of the

book (chapters 1-6) is earlier than 7-12 and belongs to the third

century (p. 80; then especially 88-91). He views Apocalyptic not

as an ^Abart^ but as a legitimate development of Prophecy (p.

81). The whole question of the influence of Parsism ^is sorely

complicated and rendered most uncertain by the doubts as to the

age of the Parsee documents^ (p. 85). ^The sources of the Per-

sian religion are operated with in as uncritical a way as if in the

0. T. a critic should accept J and P indifferently for the Mosaic

age^ (p. 86). Montgomery rejects Behrmann^s opinion that the

book is a product of Essenism; but he rightly takes it as a monu-
ment of primitive Hasidism, more specifically representing Hhe
principled pacifistic wing of the party ^ (p. 87). If, as the author

avers, there is a solitary reference in the book to Judas^ enterprise

which is rebuked because of its ^worldly complications^ then one

is really justified in looking upon this point as the very essence of

the second half of the book: a conscious attitude of opposition to

the Party of Judas who would bring about deliverance from the

yoke of the heathen by human efforts instead of waiting for the

divine redemption to come "with the clouds of heaven ^ This
attitude, of course, is that of strict Jewish orthodoxy, and exam-
ples may be cited from subsequent periods of Jewish histor}^ down
to the present day. The " problem of the two languages ' is stated,

but no definite conclusion is forced upon the reader (p. 90 ff.).

Similarly the question whether chapter 7 is a distinct composition
is left open (p. 95). The difficulty of the reckoning of the three
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and one-half years is solved in a manner which ^ may be satisfac-

tory neither to the theologian nor to the historian^ (p. 98). Sec-

tion 2% contains an appreciation of the literary and religious char-

acter of the book which reveals a fine sense for both. The religious

problem in the third century and later was ^ far more diBBcult, com-

plex, apparently hopeless, than confronted an Isaiah or Jeremiah.

In the Hellenistic age God^s world had become a vast, unified,

articulated Cosmos, in the Johannine sense, tremendously inter-

esting, intellectual, artistic, beautiful, but also cruel and beastly,

religious in the sense of superstitious, or else sceptical and atheistic,

godless in the sum. ... To this condition our bk. made answer

. . . founded foursquare on the centuries-old belief that God is

king, be the earth never so inquiet (p. 101 f.). Correct^ is also

the observation with reference to the Visions in the book that ^ the

faith was prophetic and the Keligion was saved, although not in

the terms of the prediction, as is always the case with both

Prophecy and Apocalyptic^ (p. 103). Such indeed is the case;

witness Malachi who awaited none other than Elijah come back to

earth to lead a corrupt generation to rectitude and faith—Elijah

did not come, instead of him came Ezra and Nehemiah who

restored Mosaism ; or Isaiah looking for the advent of the Messiah

in his own day, possibly in the person of Hezekiah—Hezekiah was

far from a Messianic character, and so was Josiah, but they made

their contribution to safeguarding the religion, as Montgomery

would say, the 'Old Dispensation^ (comp. p. 101).

The Commentary proper is replete with information and bal-

anced judgment. Daniel offers so many questions, textual, lin-

guistic, exegetical, critical, and in all of these the author of this

Commentary approves himself a guide to the student. The reviewer

may be permitted a few annotations jotted down in reading. P.

xxiii; the 1922 volume of Perles’ Analekten is not a 'second edi-

tion^, but a new part ('Neue Folge^). P. 3: if Ben Sira does

not mention Daniel among the Prophets, this would prove that

Daniel was not accounted a prophet by the Synagogue ; moreover,

the book in its present form is later than Ben Sira who in his

Praise of the Fathers of Antiquity follows the Scriptural books as

far as they had been collected and ordered by his time. It is perti-

nent, however, to remark that, although Ben Sira mentions Job

immediately after Ezekiel, hence probably, even if we read

for because of EzekieFs reference to Job, no mention is

6
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made of Daniel, apparently because Ben Sira knew of no book

going by his name as part of the canon. P. 7 : the term pasuk-

pathuh is unknown to the reviewer. P. 23 : the author assumes

Greek influence in the use of
;
on what grounds? P- 25:

read Yerzeichniss, P. 27: read zuqninensis, P. 28: because a

translation has little bearing upon the text, that is, offers a mini-

mum of variation from the received text, it is so much the more

important for the very confirmation of the latter ; the textual stu-

dent must have his eye on agreement no less than on disagree-

ment
; the received text itself needs attestation and such it gets at

the hands of the later translators. P, 37 : the same combination

with ^ similitude ^ was indulged in by the translator of Jere-

miah in three places out of four for ^dung\ P. 101: the

author calls the depiction of characters a weak point in Oriental

romance; perhaps so from the point of view of the modem, but

this very restraint in Oriental and specifically biblical tales is

usually looked upon as a strong point. P. 113: the assumption

that the translator found in his Hebrew text is not neces-

sary ; merely an improvement according to sense. P. 117

:

with dagesh lene because from . P- 129, first line : supply
^ Konig ’

in front of P. 142 : read for the misprint

P. 163: w^hy should bad readings like or

be called * Hebraizing ’ ? P. 174, 1. 12 from the top : is pop
correct? P. 182, 1. 11 from the top: for ^ lords ^ read ^ kings

^

P. 203, 1. 5 from top : for ^ triagon ’ read ^ trigon \ P. 227 in the

citation from Ibn Ezra my copy (Warsaw Kabbinic Bible) has not

which Montgomery renders ^ excretion^, but j;^*i ^friend,

associate \ the phrase is the usual one to denote a word occurring

in the Bible but once
;
see Preface to the Authorized Version, third

paragraph from the end. P. 300, 1. 4: for read

Les ywrlers judeo-romans et la Veins Latina, D. S. Buondheim.
Paris: Edouard Champion, 1925. Pp. cxxxviii + 247.

The book includes matter previously published by the author;
new are the first two chapters of the Introduction (pp. ix-xcvii),

Appendix A (pp. 136-156), the Indices. It would have greatly
ministered to unity had the new and old been welded together:
the reader, ‘perplexed by the disparate character of the subjects
treated,^ is advised by the author to study the summaries on pp.
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ix-xi and 1-2 and more in detail on pp* cxxxii-cxxxviii before

tackling the remainder of the volume.

This advice cannot be followed if one wishes to do justice to

the wealth of material assembled and to the methodical but never-

theless not easily compressible argumentation in favor of certain

theses maintained by the author. Blondheim has carved out for

himself a subject in which he had, to be sure, predecessors but

which, as regards completeness and surety of the philological touch,

he alone at the present moment masters. The subject is an assembly

and grammatico-lexical appreciation of the Eomanic vocables and

expressions found in medieval Jewish literature. One obtains in

the present publication a valuable but none the less small excerpt

from that larger and comprehensive work which we hope will not

be long delayed. One must be grateful to an author who, while

engaged in a magnum opus, from time to time permits the learned

world to see from specimens what may be expected from the finished

work. But would it not be better if that stupendous work were

hastened ?

The subject of Latin sermo vulgaris is naturally cultivated by

Romanists. Professor Blondheim is at home in this field. He is,

by the way, at home in many contiguous fields, and so great is

his modesty and fear of being accused of tresspassing that he not

only cites chapter and verse for every statement but also encumbers

text and notes with acknowledgments to living scholars—some-

times quite exaggeratedly. By the nature of the Jewish-Romanic

expressions, largely but not altogether ecclesiastical, the author was

led to study in particular words whidh cover biblical equivalents.

He found that, though their record dates from late medieval

periods, there is ground for tracing them to high antiquity; thus

the thesis is put forth that between early and late periods there

is an unbroken continuity of tradition. Another thesis propounded

by the author is to the effect that the Old Latin translation which

in the Church preceded the Vulgate (the latter, according to the

author, representing but a revision of the older version) has points

of contact with Jewish Latin expressions justifying, in the author’s

opinion, the assumption that not impossibly a Jewish Latin version

of the Hebrew Scriptures antedated the Christian version. Of

course, the author realizes that that there is extant neither trace

nor memory of a Jewish Latin version; the abstract polemic as

to whether such a version may have existed leads nowhere. But
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there is no gainsaying that there existed among Latin-speaking

Jews an oral translation—^the oral Targuin precedes the written

everywhere; and this oral translation was accessible to the Church

translators^ whether they were Jews converted to Christianity or

Christians in intercourse with Jews. It is worthy of note that

expressions like cend pura for Tra/ocwKev^ ^ Preparation ^ or

^arov ‘
the day before the sabbath/ for which there is direct attesta-

tion that they were in vogue among the Jews, do not seem to be

of unmistakably Jewish origin. The author approves (p. lix) the

statement that the term cena pura originated among the pagans

—

^ ofEa porcina in cenis puris ’ would not be served at a Friday
night meal among Jews—and there does not appear a Hebrew or

Aramaic phrase of which it might be the equivalent. Still the

Jews in Africa did call Friday cena pura^ though it has not sur-

vived in Jewish Eomanic (p. lx), and since the Vetus Latina
uses it likewise the author is right in linking up the latter with
Jewish associations. The reviewer has not tested the entire list

of such words or expressions common to the Old Latin and the

Jews. But hona dies Esther 9, 22 should have been left out of

the question; for there the Latin merely reproduces dyaOri wucpa

of tlie Greek.

A word might also be said on the author’s thesis that ihe
literalism of the Vetus Latina points to Jewish influence, on the
assumption that the Jew’s were addicted to literalism. In the case
of biblical or theological terms the assumption may be right; but
as a general proposition it will not commend itself. The earliest

books of the Bible translated into Greek were by no means literal

productions; writness Genesis or Joshua. Aquila’s effort was a
four de force.

A great deal of information has been gathered by the author
in the two Appendices dealing with the influence of Arabic on
the Jewish Eomanic biblical versions and of the Septuagint and
Aquila on Jewish versions in I^eo-Greek. The margin of Codex F
(p. 161) does contain matter ascending to Jewish tradition, as
e.g. Joshua 2, 1 a. e. fca^Aioraa for njIT (comp. Targum), but
also scholia of Christian origin.

One cannot part from the book without the feeling of having
learned much that is solid erudition and of having been stimulated
throughout.

. r.
TiIax L. Maegolis.

Dropsie College.
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I. Al-Mu^jam al/Asri fi
aUInkillzi w-al-Arahi (Centennial Eng-

lish-Arabic Dictionary of the American Press of Beirut)* By
KhaiJl Sa% Paul Ekdmai^ and As"ad Khayrallah. Bei-

rut, Syria: American Mission Press, 1926. Pp. 1058.

II. Al-Dhikra, being a translation in poetry of Tennyson^s In

Memorlam, By AnIs Khuri al-Maqdisi, Professor of

Arabic Literature at the American University of Beirut.

Beirut, Syria: American Press, 1925. Pp* 184.

III. AI-U^t al-Qadimah, being a translation of Breasted^^

Ancient Times, By Dawub Qurban, Professor of Arabic at

the American University of Beirut. American Press, 1926.

Pp. 487.

The American Mission Press of Beirut, whose output through-

out its hundred years of existence has been mainly religious, has

recently treated us to three scholarly productions of the secular
”

t}Te.

I. The English-Araiic Dictionary was prepared in celebration

of the hundredth anniversary of the Press. The basis of this dic-

tionary is the 1922 edition of Webster^s New International Dic-

tionary and a total of over 35,000 words has been included. The

book is meant to meet the needs of the students of English in the

Arabic-speaking East as well as the English-speaking foreigners

studying Arabic.

One feature of the work is the inclusion of many Arabic collo-

quial words and newly coined terms, built up regularly on Arabic

roots which might be correctly used as equivalents for certain Eng-

lish words for which there are no true Arabic equivalents. Such

new Arabic derivatives are preceded by the word yasihh. If there

are any other features which distinguish this dictionary from pre-

viously issued dictionaries which already occupy the field, such as

Abkarius, Hava, Elias, etc., the reviewer has failed to notice them.

Of course, it is larger than those; but no etymologies are given,

no illustrations are used, and no attempt to cover the new and

scientific terms is made. An Arabic-speaking student would look

up "mohair” and memorize its given meaning in Arabic,

al-mir^izz, ghazl, allaka, without getting the least inkling of the
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fact that after all the English word he is looking up is nothing

but a corruption of Arabic mukhayyar^ nor would he, from the

Arabic definition, recognize al-quhhah in “ alcove.”

On the whole, the rendition of the words is accurate, though in

a few cases checked up by the reviewer, the Arabic was either

obscure or incomplete, Mussel ” rendered simply umm
al-khulul can convey no concept whatsoever to the mind of the

ordinary student. To “jargon” rendered laghat, rutayniy, laghu

should be added lahjah.

It is becoming more and more clear that lexicography is not the

work of individuals but of academies or large committees on which

mathematicians, physicists, historians, theologians and so forth,

in addition to linguists and philologists, are adequately repre-

sented. The English-Arabic field still awaits such a dictionary.

II. Professor al-Maqdisi^s translation is introduced by a brief

sketch of the life of the great Victorian poet-laureate, and a dis-

cussion of his immortal poem In Memoriam. Each section is

prefaced by a statement of its theme in prose and is supplied with

footnotes indicating the variation from the English original and

explaining the difficult points. Considering the well-nigh insur-

mountable difficulties inherent in the nature of the task which

al-Maqdisi has taken upon himself, he should be commended on

the measure of success he achieved; for an attempt of this kind,

even at its best, is a failure. Eeal poetry defies rendition into

another tongue, especially when the two tongues are Arabic and

English, so different in their genius and methods of expressing

thought. Even the recent translation of some of Shakespeare^s

works by the greatest Syrian-Egyptian poet, Khalil Mutran, proved

a dismal failure. The only recent case of unquestioned success is

that of the Iliad by Sulayman al-Bustani (Cairo, 1905 ).

In al~Dhikra justice has been done to many passages. In
others the emphasis was shifted, or an original shade of meaning
was missed. No one with an equal feeling for both English and
Arabic, if such a thing could be, could get out of the Arabic any-

thing like the thrill and the inspiration he is likely to get out of

the easy flowing and sublime song “Eing out,” “ring in.”

Al-Maqdisi has nevertheless rendered a real service to modem
Arabic literature. He has set a sample that would serve to open
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the eyes of the Arabic poets unfamiliar with European languages,

who are on the whole verbose and superficial, to the high aims and

ideals of modern Western poetry.

The following transliteration of the first stanza of the poem,

beginning with Strong Son of God,” will serve as an illustration

of the meter and the general tenor of the Arabic translation

:

Ayywhorl-hubiu fi sama'i-l-lcliuludi,

Ya-bna rahbi-l-ahwdni dha-l-sultani,

Lam nushahidka nahnu fi dha-l’ wnfiidi

SdfiriA-wajhi badiyan UVaydni;

Ghayra annchl-iymdna yuJidi hhutdna,

Wayuriyna ma la tara-Wayndni.

III. Al-TJmr al-Qadlmah marks a new epoch in the history

of American education in the Arabic East. Heretofore English

was the language of instruction in the American institutions.

Arabic, the native language, is now, and has been since the war,

forging ahead as a substitute; and the first step would naturally

be to translate English textbooks into Arabic. The second stage

would undoubtedly be characterized by more and more dependence

upon original Arabic books written by native scholars trained in

the Western methods of scientific research.

No more fortunate choice could perhaps have been made in

ushering this new era than in this book under review, both from

the standpoint of the book itself, rightly considered one of the mas-

terpieces of modern historical textbooks, and of the translator

whose mastery of the intricacies of modern Arabic is probably

unexcelled by any other Arabic scholar. Qurban has fully justified

his reputation and produced a book which is likely to stamp its

style, diction and terminology upon the plastic minds of the young

Arabic students and serve as a model for other Arabic texts. The

reviewer has compared a great part of the translation with the

original and found to his disappointment—^rather to his delight

—

that he could hardly ‘"catch” the translator in any place. The

rendition is honest but not slavish. The language is modem,

rather than classical, but correct; beautiful but not pedantic. Here

and there is a word that may be improved upon. Al-joAmvalah

(pp. 33, 35, 43) for someone “wandering” is too strong; aUsd'ih
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comes nearer to it. Malik (p. 43) tor noble ” is not right; shaiif

is the word. Clerstory and “nave^^ (p. 49) were somehow or

other avoided in the translation. The library of Assnrnazirpal

under Fig. 79, p. 123, should read "the library of Assurbanipal.’^

It is a pity that no attempt was made to Arabicize such words as

" Amen,^^ " Amenhotep (pp. 65, 67), etc. We also regret that the

editor. Professor Nelson, a former student of Breasted, who in the

introduction (page 1) says that he tried "to adapt the book to

the needs of the Arabic-speaking students,^^ did not adapt it enough

by giving more space to the ancient Semitic history and back-

ground and by inserting new paragraphs regarding the ancient

Arab civilization of Himyar, Petra, Palmyra, Ghassan, etc. The
table of contents shows that about 140 pages are devoted to the

ancient Oriental world and 313 to the Graeco-Eoman world. When
a second edition is made, and we hope it will soon be made, this

defect should be remedied.

Philip K. Hitti.
Princeton University.

Hsuntze; the Moulder of Ancient Confucianism. By H. H. Dubs.
London: Probsthain, 1927. Pp. xxi + 306. 24 s.

The west, and particularly America, has been singularly unin-
terested in the real study of Chinese culture and thought. There-
fore it is a hopeful sign that an American has attempted a study
of one of the great Chinese thinkers, and that this introductory
book is to be followed by a translation of the Chinese text of
Hsuntze. In spite of the importance of Hsuntze, no adequate study
of his work has existed in any European language, as Dr. Dubs
points out, and no better man could have been chosen as a subject
for investigation, since a really authoritative account of this thinker
is essential to a thorough understanding of Chinese civilization.
Dr. Dubs is to be congratulated upon his courageous attempt.

Unfortunately, the effort cannot be regarded as satisfactory.
The style is not what one could wish, and the thought is often
muddy. The book abounds in careless and misleading statements
that damage confidence in those portions where one would like to
accept Dr. Dubs as an authority.

There is no basis whatever for the statement (p. 40) that Con-
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fuciiis wrote any of the speeches in the Book of History. Lao Tze

did not equate Heaven and Tao (p. 61), but clearly placed Tao
first. It is very misleading to say that Hsuntze eliminated God

(p. 63) ; that he is as orthodox as Mencius (p. 79), which is con-

trary to the almost universal Judgment of the Chinese; that Jen, or

Benevolence, was introduced by Confucius as a new principle in

Chinese thought (p. 125) ; that the Chinese are not given to

asceticism (p. 169), when their history is full of hermits and

monks; that the Book of Changes is late, and was made a classic

because it had been esteemed by Ts’in Shih Huang (p. 190) ; that

the works of all thinkers earlier than Lao Tze have been lost (p.

198); that ^^the problem of the universal and the particular

considered as real entities had not arisen in China” (p. 233);

that all philosophies but the Confucian ^^were entirely forgotten

by the intellectual world of China” until the last generation

(p. 241) ; that there were no powerful enemies who could attack

China (p. 256), which is sufficiently disproved by the Great Wall

as well as by history; that law had not developed in the China of

Hsuntze (p. 260), when Li Kuei was much earlier; that Tsao

Tsao is popular in China (p. 271), when as a matter of fact he is

regarded as one of the three great traitors in Chinese history;

and, lastly, that in all essentials Hsuntze and Mencius agree (p.

291). These statements, where not absolutely false, are so mis-

leading as to destroy one^s faith in the accuracy and reliability

of Dr. Dubs^ scholarship, and sometimes he contradicts them

himself in the succeeding sentences.

Frequently Dr. Dubs rushes in where angels might hesitate.

He says (p. xxii) that a section of the Book of Bites is a direct

quotation from Hsuntze, and there are similar statements on pages

136 and 144. The question as to who did the quoting has always

puzzled Chinese scholarship, and Hu Shih, who is the authority

for much of Dr. Dubs' book, says in his history of Chinese philoso-

phy (p. 306) that he is unable to decide the matter.

What is Dr. Dubs' authority for the assertion (p. 139) that

Micius ""was a hard working government official”? Practically

nothing is known about the details of his life.

Dr. Dubs is rash in attributing a Platonic theory of ideas to

the Tao Teh Ching. The passage on which this statement is based

seems to be nothing more than a statement of relativity. On the

other hand, in treating Confucius, who did formulate a theory
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resembling Plato’s, Dr. Dubs fails to understand his thought (p.

201). The sage is not quibbling about the use of terms when he

says A drinking horn that is not a horn/’ or better, A sacri-

ficial vessel without corners.” His meaning is that a ruler, for

instance, is required by Heaven to possess certain qualities, and
when these are lacking, he does not have the reality behind the

name.

3Ioreover, Dr. Dubs utterly fails to grasp the significance of the

argument about the I^ature in Chinese thought. This discussion

begins with the opening sentence of the Doctrine of the Mean,
"" What Heaven has conferred is called the Nature.” It was fol-

lowed by Yang Chu’s startling statement that the nature of man
is to seek sense pleasures. Against such a doctrine Mencius re-

plied that all men have implanted in them by Heaven certain

good qualities, such as benevolence and sympathy. Even the most
depraved man cannot see a child about to fall into a well without
feelings of alarm. Not only the Chinese, but western philoso-

phers, like Sidgwick, have recognized the futility of attempting
to construct a utilitarian system of ethics without some such as-

sumption as that of Mencius.

Yet Hsuntze discards the Mencian position for an arbitrary ex-
ternal authority set up by society, and thereby gives away the whole
ease for virtue. It is no wonder that the Chinese have condemned
his position, and Dr. Dubs is unjust in blaming it all on Chu Hsi,
for the criticism was made long before Chu Hsi’s itme. In say-
ing that the Nature is evil, Hsuntze either failed to understand
Mencius, or he considered Heaven to be evil, or he had no place
among orthodox Confucians. This conclusion is a commonplace
in China.

There is no space to analyse the book completely. Injustice is
done to Mencius, Lieh Tze, who forms an important link in the
development of Chinese thought, is not mentioned at all; Chuang
Tze is treated inadequately, and there is no critical appraisal of
Hsuntze himself. In the title of the book, and throughout its pages,
Hsuntze is given entirely too much credit. Many statements
are made as if they were peculiarly true of Hsuntze, such as
the one on page 85 that he made History the vehicle of moral
instruction,” which are equally true of practicaUy all Chinese
wnters. To call a man ^^the Moulder of Ancient Confucianism”
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when the overwhelming weight of Chinese scholarship holds him
to be a heretic, and not to give any convincing proof for this

judgment, is hardly according to the Eules of Propriety which
govern critical scholarship. The book attempts to justify its hero

rather than to value him.

Perhaps it is unnecessary to call attention to further deficiencies.

There are mistakes in Chinese characters on pages xxv, 26, and

111. On page 111, the characters for Yi, or Justice, and Hsin,

or Faithfulness, are interchanged. On page 17, a Chinese proper

name is romanized as Kung Suen-lung. The surname of this

philosopher is not Kung, but consists of two characters, and should

be written as Kung-sun Lung. Other illustrations of surnames

of two characters are Szi-ma Ch^ien, Chu-k^o Liang and Ou-yang

Hsiu.

In general, the reviewer regrets that although great praise is due

to Dr. Dubs for his effort, the book fails to live up to the hopes

which its title inspires. It is full of mistakes, uncritical judgments

and careless writing, while the author fails to grasp the intellectual

problems which the men he treats attacked.

J. K. Sheyock.
University of Pennsylvania.

Iran. Vol. I, 1926. Published by the Academy of Sciences of

IT. S. S. E. Leningrad, 1927. Pp. 8 + 260.

Apparently scientific journals in Eussia are beginning to revive.

Thus, after an interval two volumes of the Memoirs of the Com-

mittee of Orientalists have been published in the place of the

Memoirs of the Oriental Section of the Archaeological Society.

Moreover there has recently appeared the first volume of a new

publication entitled Iran. It is quite possible that this journal

will partly replace The World of Islam, which ceased to appear some

years ago; they have the same editor—W. Barthold. The pro-

gram of the World of Islam was larger and its contents were more

popular. The new journal, as the editor says, will be consecrated

to Iranistics in the widest meaning of this word and its appear-

ance is justified by the merits of the Bussian scholars in this

field : the names of P. Lerch, C. Salemann, and V. Zhukovsky are

mentioned; we must add to them that of W. Barthold himself.

Unfortunately, we ha've in the preface a very ominous sentence:
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. Periodical publication, if it will succeed in securing its exist-

ence/^

The name of such an Orientalist as Barthold, as editor, is, of

course, more or less, a guarantee of the seriousness of material.

Among the authors of the volume under consideration we meet the

names of the already well known Eussian Orientalists, A. Freiman,

F. Piosenberg, A. Semenoff; we have also representatives of the

new generation, E. Berthels, E, Vasmer, J. Zarubin; besides there

are two new names, Mrs. Kratchkovsky and E. Galunoff. The

articles are seven; among them two deal with history; the others

are devoted one each to poetry, linguistics, ethnology, theology,

and art. Moreover, there are an obituary note and some reviews.

Two articles are from the pen of the editor: one concerning

the Soghdian and Tokharian languages, the other dealing with the

origin of the Darband-Namah. In the first the author, with his

usual erudition, discusses almost unknown material which has great

importance for the history of Central Asia. Eeading this article

we must express the oft-repeated formula : it is extremely unfortu-

nate that several works on Central Asia, published in Eussian,

remain unknown to foreign specialists; that happened earlier

(1873) with the History of Chinese Turhestan by Grigorieff, it is

now (1926) true of the work of K. Inostrantzeflf on the origin of

the Huns. In his second article Prof. Barthold re-examines the

question of the lost manuscript on the history of the city of

Darband.

The largest article in size, 90 pages, is the work of Mr. Zaru-

bin. It is a study of the Iranian dialect Munjani, with a vocabu-

lary and index. E. Berthels gives us a sketch of the biography and
poetry of a Persian poet of the 17th century, Muhsin Faiz Kashani,

In this work the author used a hitherto unknown manuscript of

this poet, which is preserved in the Asiatic Museum at Petrograd.

In consequence of the revival of the Ismailite movement in India,

A. Semenoff in his article The Point of View of the Eastern
Ismailites on the Koran discusses the regard of the Ismailites

for the Koran on the basis of the work The Face of Faith writ-

ten by Kasiri Khosraw, the apostle of the Ismailites of Pamir.
Yqtv curious material for ethnology and folklore is found in the
article of Mr. Galunoff. There are collected in it the couplets,

songs, and sayings used by the Persians in the training of

fighters. Mrs. Kratchkovsky. the wife of the well known Eussian
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Arabist, describes a mihrabj or Mohammedan prayer-niche, pre-

served in the Hermitage Museum.

The obituary note of Christian Bartholomae is written by Dr.

Freiman in a very warm style which shows the thankful love of a

disciple for his teacher ; it is supplied with a detailed bibliography

of the works of the late scholar. For American Orientalists it

is interesting to note the quotation that Bartholomae esteemed

very highly (p. 206) ^Hhe American Iranist Jackson (A. V. Wil-

liams Jackson, Professor at Columbia University).

All five critical reviews are written in an exceedingly violent

siyle. In some it is quite justified. For instance the reviews by

A. Semenoff of the edition of the works of Nasiri Khosraw, pub-

lished by the Persians in Berlin (sic !), or the note of F. Eosenberg

concerning the bad and incorrect French translation by Paul

Budry of the book of E. Kiihnel on the oriental miniature. Some-

times the ferocity of the reviews must be ascribed to the youthful

ardor of the reviewers.

Let us hope that Irarij, under its experienced editorship, will give

a series of important works—^if it succeeds in escaping the danger

mentioned in the preface.

N. Maetiis^ovitch.

Columbia University.

Etymologisches Worterbuch der europdischen {germanischeriy ro-

manischen und slavischen) Wdrier orientalischen Ursprung

s

Indogermanische Bibliothek, Erste Abteilung, II. Eeihe

;

Worterbiicher, 3). Von Karl Lokotsch. Heidelberg: Carl

Winter’s UNiVERSiTiTSBUCHHANDLUNG, 1927', Pp. xxii +
242. In paper, 13 Mk. ;

bound, 15 Mk.

In the “ Vorwort,” Dr. Lokotsch gives a summary history of the

coming of Oriental words into the European languages, in the main,

either through Greek and Latin, or through the spread of Islam,

or by the recent movements of colonization. The words of the

first group reached the classics by the agency of the Persian Wars,

next by the campaigns of Alexander, finally by the spread of

Judaism and the rise of Christianity. The Islamic influence was

exerted first in the West, through Arabic, and later in the East,

through Turkish.

The articles in the dictionary proper are alphabetized by the

source-words, which are numbered, to 2235 j
an examination show*
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that in the first fifth of the list, over twenty oriental languages

are represented. Pages 177-342 give indexes of words quoted in

the articles, arranged by languages, including seven Eomanic dia-

lects, six Slavic, five Germanic, also Arabic, Assyrian, Greek, He-

brew, Malay, Latin, Syrian, and Aramaic. On what basis these

are included and many other oriental languages excluded, the

reviewer does not know. The modern European languages most

numerously represented are Eoumanian, Spanish, French, Portu-

guese, German, Italian, English, Eussian—an interesting preemin-

ence of the Eomanic tongues.

It is difficult to criticize such a study in detail; but the index

of English words reveals several facts. The author often quotes

a single derivative word in several spellings: nargeela (spelled

nargula in the article, No. 1556), narghile^ nargileh; pajamas,

pyjamas, pyjamma (here the variation between British and Ameri-

can Justifies the inclusion of the first two forms)
; sandal, sandle;

seapoy, sepoy; tarboosh, tarbouche; tattoo, tattow; etc. Inferior

forms are given sometimes, to the exclusion of the preferred forms

:

handy is given, but not candy; hhahee, but not hhahi; jennyrich-

shaw, but not jinrihisha or jiniichsha; rouble, but not ruble.

Parasang, of Persian origin, does not appear for any language;

English faro is omitted under No. 1650, and damson is not to be

found under No. 476. The loss of the initial n in the word which
became Italian arancia is not explained, though it is well under-
stood; No. 1555.

A consideration of the English examples shows that Dr. Lokotsch
is not sufficiently at home in English to exercise discrimination
among the spellings, though any of the larger dictionaries of

recent date might have guided him. On the other hand, we must
recall the gigantic nature of the task which he undertook: it

includes practically all the languages of Asia, the Bast Indies, and
North Africa, as well as those of Europe. No scholar can master
them all. But the collections in this volume are of prime im-
portance for those who wish to work on special points of recondite
word-origins.

Incidentally, the Journal in which this review appears is the only
American publication listed in the bibliography, but there is no
citation of Schoff s article, JAOS. 43. 355-370, on camphor, under
No. 1100.

Boland G. Kent.
University of Pennsylvania.
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MINOR NOTICES

UInde et son dme, ificrits des Grands Penseurs de Plnde Con-

temporaine. C. A. Hogmax^ fiditeur. Boulogne-sur-Seine

:

Publications Chitra. [1928.] 504 pp.

This is a useful book, well worth the attention of those who are
interested in the literary, artistic, and spiritual life of contem-
porary India. Its plan is primarily to let Indian leaders in each
of these fields speak for themselves. There are characteristic writ-
ings of such men and women as Gandhi, Rabindranath and Aba-
nindranath Tagore, Sarojini Naidu, Jawaharlal Nehru, and oth-
ers ;

brief biographic studies of leading Indians ; essays on Indian
art, music, philosophy, and religion (in part by westerners, but
only by such as have an intimate and sympathetic acquaintance
with India) ;

an extensive and varied section on Women in
India with contributions by Indian and European women and
men; specimens of folklore, proverbs, and semi-popular (as well

as more literary) poetry; an account of Tagore’s Visva-Bharati

University; and so forth. The inclusion of some writings by
such westerners as Charles F. Andrews and Sir John Woodroffe

does not constitute a serious departure from the announced inten-

tion to let Indians present their own case; on the contrary, it

adds strength to the book, by showing concretely that serious and

noble-hearted occidentals find much in India that is worthy both

of study and of loving admiration. All the materials in the book

are presented in French translations, which, so far as a non-

Frenchman can judge, seem to be competent.
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NOTES OF THE SOCIETY
The following persons have been elected to membership in the Society

by vote of the Executive Committee:

Prof. Alfred R. Bellinger

Miss Elsie Benkard

Rabbi Morton M. Berman
Prof. Lyman V. Cady

Sir Atul Chatterjee

Mr. John H. Denison

Prof. John Dow
Mr. Henry C. Eenn
Dr. Joshua Einkel

Prof. W. M. Fonts

Rabbi Hirsch L. Freund

Prof. Esson M. Gale

Mr. Luther C. Goodrich

Dr. Hirsch Loeb Gordon

Mr. Solomon Grayzel

Pres. Franklin S. Harris

Dr. Archibald C. Harte

Mr. Eugene E. Hibshman

Prof. Elijah J. James
Dr. Charles Penrose Keith

Prof. Carroll B. Malone

Miss Wanden Mathews
Rev. Theodore Mayer
Pres. G. Bromley Oxnam
Rabbi Herbert Parzen

Prof. K. Rama Pisharoti

Pres. Cass Arthur Reed
Prof. Frank H. Ridgley

Prof. Dorothy B, Robinson

Rabbi Kachman Sarnoff

Prof. Martin Sprengling

Dr. Mary H. Swindler

Mr. Ahmad Kasrawi Tabriz!

Prof. Rollin H. Tanner

Rabbi Sidney E. Unger
Dr. Olive M. Winchester

In accordance with By-Law VIII, the Executive Committee has dropped
from the list of members of the Society Mrs. Harold D. Kindt.
The vote concerning publicity service by the ACLS (Joubwal, 48. 323)

has been rescinded, at the suggestion of Dr. Leland, the Permanent Sec-

retary, and because the ACLS is not continuing the arrangement for secur-

ing publicity for the constituent Societies.

NOTES OF OTHER SOCIETIES
“A Linguistic Society of India has just been founded. The founders

include A. C. Woolner, S. K. Chatterjee, SiddheSvar Varma and J. S.

Taporevala; and the Society "will he strictly competent and up to date.

It proposes to publish six times a year a small bulletin consisting chiefly

of notes, queries, and reviews, and in addition it will publish occasional
monographs of research of permanent value. The purposes of the Society
are primarily the scientific study of the languages of India, ancient and
modern, thus including the study of hitherto unstudied dialects; and,
secondly, the modernization of the teaching of languages in India.”—
Extract from a letter of Professor W. Norman Brown, dated Lahore, Nov.
23, 1928.

PERSONALIA
The address of Prof. John F. B. Cabbhthees, wrongly given in the last

List of Members, is 1015 Prospect Boulevard, Pasadena, Calif.
The address of Prof. E. A. Speiseb (omitted in the List) is University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.



THE UPANISADS: WHAT DO THEY SEEK, AND WHY?^

Franklin^ Edgeeton

Yale UmvEEsiTY

It may seem presiimptuous at this late day to suggest that a

restatement is needed of the fundamental attitude of the Dpanisads,

those fountain-heads of all classical Hindu thought. After all that

has been written on the subject by so many distinguisht scholars

and brilliant thinkers, both eastern and western, surely it would

seem that at least the general intellectual view-point of these famous

treatises must be fairly clear and fairly familiar. In one sense it

is. The detailed dogmatic beliefs of the Upanisads which we recog-

nize as philosophical or religious have been, on the whole, suflB-

ciently sifted, classified, arranged, and interpreted. That is, it is

easy to find in our reference-books comprehensive statements of

what they say about the nature of the world and its guiding princi-

ple, the nature of man, his origin, his duty, his destiny, and his

relation to the outside world and its Supreme Principle. I do not

mean that no further study of these matters is required. Problems

still remain. But I am not now attempting to solve them
;
and they

are mostly problems of detail. What I am now concerned with is

a more general and more fundamental matter, and one which has

been commonly ignored by modern writers, both Hindu and

western. The few who have referred to it seem to me not to have

given it its proper place in relation to the philosophy, that is the

dogmatic theories, of the Upanisads.

I refer to the instinctive and unquestioning belief in the

inherent power of knowledge^ as such, which underlies the whole

intellectual fabric of the Upanisads, as it appears to me, and furn-

ishes the motive force behind their speculations. Typical passages

found constantly in all parts of them seem to me to make it abun-

dantly clear that the reason why they seek the truth,^" any truth,

is precisely this, that by knowledge of the truth they expect to

master their destiny, wholly or partly; and not by a course of action

dictated by that knowledge, but directly, immediately, and by virtue

1 Presidential address delivered before the American Oriental Society at

its annual meeting in Cambridge, April 2, 1029.
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of that knowledge in itself; in brief, we may say, magically. In

this paper I shall try to suggest the range of evidence supporting

this view, and also to sketch briefly the history of this idea in Indian

thought before and after the Upanisads.

Let us turn first to the Atharva Veda. It is, as every one knows,

a collection of incantations, designed to accompany magic rites

for the attainment of almost every conceivable human desire and

aspiration. K^ow it is a commonplace of Atharvan psychology that

knowledge of the end to be gained is a prime means of gaining it.

We know thy name, 0 assembly !
” says the author of AV. 7- 12. 2,

in a charm to get control of the public assembly or town-meeting.

I have grasped the names of all of them,^^ says a medical charm,

6. 63. 2, of the scrofulous sores {apacU) which it is striving to

overcome. And so on; similar expressions are numerous and are

perfectly familiar to all readers of the Atharva Veda. The

name,” I may say in passing, is to Vedic India, as to early human
psychology the world over, the essence of the person or thing ; so in

our oldest Upanisad, BrhU. 3. 2. 11, the name ” is that eternal

part of man which does not perish at death. He who knows the

name of anything therefore knows the essential thing itself; and,

in Atharvan conceptions, if he knows it he controls it and can mold

it to his purposes, magically, by immediate power of that knowl-

edge. No more fundamental or commonplace idea can be found in

the whole range of Atharvan magic.

But it is not limited to that sphere. We meet it again, clearly

and insistently set forth in innumerable expressions, in the ritual-

istic texts of the Brahmanas, which are to the Vedic hymns approxi-

mately what the Talmud is to the Jewish scriptures. No better

authority on the Brahmanas has ever lived than the late Hermann
Oldenberg, who has made this point abundantly clear in his masterly

treatise called Vorwissenschafiliche Wissenschaft, die Weltan-

schauung der Brdhmana-Texte (Gottingen, 1919). Of their view
of the ritual he says (p. 5) : "'The knowledge of a procedure,^

its psychic image, is magically connected with the procedure itself.

® The word used is l^orgdrig^ and, as applied to the Brahmanas, means of

course primarily a religious rite, since it is with such Vorgange that they
mainly deal. But the statement is equally true of any act or entity, and
this was clearly in Oldenberg s mind

; hence his carefully generalized
expression.
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The knower, precisely thru the fact that he knows—^not because thru

his knowledge he acts skilKully and correctly,^ but by reason of the

power of the knowledge in itself . . .—^possesses power over the

entity or event known/^ It is^ therefore^ even said to be unnecessary

actually to perform a rite. If you know it, you have as good as

performed it; that is, you can be sure of the benefits which are

promised to the performer; and furthermore, ignorant performance,

that is mechanically going thru the motions without real knowledge

of their esoteric meaning, does not bring the desired result.^

Knowledge, not physical action, is the important, the all-important

thing. That is why the whole enormous bulk of the Brahmana
texts is devoted to explaining the mystic, esoteric, or magic meaning

of the various elements of the ritual. We constantly find in them,

after such an explanation, the added statement that he who “ know-

ing thus^^ {evam vidvan) performs the rite, gets such and such a

benefit; or, more directly and simply, that he ^^who knows thus’^

{ya evam veda) gets the benefit. That this doctrine in its extreme

form is dangerous to the perpetuation of the actual performances,

is obvious. All the more impressive is the fact that despite their

absorbing interest in the rites, the Brahmana texts frequently do

not shrink from drawing this conclusion.

In particular this belief in what I shall call, for short, the

magic power of knowledge manifests itself in the Brahmanas

in their passion for identification of one thing with another, on the

slenderest possible basis; indeed, often on no basis at all that we can

discover. These identifications have struck every reader of the

Brahmana texts. Their rationale has never been more clearly or

correctly stated than by Oldenberg.® As he says, the purpose is to

" set in motion the cosmic forces dealt with, and to get from

them the desired results.^^ To this end it is said that they " are "

this or that other thing, which other thing we can control. The

Maruts are water. Yisnu is the sacrifice. The cow is breath.” As

Oldenberg remarks, ^^By grasping or controlling one of the two

identified entities, the possessor of the mystic knowledge as to their

identity has power over the other, which is in fact no other (but

» Note this point; it is a highly important one.

Oldenberg, op. ci#., 140, 201 ;
Lehre der Upanisha4en und Anfdnge des

Buddhismus, 2d ed., p. 29.

® Toru?. TTw^., p. 110 f.
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really the same) ; that is^ for instance^ since the cow is breath/^

and I control a cow^ therefore I control breath, my own life-breath,

or some one else^s. That is the only reason for the fantastic identi-

fication. We want to control breath; so we earnestly and insist-

ently identify it with something that we can control, and the trick

is turned.®

iN'ow the question will arise, what has all this to do with philoso-

phy? Are not the TJpanisads, the ISTew Testament ” of the Veda

as they hare been called, occupied with a wholly different order

of ideas from those of the magicians of the Atharva Veda, and the

ritualists of the Brahmanas? So it has been generally supposed.

Some have even gone so far as to hold that the Upanisads originated

in a different social order
;
the Vedic priests, it has been thought,

could not have conceived the TJpanisadic ideas, which move on an-

other intellectual plane. Most scholars have not gone to this

extreme; they admit the growth of Upanisad thought in priestly

circles, but think of it as the product of a small group of intelli-

gentia among the brahmans. It is, to be sure, generally granted

that the Upanisads contain traces of ritualism; occasionally even

evidences of magic are recognized in them. But these, when noted

at all, are regarded as intrusions, as foreign elements which are

mixed with their philosophy but have no proper connexion with it.

Conversely, the adumbrations of Upanisad philosophy which are

occasionally met with in the Vedic hymns and in the Brahmanas
are held to belong to a different intellectual sphere from the great

•Oldenberg adds, very acutely, that we find clear traces of this sort of

identification even in the hymns of the Itigveda, and cites instances. There
is indeed no reason whatever to doubt that this concept was as familiar to

the authors of the Rigvedic hymns as to the Atharvan charm-mongers and
the Brahmana theologians. The reason why it does not appear there so

clearly is simply that the highly specialized purpose of most of the Rigvedic
hymns gives little chance for its expression. The Rigveda is, broadly speak-
ing, simply a hymn-book containing chants to be used in the hieratic ritual,

addrest to the gods of that ritual. Since all the rest of the Veda abounds
in evidence of implicit belief in the magic power of knowledge, we should
be justified in assuming that the Rigvedic poets also held it, even if it were
not exprest there at all; they would not have been Vedic Hindus if they had
not held it. But, in fact, we find indications of it even in the Rigveda,
quite as often as we should expect, considering the limitations of its prac-
tical purpose. This is to be borne in mind in connexion with the philo-
sophic hymns of the Rigveda; see below.
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mass of those earlier texts. In shorty it is customary to make a
sharp division between Vedic ritualism and Vedic magic, on the one

hand, and Vedic (or Upanisadic) philosophy on the other; and even

those who recognize the occurrence of both side by side in the same
texts think of this juxtaposition as a mixture of basically unrelated

things. The same Oldenberg whose clear characterization of the

Brahmanas I have quoted finds a completely different spirit in the

Upanisads, whose authors in his opinion are true philosophers, seek-

ing the truth about the universe for the pure joy of knowledge in

itself, not for the sake of using that knowledge for practical ends.

They constitute for that reason, to his mind, a “ genuine novelty,^^

altho of course he recognizes traces of their ideas in the earlier

literature.'^

For years the conviction has been growing upon me, as a result of

repeated study of early Indian philosophic texts, that this inter-

pretation involves a radical misunderstanding of the point of view

of those texts, and indeed of all classical Indian philosophy. It

commits the very natural but unfortunate error of attributing to

Indian thought the objects which we associate with philosophy

in the west, at least at the present day, but which have never been

associated with it in India, until the most modern times. To our

minds, I take it, “ philosophy ” implies a search for abstract truth

about the nature of the universe and man^s place in it, as an end

in itself. We do not expect a philosopher to do anything with this

truth, if and when he gets it, except to enjoy the intellectual

pleasure of cognizing it, and to share it with others. If practical

motives are concerned, we say it is no longer “ pure philosophy,

but religion or something else. But to the Hindus, even of later

classical times, and a fortiori of the Vedic age, such a conception

never occurred; and if it had been suggested to them, they would

have regarded it as fantastic and absurd. Oldenberg’s figure of a

Vedic philosopher seeking ^^to unfold a picture of things as they

are for its own sake, out of the pure joy of perceiving and under-

See his Voric, Wiss., p. 3 ff., 7 f. Winternitz {Gesch, d, ind. Lit., I,

passim, notably p. 203 ) also separates the streams of ritualistic magic and

“true” philosophy; the latter in his opinion originated in non-Brahman

circles, tho he makes it clear that both streams are found both in the

Upanisads (pp. 206-209) and in the philosophic hymns of the Atharva Veda

(p. 131).
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standing ® is more than rare/^ as he calls it. Such an individual

never existed at all, either in the Vedic period, of which he is speak-

ing, or in later India, as far as our records show. The picture is

utterly un-Indian.

Abstract truth for its own sake, as an end in itself, has never for

a moment been conceived by Indian philosophers as a proper objec-

tive of their speculations. Their intellectual quests have always

been associated in their minds with practical ends. The later

systems of philosophy are all supposed to be practical means of

attainmg salvation, muhti or mohsa. That is their one and only

justification for existence. Typical are the two most famous of the

later systems, the Yedanta and the Sankhya. In both, as is well

known, human salvation is the sole object of their speculations; and

in both alike it is to be gained by knowledge. He who has true

knowledge is saved, directly and immediately, and precisely by

virtue of that knowledge. They differ as to what true knowledge is,

but agree to this extent, that it is knowledge of the real nature of

the soul and its position in the universe, its relation to the rest of

the xiniverse and its guiding principle. Such knowledge gives its

possessor control over his souFs destiny, that is, salvation.

Now salvation, literally release ” {muhtij mohsa), is understood

in later India as meaning release ” from the cycle of rebirths,

determined by karma; that is from the samsdra, with all the evil

and pain inevitably connected therewith.® In the early Hpanisads
this conception of the round of existences, the sarhsdra, had not yet

fully developt. We see it in process of developing in them. But
the word and concept of muhti are found there, with the same
general connotations as in later times, subject to the qualification

just indicated. That is, muhti means release from the evils of

ordinary human existence. In Brhad Aranyaka Upanisad 3. 1 are
listed four muhtis

:

the first, release from death
;
the second and

third, from ^ day and night and from the waxing and waning
moon (that is, from the ravages of time)

; and the last is ascent to
the heavenly world ^ {svarga loha). And, most characteristically,
these releases are magically gained by knowledge of certain
thoroly ritualistic identifications, of elements of the sacrifice with
cosmic and human powers, quite in the style of the Brahmanas.

* Op. cit., p. 3.

» So first in 6vet. U. 6. 16, samsararnohsasthitihandhahetuh.
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Thus, by the identification of the Aoi^ar-priest with fire, as a cosmic

power, and with speech, as a human faculty, one wins release from
death. This ritual-magic wisdom is put into the mouth of no less

a personage than Yajnavalkya, the most celebrated of all Upani-

sadic teachers, at the beginning of his contest in learning with the

other brahmans at the court of King Janaka, which is one of the

high points of Upanisad philosophy.

Along with releases from evils, the IJpanisads speak of

attainments of desiderata. The very same passage just quoted,

after disposing of the releases beyond ( evils proceeds to

describe attainments thru ritual-magic knowledge. The
attainments here are certain natural and supernatural

worlds {loha) which are gained by ritual knowledge. Many of

the later systems also promise to the adept not only the supreme

goal of salvation, but various incidental benefits which he is to

enjoy while progressing towards that goal. I am thinking pri-

marily of the magic powers, {mahd-)siddhisj promist by the Yoga
and other later systems to the philosophic adept. They are sec-

ondary and incidental to the main aim, but none the less real.

Nothing seems more natural to the Hindu of ancient times, as

indeed to the popular mind in medieval Europe,^^ than that very

practical and worldly benefits, of many sorts, should ensue magi-

cally from superior knowledge. The word vidya, knowledge,^^

means in classical Sanskrit also magic out and out, as all Sans-

kritists know well. Again and again thruout the IJpanisads, just

as thruout the Brahmanas, we meet the phrase ^^he who knows

thus,” ya evam veda (or vidvan). The same phrase is equally

familiar in the Atharva Veda, especially in its philosophic h
3
rnms.

And everywhere it almost always follows the promise of some

extremely practical rewnrd for him who ‘^"has such knowledge.”

Not only long life and release from death, or from that second

death” (punar-mrtyu) beyond the first grave which is such a

bugbear to the Vedic Hindus in the birth-throes of the doctrine of

transmigration; not only the wanning of various heavens; but

wealth is this life, wnrldly success of all kinds, ascendancy over

one^s fellows, the discomfiture of one’s enemies, even success in

love all these and other worldly benefits are among the things to

atimoksdh, atha sampadah, BrhU. 3. 1. 8.

« See the Epilog to this paper, below.
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be gained by the practice of Upanisadic speculation, as they were

to be gained from the ritualistic and theological speculations of the

Brahmanas and from the magic practices of the Atharva Veda.

The passages are so numerous that it is hard to see how their sig-

nificance can have been so generally overlooked. It ought not to

be necessary to quote any of them. The list of references in the

footnote will be sufficient to show how they permeate the two oldest

Upanisads, the Brhad Aranyaka and Chandogya.^^

In my article on “ The Philosophical Materials of the Atharva
Veda^’^^ I pointed out that in seeking practical benefits thru the

magic power of knowledge the Upanisads touch upon the special

sphere of the Atharva A^eda. Its aims are identical with theirs,

BrhU. 1. 2. 1, 3, 5, 7-8 (to be understood together as meaning that he
who knows the identity of the arfca-fire and the asvamedAa-sacrifiee with
Death wards o& death, death does not attain him”)

; 1, 3, 7, 9, 16, 18,

25, 26, 28 (Madhy. 1. 3. 8, 10, 17, 19, 27, 28, 33) ; 1. 4. 1, 6, 7, 10, 15, 16, 17
(Madhy. 1. 4. 2, 10, 14, 18, 22, 28, 29, 31) ; 1. 5. 1, 2, 12, 15, 16, 20 (Madhy.
1. 5. 1, 6, 19, 23, 24, 29) ; 2. 1. 2ff. (a long series of philosophic doctrines
which are all declared to be partial or incomplete

; nevertheless each brings
its possessor its appropriate benefit; e. g. in 5 it is proposed by Gargya to
consider the purusa in the dkdsa as Brahman, to which Ajata^tm replies:

Speak not of him to me; I revere him as the full and non-departing; who
so reveres him is filled with offspring and cattle, and his offspring do not
depart from this world! ’)

; 2. 2. 1, 2, 4 (M. 6) ; 2. 3. 6 (M. 10) ; 3. 3. 2;
3. 9. 28 (M. 34) ; 4. 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (M. 4. 1. 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19) ; 4. 2. 4
(M. 6) ; 4. 3. 37 (M. 43) ; 4. 4. 8, 12, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 (M. 11,
15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 31); 4. 5. 4, cf. 15 (M. 4. 5. 4 and 25;
immortality to be gained from the knowledge set forth in this chapter)

;

5. 1; 5. 3 (M. 4) ; 5. 4 (M. 5) ; 5. 5. 1, 3, 4 (M. 5. 6. 2, 4, 5) ; 5. 7; M. 5. 8
(= K. 5. 6, which omits ya evam veda)

; 5. 11; 5. 12 (M. 5. 13. 3) ; 5. 13.
1-4 (M. 5. 14. 1-4); 5. 14. 1-8 (M. 5. 15. 1-12); 6. 1. 1-6 (M. 6. 2. 1-6);
6. 2. 15, 16 (M. 6. 1. 18, 19) ;—ChU. 1. 1. 7, 8, 10; 1. 2. 8, 14; 1. 3. 1, 7;
1. 4. 5; 1.6. 7; 1. 7. 7, 8; 1. 9. 2; 1. 13. 4; 2. 1. 4; 2. 2. 3*2 3 2*2 4 2;
2. 5. 2; 2. 6. 2; 2. 7. 2; 2. 8. 3; 2, 10. 6; 2. 11. 2; 2. 12. 2; 2. 13. 2; 2. 14. 2;
2. 15. 2; 2. 16. 2; 2. 17. 2; 2. 18. 2; 2. 19. 2; 2. 20. 2; 2. 21. 2; 3. 6. 3-4;

o h ‘'5 3. 13. 1-7; 3. 15. 2;

A V 2 ;

2. 1; 5.
10. 10; 5. 18. 1 ; 5. 24. 2; 7. 1. 5; 7. 2 . 2

; 7 3 2 * 7 4 3 * 7 5 3 . 7 6 2 *

7 . 7 . 2; 7 . 8. 2; 7. 9. 2 etc. (this series is similar in spirit to BrhU. 2. 1.
see ^ ove ) ; 7 . 25 and 26 (climax to the preceding; perfect knowledge

brings unlimited powers)
; 8 . 1 . 6 with 8 . 2 . 1 -10 ; 8 . 3 . 5 ; 8 . 7 1-8 12 6

p
133*“ pp. 117-135; see especially
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and one of its familiar methods of attaining those aims is thru

that same power of knowledge^ as set forth above. And^ in fact^

the Atharva Veda is the special home of early Vedic speculation.

This fact is obvious and undisputed; the Atharva Veda, this book

of spells and incantations, contains far more philosophic materials

than the Eigveda or any other Vedic Saihhita. Every one has

always observed this circumstance, and found it surprising

—

indeed, inexplicable. It is inexplicable from any other point of

view than that which I am here proposing, and which I first pro-

posed in the article cited. Those who think of Vedic speculation

as the work of abstract, disinterested philosophers in our west-

ern sense, can only regard the inclusion of so much of their work

in a book of magic charms as a strange anomaly. But the Atharvan

philosophic materials themselves, to a very large extent, and still

more the manner in which they are used in the Kausika Sutra and

the other ritual handbooks of the Atharva Veda, indicate clearly

the practical, magical ends which their esoteric knowledge was

designed to gain. And so they themselves furnish the reason for

their inclusion in the Atharva Veda, to which they are perfectly

appropriate.

Typical is the hymn AV. 11. 4. Its subject is the prana, the

cosmic breath, that is the wind, most strikingly manifested in

the storm-wind; hence the obvious naturalistic allusions to storms

which the hymn contains. This breath of the universe is, quite

naturally and yet acutely, made the enlivening principle of the

cosmos. The author is thoroly at home in the phraseology and

ideology of Vedic higher thought, and applies it to his subject with

a freshness and vigor which suggest an unusual amount of intel-

lectual acumen. He is certainly no mere ignorant witch-doctor.

Yet that does not mean that he is free from natural human desires.

Not only the last stanza,^^ but several stanzas scattered thruout

the hymn, give expression to the active desire that the cosmic

breath’^ shall confer boons on him who knows and glorifies it,

particularly, of course, by means of its counterpart, the individual

breath or life in the human being. So Kausika very appro-

Cf. Bloomfield, Hymns of the Atharva Veda, p. 623; Oidenberg, Vorw.

Wiss., p. 6, note. These authors overlook the similar passages in stanzas

9 11 18, 19 of the hymn, and speak as if the last stanza were the only one

that shows traces of magic ends.
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priately uses the hymn in magic performances for long life. In so

doing Kansika does no violence to the thought of the hymn; on

the contrary, this was quite clearly the intent of its author. His

thought is thoroly TJpanisadic, quite as lofty as the average of

Upanisad speculations; and an TTpanisad author would typically

conclude such a passage with an expression like this : Long life

he attains, the breath of life {'pr^una) does not leave him, who

knows thus {ya evam veda) !

There is here no question of a secondary fusion of unrelated

activities^ philosophy and magic. On the contrary, ail Vedic phi-

losophy may (from our point of view) be described as a sort of

philosophic magic, or magical philosophy.^® That is precisely why
—

j

As set forth in these words in my article, op, cit,, p. 134. I must refer

to this place, especially p. 121 fiF., for further details as to the evidence for

the magical intent of Atharvan philosophy. (A limited number of reprints

of this article are available for free distribution, on application to the

author.) I am pleased to note that the views there advanced have been

noticed favorably by such good scholars as Winternitz {OLZ. 1924, p. 424)

and Keith {Religion and Philosophy of the Yeda, p. 510, n. 3) . To be sure

I must add with regret that I have failed to find in Keith’s book mlich

evidence that he has been influenced by my arguments. Winternitz points

out that he exprest long ago views similar to some of mine; I hope I am
not wrong in understanding that he would now agree even more closely

with me ; cf. note 7 above.—I would add here that the case for the practical

application of AV. philosophic hymns is really stronger than appears from

my former article. While the Atharvan ritual texts fail in some cases to

record the uses to which they are put {loo. cit., p. 119), the hymns them-

selves do so more regularly than I there indicated. Thus I observed that

AV. 8. 10 is ignored in all the ritual texts; but I should have added that

the hymn itself emphatically states (vss 2-7, 17-29, 33) the practical bene-

fits to be won by him who “knows” {ya evarh veda) its mysteries, quite

in Upanisad fashion. So also the recurring refrain of AV. 11. 3. 32-49; and
for other similar references see AV. 4. 1. 7 ; 9. 10. 24 ; 10. 2. 29, 30 ;

10. 7.

40, 41; 10. 8. 22, 43, 44; 11. 3. 51; 11. 5. 10, 25. With so much primary
evidence, in the hymns themselves, the partial lack of secondary evidence

of magical employment in the ritual handbooks is not important. I should
further have noted the fact that even the famous Rigvedic Hiranyagarbha
hymn, RV. 10. 121, ends with the definite statement that it was designed to

win practical desiderata. It is true that this tenth verse is perhaps a later

addition to the hymn. But even vs 9, unquestionably part of the original

text, prays “ May He ( the One ) harm us not.” And the Vi^vakarman
hymn, RV. 10. 81, is as definitely practical in its aim as any Atharvan
incantation (vss 6, 7). Whether thus stated in terms or not, all Vedic
philosophy has practical aims.
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it belongs primarily to the Atharva Veda. The fact that the

Rigveda also contains a few hymns of this sort is exactly analogous

to its inclnsion of some magic spells, also. Both are equally

Atharvanic and equally foreign to the primary purpose of the

Eigveda, which is a hymn-book for use at the hieratic ritual serv-

ices. The rare and scattering philosophic materials of the Kigveda

are aU found in the tenth or first books (mainly in the tenth),

which are recognized as late additions to the collection, and which

also contain most of the other Atharvanic materials, the incan-

tations, wedding and funeral hymns, etc,^® Not that the magic

power of knowledge was unknown to the Rigvedic poets.^^ Of
course this belief was common to the age as a whole. But, equally

of course, no one, or at least few, relied upon it exclusively for

protection. Even the Atharvanists engaged in magical perform-

ances; with all their faith in the power of knowledge in itself,

they reinforced that knowledge by active measures. The theory

behind most of the Eigveda is, as is well known, that human desires

wrill be granted by the gods, when they have been propitiated by

the ritual of sacrifice and praise. Cross-bred with the theory that

magic rites, performed with true esoteric knowledge, must bring

the desired results of themselves, this ritualistic theory gave birth

in Brahmana times to the belief that the gods are negligible inter-

mediaries, or even play no part at all in the process; a rite, per-

formed with proper knowledge, must of itself result in the benefit

that is sought. Or, even more drastically, the actual performance

of the rite is unnecessary ; if one knows its true nature, by virtue

of that knowledge he controls the desired result, and need not

actually do anything. Here is, if you like, a true blend ; but

not a blend between magic and philosophy. Eather, a blend

between ritual religion on the one hand and magical philosophy or

It is not an argument against this view that the text-tradition of the

Rigvedic philosophic hymns is better than that of the corresponding Athar-

van ones, as I showed, loc, cit., p. 123 ff. The same is true of the entire

Rigvedic tradition. It is simply due to the fact that the Rigvedic schools

were better educated. The Atharvanists were not the scholars that the

Rigvedic poets were. Even the magic charnft, which strayed into the col-

lection of the Rigveda, are generally found there in a more intelligent form

than the corresponding ones of the Atharva Veda. No one would argue

from this that the Rigveda, rather than the Atharva, is their original home.

Cf. above, note 6; and further see RV. 1. 164. 16, 39.
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philosophic magic on the other. And in this blend^ ritualistic reli-

gion is the moribund element. Magical philosophy constantly tends

to get the upper hand. We are drifting into the intellectual sphere

of the Fpanisads.

For few would now dispute that the Brahmanas are the womb

of TJpanisad thought. They are far more intimately related to the

Upanisads than to the Eigveda^ precisely because of their emphasis

on the importance of knowledge^ of a true understanding of the

esoteric meaning of things. Their hair-splitting theological dis-

quisitions give birth to the cosmic and metaphysical (but at the

same time largely ritualistic) speculations of the Upanisads. And

just as the Upanisads contain many external and internal indica-

tions of their intimate connexion wdth the Brahmanas (the oldest

of them^ the Brhad Aranyaka^ is part of the Satapatha Brahmana

;

and large parts of them deal wholly with ritualistic entities and

concepts)—so they never lose sight for long of the practical ends

which they also inherit from the Brahmanas, and which like them

they conceive to depend upon true, esoteric, or mystic knowledge

of the entities with which they deal. These ends and this method

of gaining them are inherited by the Brahmanas directly from the

intellectual sphere which we call Atharvanic, and are then passed

on to the Upanisads.

If there is any general difference in spirit between the Brahma-
nas and the Upanisads, it lies in just this, that the Upanisads

carry out fully, to its logical extreme, the Atharvan-Brahmana doc-

trine that esoteric knowledge is the only thing that counts in the

last analysis; that it is the supreme method of gaining all one^s

desires. The Atharvanists and the Brahmana-authors may tell us

that knowledge is all that is necessary; but with natural and par-

donable inconsistency, they still continue to act, to perform ritual

and magic practices, as if they believed in the efficacy of actions.

The Upanisads attach little or no importance to action, ritual or

other. Far more consistently than the Brahmanas (tho even they,

as we saw, occasionally go as far as this), they take the position that

if one knows the mystic meaning of a performance, he need not
actually carry it out in order to get the benefit of its fruits. They
constantly sing the same song : he who knows this or that,

gets his desire fulfilled. To be sure, by reading chiefly between
the lines, we may find evidence that ritual and magical acts were
still performed. But little importance is attached to the actual
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performance. For instance^ several passages tell ns that ritual

acts, if performed without knowledge of their esoteric meaning,

are not only useless,^® but dangerous ;
the presumptuous performer

is likely to have his head burst asunder.^® Again, he who knows

a particular rite, of which the mystic meaning has just been

explained, ^^and he who knows it not, both perform it; but”

when performed with knowledge it becomes more effective.^® The
world of men is attained by begetting a son, the world of the manes

by sacrifice, the world of the gods by knowledge; but the world

of the gods is the best of worlds, therefore “ knowledge is best.”

People say that by offering with milk for a year one escapes re-

death {punar-mrtyu)

;

but this is an error; on the very (first)

day on which one who Jcnotvs makes such an offering, on that very

day he escapes re-death.-^ And even such qualified tributes to the

power of actions as these are rare in the Upanisads. Generally it

is knowledge, knowledge alone and of itself, w’hich brings the

desired end, no other method being recognized as even possible.

He who knows ” gets anything he wants, by the direct and magi-

cal power of his knowledge.-^

IS ChU. 5. 24. 1.

ChU. 1. 8 and 1. 10-11.

20 ChU. 1. 1. 10.

2^ BrhU. 1. 5. 16 (Madhyamdina rec. 24 )

.

22 BrhU. 1. 5. 2 (Madhy. 6). We also find clear evidence that what we
should call purely magic practices were carried on in these same “ philo-

sophical ” circles ; thus additional proof is furnisht for the intimate con-

nexion between the spheres of the Atharva Veda and the Upanisads. BrhU.

6. 3 and 4 deal with such practices in a thoroly Atharvan manner. They

include even love-charms, charms to compel a woman to yield her love,

birth-control charms to prevent conception, and conversely charms to bring

about conception when it is desired
;
parturition charms, etc., etc. But the

knowledge motif is dominant thruout. Thus, at the very outset, the sexual

act is explained mystically as a kind of ritual performance, the elements of

which are identified, Brahmana-wise, with the parts of the woman’s body;

and then we are told that if a man practises sexual intercourse knowing

this, he gains a world as great as he who sacrifices with the Vajapeya-rite,

and takes to himself the merit of women; but if he practises it without

knowing this, women take to themselves his merit (BrhU. 6. 4. 3).

22 Some later religious and philosophic texts are more catholic, and recog-

nize other ways of gaining salvation, altho “ knowledge ” remained perhaps

the favorite on the whole ;
at any rate, the late Sankhya and Vedanta sys-

tems clung to it exclusively. In the philosophy of the epic, on the other
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An important further question now arises. Is any relation dis-

cernible between the kind of knowledge sought, at a given point,

and the nature of the practical benefit to be derived from it?

In some cases it is hard for us to discern any reason for the

association of a particular boon with a particular quantum of

esoteric knowledge. In an Atharvan hymn (13. 3) the sun is

glorified as the cosmic First Principle
3

and, in the constantly

recurring refrain of each verse, this ruddy one (Eohita) is

invoked to destroy any enemy of the wise man who knows thus.^^

The idea seems to be simply that one who is fortified with such

mystic knowledge must be safe from attack by human foes. But

any other desideratum would seem to us equally appropriate.

Similarly in the Upanisad passage last quoted (BrhU. 1 . 5. 2) we

saw that escape from re-death is promist to one who performs

with esoteric knowledge a certain milk-offering for a single day.

hand^ various courses of action are recognized as possible roads to salva-

tion, as alternatives to the way of knowledge. These active methods are

called Yoga, “ activity (see American Journal of Philology^ 45. 37 fif. for

a brief account of them ) , and are distinguisht as such from the method of

knowledge, known as Sankhya, “ reckoning, reasoning, ratiocination In

the epic and in all earlier Sanskrit literature the terms Sankhya and Yoga

do not refer to metaphysical systems, but to ways of gaining salvation ; see

my article, “The Meaning of Sankhya and Yoga,” Am. Jour. Phil., 45. 1-46.

For the relation of this early meaning of the word Sankhya to the later

“ Sankhya ” system, see ibid., 32 ff
. ;

and for yet other ways of salvation

than “ knowledge ” and “ action ”, p. 46.—Keith, Religion and Philosophy

of the Veda, 2, p. 543 f., rejects the conclusions of this article, but adduces

little reason for doing so; his remarks amount to hardly more than a dog-

matic refusal to accept what I still think I showed to be the plain and

unmistakable evidence of the texts themselves as to the meaning of the two

words. As an example of the cogency of such arguments as Keith offers, I

may mention his treatment of Mbh. 12. 13713 ff. (p. 543, infra). Here he

says : “ In this passage we find two very distinct views set out : the

Saihkhya and the Yoga accept a multiplicity of souls, while Vyasa insists

that all the souls at bottom rest on the world soul.” But, as I pointed out

(p. 28), this doctrine of Vyasa “that all the souls at bottom rest on the

world soul” is definitely stated in vs 13763 to be “Sankhya and Yoga”!
What becomes of the distinction on which Keith lays such great weight?
One “ distinct view ” is as much Sankhya and Yoga as the other, according
to the text. Is the text mere gibberish—or is Keith wrong? I prefer to

assume that the text knows what it is talking about. (In actual fact the
text does not intend to make the distinction between the two “views”
which Keith supposes, as I clearly showed.

)
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Why precisely release from re-death, rather than any other boon?

The only answer (if it be considered an answer) probably is that

ritualistic tradition made this particular association.

This condition is, however, just what we should expect, after all.

It is what we very commonly find in coimexion with Atharvan

magic rites and with the ritual performances of the Brahmanas.

Often we can discern no special reason for the clearly exprest

expectation of a certain result from a particular rite or incanta-

tion.

On the other hand, it would be an error to think of such cases

as typical of philosophic magic in general. Much more often we
can see very definite reasons for the association. If the prdna-

hymn which we discust above is used to attain long life, this is

obviously because knowledge of the universal prdim, the life-breath

of the cosmos, may naturally be expected to give the knower con-

trol over that “life-breath,^^ and hence over its manifestation in

himself, namely, his own “life-breath.^^ Just so, times without

number, in the TJpanisads the name of the thing or concept known
suggests the boon to be derived from the knowledge. Scores of

examples could be quoted; they occur on almost every page. It

will suffice to refer to Brhad Aranyaka Upanisad 2. 1, where e. g.

in paragraphs 4 to 6 he who knows the glorious” gets “glor-

ious” offspring; he who knows the “full and undeparting” is

“ filled ” with offspring and cattle, and his offspring “ do not

depart ” from this world {sc, before him)
; he who knows the

“ unconquerable ” becomes himself “ unconquerable.” Sometimes

the identification is made only by what we should call verbal dis-

tortions or bad puns; but to the authors these are just as serious

as what we might term sound “ philological ” identifications.

So far we have dealt with knowledge of special, limited subjects.

It results, we have seen, in particular boons for the possessor, boons

which are generally appropriate to the name or nature of the thing

known. The essential idea is that “ he who knows ” any one thing,

gets that thing, or something corresponding to it. But from this

it is only a short step to the logical conclusion that if one could

only know everything, he would thereby get—everything. tTni-

versal knowledge, omniscience, must be a short-cut to omnipotence,

to the pownr of satisfying any desire. If what you know you con-

2^AV. 11. 4; see page 105.
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trol, then hy knowing the all, you can control the all. If, then, a

formula can be discovered which will provide you with the funda-

mental truth of all that is, the knowledge of that formula will

make you master of the universe. And specifically, in true Brah-

mana spirit, that formula is to be sought in a mystic identifica-

tion. You must discover something which is the essence of the

all: especially, if possible, something which you can control, so

that thereby you can control everything.^^

This is the secret of the famous quest of the Upanisads after

a formulaic identification of something or other with the First

Principle of the universe. The regular answer to the question:

With what shall we identify the one thing, by knowing which aU

is known is ^^with the soul, dtman, of man.^^ Obviously: for

the One, whether it be called Brahman,-® or the Existent {sat)^

the Real, or what-not, is naturally the essential self or soul

{dtman) of the universe. If it is dimarij and my soul, my real self,

is also dtman, then is not the mystic identification ready-made?

Just as the “ life-breath of the universe is the same as the life-

breath of man, and by knowing ” the one you control the

other. And surely there is nothing which I control more per-

fectly than my own '"self.” If then I " know ” that the Brahman,
which is the dtman of the universe, is my own dtman, then not only

do I control the fundamental principle of the universe, because

knowledge is magic power; but even more than that, I am the

fundamental principle of the universe, by that mystic identifica-

tion. For this double reason, there is nothing out of my control

or beyond my grasp.

The knowledge of the One which is All, and its identification

with the human soul, is then a short-cut to the satisfaction of all

desires, the freedom from all fear and danger and sorrow. Just
as knowledge of individual or partial truths gives to its possessor
the individual and special boons appropriate to each partial truth,
as in the passage quoted above, so knowledge that the one true

2«Altlio the mere knowledge of a thing is enuf to give you control over
it, there is clearly a feeling that you strengthen your hold on it if you can
identify it mystically with something over which you have more obvious
power. This is exactly the notion underlying the identifications of the
Brahmanas ; see p. 99 above.
« As so why it is so regularly called that, see below 116 f.

*^AV. 11. 4; above, p. 105.
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essence of everything is my soul gives me control over everything.^®

When and because I know that^ I am identical with the One, which

in the very nature of the case cannot be affected by any unsatisfied

The passage in BrhU. 2. 1, referred to above, p. HI, is very significant.

In its famous conversation between Gargya and Ajatasatru, Gargya pro-

poses twelve different entities, one after another, as expressions for the

Brahman, the cosmic One. Ajatasatru denies that each in turn is the

Brahman, but explains what it really is, and assigns a particular boon to

the possessor of this knowledge. He then proceeds to give his own view

of what the Brahman is in very truth; namely, it is to be identified with

the spirit or soul {dtman) in man, which in sound sleep is actually united

with the cosmic soul or Brahman, and which is ‘Hhe real of the real.”

No statement is here found of the profit ensuing to one ‘‘ who knows thus.”

But is it conceivable that perfect knowledge should have no practical

reward, when imperfect and partial bits of knowledge have just been

asserted to have each their appropriate rewards? It seems clear that the

omission is only due to the author’s considering it so obvious as to need

no statement. And this is confirmed by the occurrence elsewhere of the

missing statement of the practical rew^ards for this knowledge. For the

same doctrine is found in a much fuller and more perfect form in BrhU.

4. 3 and 4. In 4.3. 19 ff. we find the closest possible parallel to the latter

part of 2. 1, with its identification of the soul, particularly in its state of

deep sleep, with the One. This is the soul’s true form, in which all his

desires are satisfied, in which he is without desire and without sorrow (21)

.

And why is he so? Just because the soul is one with the One which is All,

and therefore his senses cannot operate on anything, for there is no object

on which they might operate—^nothing outside of himself (23-31); this

is his highest goal, the highest bliss, the summum honum (32). To be

sure, this state is attained permanently only after death, and then only

by the soul “who has no desire” (4. 4. 6 = Madhy. 8). But who is this

soul that “ has no desire ” ? Kone other than he who knows the soul

—

knows, that is, the esoteric truth, that his own soul is one with the uni-

versal soul or Brahman. This is emphatically stated, over and over again,

in the conclusion of this passage; note particularly 4. 4. 12 ~ Madhy. 16,

“If a person understands the soul {dtman), knowing ‘I am He,’ then

desiring what, for the love of what, could he cling to the body? ”—13 = M.

17 :
“ Who has found out and become awakened to this soul ... he is the

All-creator, for he creates everything; the world (or, heaven) in his; nay,

he is the world (or, heaven) himself.” That is, when he knows the world-

soul as himself, he controls it, which is the soul of everything, and so

controls everything; nay rather, he is everything. What wonder, then, that

he can no longer have any desire? All his desires are thereby fulfilled.

The conclusion of this passage, 4. 4. 19-22 = Madhy. 21-31, is a magnificent

paean of triumph celebrating the consummate perfection of bliss of the soul

who attains this perfect knowledge. The whole passage deserves to be read

2
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longing or by any evil or sorrow, because there is nothing outside

or independent of me for which my senses and mind might long.^®

The famous dictum of the identity of the human soul with the

world-soul will now appear in a somewhat new light. People never

tire of quoting the phrase I am the Brahman as a brilliant

philosophical apergu. I am not here to deny that it deserves such

praise. But I think its real meaning, and the rationale behind it,

have never been quite understood. Its context has generally been

neglected. The passage where it occurs says : Whoever knows

that am Brahman,^ becomes this alP^; and later, “from that

same self he (who knows this) creates whatsoever he desires/^

That is, the possessor of this mystic knowledge can do whatever

he pleases. That is obviously the very practical reason for know-
ing it. The idea is not so new as it has often been represented as

being. It is essentially contained in the magical-philosophic hymns
of the Atharva Yeda.^^ It rests on the same basis as the doctrine

that “ he who knows the unconquerable one becomes unconquer-
able,^^ and countless similar expressions thruout both the TJpani-

sads and the older Yedic literature. The practical, magical benefits

of such mystic knowledge are clearly stated in connexion with

almost all similar expressions. The Atharva Yeda passage which

in this connexion
; I will quote only a few extracts :

“ Therefore, he who has
this knowledge . . . sees only himself (his soul, dtman) in the self (the

universal soul, atman). He sees everything as the self; (Madhy. adds,
every one becomes his self, he becomes the self of every one ’

; ) he gets past
all evil; evil cannot affect him; free from evil, from impurity (M5.dhy.,
from old age), from doubt (Madhy., from hunger and thirst), he becomes
a hrahmana (a veritable possessor of the Brahman), who knows thus!

”

And finally, at the very end: “This is that great unborn soul (dtman),
free from old age, from death, and from fear (or, danger), immortal—the
Brahman. Fearless, verily, is Brahman. HE BECOMES THE FEARLESS
BRAHMAN—WHO KNOWS THUS! ”

Cf. BrhU. 1. 4. 2; 4. 3. 23-31.

BrhU. 1. 4. 10, and 15, = Madhyamdina 22, and 28.
AV. 10. 7. 41 (originally the concluding verse of the hymn to Skambha

as First Principle; so it still is in the Paippalada, see Whitney’s note ad
loc.) clearly says that “He who knows” the First Principle, “he verily is
the mystic Lord of Creatures,” that is, he becomes the First Principle.
And what he is to gain thereby is stated with equal clarity in AV. 9. 10. 24:
“ in his (the First Principle’s) control are what has been and what is to be.
He shall put in my control (because I know him) what has been and what
is to be !

”
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contains the very earliest occurrence of the word dtman in its philo-

sophic sense takes pains to make clear the reason for knowing that

dtman; such a knower is possessed of all the qualities attributed

to the soul of the universe. And the like is stated over and over

again in the Upanisads.®^

In the light of such passages we can understand better the true

meaning of such a passage as the famous sixth chapter of the

Chandogya TJpanisad, It sets out to find the one thing by know-

ing which all is known.^^ It is explained as the existent ”

{sat) I it is in everything, and everything is in the last analysis

nothing but that. It is, moreover, mystically identified with the

human soul: ^^what that subtle essence is, a state-of-having-that-

as-its-essence is this xmiverse, that is the real, that is the soul, that

art thou {tat tvam asi) ! There is, to be sure, in this chapter

no definite statement of the practical benefit to be gained by this

knowledge.^^ Are w^e then to suppose that here is an isolated

example of a disinterested philosopher, seeking nothing but the

AV. 10. 8. 44 :
“ The desirelesa, intelligent, immortal, self-existent,

satisfied with contentment (‘ sap rasa), not lacking in anything

—

he who
knows this Sonl, the intelligent, ageless, ( ever

)
young, has no fear of death.”

A few examples: BrhU. 1. 5. 20 = Madhy. 29: “He who knows this

becomes the Self of all beings. As is that divinity (the One), so is he. As
all beings favor that divinity, so all beings favor him who knows
this. Whatsoever these creatures suffer, that remains with them alone.

Only good reaches hinu Evil, verily, does not reach gods.” BrhU. 4. 3.

37 = lMadhy. 43: “All beings wait upon him who knows this, saying:
* Here comes the Brahman !

^ ” ChU. 7. 25. 2 : “He who beholds, thinks on,

knows, and enjoys only this (self, atman) ... is independent (self-

ruling) ;
he has unlimited freedom in all worlds. While they who know

otherwise than this are dependent (ruled by others) ; their worlds are

destructible; they have no freedom in all worlds.” ChU. 8. 12. 6: “He
obtains all worlds and all desires who understands that Self.” TU. 2, 1:

“He who knows Brahman . . . attains all desires.” TU. 2. 4: “Who
knows the bliss of Brahman never fears anything.” AU. 5.4: “ So he,

having ascended on high from this world with that Self of knowledge,

obtained all desires in that heavenly world, and became immortal.” KausU.

1. 7: “Whatever conquest is Brahman’s, whatever attainment, even that

conquest he conquers, that attainment he attains, who knows this.”

MundU. 3. 2. 9 : “He who knows that supreme Brahman becomes Brahman

itself. . . . He is beyond sorrow, beyond evil. Freed from the knots of

the heart, he becomes immortal.”

ChU. 6. 1. 3.

Ihid. 6. 8 ff.
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abstract truth for the pure joy of knowing it? Let those believe

it who may. For my part, such an opinion would seem to me
strangely blind, in view of the overwhelming mass of contrary evi-

dence. ^fo : the philosopher of this passage seeks knowledge

of the essence of the universe for the same reason that all the men
of his time (and even of much later times in India) sought it:

because he believes that if he knows that One, and identifies it

with his own true self, he can by that knowledge control all cosmic

forces, and therefore his own destiny. His that art thou is

motivated in the same way as the Brhad Aranyaka^s I am Brah-

man.^^ He who Jcnows that he is mystically the All, partakes of its

essence, is at one with It, and therefore cannot be subject to any

outside influence which might cause any fear, danger, sorrow, or

unsatisfied desire. That for once the author does not say so in

definite terms means only that to him it was a perfectly obvious

matter of course.^® It went without saying. It is really surpris-

ingly lucky that practically all other similar passages do take the

trouble to state it so definitely.

This belief in the power of knowledge gives us the clue to the

employment of the term Irahman as a name for the ultimate First

Principle, about which there has been such endless discussion.

Brahman means simply “ holy knowledge ”, or, concretely, a Vedic

hymn or incantation, that is, a concrete expression of this mystic

wisdom; the Vedic mind feels no difference between the abstract

and the concrete sides of this concept. Moreover, all knowledge is,

to the Vedic mind, holy, mysterious, religious or magical knowl-

edge. It always possesses this magic power. The wise man and
the priest or religious (magical) practitioner (vipraj IcdrUj

irahrmn masc., etc.) are completely identical from the Vedic

As in BrhU. 2, I it is also not stated, but clearly must be understood,
for tbe reasons explained in footnote 28, above. Apart from these two, 1

can find no other early Upanisad statement of this doctrine (the unity of

the human soul with the world-principle) which does not make clear the
“ fruit ” or benefit to he derived from knowing it. Certainly the Yajna-
valkya dialog, BrhU. 3, is not an exception. It not only indicates at various
points in its course {e. g. 3. 1 passim, see p. 102 above; 3. 2. 12 =Madhy.
11, 3. 3. 2, 3. 5 = Madhy. 4; 3. 8. 10) that knowledge of its mysteries is
to bring fruition of desires; hut it concludes with the climactic statement
that Understanding, bliss, the Brahman, the highest goal of the giver of
bounty, belong to him who stands steadfast in knowledge of this ” (3. 9.

28 = Madhy. 34)

.
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standpoint. Since knowledge means absolute, direct power, what

is more natural than that the holy, mystic knowledge (bmhman)
of the universe should be half-personified as the First Principle,

the Controller of the universe? He who knows this, knows the

essence of the cosmos, and so controls it
;
in fact, upon the identifi-

cation of this “ soul of the universe with the soul of man, he

who has this knowledge is identical with it. It is natural that

this Brahman, this holy knowledge of the universe, should appear

at times, especially in the earliest texts, in definitely personified

forms, as the feminine Vac, Holy Utterance,^^ or the masculine

Brhas-pati, Brahmanas-pati, the Lord of Holy Wisdom,^^ both

of which are well-known as expressions for the First Principle.^^

But in the philosophic hymns of the Atharva Veda, and in the

similar passages of the Brahmanas, it is the neuter Brahman itself

which more regularly occupies this position, just as it does later

in the Upanisads, alongside of more abstract expressions like ^Hhe

Existent (sat, also known to the older texts). Let us remember

the important and highly significant fact that in the Atharva Veda

the regular meaning of the neuter brahman is charm, incanta-

tion,’^ that is, a hymn of the Atharva Veda itself, as an expression

of mystic wisdom. How many times do the magic charms of the

Atharva Veda allude to the power inherent in the incantation

(brahman) to bring about the desired end, be it release from dis-

ease,^® advancement over one's fellows,^® ini^iry to rivals,^® or

what-not ! The very first hymn of the Atharva Veda invokes the

Lord of Holy Utterance, Vacas-pati, to abide in the Atharvan

practitioner, that is, to endow him with the all-important mystic

knowledge which is to enable him to gain any end he pleases. As

we pointed out above, and as every Vedist knows, the word and the

thing denoted are one to the Vedic mind; he who knows the Holy

Word knows the concept behind it, and controls it; speech *=

knowledge. And it is because of the all-embracing power of knowl-

So RV. 10. 125 = AV. 4. 30 is a hymn to Vac personified as the One;

and in RV. 10. 81. 7 the cosmic Visvakarman, “ the All-maker,” is the Lord

of Vac, ‘‘ Holy Utterance; ” cf. also RV. 10, 71 for a like treatment of Vac.

For Brhas-pati or Brahmanas-pati in the same role see RV. 10. 71. 1;

10. 72. 2.

E. g. 2. 10. 1.

1 . 9 . 3 .

1 . 14 . 4.
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edge that the Brahman, Holy Knowledge, alias the power of its

concrete expression the magic charm, is already in the Atharva

Veda, and remains for all later time, a fayorite expression for the

supreme power of the universe.

SUMMABY

The Upanisads, then, seek to know the real truth about the

universe, not for its own sake; not for the mere joy of knowledge;

not as an abstract speculation; but simply because they conceive

such knowledge as a short-cut to the control of every cosmic power.

The possessor of such knowledge will be in a position to satisfy

his any desire. He will be free from old age and death, from

danger and sorrow, from all the ills that flesh is heir to. By
knowledge of the One which is All, and by mystically identifying

his own self with that One which is All, he has, like that One, the

AU in his control. Knowledge, true esoteric knowledge, is the

magic key to omnipotence, absolute power. By it one becomes

autonomous.^^ From the Upanisads this idea was inherited by the

later Hindu systems, such as the Vedanta and the epic and classical

Sankhya, which regard true knowledge as the key to man^s salva-

tion, as giving man ipso facto control of his destiny. But it is the

earlier, rather than the later, history of the idea which has been

our chief concern here. It has been shown that it is identical with

the belief in the magic power of knowledge which is such a common-
place in the Brahmanas, and above all in the Atharva Veda. It is

of the essence of Atharvan magic practice that by knowledge of any
entity it expects to control that entity, directly and magically.

Precisely for this reason the Atharva Veda is the particular home
of Vedic philosophy, which is simply an attempt to gain at one
stroke all possible human ends, by knowing, once for all, the essen-

tial truth of the entire cosmos. If all can be known at once, and
especially if it can be mystically identified with one^s own soul,^^

one s very self, then all will be controlled, and there will be no need
of half-way measures

; no need of attempting by magic to gain this

or that special desideratum. That such minor, special desiderata
are, in spite of this, frequently sought in the Upanisads, just as in
the Atharva Veda, and that too generally by means of mystic

svardj, ChU. 7. 25. 2.
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knowledge, is natural enuf, and is only an additional confirmation

of the fact that the spheres of the Upanisads and of the Atharva

Veda are identical. Finally, the Brahman, as an expression for the

supreme power of the uuiyerse, is simply this same magic knowl-

edge ; its concrete manifestation is an Atharvan incantation.

Epilog

It is impossible here to attempt to trace the history of this idea

of the magic power of knowledge in countries outside of India.

The subject is much too vast. I may, however, point out that, as

I have remarked elsewhere,^- the same notion prevailed in Europe

down to quite modem times. In Robert Greene’s play. Friar Bacon

and Friar Bungay

,

produced in England at the end of the sixteenth

century, we find it in full force. Roger Bacon, the greatest of

medieval English scholars, is there represented simply as a mighty

magician, and a contest between him and a rival German scholar

resolves itself into a mere test of their powers of necromancy.

Shakespeare’s Tempest shows the same thing; Prospero, the scholar,

is, as a matter of course, a magician. In short, knowledge meant

primarily magic power. The ordinary man could hardly conceive

the pursuit of knowledge for any other reason, Roger Bacon him-

self may perhaps have had a different point of view; tho whether

he was completely free from the popular ideas of his time, I doubt.

But he was, in any case, an exceptional man, intellectually far in

advance of his time.

In India, likewise, the more advanced thinkers gradually freed

their speculations from the common aims of what we think of as

sorcery. With the passage of time, we can see what might be called

a gradual spiritualization of the notion of the magic power of

knowledge. This is marked by a change in the objects commonly

sought. There is a tendency to neglect the cruder, lower, human

interests as ends to be attained by esoteric wisdom. The Upanisads,

like the Atharva Veda, are still interested in quite ordinary, often

all-too-human ends. Not only heavenly worlds, and freedom from

old age and death, from danger and sorrow, but also worldly riches,

** In my book on The Bhagavad Gita, Chicago, Open Court, 1925, p. 6 f.

—

Much might also be said of the views of the early Gnostics in this con-

nexion.
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conquering of enemies^ sexual enjoyment, in short all kinds of

human desires are sought by them thru mystic wisdom. But if we

examine even such a comparatively early text as the Bhagavad Grita,

Tve shall hardly find there traces of the magical use of knowledge

for what we might call trivial, worldly ends.^^ Nor do the best of

the later systems attach much primary importance to such matters.

The method is the same; but after all it does make a difference to

what purposes it is applied. To be sure, some later Indian systems

refer to mahasiddhis, supernatural powers, as incidental benefits to

be gained by the adept while he is progressing towards the final

goal.^^ And we must not forget that the very word for knowledge.

vidydy means in classical Sanskrit also magic But the later

philosophic systems in their highest moods make it clear that, while

magic powers do indeed come with superior knowledge, they are

quite unimportant. So far from being worthy ends in themselves,

they are beneath the notice of the truly wise, who must seek only

final salvation. For him who has that in his grasp, those lower

aims simply cease to exist.

But the Bhagavad Gita and the later systems, in so far as they

follow the “ way of knowledge agree with the thinkers of the

Upanisads in their practical attitude towards speculation. They
all seek the truth, not because of its abstract interest, but because

in some sense or other they think that he who realizes the truth

about man’s place in the universe has ipso facto, directly, and by
virtue of that knowledge, freed himself from all the troubles of

life
;
in short, attained the summum lonum, whatever they conceive

that to be. They are primarily religious rather than abstractly

philosophical. And the historic origin of their attitude, in primi-

tive ideas about the magic power of knowledge, is still perfectly

clear in them, altho they sought to apply that power to loftier aims
than their early predecessors did.^®

The Gita, by the way, prefers the “ way of disciplined activity ” {yoga)
to the “way of knowledge ” {sanlchya)

,

tho it admits the validity of both.
See footnote 23, above.

** These include such things as the powers of levitation, of making oneself
indefinitely large or small, etc.

See footnotes 23 and 43.

“ It need hardly be said that all the higher forms of religion are recog-
nized by every intelligent student as containing inheritances from very
primitive times. Scholars who are well aware of this historic fact are not
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1 would not, however, be understood as minimizing the philo-

sophic importance or the intellectual interest even of Vedic and

Upanisadic thought. Some of the thinkers of those times show

very keen mental powers. At their best their ideas strike every one

as brilliant and fascinating. My admiration for them is warm and

sincere. All I have tried to do is to sketch the intellectual back-

ground of the age in which they lived. They were children of that

age
;
how could they be otherwise ? The case is analogous to the

humanization of the Eigveda by the modern school of Vedists,

typified by my teacher Maurice Bloomfield, whose recent loss we
mourn so deeply. He, perhaps more than any other, has taught

us that the Eigvedic hymns are the work not of naavely poetic

dreamers raptly admiring the loveliness of the world about them,

or meditating abstractedly on the grandeur of their gods, but of

extremely practical professional priests, whose thoughts in these

hymns never stray for long from the technical details of their ritual

performances. But that does not mean that no poetry is left in

the Eigveda. A practical priest, with one eye fixed on his pro-

fessional interests, may and often does have the other eye open to

impressions of beauty in nature. In the same way we can still do

full justice to the magnificence of not a few speculative passages

in the Vedas and TJpanisads, even tho we must recognize that these

philosophers had very definite practical ends in view in seeking truth.

thereby prevented from remaining true to the religion they hold. In the

same way a recognition of the historic origin of Sankara’s doctrine of sal-

vation by knowledge need not imply a doubt of its philosophic validity.

That is a question with which I am not concerned.



DID THE EAELY SEMITES OF ASIA MINOE USE THE
ALPHABET?

Febeis J. Stephens

Yale UiovEBSiTy

Mob£ than a thousand cuneiform tablets have now been published

containing the records of the business transactions of a community

of Semitic merchants, who lived and traded in the region after-

wards called Cappadocia, in the latter half of the third miUennium

B, c.^ There is indirect evidence in these tablets that even at this

early date these merchants also used another system of writing,

which may have been a primitive North Semitic alphabet. It may
be supposed that this primitive alphabet was written upon parch-

ment or other perishable material, and it would be the rarest of

good fortune if any actual remains of it should ever come to light.

As evidence that another system of writing was in use the following

facts are submitted.

A very imusual feature of the Cappadocian tablets is what has

been called a word-divider. An upright wedge, sometimes only

about half the length of the other upright wedges on the tablet,

and having its head on a level with the top of the other signs, is

frequently used with the obvious purpose of showing where one

word ends and another begins. The scribes varied a great deal in

their use of this device. There are texts in which it is missing

entirely,^ others in which it occurs only occasionally,® and others

in which it is found at the end of almost every word.^ The practice

of using this quasi-punctuation is entirely unparalleled in other

^ For discussion of the date see F. Thureau-Dangin, “ La Date des

Tablettes Cappadociennes,” RA, Vol. 8, p. 142 ff.; G. Contenau, Trente

Tahlettes Cappadociennes, p. 6 f.

The following abbreviations are used in these notes : BIN = Babylonian
Inscriptions in the Collection of James B, Nies; CCT — Cuneiform Texts

from Cappadocian Tablets in the British Museum; JRA8 Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society; LTG == Mus4e du Louvre, Dipartment des AntiquiUs
Orientales, Textes CunHformes; RA = Revue d^Assyriologie et d'Archio-

logic Orientale,

»LTC, Vol. 14, No. 1; CCT, Vol. 1, PI. 1; BIN, Vol. 4, No. 2; and others.

•LTC, Vol. 14, No. 2; BIN, Vol. 4, No. 1 and No. 3.

* LTC, Vol. 14, No. 3; BIN, Vol. 4, No. 9 and No. 10; LTC, Vol. 4, No. 14.
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cimeifonn literature. This fact alone suggests a calligraphic

influence from some source other than Babylonia or Assyria.

A striking parallel to the word-divider is found in a number of

monumental Semitic inscriptions in the alphabetic character. On
the Moabite Stone there is a small dot at the end of words; the

same is true of the Siloam Inscription. In nearly all the Zenjirli

inscriptions, which are written in characters similar to those of the

Moabite Stone, the same kind of dot occurs regularly at the end of

each word. More than half a dozen inscriptions in the same char-

acter from the island of Cyprus, and one Punic inscription show the

same phenomenon.® The Ahiram inscription at Byblos,® the oldest

of all known inscriptions in this character, dating from the thir-

teenth century b. c., also contains the word-divider.

At the period when Aramaic, written with pen and ink, and

Assyrian cuneiform, written on clay, were used simultaneously in

Ashur, we find an interesting mingling of the two systems of writ-

ing in some business records of the seventh century b. c., written

in Aramaic characters scratched in clay.'^ They too make use of

the word-divider in the form of a round dot. They are the more

interesting because their content is like that of the Cappadocian

tablets.

It is to be noted that this dot tended to disappear in all late

Semitic inscriptions. It is evident that its use at the end of words

was a custom of Western Semites in the earliest periods from which

written monuments have been preserved. Is it not reasonable to

suppose that the early Semites of Cappadocia used it with their

cuneiform because they were already familiar with the alphabetic

script ?

Other parallels to the word-divider show that it was a device

connected with an alphabetic script. It is found frequently, for

instance, in the Carian ® and Lycian ^ inscriptions, and in one of

® For the texts of these inscriptions see G. A. Cooke, A Text-Book of

North Semitic Inscriptions.

* See Syria, Vol. 5, 1924, p. 135 f.

See Mark Lidzbarski, Altaramaische Urkunden aus Assur.

® See A. H. Sayee, “ The Karian Language and Inscriptions,” Trans-

actions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, Vol. 9, pp. 112-154. On page

137 he says, ‘‘ The divisions between words are usually indicated in Karian

by upright lines, points, or short lines above or below the letters.”

® See E. Kalinka, Tituli Lyciae.
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the oldest texts from Sardis.^® The Cypriote syllabary also uses

it. The Etruscans who used a character very similar to the Phoe-

nician alphabet used also the word-divider, and it was adopted from

them by the Latin people who continued to use it in comparatively

late times. Most interesting is its use in a script much older than

these, namely that found on the island of Crete, which according

to Sir Arthur Evans dates from about the same general period as

the Cappadocian inscriptions. Unfortunately these Cretan inscrip-

tions have not been published in any large number, and remain

imtranslated. Evans was of the opinion, however, that their linear

script scratched in clay tablets was definitely related to the Phoe-

nician alphabet. While his effort to make the Cretan script the

origin of the Phoenician will probably not meet with final accept-

ance, there is no escaping the evident connection between them

which he has shown.^^ Thus we have abundant evidence that the

word-divider is something that belongs to the alphabetic system of

writing. The Cappadocian use of it must therefore imply the

knowledge of this system.

A second indication that the early Semites of Cappadocia made

use of another system of writing is found in the occasional use of

the word sihru in their cuneiform documents. In an article en-

titled, Writing upon Parchment and Papyrus among the Baby-

lonians and Assyrians,^^ Professor Dougherty has shown con-

clusively that in the Neo-Babylonian and Seleucid periods of

Babylonian history two separate words were used for two kinds of

scribes. The scribe who wrote upon clay was called a dupsarru^

and the scribe who wrote upon parchment was called a sipiru. The

root from which this word comes is, as he shows, the same as that

from which the Hebrew sepher is derived. Professor Dougherty

also shows that this root is to be clearly distinguished from a simi-

lar root, sapdru, which means, ^to send.^ The dupsarm is often

named in Cappadocian texts, and it would seem that the sibru

corresponded to the sipiru of late Babylonian times. The following

passages are illustrative of the use of the word.

^®See W. H. Buckler, Sardis, Publications of the American Society for

the Excavation of Sardis, Vol. 6, Part 2, No. 30.

See Wilhelm Larfeld, Griechische Epigraphik, p. 200-203.

See Arthur J. Evans, Scripta Minoa, Vol. 1, p. 77 ff.

See this Journal, Vol. 48, pp. 109-135.
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Kasbam u zi-ba-zu sd-as-lci-ld-ma a-na si-ib-ri sd a-lirn^^ dl'-norma,
^ The silver and its interest weigh out, and unto the sibru of the

city (council) give it/ Here the sibru seems to be the recording

secretary of the city council.

Um-ma si-ib-ru sd ga-ri-im Ga-ni-es u ga-rvrV/m Wa^ah-su-sd-na

a-na Sd-hi-el-da-tim u Bi-ru4im sd Sdrld-du-ar fci-bi-ma, ^TJnto

the Shakieldatnm and the Birutum of Shaladuwar speak. Thus

(says) the sibru of the garum of Ganish and the garum of Wahshu-

shana.^ Here again the sibru seems to be the secretary of the

assembly or garum.

f nrn-na analcam a-su-me A-be-a si-ib-ri-hu-nu as-quly
^ Two

thirds of a mina of lead to the account of Abia, your sibru, I paid.^^®

Note that in this passage the sibru is called by name, making it

certain that he is a person.

A-na si-ib-ri-im ra-me-ni as-Tcu-un-ma um-ma a-na-hu-ma . . - ,

^ Before a sibru I myself placed (it)
;
thus I (spoke) . . The

writer of this letter is discussing another letter which he dictated

to a sibru or scribe.

The meaning ^ scribe/ which fits these contexts is supported by

etymological facts. The early Semites of Cappadocia always wrote

the syllable si for si/® and hence it would be impossible to dis-

tinguish their spelling of sipru, for sipiru, ^scribe/ from sipru,
^
message/ from the root sapdru. But it seems that the word ^pru,

^ message/ was not used by them ; instead, another word from the

same root, naspirtu, was used. Moreover, an impersonal meaning

is out of the question in the passages quoted; hence it can not

mean ^ message.^ The word sibru has been translated ^ messenger ^

by both Lewy and Driver,^® as though the word were sipru; but

LTC, Vol. 4, No. 45 : 14 fif.

Vol. 4, No. 32: Iff.

CCT, Vol. 1, PL 29, Line 33.

BIN, Vol. 4, No. 35 : 32 ff.

G. R. Driver has called attention to this point in JRA8, 1926, p. 730.

The Cappadocian pronunciation of these sibilants before the vowel i is

uncertain. It is possible that the sign commonly read si was pronounced

H in Cappadocian (see Thureau-Dangin, Le Bylldbaire Accadien, p. 65,

note 1). It is interesting to find the personal name A-Sir-Sam-^ii-H) some-

times spelled out phonetically A-Mr-id-am-si; see the author’s Personal

Names of Cappadocia, Yale Oriental Series, Researches, XIII-1, p, 22.

See Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie, Vol. 36, p. 27.

See RA, Vol. 24, p. 158.
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it is mar sipri which means ^ messenger/ not Upru alone. Hence

it seems not unreasonable to conclude that sibm means ^scribe/

and in the light of Professor Doughertys article mentioned above,

that this kind of scribe wrote upon parchment.

Attention is drawn to three lesser considerations concerning the

Cappadocian tablets which may point to the use of an alphabetic

script. (1) The shortness of their syllabary. The most recently

published Cappadocian sign list gives only 115 signs, which is

a very much shorter list than that of any other period in cuneiform

writing. Might we not expect that if a people, already familiar

with the alphabetic script written on perishable material for ordi-

nary purposes, should adopt the more cumbersome cuneiform for

the sake of its greater accuracy and permanence, they would adopt

it in as simple a form as possible? (2) The absence of double

consonants. The well-known habit of failing to double consonants

in the Cappadocian tablets may be another reflection of the influ-

ence of the alphabetic script, in which, apparently, double conso-

nants were not written even though they were pronounced.^^

(3) The slant of the Cappadocian cuneiform signs. Nearly all the

upright wedges in Cappadocian tablets have their heads leaning to

the right instead of standing perpendicular as in other cuneiform

writing. Is this the result of writing habits, derived from the

North Semitic alphabet, which had practically no perpendicular

strokes ?

As a final bit of evidence for the hypothesis, note that there is

strong reason for believing that these Semitic merchants were

themselves Western Semitic, or Amorite in origin; and were not

Assyrian or Babylonian as sometimes believed. Their personal

names as well as the names of their gods have a very strong

West Semitic character.^^ Moreover, there are some features of

See Muss-Arnolt, A Conoise Dictionary of the Assyrian Language, p.
1090a.

** By F. Thureau-Dangin, LTC, Vol. 14, p. 4 ff.

This is pointed out by G. K. Driver in JRAS, 1926, p. 730.
** For the West Semitic character of the names attention may be called

to the author’s Personal Aamea of Cappadocia, p. 74 ff. Kote especially the
numerous names that are paralleled in Biblical names; many of these
Biblical names will be found to belong to Northern Israelites.

The principal deities of the community, judging from their occurrence in
personal names, were Adad, Amurru, Anu, Ashur, Dagan, Ilu (often written
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the language of the tablets which seem to show West Semitic

influence.^®

All these facts taken together give rise to a strong inference that

the early Semites of Cappadocia used another system of writing

besides the cuneiform, and that very likely this other system was

an early form of the North Semitic alphabet. Such a conclusion

has important bearing upon the question of the origin of the

Semitic alphabet. In contrast to the various attempts to show that

it originated in Egyptian hierogl
3
rphic, or Sumerian cuneiform, or

Minoan linear script, or what not, it may be in order to suggest that

the Semitic alphabet had a Semitic origin. The early Semites of

Cappadocia represent merely an offshoot of a great Semitic culture

of northern Syria which, in the views of the late Professor Clay,

was a seat of civilization antedating even that of Egypt and Baby-

lonia. It is in that region that we should look for the origin of

the Semitic alphabet.

El), Ishtar, Laban, Sin, and Sbamash. For their West Semitic character

see Clay, The Empire of the Amorites, p. 162 ff.

Sidney Smith has expressed himself as opposed to the view that the early

Semites of Cappadocia represent an old Assyrian colony. See his Early

History of Assyria^ p. 160 f . He suggests for the Cappadocians and Assy-

rians a “ common origin at a very much earlier period, before the Assyrians

entered the land of Assyria at all, a view which would harmonize with a

western or rather north-western origin of the Assyrians.”

See the article by G. R. Driver in JRASj 1926, p. 729 ff.



A COLLECTION OF CHINESE PKAYBES
Tkanslatep with Notes

Huang K^uei-tuen and J. K. Shkxock

Univebsity of Pennsylvania

Intkoductiont

The following prayers are taken from a small liturgical book

used by officials of the province of Anhui when called upon to

exercise religious functions. The book was presented to me by a

Mr. Lin, an old man who had taken two degrees under the imperial

examination system, now abolished. I cannot say to what extent

these prayers are used under the republic. It is impossible to date

them, but they are relatively modem, and I doubt whether any are

older than the T^ang dynasty. The style is classical and carefully

done, so in translating them the English of the Prayer Book has

been used as far as possible in an attempt to reproduce their dig-

nity. The prayers are partly prose, partly poetry, which is indi-

cated by the typing, but no attempt has been made to put the

poetry into English verse. In the notes, such well-known person-

ages as Confucius, Buddha, and Kuanyin have been neglected.

When not otherwise stated, the authority for the notes is the Tz^u

Yuan, a source-book of words and phrases published by the Com-
mercial Press, Shanghai, in 1917.

J. K. Shkyock.
University of Pennsylvania.

# ^ l5l X
1. A Prayer to the Five Ancestors of Confucius ^

We dare come before the throne of Chao Shen Wang Mu Chin
Fu Kung, Yu Shen Wang Ch^i Fu Kung, I Shen Wang Fang Su
Kung, Ch^ang Shen Wang Po Hsia Kung, and Ch^i Shen Wang
Su Liang Kung,^ saying,

0 five holy kings.

You have founded the family-principles

And have taught us civilization.
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You have made the five generations prosperous.

We will always offer sacrifices to you.

The great doctrines of Confucius, established on the Chu and

the Szu,

Are imperishable for thousands of years,

Now it is spring (or autumn)/ wherefore we set forth these

sacrificial animals, silk and fruits before you. May the virtuous

Yen Tzu, Tseng Tzu, Confucius, and Mencius accompany you, and

may you enjoy this sacrifice.^

^ Every walled city in China has a Wen Miao, usually called

a Confucian temple by foreigners. Behind these are smaller temples,

called Ts'ung Shen Tzu, ^ ^ which house the tablets of ancestors

of Confucius for five generations.

“These are posthumous titles given to the ancestors of Confucius. The

Chinese characters are;

® Confucius and his disciples receive sacrifices twice a year, on the first

Ting
“J"

day in spring and autumn, and similar offerings are made at

that time in the Ts'ung Shen Tzu. The prayer is chanted before the altar

and then burnt in the temple courtyard,

^ The Chu ^ and the Szum are rivers, the former in Shangtung and

the latter in northern Kiangsu. The Historical Records of Ssu-ma ChTen

says that Confucius taught on their banks; Chavannes, MSmovres Histo-

riques. Chap. 47.

Yen Hui was the favorite disciple of Confucius,

Tseng Tzu was the principal disciple of Confucius, and is credited with

the authorship of the Great Learning.

Confucius is the Latinized form of K'ung Fu Tzu.

Mencius is the Latinized form of Meng Tzu, the best known of the

later disciples of Confucius. His teaching is contained in the book which

bears his name. These three disciples, and Confucius’ grandson, Tzi

Ssu, receive the greatest honor after the sage himself, but Confucius

takes the place of his grandson here because the prayer is addressed

to his own ancestors.

2. Prayer to Confucius
f

0 great teacher, thy virtue ^ surpasses that of a thousand sages.

And thy way excels that of a hundred kings,

Eivalling the sun and moon.

Thy light shines forever.

3
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Truly there is none

Like thee among us.

The time is here for us who belong to the Won Chiao Ch^ang

Ming “ society to observe the rules of propriety and to make music.

Beating the bells and drums of the P^i Ying College/ we offer thee

sweet incense. Having gotten the water of the P^n/ we present

it to thee in the Pien and Ton ® sacrificial vessels.

How it is spring (or autumn), wherefore we respectfully offer

thee this sacrifice according to the ancient rites. The reverent

and constant observance of thy moral teaching is the expression of

our gratitude to thee. Mayest thou enjo}^ this sacrihce.

^Virtue, Te, and way, Tao, go together and balance each other.

Together they form the title of the book of Lao Tzu, but in this Confucian

prayer the sense is somewhat different from the Taoist usage.

^ Wen Chiao Ch‘ang Ming, is a complimentary name for a
meeting of the Confucian literati,

® The P‘i Ying, ^ College was an institution founded by the kings

in ancient times, probably during the Chou period. The buildings had
pools before them. Tz^u Yuan, Sect. Yiu, •g, p. 167.

* Confucian temples have semi-circular pools, called P*an,^, before them,

probably in imitation of the ancient custom referred to in the preceding

note.

® Pien, ^ . These are sacrificial vessels made of bamboo for holding

fruits.

Tou, g. These vessels are made of some other wood and hold pickled

vegetables, minced meat and sauce.

n s
3. A Prayer to the God of War ^

0 Shen/ thy spirit fills the sky.

And thy red heart penetrates the sun.^

Thou didst support the legitimate throne

Manifesting loyalty and uprightness to man.
Thy majesty is known within the nine provinces.*

Thou hast attained the ideal.

And shown faithfulness and chastity to us.®

Thy name is above the Three Kingdoms.
Thy presence resides in the temples

Which are dedicated to thee throughout the world.
Thy spirit receives incense

Offered to thee throughout the generations.
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Perform miracles and protect the people, we beseech thee. On
this morning we humbly offer thee a sacrifice with feasting, beans,

and libations of wine. Mayest thou enjoy this sacrifice.®

^ The God of War is a well-known historical character, Kuan Yu,
died 219 A, D., of the Three Kingdoms period. He supported his friend,

Liu Pei, gij for the throne in the disorder that followed the down-
fall of the Han dynasty, and as Liu is regarded as the proper successor

of the Hans, Kuan Yu is considered as helping legitimate rulers during

civil disorders. After adventures which have made him one of the great

popular heroes of China, he was captured and executed.

* The word romanized as Shen throughout these prayers is the word
meaning spirit or god.

® *‘Ked heart,” is a poetical expression signifying loyalty, and is

coupled with the sun in inscriptions in the temples to Kuan Yu. Loyalty

is the characteristic virtue of Kuan, and of the others who have tablets in

his temple, such as Yo Fei, ^ who has recently been placed on an

equality with Kuan Yu.
* China proper is now divided into eighteen provinces, but in ancient

times there were nine, although the division varied under the different

dynasties. There are various legends about the origin of the system, and

it is attributed to the Yellow Emperor and others. The phrase means the

whole country.

® Chastity refers to an incident in Kuan Yu^s career, when he was
tempted by being forced to spend the night in a room with his friend's

wife. He stood in the doorway with a lighted candle in his hand during

the entire night.

® There are Wu Miao, IS or Military Temples, corresponding to

those to Confucius, throughout China, and twice a year, in spring and

autumn, sacrifices are made by the chief military ofi&cials of the district.

4. Prayers to Ancestors ^

The movements of the spirits are without trace, now brightly

manifested, now mysteriously hid. In their royal chariots they

wander about, tranquil wherever they go. Their souls dwell in

heaven; their tablets are in the rear-apartment. Their sons and

grandsons remember them with filial thoughts forever and ever.^

0 Shen, now you confront us, and now you pass by us, ascending

and descending, unrestricted and unlimited by time and space. The

rear-apartment is tranquil and felicitous. Your souls dwell in

heaven ® and your tablets are in the home. Your descendants will

remember you with filial thoughts for myriads of years.
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^For the sake of completeness these two prayers to ancestors are

included in the collection, though they would not be used by officials at

public functions. They were supplied by a Mr. Wu, of the province oi

Chekiang. I cannot say exactly when they would be used. They do not

close with the words Shang Hsiang, mayst thou enjoy this sacri-

fice,” and so presumably are not used at the Great Sacrifice to Ancestors

which occurs at the winter solstice. They seem to be connected with some

home rite. No requests are made in them and they represent the Con-

fucian point of view, with no traces of Buddhism.
® The Chinese ideas of the soul are rather intricate. From ancient times

each individual has been considered to have two souls, which are now
called Huen, and P^o, and correspond to the two principles Yin,

and Yang, These two have been still further divided until now
there are three Huen and seven P’o. One of the three Huen resides in

heaven, and another in the tablet.

* That the soul dwells in heaven is an old Chinese conception, and was
the view during the Shang period, 1766-1122 B. C.

^ a
5, A Prayer to Father Buddha ^

The multitudes owe their existence to thy divine help

;

And thy powerful merit established a religion for thy people.

We look up to thy golden image, sixteen feet high.

And thy spiritual visage ever manifests itself.

Listening to thy teaching,

Which is like the voice of a lion coming from the third heaven,^

We honor thee without ceasing.

We pray to thee, 0 Father Buddha,

Who art of the Chu Tan family,®

And whose personal sign is goodness and wisdom.

In the exposition of thy spiritual teaching

Thou hast included the myriad worlds like rain dropping from
heaven

;

Thy doctrine of the revolving cycle ^

Carries us back beyond the Three Teachings.®

Like a sword

It purges our hearts of sensuousness.

Constantly thou hast sprinkled sweet dew from the tips of the
branches

;

At times thou dost pluck the petals of the golden lotus blooming
below thy seat.®
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Nothing is so small as to escape thy understanding;

And thy wisdom has penetrated the three heavens.

Whatever thou dost touch will be efficacious.

And thy face shines upon the best in humanity.

It is now the twelfth month, and the festival of thy holy nativity.

Flaky clouds cover the sky and float about thy solitary shrine in

a rainbow. The ice which Alls the green pond shines in gleaming

layers. We, thy humble worshippers have gathered together to

declare our deep appreciation of thy great virtue. To thee, 0 Shen,

we burn corded incense which will penetrate the comers of this

ancient temple. To thee we offer food, and calamus like the pink

plum-blossoms, pure and slender. The happy halos shine among

the colored clouds, sublime and beautiful. The rain of thy grace

is falling and fills the boundless realms of the spirit. We sing

of long life and eternity; we ever turn toward thee as sunflowers

toward the sun. 0 Shen, Father Buddha, increase thy gracious

blessings and draw near to us. In fear and trembling we pray to

thee. Mayest thou hear us.

^ The prayer is addressed to the historic Buddha. He is usually the cen-

tral one of three huge, gilded, and similar figures which occupy the place of

honor in the main hall of Buddhist temples of the Ch‘an, or Medita-

tive, School, which is prevalent throughout China.

® The teaching of the Buddha is often compared with the roar of a lion.

[Cf. the Sanskrit sinhandda, ‘
lion's roar,^ often used of the Buddha’s pro-

nouncements in India.—Ed.] The third and highest group of Buddhist

heavens is that in which all desire has been lost.

* Chu Tan, g Ch'iao Ta Mo, ^ ^ which is a translitera-

tion of Gautama, is given as the family name of the Buddha. I do not

know why this is so, since the Chinese transliterate Sakya by Shih Chia,

^ • [Gautama was originally a gentile name; the Buddha’s personal

name was Siddhartha.—^Ed.]

*The Buddhist doctrine of the wheel. [Query: Is it not the sarhsdray

the ‘round of existences,’ rather than the ‘wheel ’ (of the law) ?—^Ed.]

®The word Chiao, is usually translated as religion, but the word

teaching is more accurate.

• The Buddhas sit upon open lotus flowers, which are gilded.
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M ^ :k ± "X

6. A Prayer io Kuanyin ^

The essential doctrine of the Confncianists is to understand

principles.

While that of Buddha is universal salvation.

From the midst of thy white light

Thou dost brighten the thousand worlds.

And within the purple bamboo ^

Thou openest the gate of the True Law.^

Keeping clean water,

Thou bestowest sweet dew on man.^

Stepping on the lotus,®

Thou givest increase to the flower petals on earth.

This is our salvation.

Now is the time of the wheat-harvest and the anniversary of thy

ascending to the lotus-throne. Looking up, we see thy glorious face

and diamond body ® descending. We, who are fortunate to be on

earth, enjoy thy blessings and protection. 0 goddess, let thy

Buddha-light shine upon us universally, and give a yearly increase

of grain, we beseech thee. Give us power and protect us, so that the

generations may enjoy happiness and the people remember thy grace

forever. In fear and trembling we pray to thee. Mayest thou

hear us.

^ Kuanyin, in Sanskrit, Avalokiteshvara, and in Japanese, Kwan-
non, is the well-known Bodhisattva who has been widely studied by west-

ern scholars. Here the deity is a woman, the Goddess of Mercy,
• Kuanyin is said to reside in a grove of purple, or bitter, bamboo.
* The phrase “ Gate of the Law,” a P1>

is used by both Confucian-
ists and Buddhists. Ku Liang's commentary,^ ^ on the Spring
and Autumn Annals says, " The gate of the law is the south gate.” The
ruler sat there to dispense justice.

The Buddhist meaning, which is the one intended here, is metaphorical,
and implies the gate of right principle, through which all Buddhists must
pass. Law, or Dharma, is one of the three essentials of Buddhism.
*The phrase “sweet dew,” g, is common in Chinese, and is fre-

quently used by Buddhists, sometimes for rain and dew, sometimes for
blessings in general.

•Volumes could be written on the use of the lotus in Buddhist symbol-
ism. Buddhist divinities sit on lotus thrones, the Bodhisattvas wear lotus
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hats, there are lotus plants in the Western Heaven, and so on. This ref-

erence is to the representation of Kuanyin standing on a lotus, in which

way she is said to have crossed the sea.

“Diamond body here means one that is indestructible (Skt. vajra).

7. A Prayer to Ti Tsang ^

The jade tablet is in Hua Shan/ and the people of the four

quarters tremble before thee. Thy glory is everlasting, and thy

servants will always offer thee incense and virtue.

Now we, thy humble servants, with the members of the society,^

respectfully come before thee^ the Master of Hades/ praying:

0 king, descended from a royal line,®

Thou art full of love and righteousness.

Thou dost look at nations as passing clouds.

Thou hast no joy in worldly honey.

Loving sweet incense.

Thou hast become a companion of the immortals.

And art enjoying happiness in heaven.

Great is thy love;

For the sake of man
Thou hast passed through the miserable seas.®

Wide is thy understanding;

Thy mercy, like light,^

Is shining upon the whole world.

We, who are fortunate in being bom in this blessed generation,

behave virtuously and practise our professions with diligence. This

is due to thy merciful instruction and protection.

Autumn is here. The weather is fair and the air fresh. It is

meet and right for us to celebrate thy glorious and holy nativity.®

0 Shen, open the gate of heaven and look down upon us, Eeceive

the clean water which we offer thee and the willow branches with

which we have sprinkled it.® The light of holy candles has reached

heaven and penetrated thy inner palace. We give food to those in

Hades, and the wandering spirits are grateful to thee.^^ 0 king,

we see thy face through our prayers, and we know thy efficacy by

thy manifestations. Protect us in the future as in the past, and

pardon us, who repent. Send down happiness, honor and goodness.

In fear and trembling we pray to thee. Mayest thou hear us.
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^ Ti Tsang, ^ ||| , is one of the four great Bodhisattvas of Chinese

Buddhism, the others being Kuanyin, ^ Wen Shu, ^ and P'u

Hsien, ^ Each is associated with a sacred mountain. Ti Tsang

means Earth Treasure, and corresponds to the Sanskrit Kshitigarbha. In

Japan the god is worshipped as Jizo.

® Chiu Hua Shan, A. ¥ ilj’
or the moimtain of the Nine Flowery

Peaks, in southern Anhuei, is associated with Ti Tsang. I know nothing

about the jade tablet, although I visited the mountain in 1918.

* It is common for pious Buddhists to form societies for the worship of

particular deities, for pilgrimages, and for similar religious objects.

* Ti Tsang's particular function is to rescue souls from punishment in

the Buddhist purgatory.

® Ti Tsang was incarnated in a prince of Korea who became a monk and

took up his residence on Chiu Hua Shan in the 8th Century a. d.

® “ The miserable seas ” refers to Ti Tsang’s voluntary passage through

purgatory for the purpose of saving the souls there.

A crozier and a jewel are associated with Ti Tsang. At the sight of

the light which shines from the jewel, the gates of purgatory fly open.

® Ti Tsang‘s birthday is the last day of the seventh month, but this may
refer to an autumn festival on Chiu Hua Shan connected with the prince

of Korea. Many make pilgrimages to the mountain at that time.

® Willows are considered to be connected with rain.

^®The festival of Feeding the Hungry Ghosts, or the Yu Lan Huei,

^ ^ peculiarly connected with Ti Tsang. As a Buddhist custom

this festival, which occurs on the 15th of the seventh month, can be

traced back to the 8th Century a. d. Authorities differ as to whether the

custom was brought from India, or is a Buddhist adaptation of a Chinese

observance. The Book of Rites records sacrifices to wandering spirits at

about the same time of the year, but, on the other hand, there is a similar

custom in India in connection with the Hindu Pretas. The rite includes

sprinkling water and grains of rice for the hungry ghosts, and the placing

of lights upon the water. See Monier Williams, Buddhism, p. 219; Clen-

nell, Historical Development of Religion in China, p. 105 ; Eifel, Handbook
of Buddhism, Art. Amogha, p. 8; Johnston, Buddhist China, p. 369;

Li Ki, or Booh of Rites, Sect. Yueh Ling.

8. A Prayer to Wen C¥ang, the God of Literature'^

0 thou hast bequeathed the virtues

Of loyalty and filial piety to us.

And makest manifestations

Of civilization forever.

Thy Yin Chien is the foundation of ethics.
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And thy Chia Ch^uan the accomplishment of the will of

superior men.®

Thou dost select the Tirtuous and choose the talented

Without misusing thy authority.

Thou dost record the merits and the faults

Of the people without bias.

All scholars depend upon thee

For protection and progress.^

Today we make this humble sacrifice to thee, praying that thy

great virtues will be widely spread. Lead us in the way of enlight-

enment and cover us with thy glorious light, so that finally we may
attain the blessed heavens. Mayest thou enjoy this sacrifice.

^Wen Ch^ang, ^ not Confucius, is the God of Literature. He is

said to have been a man named Chang Ya, who lived at Tzn T'ung in

Szechuan during the T^ang period. He was a brilliant writer and refused

office. However, this is only one of the many incarnations of the god, who
is a stellar deity connected with the Great Bear, He is usually associated

with K'uei Hsin and the Golden Armor Worthy.

*Ti, is an ancient word about whose origin and meaning there is

some dispute. It was applied to ancient rulers in the classics, and since

Ch‘in Shih Huang has been a title of the emperor. Here it means god.

•The Yin Chien, and the Chia Ch‘uan, ^ are Taoist writ*

ings. They do not belong to the ancient period.

• Wen Ch^ang was worshipped by scholars about to take the government

examinations. I know of one instance, near T^ai Hu of the province of

Anhui, where his worship was connected with a tree cult, but I do not

know whether this is general.

9. A Prayer to K^uei Hsin ^

0 Sheu, thou dost glorify the Purple Han,^

And dost aid human progress.

Beneath thy rule, each family is able to have its glory

;

By the help of thy wheel, every scholar is able to advance.®

Thou art on the constellation above the three terraces ^

Looking happily at the glow of sunset and the deep blue sky.

On the head of the red-handed sea-monster thou dost rise

above the four seas,®

Gazing joyfully at the passing osprey and the flying rukh.

The elevation of scholars

Depends upon thy spiritual power.
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We respectfully make this sacrifice to thee to show our grati-

tude. Mayest thou enjoy this sacrifice.

^ K‘uei Hsin, ^ g, is a star deity, and is associated with Wen Gh^ang
as a patron of literature.

* The Purple Han,^ ^ , is a Chinese name for the Milky Way,
® K^uei Hsin sits on the Great Bear, which the Chinese call the Wheel.

Like Wen Chhng, he is worshipped by scholars.

*The three terraces are six stars arranged in pairs below the Great
Bear. As the prayer says nothing about the time of year, it is impossible

to identify them exactly, but they appear to be in Cassiopea.

®K‘uei Hsin rides upon the Ao, a fabulous sea-monster, and there

are many representations of him standing on this fish, with a writing-

brush in his hand.

The four seas,^' ^ , is a common Chinese expression, and refers to

a belief that the world, of which China is the center, is surrounded by
oceans on the north, south, east and west. In the Analects, Confucius says
that if a man behaves in the right way, within the four seas all will be
his brothers,” meaning everyone.

10. A Prayer to the City-God ^

0 Shen, thy loyalty was shown to the Han dynasty,"

And thou didst establish the throne of Ch'ih Ti for four

hundred years."

Bless the state of Wan,
And receive a million years of incense from Kiang Nan. *

On this morning, when thou dost descend upon thy throne, we
look for thy blessings. We have made thy image and now aie
painting the pupils of thy eyes." Our hearts filled with reverence,
we are longing for thy light to shine upon us. We fear and tremble
before thy majesty. We have washed the golden wine-cup and
drink to thee. With offerings of mushrooms we praise thee, and we
long for thee as sunflowers long for the sun. Dwell in thy palace
and awake those who pass by.« Thou art the star of happiness on
the way, and thy chariot halts at the weed-door.'^ Thou art our god
and the Living Buddha of Lu Wan." Not only thy followers are
under thy curtain of protection, but all the inhabitants of the dis-
trict receive thy blessing.® Mayest thou enjoy this sacrifice.
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^ In China every political division has its patron deity, and among these

the city-gods are the most prominent and popular. The earliest reference

to the cult is in the 3rd century a. d., hut Chinese scholars think that it

has connections with the much earlier worship of the Gods of the Land
and Grain. The cult shows both Buddhist and Taoist influences. The
City-God is the tutelary divinity of the town, and corresponds in the

spirit world to the district magistrate. He reports on the behavior of

the inhabitants to Yenlo, ^ Yama, the God of Purgatory. See

Grube, Religion und Kultus der Vhinesen, p. 125 f

.

* One of the numerous legends about the City-God states that he was a

loyal follower of the founder of the Han dynasty, and was named Chi

Hsin,

;

• Ch‘ih Ti, ^ , means the Red-Hot God, or the God of the South,

but the reference is probably to the foimder of the Han dynasty.

*Wan,^*, is an ancient name for the present province of Anhui. It

is still used as the literary name for the province.

Kiang Nan, ^ , or South of the River, is an old name for a political

division approximating the present provinces of Kiangsu and Anhui.

® This prayer is used at the consecration of an image of the City-God.

This consists of the sacrifice of a cock, and the formal dotting of the

pupils in the eyes of the image. Until the eyes are dotted, the image is

nothing more than the sum of the materials which compose it, but after-

wards it becomes holy, and the dwelling place of the god.

•The palace means the temple of the god, who is responsible for the

behavior of the people. The prayer asks that when the people pass the

temple, they may be awakened to a sense of sin and a desire for virtue.

This sentence probably refers to the procession of the god through the

city. Weed-door,^ ^ polite way in which a man would refer to

his own home.
• This is not a Buddhist prayer, but the Chinese use the Buddhist terms,

such as Buddha and Bodhisattva, very loosely. Lu Wan,

province of Anhui.

• Groups of young men form associations in the service of the god. They

dress as ghosts, or Kuei, , serving in the temple and walking in the

procession. The meaning is that not only these men, but all the inhabi-

tants of the district, living and dead, are under the control of the god.

Df ^ X
11. A Prayer for Peace and Health

I reverently kneel before the tablets of the Great Planet and

the spirits of the stars, saying
;

^

The Tao of Heaven loves to give birth,^

And all creatures are clothed with heavenly grace.

The saving power of the spirits
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Has protected the people below.

Though we hare unexpected calamities,

Your power is great and ready to save us.

We are born into this world;

With oiir life, breath is given.

And with our nature, body is formed.®

The spirit attached to the flesh is P^o;

The soul subjoined to the breath is Huen.

I, your humble servant, am firm and diligent all day long, fear-

ing that I may commit sin against you
;
I am watchful and reverent,

always hoping that I may not offend your wisdom. 0 Shen, the

five elements are not harmonious, and the Great Decree is not fortu-

nate.'* Suddenly on the . . . day of the . . . month of this year,

I, your humble servant, fell sick. I have no peace waking nor

sleeping, and my body knows no comfort. Pearing that my sins

may be piled high as a mountain, and that I may have offended

against your will, on this day I reverently kneel in prayer to you.

0 spirits of the stars, look down upon me and give me the sweet

dew of your grace. Forgive me all that is past, and grant that I

may ever hereafter live a righteous and fortunate life in your light.

Help me to rid myself of evil habits; restore me to health, and
enable me to spend the residue of my life to your glory and in the

service of my parents. Your grace is boundless, and I will be

thankful to you forever. With whole-hearted reverence and sin-

cerity I pray to you.

^The Great Planet, ^ is Jupiter, which here is called the year
star, because as early as the Han period it was noticed that it moved round
the sun once yearly, which it does in a Ptolemaic system.

•“The Tao of Heaven,” ^ very old phrase, and is found in
the Book of Changes, the Book of History, Tso’s Commentary on the Spring
and Autumn Annals, and the Kuo Yu, or Kemarks Concerning the States.

A literal, but inadequate, translation would be the Heavenly Principle.
• Such words as Ch‘i, or breath, and Hsin, n’ or Nature, are techni-

cal terms in Chinese thought, each of which would require a separate
monograph to explain adequately. The distinctions here are uniformly
dualistic. What might be called the theological background of this prayer
is very carefully done.

‘ The five elements are wood, earth, fire, water and metal, and correspond
to many other groups of five. This grouping is very old, and many such
classifications are found in the Erh Ya, an ancient encyclopedia. Health
depends on the harmony of these five elements.
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** The theory of the five elements has its germ, perhaps, in old cosmo-

logical speculations, but it did not take its development and systematic

form until the beginning of the 3rd Century b. c. with Tseou Yen";
Chavannes, Memoires Sistoriquesj Intro, p. CXLIV.

^ or the Decree, is used both as Fate, and as the Command of

Heaven.

12. A Prayer to the Goddess Who Grants Male Offspring
^

0 goddess^ bright pearls are found in old oysters;

Such is nature^s wonderful way of generating the genius.

Eed and horned calves are brought forth by brindled cows

;

Such is Heaven^s marvelous method of fostering the fairest.

Listening to the three-fold blessings

Pronoimced on Hua Shan/

One is assured of many sons.

And the attainment of happiness.

Eeading the poems of old P^o/

One is satisfied with possessing sons,

Though deprived of public ofiSce.

0 goddess, thou dost function in accordance with the love of

Heaven and Earth; ^

Thou dost ofiBciate in granting descendants to the multitudes.

Thou desirest that no man should have the sorrow of Po Toa ;
®

Thou dost send dreams of bears,®

So that every family may be filled

With the felicity of Peng Yang/

Now we reverently commemorate thy holy nativity, and we look

up respectfully to thy compassionate face. We have brought water-

plants before thee to show the desire of our hearts ; 0 let the happy

haze form the splendor of P^eng Lai.® We offer thee petals of in-

cense; 0 let the sweet smelling smoke diffuse through the palace.

Grant to us soon the gift of stone unicorns,® we beseech thee, so

that earthly toys may be supplanted by jade trinkets. Give us

gemmy martins, we pray thee, so that the hugging of sons may be

followed by the hugging of grandsons. Grant us sons and enlarge

our kitchen stone.^^ Make them like the phoenixes of the Hsieh

family and the dragons of the Hsun family,^^ admirable and filial.
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Multiply our descendants like insects, and make our offspring as

numerous as melon seeds. 0 goddess, may those within thy light

be always protected and blessed by thee. Mayest thou enjoy this

sacrifice.

^ I am unable to give much information about the Sung Tzu Kiang

Niang,^ ^ Son-Giving Mother. She is much worshipped and

occasionally has temples of her own, but usually appears in the temple

of some other divinity, like the City-God. This goddess is not Kuanyin,

though the latter is often besought for the same purpose.

® Hua Shan,
Jj,

is Chiu Hua Shan, A. ^ III’
or the mountain of

the Nine Flowery Peaks, in southern Anhui, which is one of the four

sacred Buddhist mountains of China.

®“01d P‘o” is Su Tung P^o,|3; 1036-1101 A. D., the celebrated

poet of the Sung period.

* The phrase “ Heaven and Earth ” is very common in Chinese litera-

ture. Here it symbolizes the male and female principles of the universe.

® Po Tao,
Ijg

was a man of the Five Dynasties period, who saved

his dead brother’s child from drowning at the sacrifice of his own, and
later was unable to have more children.

® A dream of bears is an omen of the birth of a son. There is a refer-

ence to it in the Book of Poetry.

^ Feng Yang ^ was the name of a palace built at Ch‘in Lo Hsien,

^ ^ Yang Ti, of the Sui, dynasty in 608 A. D. The
name is synonymous with happiness. See Giles, Chinese Biographical

Dictionaryy p. 907.

®P‘engLai, ^ is one of three enchanted islands in the Yellow Sea.

Taoist imagination has peopled the island with immortals, all white.

There are palaces built of yellow gold and white silver. See Mayers,

Chinese Reader^s Manual, p. 187.

® Unicorns, ^ ^ ^ poetical reference to the birth

of good and dutiful sons.

“ To enlarge the kitchen stone ” means to increase the family prestige.

Some of the poetical references in this prayer I am unable to identify,

and among them is the allusion to the Hsieh, i’ family. The dragons of

the Hsun,
, family refers to the eight sons of Haun Shu, d. a. d. 1499.

See Mayers, Chinese Reader^s Manual, p. 212.

^ M M M tiS X
13. A Prayer to the God of Locusts ^

In the presence of the God of Locusts we pray;

O Shen, thou art efficient,

And dost love the people below.
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The people form the nation.

And food is the life of the people.

We labor during three seasons. We toil from sunrise until night,

without regard to weather, until we are worn out. Our sweat is

like drops of blood. When the sowing is over, we hope for a good

harvest, that we may pay our tax to the government and feed our-

selves
;
to have enough for our beasts below, and to offer in sacrifice

to the spirits above. We pray thee in spring, we offer sacrifice to

thee in autumn, for we dare not neglect our duties.

0 Shen, if the harvest be not good, the people will have nothing

and cannot live. We have heard that there is a plague of locusts

in the neighboring district. The faces of the people there are

washed with tears, and their hearts are broken. Fortunately our

district has had no such calamity; it is thy power, 0 Shen, which

has sent them away and prevented their coming. Thy mercy is

great and thy protection wide. Thy grace rivals that of Heaven

and Earth, filling the highest and the deepest places. 0 Shen,

we beseech thee, remember the loving kindness of the sage-kings,

and carry out the merciful plan of Shang Ti.^ Transform the

locusts into fishes and shrimps, and send them into the rivers and

seas; or change them into birds and make them dwell in mountains

and forests ; or transmute them into cicadas of autumn and let them

sing on high trees; or turn them into dragonflies and bid them

drink the sweet dew of the air; or transform them into butterflies

and give them a happy new life; or make them fireflies to help

scholars study at night ;
® or send them away to the banks of the

Southern Sea by thunder, lightning, wind, and rain, as the Shen

did to the crocodile of Tsao Chou in answer to the prayer of Han

Wen Kung.^ Then they cannot harm the people, nor struggle with

other creatures. We, thy humble people, who long to live and do

not wish to die, pray thee to look down upon us and hear our pitiful

cries. Grant us a jade-harvest,® that we may enjoy the music of

peace and prosperity. In fear and trembling we offer thee this

sacrifice. Mayest thou hear us.

^ Exactly who this God of Locusts is I cannot say. There are a number

of deities who are connected with locusts. There is the Ta Chia, or God of

the Eight Kinds of Creatures, who drives away locusts, and a God of

Frogs, who eat locusts, is worshipped in the Yangtse Valley. This seems

to be a God of the Locusts themselves.
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Shang Ti, ^ j is interchangeable with Heaven, and stands for a

supreme deity. It would not be very inaccurate to translate it by our

word God. In the Book of History and other classics, Shang Ti is prac-

tically monotheistic, and although other divinities are recognized and

worshipped, they are his servants and carry out his will.

*Thi8 refers to the old story of a scholar who was too poor to buy

light, and so was able to study at night by the light from a number of

fireflies that he caught. The story is mentioned in the Three Characters

Classic.

*Han Yu, ^ or Han Wen Kung, was a famous scholar

of the T‘ang period. When banished to Tsao Chou,^ , in South China
in 803 A. D., he found the people there suffering from the depredations of

a crocodile. Han wrote an essay which he threw into the river, and the

attacks ceased. Wen Kung,
3S:

is a title, meaning the Duke of

Literature.

® Jade-harvest means an unusually good harvest.

m 1 2a:

14. A Thanicsgiving for Rain ^

0 Shen, thy merits are great;

The cereals of the four seasons depend upon thee.

0 Ti, thy virtue is deep

;

The growth of all plants is due to thy gracious help.

A few days ago we reverently visited thy altar and prayed for

sweet rain in thy presence. 0 Shen, thou hast looked down upon
us with compassion, and listened to our prayer. Thou art merciful
to us, and hast granted what we asked.

The diamond-rain poured

And the sweet dew flowed.

So that the fields on the high mountains

Have been irrigated.

Oxen plodded happily.

Ploughing a thousand fields

;

Horses galloped about.

Carrying rice-shoots to be transplanted in ten thousand Ching.*
The young and the old.

Men and women, are all happy

;

Sorrow and the fear

Of having no grain to eat are gone.

The earth is full of happiness.
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And the heaven, of glory.

For thou hast given us rain,

Which means grain and gold.

Therefore Tve respectfully present to thee this pure grape wine
and these ripe fruits of the mountain, to thank thee for thy loving

kindness and gracious protection. 0 Shen, display thy efficiency

and be merciful to thy people. Mayest thou enjoy this sacrifice.

^ There is nothing in this prayer to show exactly what divinity is

approached. Probably it is either a God of the Land and Grain, or a
Dragon King, ^ The dragons are rain gods.

a Two different words for fields are used in the Chinese. Ching, is a
very old term for ploughed fields.

M ^ 3:

15, A Prayer for Deliverance from Plague

Devoutly we kneel before the throne of the Chen Jen and the

Yuan T^an, saying; ^

0 you who store the universe in a gourd.

The fame of your mystery is boundless.

Your magic can subdue dragons and tigers;

All respect your immortal knowledge.

Your mercy relieves men from misery.

And your power guards against calamities.

With rich ritual the former kings celebrated you.

Your love is immeasurable

;

You save men and help beasts.

All depend upon you.

Now the plague rages in the neighboring district, but you have

protected us with the Southern Mountain.^ Oh Shen, we look to

your spiritual efficiency and depend upon your mysterious way.

Therefore we have built this altar to you, with incense burning in

the pots; we have drawn the images of five men tied and sealed.^

0 Shen, display your mystery; manifest your power, and show your

glory, that your people may be protected, we beseech you. What-

ever is prohibited by you, ceases. Deliver us, 0 Shen, from the

punishment of Heaven, and save all creatures from pestilence and

4
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death. May we put on bamboo hats and raincoats, singing together

with the cowherds of the fields.'* Women will be happy because the

barns and boxes are full of grain. 0 Shen, send the plague to the

wilderness, and drive the spirit of pestilence to the desert. With

all our hearts we promise you a play, to be given to your glory.®

Keverently and respectfully we pray you to hear us.

^ Most of these prayers show various influences, but this is clearly a

Taoist prayer. Chen Jen, ^ True Men, is a Taoist term for those

who have gained Tao and immortality. I believe that the term was first

used by Chuang Tzu,^ ^ who considers Lao Tzu, ^ ^ , and Kuan

Yin Tzu, , as the Chen Jen of the ancients.

I think that Yuen T'an, ^ is the equivalent of Yuen Chun, ^
another Taoist term, which is applied to female immortals.

* There are five sacred mountains of Taoism. The southern mountain

is Heng Shan,
[Ij »

province of Hunan. I do not know why this

mountain in particular is mentioned here,

* I regret that I do not know to what this interesting passage refers.

It is probably a piece of imitative magic. It may be that the drawing

of a picture supplanted an older custom of human sacrifice.

* The plague was evidently one which would be terminated by a heavy

rain.

® On occasions of this kind it was formerly the custom of the Chinese

to give theatrical performances in honor of the gods, and the practice can

still be seen in villages. Temples which show Taoist influences frequently

have stages for theatricals just inside the main entrance. These plays

were not necessarily religious themselves, but were given “ to amuse the

god.” Sometimes they were held in Gild Halls, while in the country a

stage is erected outside the village, and a travelling troupe of actors hired

for the purpose. Wang Kuo Wei, 3E @ ^ contemporary Chinese

authority on the drama, considers that the Chinese theater grew from the

religious dances of the ancient exorcists called Wu, Other Chinese

authorities place the beginnings of their drama in the T'ang period, and
one, Ma Tuan Lin,

J|| ^ j it as early as the 6th Century a. d.

The ancient dances to which Wang Kuo Wei refers seem to have been

pantomimes. See Encyl, of Religion and Ethics, Art. “Drama, Chinese”;
Zucker, The Chinese Theater, Chap. I.

3:

16. A Prayer to the Fire-God *

0 Sben, sitting in the city of the south,

Thou rulest over summer
;

^

Kivalling water,

Thou dost help the people in their daily life.
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Thou giyest birth to the earth,

And dost cause air to circulate.

In this world, we are under thy grace and protection. Though

we lack knowledge of fire, we are fortunate in having no calamities,

scorching bur heads and smashing our foreheads. All is thy effi-

ciency. When we think of the obscure desert,® we are heartily

ashamed that we have not given what is due thee. Last month we

promised to feed the spirits, and so this evening we humbly and

respectfully burn incense in conformity with the rites. Like sun-

flowers we open our hearts toward thee, and we make this sacrifice

to feed those in the underworld. Having cleansed our hearts we

make this humble oblation to thee. Thy grace is ever increasing.

Mayest thou hear us.

‘ There are a number of stories about this legendary being. He is said

to have been a minister of the Yellow Emperor, to have been a contem-

porary of Fu Hsi, to be identical with Cheung Li, and to have been a man
named Lo, who was appointed as the Fire-God by Ghiang T^ai Kung.

There is nothing historical about these tales. The god punishes sin by

fire. He has four generals, and an army of 3000 fire-soldiers. The soldiers

burn the houses of common people, the generals are sent to the mansions

of officials, while when it is necessary to fire the palace of the emperor,

the god himself is the incendiary. See Giles, Biographical Dictionary,

p. 179.

•Another name given to this deity is Nan Yang Ta Ti,*^ ^ ^
or the Great God of the Southern Universe, where he is supposed to dwell.

The god is also connected with summer, the hottest time of the year.

•"The obscure desert,” g is a name for the Desert of Gobi, but

here the meaning is Hades, tke place of departed spirits.

ji# 35:

17. A Prayer to the Kitchen-God ^

0 Shen, the superintendent of our eastern kitchen,®

Our whole family depends upon thee as our lord.

Thy festival is in the summer
;

®

The sacrifice in honor of thee is unique

Among the five sacrifices.**

The food we offer to thee as our teacher

Is different from the primitive victims.

Yet still has the hair and feathers.®
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In preparing the premieres porridge^

Our best wishes are shown in the thorough cooking

With the burning firewood.

Fuel cut from the sycamores

Is free from the dirt of scorching and burning;

Our beef and venison cannot be free

From the taint of sheep or goat

Without thy efficiency.'^

Thy merits equal those of Sui Jen, who discovered fire;®

Thy influence equals that of the Great Creator.

Extend thy mercy and love, we pray thee.

And forgive us our sins of irreverence and negligence, we
beseech thee.

It is the 15th of the 8th month, and the morn of thy glorious

advent.® Following the example of the loud adoration on the sacred

Sung mountain,^^ we bless thee b}^ erecting a sacred tablet to thee

between high peaks, that we may express our gratitude to thee for

nourishing our bodies and spirits. To stand before thee and offer

sacrifice, we must be pure in heart. 0 Shen, reverently we have
set forth the viands before thee in the family hall. May we humbly
hope that thou wilt abide genially in the midst of the lucky smoke,^^

so that we may all be satisfied in our surroundings, with harmony
and virtue. 0 Shen, open wide the gates of the everlasting king-

dom, and let us abide always in the region of happiness and satisfac-

tion. With awe and reverence we, thy servants, worship and adore
thee. In fear and trembling we pray to thee. Mayest thou hear us.

^ A picture of the Tsao Shen, ^ , or Kitchen-God, is found in every
Chinese home. There are many accounts of his origin, none very reliable.
Dora gives more than twenty. The Encyclopedia Sinica, p. 274, says that
his worship dates from Han Wu Ti, ^ ^ a devotee of Taoism, 133
B. c. He apportions to each member of the family the length of their days,
bestows wealth or poverty, and reports to the Pearly Emperor, rr a
Taoist god, the good and bad of the household.

• Chinese houses traditionally face the south, with the kitchen on the
east.

« At the present time the great home festival in connection with this
god is at the end of the year, usually the 24th of the twelfth month, when
he goes to heaven to make his annual report. But the section Yueh Ling
of the Book of Rites, which gives a calendar of the ancient religious
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observances, says that the sacrifice of summer is that of the furnace, or

stove.

* There are several theories as to what is meant by this old phrase, the

five sacrifices.

(a) The Book of Bites gives a schedule of five seasons, during each of

which sacrifices were made to one of the five plants, Venus, Mercury,

Mars, Saturn and Jupiter,

(b) The sacrifices at the gate (with double doors), the road, the door

(with one leaf), the kitchen, and the family god.

(c) Those of the stars of longevity, the family god, the gate, the road,

and what appears to be a god of evil.

(d) The gate, w'ell, door, kitchen, and family god.

(e) The great Ti sacrifice, the sacrifices to Heaven and Earth, to

ancestors by the emperor and lords, to the God of the Boad before making

a journey, and thanksgiving sacrifices by the people.

These theories are based upon the references in the ancient ritual books

and the Erh Ya, ^
® In Chinese sacrifices the victims are prepared differently for different

divinities, and among the points of distinction is the treatment of the

hair and feathers. Sometimes all are removed, sometimes none, and some-

times the hair or feathers are left on certain parts of the bodies.

® This seems to imply food fit for a premier,

^ I do not know the meaning of this passage.

® Sui Jen,^ was a mythical emperor of the prehistoric period.

®The 15th of the eighth month is the Mid-Autumn Festival, a national

holiday at present, when the moon is worshipped. I do not know what

the connection is with the Kitchen-God.

Sung Shan, ^ llj
»

central one of the five Taoist sacred moun-

tains. I do not believe that any western scholar has investigated the cults

there. It is in the province of Honan.

Each year, shortly after the New Year, a new picture of the Kitchen-

God is hung above the kitchen stove, by the chimney. It is taken down

when the god goes to make his report.

^ ^
18. A Prayer to the God of the Green Sprouts of Bice ^

We kneel before the tablet of the God of the Kice Sprouts,

praying;

0 Shen, the controller of the hundred kinds of grain.

And the regulator of rain and season.

Thy virtue fills the space between heaven and earth.

Thou dost care for the grain,

And savest man from calamities.
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By thee heat and cold are regulated.

And we thy servants, men and women.

Are able to live in hope and happiness.

Now is the fifth month, when the paddy sprouts begin to flourish

and the rushes have ripened. We dare to offer thee this small

sacrifice, thanking thee for thy blessing and protection. 0 Shen,

let us remain in thy light, and let thy power protect us forever.

Mayest thou hear us.

^ The Chinese have a number of names for rice in its various stages of

growth. This prayer is for the young shoots, of the most brilliant green,

before they have been separated and transplanted in the flooded fields. I

do not know anything about this particular god, but his function is

obvious.

^ i 3J:

19. A Prayer to the Ood of Cattle

Before the tablet of the God of Cattle, we pray thee, 0 king.

Thou art the source of benevolence.

And dost produce and rear all things.

With power thou dost ward off great dangers.

And guard against pestilence.

It is meet and right for thee

To receive without end the sacrifices and incense of the district.

Eecently the Yiu and Yang have had no harmony,^ and pestilence

rages among the cattle. Therefore we offer thee our poor gift, and
this humble sacrifice, that evils may be averted and calamities cease.

0 Shen, pour down thy blessings, and execute thy mission from
Heaven by warding off danger and stopping plague.' Eegulate the
Yin and Yang, and grant to the cattle-raisers and farmers peace
and prosperity, we beseech thee. For thy protection and blessings
we shall always honor thee, and offer thee due sacrifices. In fear
and trembling we pray to thee. Mayest thou hear us.

^ Yhi, ^ , and Yang,
, are the two principles which underlie and form

the universe. Disorder and trouble of all kinds are due to their harmony
being disturbed. The terms occur in an appendix to the Book of Changes.
See Forke, World Conception of the Chinese, Yin and Yang.
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Ig M i» ± jp« 5:

20. A Prayer of Thariksgiving to the Earth-God on the Successful

Completion of a Building

We kneel before the throne of the Earth-God of this district,^

saying:

The Tao of Heaven likes to give birth^

And the growth of all creatures depends upon it.

The Shen^s merits lie in his saving power.

And human relations are protected by thee.

Thou rulest over the earth,

And thy virtue rivals that of Heaven.

Those who are under thy protection

Are grateful to thee.

Though their sacrifice is small.

Their spirit of thankfulness is deep.

We, thy humble worshippers, built a house with several rooms

in the . . . month of this year. We were greatly aided by thy

gracious help, and the foundation of the house is firm. Therefore

we thank thee with sincerity and reverence, and have chosen this

beautiful morning to make respectfully this small sacrifice, and

reverently burn sticks of incense to the wandering spirits ^ in thy

glory. We are ashamed when we compare ourselves with thy virtue.

Our sacrifice is small, yet our gratitude is great. Display thy

wisdom and look into our hearts. 0 Shen, forgive us all that is

past, we beseech thee, and protect us. Give us good luck in the

days to come. With reverence and sincerity, we, thy servants, pray

to thee. Mayest thou hear us.

^ The Earth-Gods, , are local divinities of the country, having a

jurisdiction over a district about ten li in diameter. Their altars are

small affairs about ten feet square, and contain crude images of the god

and his wife, usually behind a wooden grating. Uncooked meat is offered

to them, firecrackers, and poles with a square frame on one end, called

Ch'i Kan, which are stuck in the ground beside the shrine. The

fihrines are called T‘u Ti Tsi, ^ or Fu Teh Tsi,^ ^ ,
and

are usually beside a road, though they are also found in towns. The

words T‘u Ti, ^ ,
are literally Earth-God. They receive sacrifices

upon any unusual occasion within their territory, and especially upon such

an operation as the building of a house, which disturbs the earth.
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* The wandering spirits are mentioned frequently in the classics, and

there hare always been altars erected to them. They are the spirits of

those who have no descendants to worship and care for them. The

Buddhists have identified them with the Hindu Pretas, but the idea

existed in China before the advent of Buddhism. See Monier Williams,

Buddhism, p. 219; Grube, Religion und Kultus der Chinesen, p. 182 f.

tl: ^ it

21. A Prayer to the God of the Land and Grain ^

0 Shen, thy achievement is in agriculture,

And thy office is to control the hundred kinds of grain.

Thou art the protector of life

And of ten thousand families within thy territory.

It is right for us to offer thee

Prayers and sacrifices,

That we may express our gratitude to thee.

And be reminded to follow goodness and to guard against evils.

The weather is warm, and the season of planting is here. We
owe thee rich sacrifices and dignified rituals. We who eat the hairs

of the land ^ dare not forget thy grace and protection. Wherefore,

on this . . . day, we come together to offer thee this humble sacri-

fice, beseeching thee to be present in this courtyard.® We, thy

servants, have bathed in thy gracious waves. Grant us perfect bliss

and thy everlasting protection. In fear and trembling we pray to

thee. Mayest thou enjoy this sacrifice.

^ The She Chi, ^ Land and Grain, are among the
oldest of Chinese deities, and are mentioned many times in the classics.

Mencius (7, 2, 14) says that these spirits were appointed by the rulers,

and when they did not function properly, new incumbents were appointed
to their positions. They seem to have been tutelary divinities of the land
and of agriculture, and in ancient times everyone, from the ruler down,
sacrificed to them. They differed from the Earth-Gods in that a district

would have only one She Chi, whereas there might be many Earth-Gods
included in it. Apparently they are no longer worshipped, other gods
having taken their place. They were usually deified ancestors, and their
tablets were taken to war by the feudal princes.' Punishments were admin-
istered before their tablets. See Chavannes, M^moires Bistorigues, Vol. I,

p. 165, note 1.

• The hairs of the land are the grains.

» Sacrifices were always made to the She Chi in the open air; in ancient
times, on the threshing floors. Ihid,
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22. A Prayer to Chang Hsien^ a God of Birth ^

0 Shen, thou art the source of straightforwardness and

sincerity.

Having given birth to heaven and earth.

Thou dost nourish them;

Being grace and love.

Thou dost fill the world with them.

All the world, both men and beasts, is thine.

For thou art the giver and protector of life.

Dwelling in heaven,

Thou dost manifest thyself by bright spheres
;

^

Being gracious to men.

Thou sendest them children.

Mid-autumn is here;

The wind, blowing through the cinnamon trees,

Fills the courtyard with a sweet odor.

The moon, as she travels through the waving clouds,

Shines brightly beyond the garden-walls.

We, thy humble worshippers, kneeling before thy mercy-seat,

offer thee this sacrifice to show our gratitude and thankfulness.

0 Shen, the protector of man, send down thy blessings and give

children to those who pray for them, that thy unending happiness

may be enjoyed by man. We shall give thee thy due oblations.

Mayest thou enjoy this sacrifice.

^ There are two stories about Chang Hsien.

(a) One given by Giles in his Biographical Dictionary, p. 323, that a

woman named Hua-jui Fu-jen, ^ played a trick upon the

first Sung emperor, telling him that a picture of her former husband was

that of a god.

(b) A story taken from the works of the Sung author, Su Lao Ch'ien,

that the god had been a man of the Five Dynasties named

a^Y^n Hsiao, a native of Mei Shan, ^ He traveled

on the Ch^ing Ch’eng, ^ mountain, where he became an immortal.

The second story is intended here. Tz^u Yuan, Sect. Shen, p. 230.

* Su Lao Ch‘ien dreamed that he saw two shining spheres, which he

interpreted as a prophecy of the birth of two sons. The two sons were

bom, and became two of the most famous of Chinese writers. Ihid.
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23. A Prayer to the Lao Lan ^

With the Chi Chang game ^

We sing and praise yon;

In time of peace

We play flutes to honor you.

We, your humble servants of the . . . district of . . . respect-

fully offer you the sacrificial victims, incense, and paper money

burned in your glory,^ and reverently kneel before the thrones of

T^ien Lao Lan, Tu Lao Lan, and Kao Lao Lan, saying;

0 Shen, you make happy report to heaven,

And understand the harmony of music.

Your virtue flows out from the moon-palace ^

Even to this day.

Your mystic teaching was revealed in the pear-garden,®

And your truth is manifested until now.

Spring is here. The grass is like a carpet, and flowers blossom

like a curtain. The festival of your holy nativity comes again.

0 Shen, we praise you; the holy music fills the streets, and men
are singing on the roads. All who live need your protection. Give

your worshippers grace, and provide for us everlasting Joy, we
beseech you. And finally we ask that, living under your protection,

we may have a golden harvest, and that, dwelling in your light, all

may have what they desire. May you enjoy this sacrifice.

^ The Lao Lan, were originally three officials appointed by CVin
Shih Huang,^ 210 b. c., called T^ien, Tu, and Kao Lao
Lan, Jp ^ ^ . The offices were continued under the Han dynasty. I

do not know why they have been chosen as the patrons of actors. See
Chavannes, M4m, Hist., Vol. 2, p. 201.

• Chi Chang,
, is the name of an ancient game. An old man is

said to have made a song, which he named after the game. Tz*u Yuan,
Sect. Mao, ^ , p. 147.

» It is not usual to offer paper-money to gods. It is ordinarily offered
to the dead.

* This refers to the story of the visit of T'ang Ming Huang, JS ^ ^
circa 740 a. d., to the palace of the moon, H ^ . Ts‘u Yuan, ®ct. SW

P- 162.
^ ®

‘ T'ang Ming Huang is said to have instructed 300 actors and actresses
in the doctrines of Taoism. The meetings took place in a pear-garden,

^ of his palace at Ch'ang An, ^ the modern Hsi An, w
See Mayers, Chinese Reader’s Manual, p. 134.

“
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24. A Prayer to Welcome the Goddess of Vaccination ^

Before the Goddess of Small-Pox we pray, saying;

The virtue of Shang Ti loves to give birth.

Thou, honorable goddess, nilest over vaccination.^

Thou keepest the correct principles

;

Thou lovest children.

Because of our love for our children, we beseech thee, 0 goddess,

to send down thy efficacious virus. Today we have cleansed thy

altar and welcomed thy imperial carriage. We offer thee pure wine

to express our good will; we present this small sacrifice for a slight

remembrance. 0 Shen, send down the five colors of the red cloud,®

and give the heavenly virus to the Ho Yang district. Be merciful

to the children and protect them. Deliver them from danger and

sickness. Grant good luck to those who dwell in thy glorious light,

as they desire. With reverence we pray to thee, Mayest thou

hear us.

^ Small'pox is prevalent in China during the winter and early spring,

and is especially virulent among children. The goddess is a benevolent

deity, who is besought for protection from the disease. It is the custom

to have a service of welcome about the time the epidemic is expected, at

which this prayer would be used, and another to send the goddess on her

way. The disease is called X‘ien Hua, Heavenly Flowers.

* I do not know how old the use of serum is in China, but it must have

long preceded the knowledge of it in the west. It was put into the nostrils

like snuff.

• Red or pink is associated with the disease for obvious reasons. Besides

the red cloud, red apricots or almonds, and red beads are used in referring

to the disease.
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Theophile James Meek
Uj^iveksitt of Toronto

As every Semitic scholar knows^ a common construction in

Arabic is the so-called MZ-clause^ which, as the name indicates,

expresses the state, condition, or manner in which the action of

the main clause takes place, but in this paper we are concerned

only with its last-named usage. In one of its several forms it

follows immediately after the main clause, usually without the

interposition of any connective particle, and its verb is finite.'^

It is not to be translated as an independent clause, but as adverbial

to the main clause, the whole clause constituting an adverbial

accusative
;

as, for example, in the sentence, He sat with him

JoyfuUy conversing,” literally, ^^he converses and
^ / Q / /

he rejoices” kind of adverbial clause has not

heretofore been recognized in Hebrew, except in its negative

form,^ but it appears there with great frequency, and is used both

with and without the conjunction, just as it is in Arabic. The
proof of its existence in Hebrew is to be found in Josh. 11, where

the infinitive absolute of verse 11^ the more usual con-

struction, appears as a finite verb in verse 12, thus making

a co-ordinate adverbial clause. Scholars have universally regarded

the latter as incorrect, and all of them, including Ehrlich,® who
is usually so astute on grammatical questions, would repoint the

verb as an infinitive absolute. But this is a purely arbitrary

emendation and is absolutely unwarranted. The Hebrew writer

in these two verses is simply using two different ways of expressing

the same idea. In English the two are identical. Yerse 11 is

to be translated : They put every person that was in it to the

sword, massacring ( O^.nn )
them, not a living soul being left”^;

^ See, e. g., Wright, Arahic Grammar, II, 3, 2>, c; 8, d, e.

® See, e. g., Gesenius-Kautzsch, Eehraische Grammatik § 156, f, g.

It seems strange that after recognizing the adverbial clause in its nega-
tive form the grammarians did not recognize it as clearly in its affirma-

tive form.

^Randglossen zur Jiehrdischen Bihel, III, 39.

^The Old Testament translations in this article are taken from the

156
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and verse 13: Joshua captured all the cities of those kings,

as well as all the kings themselves, and put them to the sword,

massacring
( ) them, as Moses, the servant of Yahweh,

had commanded
; or if one wished to retain the finite verb of

the Hebrew, he could translate: ^^in that he massacred them,^^

but this is not quite so smooth as the other.

Another evidence of the existence of the co-ordinate adverbial

clause in Hebrew is found when we compare the clause,

in Lev. 19:4 and elsewhere, with its variant, '’2

ri'in'* e. g, in Lev. 24: 22. The former clause is not to be

translated as an independent clause, as is universally done, but
as a subordinate clause : I, Yahweh, being your God,^^ or since

I, Yahweh, am your God.^^ Grammatically it is a co-ordinate

clause appended to the main clause without any connective particle,

but in thought it is subordinate and is to be so translated into

English. This too is the evidence of N^um. 15:35: The man
must be put to death by having the whole community stone

( ) him outside the camp.^^ The second clause is adverbial

to the first; it indicates the manner in which the culprit is to

be put to death. Hence the infinitive absolute, is here used

with its regular adverbial force, but rather interestingly the

Samaritan, Syriac, and Greek versions have the variant construc-

tion, viz. the finite verb, . This is not incorrect, as Gray ®

and others maintain, but is simply another way of expressing the

adverbial idea, as is evidenced further by the parallel in Lev.

24: 16, where the finite verb (accompanied by the infinitive ab-

solute for emphasis) replaces the infinitive absolute of Num. 15 : 25

:

Whoever blasphemes the name of Yahweh must be put to death,

the whole community stoning
( ) him,” or “ by having

the whole community stone him.” Similarly in Gen. 44 : 12 the

finite verbs, and n^5, are not to be repointed as infinitive

absolute, as many scholars would do,® but the clauses in which

they appear are to be taken as adverbial clauses, best reproduced

author’s translation in The Old Testament: An American Translation,

with the exception that “ Yahweh ” is substituted for ‘‘ the Lobd.”

^Numbers (ICO), p. 183.

* E, g. Ball, The Booh of Genesis, p. 102; Skinner, Genesis (ICC),

P* 484; Holzinger, Genesis, p. 244; Gunkel, Genesis, p. 400.
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as participial clauses in English ;
beginning with the oldest and

ending with the youngest/^ Again, in Josh. 1:7 it is clear that

is not to be translated as an inde-

pendent sentence, because the clause that follows belongs, not to

it, but to the clause preceding it : Only be very strong and

resolute to be careful to do Just as my servant Moses commanded

you, swerving therefrom neither to the right nor to

the left, so that you may succeed in everything that you under-

take/^ From these examples it must be very apparent that the

co-ordinate adverbial clause exists in Hebrew, and the verb is

found in all its finite forms, perfect, imperfect, and imperative,

as illustrated above.

Once the construction is recognized, it is seen to appear very

often in the Old Testament, and its accurate reproduction in

English makes a translation quite different from the accepted ver-

sions, as a few examples will show. Dent. 9:16 is to be trans-

lated: found that you had indeed sinned against Yahweh
your God by making ( ) yourselves a molten bull, having

quickly swerved
( DniD ) from the path that Yahweh had ap-

pointed you.^^ In the last two clauses we have finite verbs, but

they are not therefore to be treated as independent clauses but as

adverbial, since that is their force. Similarly Josh. 10:9, So

Joshua made a surprise attack upon them by marching (rhv)

aU night from Gilgal^^; Josh. 21:45, ^‘Not one of the good

promises which Yahweh made to the house of Israel failed, all

being fulfilled (XIl); Josh. 23:1, Joshua was old, being well

advanced (X^) in life^^; Exod. 16:18, ^^When they measured

it with an omer, he who had gathered much did not have too

much, and he who had gathered little did not have too little,

each having gathered only as much as he could use’^;

Exod. 21 : 33 f., If a man opens a cistern, or if a man digs a

cistern and does not cover it, and an ox or an ass falls into it,

the owner of the cistern must make restitution by reimbursing

( ) its owner with money, but the carcass is to be his.^^

In the above examples the subject of the adverbial clause and
the main clause has been the same. In many cases the subjects

are different, as the following instances will serve to show. In
Dent. 12:22 the second clause gives a more precise definition of

the thought of the first clause; it is logically subordinate to it,

and hence in English the verse ought to be translated : You are
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to oat it just as you would a gazelle or a deer, the unclean and
the clean eating

( ) it together/^ i. e. the animal in question

is not to be eaten sacramentally. So likewise Dent. 7:6, " For

you are a people consecrated to Yahweh your God, Yahweh your

God having chosen ( 'iriD ) you out of all the peoples that are on

the face of the earth to be a people of his very own
;
Deut. 7 : 24,

^^He will deliver their kings into your power^ so that you shall

obliterate their very name from under the heavens, not one being

able to hold his own ( )
against you, until you have destroyed

them^^; Deut. 11: 12, A land for which Yahweh your God cares,

the eyes of Yahweh your God being continually on it, from the

beginning to the end of the year Josh. 21 : 44, Not one of all

their enemies could withstand them, Yahweh having delivered

C ]n^ ) all their enemies into their power.”

The adverbial clause is ordinarily appended to the main clause

without any conjunctive particle, as in all the examples so far

listed, but there are instances also of the use of the conjunctive

waw, A good example is Judg. 2 : 11 f., " Then the Israelites did

what was evil in the sight of Yahweh by serving
( ) the

Baals and forsaking ( ) Yahweh, the God of their fathers,

who had brought them out of the land of Egypt, and by running

( ) after alien gods from among the gods of the peoples that

surrounded them, and by paying homage ( ) to them, so

that they made Yahweh jealous.”

These are only a few of the many examples of the adverbial

clause that appear in Hebrew, and they could be paralleled by

examples from most, if not all the Semitic languages."^ To the

extent that the translator of the Old Testament fails to recognize

them, to that extent he fails to do justice to the Hebrew. They

are not to be translated as independent clauses, as is universally

done, but as subordinate clauses, since that is their equivalent in

English. As all scholars know, Hebrew and the other Semitic

languages differ from English in expressing logical subordination

ordinarily by grammatical co-ordination, and the co-ordinate

adverbial clause is beautifully illustrative of this.

A good example in Assyrian is Sennacherib, Taylor Prism, Col. II, lines

76 f.: “ They offered battle by arraying [Ht-ki-nu) their forces against me
in the neighborhood of Eltekeh.” An example in Syriac is Mark 15; 24,

When they had crucified him, they parted hs garments by casting o^7o
— the Greek pdWovres) lots over them as to what each should take."



INDEPENDENT^" USES OP THE EGYPTIAN
QUALITATIVE

T. Geobge Allen

Univebsity of Chicago

Ceetain Egyptian verb poems wMch Erman almost forty years

ago was the first to correlate and group ^ were named by him

^^pseudo-participles"" because on the whole they occurred logically

subordinated to qualify or characterize the nouns or pronouns to

which they referred- Recognizing them on the one hand as ances-

tors of the Coptic qualitative, he saw on the other some kinship

with the Semitic perfect. This latter aspect led to his classing

them apart as the sole survivors of an older inflection."" Gar-

diner, in his monumental Egyptian Grammar issued in 1927, ex-

presses the same point of view in modified terminology, for he

calls the tense in question the old perfective."" As the writer has

recently suggested/ the term qualitative,"" long used for its Coptic

stage, appears really suitable for all periods of its career.

The relative antiquity which both Erman and Gardiner assign

to this tense, as compared with the forms of the suffix conjugation,

has of course impelled search for examples wherein the qualitative

may still retain a primitive independence. Erman in his original

paper interpreted certain early examples as narrative and assertive.

W. Max Muller ^ soon showed that ellipsis was responsible for

apparently independent uses of the 2d person in greetings. He
hesitated also to accept independent uses of the 1st person un-

paralleled by other persons.

Sethe"s fundamental work. Das aegypfiscJie Yerhum, which fol-

lowed in 1899, assembles ^ five supposed examples of the qualitative

in declarative sentences and two more cases where the qualitative ex-

presses the result of a preceding action. All are taken from the

Pyramid Texts. Of the five in the first group, Pyr. 395 ® was in-

^ Zeitschrift fur dgyptische Sprache, XXVII, 65-84.

* American Journal of Semitic Languages^ XLIV, 129.
* Zeitschrift fur dgyptische Sprache, XXIX, 98-100.

" In Vol. II, § 3.

® The examples are here cited according to Sethe’s standard edition of
the Pyramid Texts, published some years later than his Verhum,
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eluded on the basis of an incorrect reading, Pyr. 839,

u/b Tcl.TCy translated by Sethe ‘^du bist rein, dein Tcl ist rein,^^®

appears from the preceding context to urge rather that because

thou art pure, thy hi is pure/^ In Pyr. 1210a, where ms M, (same

in N) stands in place of msyy (in P), the former is probably

passive sdm.f and the latter a perf. pass. pt. to be translated:

P. is KheprePs son who was born in ^tpt” Pyr. 1434 has rh M.
(3d per.) parallel to rhk{wy) (1st per.), each form being preceded

by a reed leaf which probably represents the auxiliary yw. The

position of the subject in the M text indicates that rh is a sdm.f

form after impersonal yw
;
in the two copies of the P text we have

rather y{v},y) r'hlc{wy)y with the qualitative in a normal dependent

use after the pronominal subject of the auxiliary, the form of which

is suited to a declarative sentence. In Pyr. 1477 hpr P., 3d per.

sdm,f, is represented by hprty, 2d per. qual., in M; but the two

versions, P and M, lack complete parallelism here. The M version,

including context, would mean: ^^Have they slain thee? Have

they said that thou shouldst die *'at their behest"^ ? (Nay rather)

being ^more (truly) existent than they"* {hprty r.sn) as ^the

(most) enduring"* of the wild buUs, thou shalt be the foremost of

them, alive and ^established in seniority"* forever.^^ *

Sethe^s two cases of result are Pyr. 969bP, {w')d{y ) ./ sm mlm

ntrw (pL) ntrw (quaL), ^^he puts him among the gods because

(better here than ^ so that ^) he is divine,^^ and Pyr. 1148cP, shtp.f

ntrwy htpwyyy he satisfies the two gods, so that they are satisfied.^^

Even here htpwyy refers as usual to the substantive immediately

preceding and expresses a state of affairs the origin of which

depends on the preceding action. So we may say that the essence

of the qualitative is to express a static situation, whether concomi-

tant or not with a related event.

The writer in his article already mentioned has referred to the

fact that the qualitative sometimes precedes the main clause, and

has cited examples in the 1st and 3d persons.'’^ A case in the 3d

•This example and the use of dd and ddk{w)y to introduce direct dis-

course (cf. n. 13) are all that Erman in his Agyptische Grammatik^

( § 331 ) cites as completely independent.” His 4th edition had not yet

appeared when this article was written.

* Half-brackets indicate some hesitancy in the rendering.

'^American Journal of Semitic Languages, XLIV, 130-31.

5
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fern. sg. occurs in Pyr. 1629a: Nwt yhrt{y)^ hr zl.i ym.h hw.s tw,

being fallen upon her son, even thee, she protects thee.”

The 2d person is thus used in Pyr. 658a : Now that thou art

become great {'^rt{y))^ 0 Teti, and art ferried across {dlt{y))y

thy name is taken up to Osiris.^^ Similar cases, but after instead

of before the vocative, occur in Pyr. 945a and 2108a.

Gunn, after an excellent exposition of the pseudo-participle as

implying a resulting state,”® says that n sdm.fy a definitely

independent form, is used as its negative correlative! But for

illustration he uses yw.y rhhwy it; n rhJn st^ ^^1 know it; ye

know it not” (Nu 112-13; sim. Westcar 9: 1-3), in which, as in

one of the examples already cited above, the qualitative is really

attached to the subject of an auxiliary verb in the sdm,f form.

His only other illustration is silhip{y) m hlw,f mnhWj n mh.y hr

zp n sit .n . f, which he translates : I am versed in his effectual

will
;
I am not unmindful of a detail of what he has ordained

”

Urk. IV 363) . The first of these clauses is surely parallel in construc-

tion with the uncited one before it: ^hlcwy hr iz^f n zp tpy. Both

may well belong with a main clause preceding them: yr,n. (y) nn
ni yb mrr n ytf.y Ymn. We should then interpret: I have done

this with heart throbbing with love (mrr, impf. pt.) toward Amon,

for I am initiate in {"Ickwy hr) his primordial mystery and versed

in his beneficent will.”

Gardiner in his new Grammar of Middle Egyptian (p. 246)

speaks of the ^^pseudo-verbal construction without introductory

word ” as common in descriptive and narrative passages.” Some
few of his descriptive examples may perhaps be independent, but

narrative at least should be ruled out. Compare such a combina-

tion as that in Urk. IV 59-60: zl.f m st.f m {ri/y)-8wt tlwy,

hkl.n.f hr nit nt wtt iiv^ int.f hmt ntr ^It-spimt hr yrt mShrm tl,

His son being arisen (*A*) in his place as king of the Two Lands,

he ruled on the throne of him who had begotten him, while his

sister, the god’s wife Hatshepsut, handled (hr yrt) the affairs of

the land (as regent).” Such diversification in the Egyptian verb

forms (qualitative, 7i-form, and /tr-f infinitive) deserves a better

fate than Gardiner’s ^differentiated interpretation as English
narrative throughout.

«The prothetic y in the N text is interesting; it does not occur in M.
•Studies, p. 98; followed by Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, p. 238.
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The foregoing cases of supposed independence include, besides

samples of Middle Egyptian, all the Early Egyptian examples

offered in the most outstanding grammatical studies available plus

such other early possibilities as the writer had noted down during

a complete reading of the Pyramid Texts. For a broader study of

Early Egyptian usage, it seemed desirable to recheck the Old

Eingdom historical texts also. The writer therefore classified all

the qualitatives occurring in Urhunden I. The types foimd include

:

1. Circumstantial clauses introduced by pronoun.^®

2. Clauses in indirect discourse introduced by vmt and nt{y)t^^

3. Clauses (all in the 1st per. sing.) introduced by the auxiliary

yw,{y),^^

4. The form dd following its logical subject to introduce direct

discourse.^^

5. Epithets attached to kings^ names.^^

^^Urk. I 8: 15,17; 9: 5,15; 11: 8; 15: 17; 21: 14; 26: 16; 29: 2 (ifc+
obj. pron. + prep, phrase + qual.) ; 34: 6; 39: 12. Cf. AJSL, XLIV, 119

and 129. In Urk. I 18: 11 (partly restored) and 149: 10 ik is followed

instead by the ^dm.f form, and in 134: 16 by the n-forna.

'^'^JJrk, I 128:8, wnt.k h\t{y), and 136:11, nt[y)t 'U>(y) prfc(u?y).

On the pronouns cf. AJ8L, XLIV, 119-20.

Vrk, I 87: 17; 88: 1 and 2; 90: 1; 116: 9; 126: 2; 140: 17; 141: 2.

With yw. {y) rhlc(wy)y “I know,” in 88, 90, and 116, cf. yv) r^.n. (p),

“I Tiave learned in 143: 2 and perhaps the same (much restored) but

without yut in 89: 17.

«f7rfc. I 35:10 (after Ppy^ fern.!); 38:7; 90:11; 140:16; 145:16;

147: 8; 150: 15; 152: 1. On possible interpretation of ^ as a participle

see AJSL, XLIV, 127-28. The 1st per. qual. ddk{w)y occurs in Hiddle

Egyptian (Sinuhe B45 and 114) to introduce responses. But our dd

involves only one speaker, not the second part of a dialogue.

dt (Teti earliest), TJrk. I 82: 3; 83: 7; 93: 6; 97 : 13, 17 ; 105; 12;

109: 10; 112: 16; 115; 11; 118: 15; 130: 5; 146: 7; 'nfr dt my J^, ibid.

112: 17 (Pepi II) ;
dt r nJih, ibid. 128; 13 (Pepi II) ; + ? (broken),

ibid. 142: 9 (Pepi II) ; my ibid. 94: 17 (Pepi I) ; 111: 6 (Mernere) ;

•nfr my J2* dt, ibid. 114: 6 (Pepi II) ; dy mfpy ibid. 115: 8 (Pepi II) ; dy

my ibid. 115: 7 (Pepi II) ; dy mb dt, ibid. 94: 16; 95: 15; 97: 10

(all Pepi l)'y dy *nh nb dt, ibid. 91: 4 (Pepi I); dy mh wli dt, ibid.

97: 10 (Pepi I) ; dy mh dd ibid. 114: 13 (Pepi II ) ; dy dd loji dt,

ibid. 97: 4 (Pepi I). Cf. AJ8L, XLIV, 129-30. Since the ^conical loaf**

is an ideogram for “give ” (cf. Gardiner, JSg. Chrummar, p. 517), its tenta-

tive transliteration as dy has no bearing on the grammatical interpretation
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6. Clauses unquestionably circumstantial.^®

7. Clauses previously accepted as independent.^®

8. Proper names.^^

9. Uncertain passages.^®

Of the above types^ Nos. 1“3 are attached in all cases to a pre-

ceding pronoun and seem in themselves dependent. But Nos. 1

and 2 form dependent, and No. 3 independent,^® complexes; the

keynote is struck by the introductory word. Nos. 4 and 5 are

attached unanimously to preceding nouns, while No. 6 combines

adjectival and adverbial aspects.

The cases under No, 7 require closer study. A reason seems

given in 84: 4 and 149 : 4. With 86: 5 the preceding context is

lost, but the situation is similar to that in 104 : 9 : His majesty

sent me^^ to undertake certain projects, and (of course) I acted

of the form. The group wdl ml> is not used of kings in XJrk, I; but

it does occur, unabbreviated, in 130: 2 and 17, to describe the desired

condition of the dwarf brought to King Pepi II.

Breasted, Ancient RecordSj I, translates the following cases as circum-

stantial {the § nos. in parentheses refer to that volume) : Urk, I 18: 15

{§ 211) ; 65: 5 (§ 274) ; 108: 6 (§ 323) ; 110: 14 (§ 317) ; 111: 8 (§ 318) ;

124: 17 (§334) ; 125: 16 (§335; but read “gone” for “going”)
; 127: 14

(§336); 129:5 (§ 352); 130:2,17 (§ 353); 144:15 (§ 379); 146:13

(§ 382); 148:17 (§ 389). Only 124:17 and 129:5 apply to pronouns,

the rest to nouns. Another clear case, but not in Breasted, is 72: 13.

Choice between a participle or other adjectival form and a circumstantial

qualitative may exist in some of the following: 104:3 {^§lt) ; 113:4
(hlht); 117:4 ([i]m[f]); 133:16 (*5§io ; 134:8 (‘n&«)).

Breasted references are added as above. The cases are : Urk. I 84 : 4

(§286); 86:5 (§290); 99:10 (§ 308); 100:9,11 (§309); 102:17

(§312); 104:9 (§314); 104:14 (§315); 106:4,11 (§320); 108:1,4

(§323); 109:4,5 (§324); 137:7 (§369); 137:14 (§370); 139:3,5

(§372); 149: 4 (§390).

This list retains the written order of elements in the names. They are

:

Mtot-htpt{y)-hrJ, fern., 35:9; Yy-htp^ masc., 102:17; Pypy-nTit, masc.,

132: 1,6,8, 13; Pypy mn nfr, pyr., 97: 5, 131: 17; "Nfr-kl-R*^ mn ‘nfe, pyr.,

113: 1, 117: 17, 131: 15, 132: 11, 140: 10; Mryy-R*^ mn nfr, pyr., 113: 2,

117: 13, 15; Mr{yw) A' n/r, pyr., 117 : 14, 132: 2.

Urk. I 115: 2 But ty is probably an ancient error for wH )

;

126: 17 (h§T End lost) ; 136: 3 (mnt Context lost) ; 136: 17 (rdyk{wy)t
The k may be an n).

As far as Urk. I seems concerned. This is a change from the opinion
expressed in AJ8L, XUV, 130.
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{yr1c{wy)y^ so capably as to win his praise. In 106 : 4 and 11 a
reason and a circumstance seem giren^ but the situation is com-

plicated by parenthetical remarks just before them in the Egyptian,

With the preceding context we may translate the former : His

majesiy praised me for my zeal . . . more than any (other) official

of his . . . (and never had this office been filled by any (other)

servant previously), for I was filling {yr]c{wy)

)

for him (the office)

. , . acceptably . . Similarly in line 11 : I performed what-

ever official duty needed to be performed”* . , . (and never had the

like been done . . . previously), acting {yrlc{wy)) altogether so

that his majesty praised me for it.” The situation in 100 : 9 and

11 is likewise circumstantial or resultant : I supplanted the four

Tsuperintendents of the palace grounds'^ who had been in office,

acting {yTk{'u)y)) (as a foregone conclusion) to his majest/s

satisfaction . . . , acting {yrh{wy)) altogether so that his majesty

praised me . . In 102 : 17 we hear of TJnfs capable leadership

of the troops so that not a man of them took a goat from anybody

while I was conducting them {ml‘h{ivy) sn) . . A resultant

situation and a circumstance appear in 108 : 1 and 4 : His majesty

sent me to Hatnub to fetch a large offering-table . . . , and (of

course) I shipped {shlh{wy)) this offering-table to him in only

seventeen days ... in this (next described) cargo-boat, having

hewed {s^lc{v}y)) for it a cargo-boat of acacia . .
.”^0 Circum-

stantial uses in 109 : 4 and 5 are complicated by an ellipsis :
" I

did the whole in only one year, (the boats previously mentioned)

being (by then) launched and laden {rrih and Itp) . *

In the remaining cases under l^o. 7 (99 : 10 ;
104 : 14; 137 ; 7, 14

;

139:3,5) the qualitative precedes the main clause. We may

translate: ^^I having petitioned (or, ^upon my petitioning’;

[d'\'bhTc{wy)) . . . ,
his majesty caused . . "When it was

said that there were revolters . • . ,
having crossed over (d§fe(t(;t/))

in transports ... I landed . . etc. The verb hnc{wy) in

137 : 14 seems to be resumptive of that in line 7 :
" On getting

downstream to Wawat . . . , while ... — on getting downstream

I informed . .

Proper names which may contain qualitatives (group No. 8)

“®That is, Sethe’s suggested rearrangement of the text may be unneces-

sary; but cf. n. 27.
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include names of individuals and names of royal pyramids.

Breasted^s translation shows that he interprets all the latter as

written with king’s name+ a sdm.f form to be read before king’s

name (or a qualitative to be read where it stands?) + a (second?)

qualitative. But it may be simpler to interpret the last element

as a noun subject preceded by its sdm.f verb. These pyramid

names would then mean : The beauty of Pepi abides/’ etc. One

of the personal names, Mfwi-Mpt{y)~Jir,Sy fern., certatoly includes

a qualitative. This is paralleled in the masc. by such other Old

Kingdom examples as Pth-nhm and J^r-wry, with the qualitative

endings written.^^ Pypy-nht is probably of the same type. In

Ty-htp^ on the other hand, htp is probably a participle serving as

subject of yy* Compare such masc. names as Yy-mryy and Ty-nfr,

contrasting with the fern, names Yy-mryyt and Yy-nfrty also the

name Yy-m,f,
“
his brother comes,” The question still remains

whether, like these last, names containing qualitatives form com-

plete sentences. They probably do, in view of the residual cases of

apparently independent pseudo-verbal ” descriptive clauses in

Middle Egyptian (see above) and of such apparently nominal or

pseudo-verbal sentence names as Ynpw-m-nk^^ and

But it should also be remembered that, at least later, names of

deities do occasionally occur as names of individuals, sometimes

alone and sometimes accompanied by epithets.^® So it is barely

conceivable that both the qualitatives and the prepositional phrases

in names should be thought of attributively instead of as predicates.

The tmcertain texts (group No. 9) cannot help us. Summing
up, then, the results of our study, practically every occurrence of

the qualitative in Early Egyptian, outside of proper names, seems

to picture the background, the outgrowth, or an attendant circum-

stance of some associated main event. The relative chronology of

Ancient RecordSy Index, p. 154.

Cairo 1558 and 1566, respectively, cited in Hoffmann, Die theophoren

Personennamen, pp. 1 and 5.

Examples from Murray, Index of 'Names and Titles of the Old Kingdom,
« Vrh, 1 2-3, 3d dyn.

Breasted, Ancient Records, I, §§ 725-27, 12th dyn.
•• Cf. alone Isis, mother of Thutmose III

; Isis, queen of Kamses ITT *

Suti and Hor, 18th dyn. architects; Hor of Heracleopolis, 26th dyn. Divine
names plus epithets include Harsiese (“ Horus, son of Isis”), 21st dyn. ff.,

and Harpeson (" Horus, the brother ”), 22d dyn.
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state and action corresponds normally to the position of the respec-

tive clauses; that is, to express a preceding phase, the qualitative

precedes the main clause, while an accompanying or succeeding

phase follows the main clause.^^ Gardiner^® is clearly right in

saying that the qualitative is static, passive, and expressive of

condition.^^ The aim of this paper has been to point out in more

detail than has heretofore been done how extremely rare in practice

the occurrence of a qualification completely dissociated from an

action may be.

•"^The only exception in Urk. I is 108; 4, where Sethe has already sug-

gested a change of order; but cf. n. 20.

•• Egyptian Qrammar, p. 244.



A HEBEAEO-SUFIC POEM

Haktwig Hibschfelb

London

Mohammepa^^ Sufism and Judaism axe by their nature far

apart. Yet there exists evidence of the early encroachment of the

former on the latter. A specimen of this was published by me in

the Jewish Quarterly Review in 1920, and there are others still

unpublished in the hoards of the Cairo Genizah fragments in the

Cambridge University Library. One of them consisting of two

leaves in Arabic, written in Hebrew square characters, forms the

subject of the following pages. It is a poem written like an ordi-

nary prose piece, and headed; Says the Imam, the Philosopher,

Abu Mohammed.^ The poem is incomplete, the last four lines

being missing. This we gather from another but complete copy

which is found at the end of a MS. volume at the British Museum ^

This poem, together with some others, originally formed part of a

special pamphlet, as can be seen from the fact that the first page

remained blank. This copy of the poem is written in Arabic char-

acters in the ordinary form of Arabic poetry. It has no heading,

but the writer added occasional vowel signs. The metre is ramaL

A palaeographic comparison of the two copies shows that the

Hebrew one is much the older of the two, revealing a style of writ-

ing not later than the thirteenth century, whereas the other, to

judge from the paper and the script, cannot be older than the six-

teenth century. I have been unable to trace any other copy,

although it doubtless existed or exists somewhere. There is even a

probability that it was printed in some Eastern publication inac-

cessible to me. In any case several discrepancies in both texts show

that they were taken from different originals.

The heading mentioned above gives no sure clue as to the author.

A philosopher of the name of Abu Mohammed, who became so

popular among Jews that one of them copied his poem, even adding

to his name the formula for deceased pious Moslems, is not men-

^FS. 8Ka6^
® Add. 7596 fol. 251ro among Oarmina quaedam in loAide Mohwmjmed, but

not further described.

168
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tioned in any work of Arabic bibliography, ancient or modem. It

is, however, probable that the copyist had in his mind the famous

Al)u Hamid Mohammed al Ghazdli who died in 1111, and the alter-

ation of his name is simply due to carelessness. In medieval Jew-

ish works on philosophy he is frequently quoted as Ahu Hamid.

His anti-Aristotelian and mystical writings were eagerly studied

by Jews, and traces of them are to be found in Bahya b. Baqudah^s

Duties of the Hearts,^^ and Judah Hallevi^s Kitab al-EJiazari.

Several of his works were even translated into Hebrew.

The poem gives in a nutshell a complete summary of the tenets

of pantheistic Sufism. Its poetic value is nil, and the lapses from

correct prosody are many. The language, on the other hand, is

classical Arabic, except for occasional instances of vulgar spelling.

The writer of the Hebrew fragment seems to have revised his work,

as is shown by occasional corrections.

The second leaf begins in the middle of a sentence, thus show-

ing that it originally belonged to a larger work. It is unfor-

tunately in such bad condition, with holes and effaced letters, that

for the present it is useless for literary treatment. One paragraph

is headed Chapter on Guidance, his

death is his revival. . .
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Tkajstslatioj^

Says the Imani; the Philosopher, Abu Mohammed.

1. Speak to brethren who saw me dead, and wept grievously

for me.

2. Is your mourning on account of my absence from you, or

because I am present ^ with you here ?

3. Do you fancy that I am your dead one? This is not a corpse,

but I am God.

4. I am present in [all] forms, and this my body was my house

and my garment for a time.

5. I am a pearl hidden in a shell, I flew away from it, depart-

ing for ever.

6. I am a treasure, and my screen is a talisman of dust leading to

decay.

7. I am a sparrow, and this my cage.^ I liked the prison.

8. I thank God who set me free and built a place for me on high.

9. Before this day I was dead amongst you, but I re-appeared,

having broken my coffin.

10. I whisper to-day to the [heavenly] Court, and see ^ God as in

open daylight.

11. Sojourning in the Firmament, and I behold all that comes

from far or near.®

12. My food and my drink is the same; this is a metaphor of

mine ; understand it well.

13. It is not limpid ® wine, or honey, no, nor water, but milk.'^*

14. It was the drink of the Messenger of Allah when he travelled

at night, and made (us) break the fast.

15. They destroyed the house, and made my cage empty, and

called the talisman to come and flash.^

16. Understand ye the secret, for there is in it the prophecy of

any meaning that is hidden in it.

'A line 2

*AJ

the line is missing in B.

® B missing in B.

*B line 11 , but probably preserved.

Hassan b. Thabit, ed. Hirschfeld XIII, 1. 17 and schol.

^ So according to A, 1. 14; B and scattered.

See Ibn Hisham, p. 375.

See the Diwan of
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17. They tore my garment to tatters,® and scattered the whole of

it, a buried fetish.®

18. Let not the assault of death frighten you, it is only a removal

from here.

19. Do you mean that death is death? It is life and the goal of

fate.

20. Release ye the bodies from your souls,^® they^^ witness the

truth openly and manifestly.

21. He who lives in this abode is but asleep; when he dies sleep

flies away.^^

22. Have the best thought about a merciful Lord; give thanks

for the journey while fate comes.

23. Take good desire as provision; none of us is not wise who is

weakJ^®

24. I see not myself, but you, and it is my belief that you are I.

25. The essence of your souls is one, and the bodies are those of

our ancestors.

26. When it is good it is for us, and when evil it is in us.

27. So love ye me, you love yourselves, and know ye that we are

on OUT way.

28. Good greeting for ye from us, a greeting plain and oft.

29. I ask the mercy of God for my soul; may He have mercy on

any friend of ours.

®A but B better and

• A not clear and probably corrupt. It appears that 1. . n i,

wrongly transcribed from *

B he hOfS purified the bodies.

'ns2n-
B he comes sleep to fiy cuiDoy.

B 1. 21; probably wrongly transcribed from

might be



REVIEWS OF BOOKS

Iranian Studies, By Cuksetji Eeachji Pavby. Bombay : Cap-

tain Feinting Woeks^ 1927. Pp. xxii + 239. Price Es- 10-.

Unfortunately^ most of those who are interested in Zoroaster

and things Zoroastrian^ whether their particular angle of interest

be religious or linguistic, are prevented, by the barrier of language,

from following closely the interesting progress now being made in

Parsi scholarship. Many Parsis write only in Gujarati, especially

those of the older generation. Of the latter, one, whose work

has, so far, been inaccessible to persons ignorant of Gujarati, is

Dastur Cursetji Parry, chief priest of the Navsari community,

and the author of a number of books on Zoroastrian subjects.

The first of these to be published in English is the present volume

of Iranian Studies, translated by two Parsi scholars, P. A. Wadya
and D. M. Madan, with an Introduction by a third, G. K. ITariman,

at whose suggestion the translation was made.

The title of the book is somewhat misleading; ^^Zoroastrian

Studies would have been more suggestive of its content. The
Dastur's purpose is to describe the origin of certain religious

customs and ceremonies prevalent among present-day Zoroastrians,

to compare the modem observance with the original, and to approve

or condemn the former, according as it seems to be an improve-

ment, or otherwise, upon the latter. The author is described in

the Introduction as occupying ^^a position midway between the

purblind orthodox and the extreme wing of radical reformers among
the Parsis.^^ Frankly he takes to task those of his coreligionists

who cling obstinately to traditional observances and ceremonies,

those who will not accept the results of modern research. Most
of the facts presented in the book are already more or less familiar

to Avestan scholars. Its main interest lies in its spirit, in its

author’s effort to give a critical and scholarly opinion, an effort

conspicuously lacking in many Parsi writers of partisan attitude.

The eleven chapters of the Studies deal with such topics as
the Atash-Behram, or fire-temple, the Dakhma, or tower of silence,

the temple of the Yazads, known as the Daremeher, the astronomy
and chronology of the Avesta, the wonders of Jamshid’s reign, and
certain points of ceremonial and ritual. The discussion of the

174
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Atash-Behram is typical. Although the fire and the site of the

fire had been held in reverence from the earliest times, the Atash-

Behram proper, now a purely religious emblem, dates only from the

Sassanian period. It was, as its name implies (cf. Av. dtar—
fire,” v0r9Orayna— victory originally founded to celebrate

a military victory or other great political event, and signified the

union of government and religion. Since its establishment is of

comparatively recent date, no directions are given in the Avesta

as to the manner of conducting the ceremony. Eargard 8 of the

Vendidad does, however, give directions for collecting and preserv-

ing sixteen different kinds of fire which could he put to non-

Zoroastrian uses, and also for purifying fire which had been defiled

by contact with a dead body. Nothing is known about the found-

ing of the first Atash-Behram in India, after the fall of the Sas-

sanian dynasty and the emigration of the Parsis to Gujarat, but

it is known that in 1580 a. n., the Persian dasturs sent to the

Indian dasturs, at the request of the latter, directions for founding

an Atash-Behram, which were based on the passage in the eighth

Pargard of the Vendidad. Many changes had, however, been

made in the latter. Instead of sixteen fires there were now seven-

teen kinds to be collected, and all were to be purified. Cere-

monies prescribed by the Vendidad to be repeated nine times were

now to be performed ninety-one times; while ninety-one Yasnas

and Vendidads were to be recited. In the three centuries or more

which have elapsed since these directions were received from Persia,

so many changes and additions have been made that the number of

fires necessary for the founding of an Atash-Behram is now over a

thousand, and the number of Yasnas and Vendidads which have to

be recited is about seventy-five thousand, with a corresponding in-

crease in accompanying ceremonies. In concluding his account of

the development of the fire-enthronement ceremonies, and in appeal-

ing for a return to the simpler and more authentic observances, the

author says (p. 35)

:

Changes in ceremonials and customs in re-

sponse to changes in time, place, and circumstances, are neither good

nor bad in themselves. But they must not be introduced without

proper reason, and must be grounded in spirit of the religion. We
have already noticed however that in the matter of ceremonials

we have entirely departed from the spirit of the injunctions in the

Vendidad, and have added so enormously to their number and na-
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ture as to make them difficult, if not impossible, to carry out.

What is more, we are running the danger of diminishing the com-

munal devotion toward ceremonials by making them expensive and

difficult of being performed; and we would especially draw to this

danger the attention of all those who are constantly preaching to

us to preserve intact all the prayers and ceremonials as we find

them to-day

As for the form of the book, the reader^s attention is constantly

distracted and his patience tried by the countless mistakes in spell-

ing and word-division. The list of Errata, pp. xxi-xxii, includes

only a fraction of such errors. More serious are the numerous

inaccuracies and inconsistencies in the spelling of proper names

and of technical terms. Eight different spellings of Atash-Behram

are used. The Alhurz, ATborz^ and Alhurj mountains are men-

tioned, several times each. On p. 24 we find Rivayat^ on p. 43

Revayat. We read of the Regveda on p. 136, and of the Riga-Veda

on p. 138. Ipsi dixits on p. 24 is a peculiar combination. A pre-

historic ruler of Iran is called Faredoon on p. 138, Fareduw on p,

146, Faridoon on p. 150. On p. 107, Semitic is misused for Semite.

The second passage from the Gathas, quoted on p. 171, <Y. 46. 1>,
when compared with Geldner’s standard text, is foxmd to contain

six mistakes of various kinds.

One could continue almost indefinitely to enumerate similar

examples of carelessness. Since the book is a translation, the

author is probably the only person connected with its publication

who is in no way to blame for the slovenly way in which the printing
and proof-reading appear to have been done. In a recent general
survey, made for a very different purpose, of Parsi publications in

English, the reviewer was struck by the fact that a similar condi-
tion prevails among most of the Parsi books printed in English
in India. Those who are trying to advance Parsi scholarship

and to earn for it a place of respect in the world at large, will

more easily and quickly attain their object if they insist on the
elimination of such mistakes as disfigure the present volume.

Maeia Wilkins Smith.
Temple University.
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UInde et le monde. Par Sylvain Levi. Paris: Champion,

1926. Pp. 177.

Ancient Indian Tribes. By Bimala Chuen Law. (Punjab

Oriental Series, 12.) Lahore: Punjab Sanskeit Book

Depot, 1926. Pp. vi + 192 + 4.

Die Arische Feuerlehre. By Johannes Heetel. I Teil. (Indo-

iranische Quellen nnd Porschungen, Heft VI.) Leipzig: H.

Haessel, 1925. Pp. 188.

Die Methode der Arischen Forschung, By Johannes Heetel.

(Indo-iranische Quellen und Porschungen, Beiheft zu Heft

VI.) Leipzig: H. Haessel^ 1926. Pp. 80.

L'Inde et le Monde^ by Professor Sylvain Levi, is a collection

of six essays” or addresses of popular character but of considerable

philosophic interest. The first, which gives this book its title,

stresses the fact that India is not so isolated as is often said; the

next, Humanisme bouddhique,’^ points out that Buddhism is

to the East what Christianity is to the West; Civilisation brah-

manique^^ and the following ^^Civilisation bouddhique^^ reveal

how the fundamental Brahmanic tenets, Soul, Karma, salvation,

castes, form a unity as expressions of one view of life ;
Orient

et Occident shows the difficulty in mutual understanding; it is

well-nigh impossible for the Occident to understand the Orient;

the final essay is an address in English on Eastern Hiimanism,^^

which is a contradiction in terms since only the West has the

intellectual catholicity of real humanism; Indians aloofness is not

humanistic.

The second booklet. Ancient Indian Tribes, by B. C. Law, con-

tains all that is mentioned in ancient literature regarding the five

tribes of Kasis, Kosalas, Assakas, Magadbas, and Bhojas, a useful

collection, though including many trivial details culled from fables.

Buddha said all is burning and such seems to be the belief

of Johannes Hertel, who has turned from the Pancatantra to ex-

plain the Veda in terms of fire-worship. In the first booklet, the

author follows up his theory (IF xli) regarding brahman; dhena

is light
;
yaj means turn into fire

;
saosyant means he who

will turn into fire^^; sdvas is light yaJcsin is ^^he who has

light vasu and derivatives are aU light (compare Vohu Manah

6
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as clear thinking
;
vdimspati is fire as lord of wood, etc., im-

portant if true. The second booklet tries to show that all Indie-

Iranic religion is based on fire-cult
;

it cites ridiculous attempts to

translate the Eig Veda owing to ignorance of HerteTs theory;

Mithra-cult is found in EV 10. 22, There is also a sarcastic

polemic against Clemen, Keith, and Charpentier, who are civilly

told that they ^^misrepresent facts, have not the most elementary

knowledge of historical grammar, and are incapable of considering

facts before setting up a theory (p. 56). Altogether, a fiery

little book.

E. Washburn Hopkins.
Yale University.

American Schools of Oriental Research. Publications of the

Baghdad School. Texts: Vol. I. Joint expedition with the

Irak Museum at Nuzi, by Edwaed Chieba. Paris : Geuthner,

1937.

This volume, the first one of a series in which Professor Chiera

will publish and elucidate the tablets which he excavated in 1935
at Yorghan Tepe (near Kirkuk), the ancient Kuzi, contains the

cuneiform text of one hundred inheritance texts. The copies are

made with the accuracy and clearness that characterize Chiera’s

transcriptions. The tablets represent the records of a Hurri family
living probably, according to Chiera, about the middle of the second
millennium b. c. It is perfectly evident from the spelling of the
Assyrian, from the obscure foreign words contained in these texts,

and especially from the character of the proper names (in which
the divine name Teshub is of frequent occurrence), that the verna-
cular was not Assyrian but some form of Hittite.

Although all the documents are contracts of adoption, only No.
59 (transliterated and translated by Chiera and Speiser in JAOS..,
47, 40 f.) represents a bona fide actual adoption. In the other
tablets adoption is a legal fiction for a sale of real estate or (36,
50, and 78) of a woman into slavery. No. 36 reads as follows:
“ Tablet of daughtership and brideship of Tehiptilla, the son of
Puhishenni. luki, the son of Mazian, gives his daughter Shiluya
for daughtership and brideship to Tehiptilla. And Tehiptilla
gives her as wife to Akip-sharri his slave. And if Akip-sharri dies.
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Tehiptilla will give Shiluya to another slave of his. And as long

as Shiluya lives, she shall not leave the house of Tehiptilla. And
Tehiptilla gives to Inki 45 SXJ of silver.^^ No. 50 is likewise a

tuppi mdrtuti u Icalldtnti; No. 78 is a tuppi ahdtuti (tablet of

sisterhood) and contains the record of a similar transaction.

With the exception of these four tablets (26, 50, 59, and 78) and

of 87 and 99, all other texts are tuppi mdruti (tablet of sonship) :

87 and 99 are tuppi ahiiti (tablet of brotherhood). The adoption

of a person as a son, as a daughter (82, where mdruti is used

instead of mdrtuti, daughtership), or as a brother (87, 99), repre-

sents merely the sale of some real estate. The buyer, in considera-

tion of a payment in silver, bronze, grains, or the like, was adopted

by the seller and, upon the death of the latter, came into possession

of a specified field, or orchard, or house. The contract, after the

title (which is lacking only in 6 and 82), enumerates the following

items, with the omissions and the changes in order classified below.

A. A description of the real estate given to the adopted son

as his portion {zittu),

B. The amount paid by the buyer {kistu).

C. The provision that the real estate must be cleared of any

encumbrance resting upon it {pahiranu, dinu, or perhu, abbreviated

below respectively C, Cd, Cp).

D. The provision that the seller will bear the public charges

of the land {illcu, cf. my study of this word in AJSL 39, 66 fE).^

E. The amount to be paid by the seller if he refuses to carry out

the transaction (balakutu).

There is a considerable variety of order and omissions in these

tablets, as the following table will show.

1) Five items.

ABODE: 4 9 13 22 30 31 34 38 41 45 54 57 91 93 98.

ABCpDE : 83 85.

ABCED: 25 28 33 40 49. ABCdED: 23 36 43 67.

ABDCE: 3 12 27 37 46 48 52 55 92. ABDCpE: 62.

2) Four items.

ABCE: 15 20 56 58(?) 63 66(?) 68 77 88 94100. ABCdE:
5 16 21 51 70 71 73 74 76 81 96. ABCpE: 29 86 87 89.

^The vernacular word for iltcu seems to have been irwU (written IR. PI.

IS: 28, 24 and 33, 19; cf. 89,* 10),
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ABDE: 11 17.

ABEC: 10. ABECp: 19.

ACBE : 1 99.

ADCE: 60 66. ADCpE: 8 44 65.

3) Three items.

ABC: 61.

ABE: 7 18 24 32 47 53 64 72 75 80 82 (two contracts on one

tablet) 84 95.

ACE: 97. ACdE: 2 35 42.

U) Two items.

AE : 6 14 39 69 79 90.

Tehiptilla^ the son of Puhishenni^ appears as the purchaser in

nearly all these tablets; aside from 59 (where Hanadu adopts

Hutiya), the following other persons are named as purchasers:

Ennamati;, the son of Tehiptilla (68 98); GihTeshub^ the son of

Hutiya (29 83 85) ;
Haish-Teshub^ the son of Puhishenni (66)

;

Hutarraphi (78); Kurpazah (87); Musheya, the son of Hashiya

(39 88) ; Nuisheri (60) ; Tarmitilla^, the son of Shurkitilla (9 61) ;

TJdhapu^ the son of Hashiya (47(?) 89); Winnirgi (a woman)
(82). The seller is usually a man; but there are also instances of

two men (25 29 38 52 73 80 83), two brothers (15 19 39 70 77),

two relatives (46 66), a woman (18), a man and a woman (31 68),

three brothers (94 97)

;

two brothers and another man (67). and
three brothers and another man (71).

This cursory examination cannot convey an adequate impression

of the philological and historical importance of these documents.^

It is to be hoped that the other volumes of autographed texts and
of interpretation, promised in this series, will be issued in a not

too distant future. The author and the publisher deserve high
commendation for this undertaking.

Egbert H. Pfeiefer.
Harvard University.

® G, Conteneau {Les Tablettes de KerJcouk ei les Origines de la Civiliza-
tion Assyrienne, Extrait de Bahyloniaca ix. Paris, Geuthner, 1926) has
studied the seal impressions, the writing, and the proper names of the tab-
lets found in the same region, similar to those published by Chiera, that
were known in 1926, for the purpose of determining the relations of the
Hurri with the Assyrians and with the Hittites.
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A Study of Races in the Ancient Nea/r East, By William H.
WoBRELL. New York: D. Appletoi^ ajtd Company, 1927.

xiv 4- 139 pp., with 19 ihustratioiis.

Professor Worrell has produced a yery comprehensive little book.

In a little over a hundred pages the reader is introduced to the main

facts of Near Eastern geography and ethnology
;
to the interrelation-

ship of the Mediterraneans, Alpines, Nordics, and Einno-TIgrians,

the Hamites and Semites; and lastly, to the priucipal linguistic

and racial characteristics of the Hamites, the Semites, and the

Aryans.

The book addresses itself primarily to the general reader. This

may account for the many excellencies and the fevr shortcomings

of the work. In the first place, the study is w^ritten in a style

that is at once brisk and lucid. Hr. Worrell discusses the numerous

problems involved with the sure touch of one who has done much
original work in the field. The reader is bound to appreciate an

exposition that is authoritative and simple at the same time.

On the other hand, the distinction bet^veen hypothesis and fact

is not sufficiently sharp. That Welsh syntax may have been affected

by the non-Indo-European Pictish substratum (pp. 50 ff.) is quite

possible
;
but we scarcely have sufficient grounds to consider Pictish

a Hamitic language on the basis of alleged syntactic similarities

wdth Hamitic dialects. The specialist may find such a statement

suggestive, the general reader is likely to be misled into accepting

it as an established fact. Nor is the discussion of Hamito-Semitic

affinities uniformly convincing. What can be unqualifiedly ac-

cepted, however, is the author’s conclusion that Hamitic and

Semitic are fundamentally related, and that Hamitic represents

the survival of conditions more primitive than those to be found

in Semitic” (p. 78).

The author seems also to lean too heavily on his favorite theory

of polarity. It must not be forgotten that, while polarity is very

helpful as an illustration, the psychological principles behind polar-

ity are themselves in need of a satisfactory explanation.

With these few reservations the book can be heartily recom-

mended. It more than accomplishes the purpose, modestly set

forth in the preface, of being agreeable to general readers, and

not offensive to the learned.”
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Die Adoption im althdbylonischen Recht. {Leipziger rechtswissen-

schaftliche Studien, Heft 23). By Dr. inr. Martin David.

Leipzig; Theodor Weigher^ 1927. v + 1^1 PP- S.

The legal' and social aspects of adoption as reflected in Sumerian

and Akkadian sources are admirably surveyed in this exhaustive

monograph. From early Sumerian times, through the series ana

ittisu and the somewhat involved clauses of the Code of Hammurabi,

Dr. David follows the institution of adoption to the Middle As-

syrian period. The work is thorough and careful. The widely

scattered material has been judiciously sifted. Scholars will wel-

come this monograph as a convenient introduction to a subject to

which abundant new material has recently been added in the first

volume of the Nuzi series.^

E. A. Speiser.
University of Pennsylvania.

Archaeology and the Bible, By George A, Barton^ Philadelphia,

American Sunday School Union, 1925. xv + 561 pp.,

122 plates.

This is the fourth edition of a work which has become indispen-

sable to all real students of the Bible. There is in this edition

much more material than in the third, frothing of real importance
has been omitted. Some of the new features are an appendix on
the place of the Amorites in the Civilization of Western Asia,
where the Amurru theory is disproved. Among the additions to
the New Testament material we find the Chalice of Antioch which
Mr. Barton dates 120-140 a. d. The author has also included an
excellent translation of the Hittite Code of Laws.

J. A. Maynard.
Forest Hills, N. Y.

Eossel Island: An Ethnological Study. By W. E. Aemstbong,
M. A. CAjrBEiDGE ITnivehsitt Press. 1928. 8to. • pp!
xxriii + 274.

’

In this book Mr. Armstrong provides a survey of certain impor-
tant aspects of the culture of the most eastwardly island in the

^Inheritance Texts. By E. Chiera. Paris: Geuthner, 1927.
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Louisiade Archipelago, off the southeastern coast of New Guinea.

Discovered by Bougainville during his Pacific voyage of 1766-1769,

the island was named about thirty years later after the master of

D^Entrecasteaux’ ship. It has had few voluntary visitors since its

discovery, and none, before Mr. Armstrong, who made more than

a few casual observations on its inhabitants. Seventy years ago

three hundred Chinese passengers of the ship Saint Paul on their

way to the Australian gold fields went, with two or three exceptions,

to swell the islanders^ food supply. The history of this episode,

together with that of KossePs less intimate contacts with alien life,

is contained in an Appendix where the original sources are cited.

The question of cannibalism in the island and the relation of the

Chinese victims to the normal functioning of this custom are dis-

cussed in Chapter IX.

A valuable Introduction is contributed by Dr. A. C. Haddon,

who sums up the contributions of Mr. Armstrong and others to the

physical anthropology of Eossel Island and the rest of the Massim

area of southeastern New Guinea, and finds that Professor

Seligman^s views as to the racial composition of the Massim are

broadly confirmed by the data from Eossel. It appears that the

Eossel Islanders, while agreeing in many respects with Seligman’s

southern group of the Massim, have also a strong infusion of the

northern group.^^ The latter, taller element is similar in appear-

ance to the Polynesians, and Dr. Haddon considers that probably

^^the bearers of the higher culture to the Massim area are mainly

of this type/^ The evidence from language (non-Melanesian in

Eossel), from the material culture, from the mytholog}^ and from

the totemic and other features of the social organization tends to

confirm that from physical anthropology, viz., that an aboriginal

culture, perhaps Papuan, has been overlaid by several waves of

migration, and that this has produced a type similar to that of the

Massim area in general, but that Eossel, as might be expected from

its isolated situation, has retained more primitive features.

In Appendix III, Mr. Armstrong has an acutely reasoned dis-

cussion of the General Theory of the Classificatory System of

Relationship, in which he maintains that the views of the late Dr.

W. H. E. Eivers concerning the classificatory system, usually so

called, are in certain respects untenable."' This discussion, with

Chapter IV, on the Relationship System of Eossel Island, and
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Chapter III^ Tribes Clan, and Family—on which last the theoretical

discussion of the Appendix and Chapter III has also a bearing

—

forms the chief contribution of the book to sociological theory.

The author holds that Eivers^s definition of classificatory

"

involves two other types of relationship, which he names ^^open

class ” and closed class systems. The two kinds of classes
"

refer respectively to the distinction and to the partial grouping

together of generations for the purpose of intermarriage
;
the Kossel

system, like others which are ^ classificatory ^ in the usual sense

of the term,'^ represents a third stage of development in which the

distinction by generations disappears.

The ^^intermarrying exogamous groups of Eossel are charac-

terized by matrilineal descent and the possession of linked totems

similar to those of the southern Massim, but with the important

distinction that one of the totems, a snake, in Eossel is ranked as

a god. Among the southern Massim there is no rigid avoidance of

the snake totem, while in Eossel Island snakes that function as

totems are avoided and feared by all clans.

The author also takes issue with Eivers for regarding, as he says,

the family and other relationship groups as being of the same

logical type ” as, e. g., occupational groups and the village. The
tribal relation he would bring under the former type and describes

it as the relation of solidarity, so that the tribal grouping of a

persons is the sequence of persons ”—on the analogy of the defini-

tion of family grouping and, indeed, actually to a great degree as

the outcome of family relationships— towards whom he experi-

ences solidarity : the remoter the member of his tribe, the slighter

the solidarity with that person.^" The notion of spatial relations

is brought in to supplement this.

The monetary system involves usury and an elaborate estimation

of values, and has a close relation to a great part of the ceremonial

usages. Arbitrary values have been assigned to coins ” of shell

of two different kinds—^values which are not based entirely on the
rarity of those of higher denominations but also on custom. The
resulting difficulty of making change has given rise to a class

of brokers who make a profit by transferring possession of coins.
Some of these men acquire wealth and attain to such importance
in the community as to become chiefs.
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Mr. Armstrong's book is a valuable contribution to our knowledge

of Melanesian peoples, and it is greatly to be hoped that he will be

able to complete his investigations especially of the two subjects

his introductory examination of which has already had such fruitful

results.

H. U. Hall.
University Museum,

Philadelphia.

MiK ^Ail Seou. The volume in commemoration of the 500tJi

anniversary of his birth. Published by the Academy of Sciences

of the U. S. S. R. Leningrad : 1928, 2 -|- ii -j- pp.

The great Chaghatay-Turkish poet, philosopher, and statesman

Mir ^Ali Shir Navaju was bom in Herat in 844 A. H. Thus in

1926 A. D. (=1344 A. H.) were completed five centuries (of the

Mohamuoiedan era) from the date of his birth. Therefore the

Russian Academy of Sciences, through its Perpetual Secretary,

promised the First Turcological Congress at Baku, in March, 1926,

that it would publish a volume dedicated to his memory. Just

two years latex this appeared under the editorship of W, Barthold.

The contents of it are a brief preface by the editor; four articles,

two of which are devoted especially to Navayi; and five reviews.

The article of A. Samoilovitch gives us a sketch of the history

and development of the literary Central-Asiatic Turkish language.

Historically this language has passed three periods, not clearly

separated : the first, in which the cultural centre was at Kashgar,

begins with the Qarakhanids^ kingdom (10th century) ;
the second,

ill Khwarezm, from about the 12th century; and the third, in the

country of the Timurids, from the 15th to the beginning of the

20th c. Several examples of the lexicographical material of these

periods are given.

E. Berthels in his comparison between Kavayi and ^Ater dis-

cusses the question of the influence of ^AttaPs poem Mantiq at-Tair

on the Lisan at-iTair of Kavayi. This is, perhaps, the most valuable

article in the volume. The principal idea of the author is that

when we have two works with an identical theme, the latter one

may also be important, if the borrowed theme is treated in another

way. He compared the two poems carefuUy, almost verse by verse.
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and his conclusion is very favorable to Navayi : of 63 stories intro-

duced by Ifavayi in his poem only 12 are borrowed from the poem

of ^Attar and 51 are independent. Moreover we must highly appre-

ciate the pages of Berthels^ work dealing with the Sufism of the

Turkish poet.

The next article, of A. Romaskevitch, describes a manuscript

belonging to the Library of Petersburg University. It is the

Chaghatay-Persian dictionary of Path ^All Khan, another copy of

which was described by the Hungarian Turcologist Jbzsef Thury.

The deeply scientific and brilliant work of the editor is devoted

to the study of the political and social life in Herat at the time

of Mir ^Ali Shir. The principal aim of W. Barthold was to give

a picture of the real life and to correct the panegyrical and fan-

tastic ideas which have been formed by Oriental and European

authors. Of course, the learned author has succeeded in this.

Especially this article is directed against the work of Belin on

Mir ^Ali Shir.

Four of the five critical notes, written by A. Samoilovitch, deal

with books published on Navayi in Azarbaijan and Turkestan by

native writers. And generally the opinion of the critic is favorable

to the oriental authors.

N. Mautinovitch.
Columbia University.

Indian Serpent Lore, or the Nagas in Hindu Legend and Art.

By J. Ph. Vogel. London: Peobsthain, 1926 (actually

1927). Pp. 318, with 30 plates.

Professor Vogel (pp. 4-6) is inclined to doubt the non-Aryan
character of the serpent cults. It is quite true that the Eig Veda
Samhita does not give us a complete picture of old Indian civiliza-

tion, but it is precisely the non-Aryan elements that are lacking,
and in my view both Macdonell {Vedic Mythology, p. 153) and
Oldenberg are right in deducing, from their absence in the hymns,
the non-Aryan character of the Nagas. In this connection the occur-
rence of a faience tablet with a representation of a Naga, recently
found at Mohenjo Daro (see Illustrated London News, March 26,
1926), and certainly pre-Aryan, is of interest. The pre- and non-
Aryan population of India worshipped, not the gods of the Brah-
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mans, but Yaksas, and goddesses—about whom the Vedas,

naturally, tell us very little."^

It is in the Epics, and Pali and Prakrit literature that we first

hear much about the Nagas. Now nothing is commoner than for

a conquering race to adopt the literary and mythological traditions

of the conquered; the heroes of the Arthurian cycle are not the

less Celtic because we know them largely from French versions.

The Epics belong to a period when Aryan and native culture had

been almost completely fused; that the Nagas, like the Yaksas

and goddesses, here bear Sanskrit names proves little, and we

certainly cannot argue from this that hymns to Yaksas, Nagas,

and goddesses of fertility and increase were accidentally omitted

from the Vedie collections.

Professor Vogel remarks that trees haunted by N^as are of rare

occurrence; but the following may be added to the examples cited:

Fergusson, Tree and Serpent W\ors}iip, pi. LXXII (Naginis under

trees)
;
the Pataliputra railing (AYaddell, Excavation at Patali-

putra^ 1903, pi. I) ; Mahdlhdrata, southern recension 12.69.41 ff.,

where Nagas are mentioned amongst the beings dwelling in sacred

trees.

Naga Kals ^ are mentioned and illustrated, but more complicated

forms {ndffa dangaya etc.) are found in, Ceylon (my Mediaeval

Sinhalese Art, index, s. v. Naga, and Pis. VII, 6 and LII, 3).

Ndgabandhu is stated to be the asvattha tree; but a nagabandha

in Ceylon and southern India is the stop of a chamfer, in form like

a cobra hood, and found at the passage from the four to the eight-

sided part of a pillar; and also a type of perforated window, with

interlacing cobras.^”'

In connection with Sesa, reference might have been made to the

Naga brackets which occur as pedestal supports (e,g. at Candi

Loro Jongrang) in Java; these have been discussed by Bosch

(^^Linga-Heiligdom van Dinaja,^^ Tijdsohr, h. Bat, Genootschap,

LXIV, 1924, p. 263). Incidentally it may be remarked that Bosch's

^ Vedic references to serpents are fully discussed by Keith, Religion and

philosophy of the Veda (1925).

® In this connection Taittiriya Samhitd VI, 1, 10 is of interest: ‘‘Thus

do I entwine the necks of the biting serpents . . . the serpents do not bite

that year.”

See J, A, 0. 8,, Vol. 48, p. 265, n&gorvandha.
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view that the yoni element of the lingam-yo^;!! represents the Earth

is confirmed by such early (Gupta) representations as that of the

sealing from Basarh, Bloch, ^^Excavations at BasdrJi/' A» S. I-,

A. B., 1903-04, PL XL, 2.

Eeference might well have been made to the story of Baja Adi

who was found sleeping by Drona under the guardianship of a

serpent, whence the place name Ahiksetra or Ahicchatra (Beal,

Buddhist Records^ p, 200, and Cunningham, Reports, I, pp. 255,

256).

The mode of attachment of the Xaga hoods to a human body,

discussed on p. 40, is first clearly shown in the Eamagrama com-

position (here fig. 4) of Sanci, south gate, middle architrave, outer

face, where a Xaga and Nagi, bowing, are shown in side and nearly

back view, the body of the snake extending downwards along the

spine.

In connection with Zahhak (p. 40) it might have been remarked

that a similar type occurs early, in the figure of Xingishuida, with

serpents rising from his shoulders, worshipped by Gudea (Ward,

Seal Cylinders, p. 376); also that characteristic ^^n,^as^^, with

human bust and serpent body appear regularly in early Babylonian

(Sumerian) art (Ward, ib>, Ch. XVIII, and figs. 362-365 and

1247, 1249).

As regards the Ifagaraja Elapattra (pp. 39, 213, and PI. Ill),

I have shown that Elapattra is not an equivalent of Airavata, and

have explained the relief in detail, in J. E. A, 8., 1928.

In connection with the keeping of cobras as household animals

(pp. 20, 274), I may mention that the late Thakur J. Seesodia

informed me that such a cobra was kept as a sacred pet in his

family, that his grandmother would sleep with it coiled round

her waist, and that it was necessary that every bride entering the

house should be properly introduced to the cobra.

Xow with reference to the old Kaga images of Mathura. Profes-

sor Vogel says: ^"Modern images of Baladeva ... are nothing
but imitations of the ancient Naga figures. How the images of the
Nagas came to be confounded by the villagers with effigies of

Baladeva (or Balaiama), the elder brother of Krishna, it is not
difficult to explain. Baladeva is believed to be an incarnation of
Sesha ...” But in view of the fact that already in the MaMbha-
rata (see Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 212) Baladeva ia described
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as having his head wreathed with snakes, it seems quite possible

that some of the ancient images which we call Nagas were originally

effigies of Balarama. Certainly the fonr-headed deity at Osia, ca.

ninth century (Bhandarkar, in A.B,, 1908-09, p. 106)

who holds a ploughshare and mace, rides on Garnda, and has the

five hoods of a serpent about his head is Baladeva. Cunningham,

A. S. Reports, VI, 21, mentions a serpent-hooded " Baldeo image

at Kiip Bas, over 27 feet in height. Professor Vogel does not refer

to the related subject of Bacchanalian Nagas, and Maitreya-like

Nagas holding an ain^ta flask. Here too there may be some con-

nection with Baladeva, who is described in the MaKdhhdrata as a

heavy drinker.

No reference seems to be made to the traditional association of

snakes with sandal trees, a subject frequently illustrated in repre-

sentations of Asavari and Eamakali Eaginis in Eajput paintings

(see Catalogue of the Indian Collections, Boston, Vol. V, No,

LVIII, LXX).^ With reference to the keeping of snakes in

earthen vessels, as in the story of Basu Nag (pp. 256, 257), other

Eagini paintings are of interest (Boston Catalogue, ibid. No.

LXXVI), while earthen pots with twining snakes are to be found

in Ceylon (my Mediaeval Sinhalese Art, PL XXVI, 6).

The book is admirably illustrated. Amongst the few important

representations of Nagas that might well have been added may be

mentioned the very fine relief of a five-headed Naga which is cut

in the living rock and guards the pool at Mihintale in Ceylon, and

the relief of Adi Sesa in the Siva temple at Siisailam (Fig. 1).

Probably the oldest Naga image for which extant evidence is

available is represented by the stone hoods of Maurya date from

Eajgir, now NS, 3 in the Calcutta Museum {Mem, A, 8,1,, 30,

p, 44).

Professor Vogel makes a brilliant identification of the Amaravati

scenes reproduced on Plate VII. The relief of the Kalika story is

one of the loveliest of Amaravati sculptures, and has not, I think,

been published before. It is in the British Museum. Here (Fig. 2)

I illustrate another Amaravati relief now in Madras, which might

belong either to the Champeyya or the Bhuridatta Jataka; but the

* Reference to the caste of the great Kaga kings will be found in the

ChinnamastS. Dhyanam, ibid., p. 137.
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presence of a monkey points more definitely to the Ahigun^a
JMaka. Another Amaravati group I am unable to identify (Fig. 3)

;

it is, I believe, in the Madras Museum, and represents a princely

personage stepping across or upon two Nagas; the scene is appar-

ently at a ghat, suggested by the presence of several fishermen;

similar to this is another Madras fragment, Golonbew photo No*

6264:2. The principal figure is followed by one in monastic robes,

and between his legs there appears another figure, half seen, with

hands respectfully folded, which may be the Naga in human form.

The scene is published here in the hope that Professor Vogel or

some other student may be able to identify it,^

Professor YogePs book is an admirably prepared and almost ex-

haustive account of its subject, and it is not by way of criticism, but

as a contribution to the subject, that the above suggestions are

made. It is also very well produced, and remarkably free of mis-

prints; I have noticed only Seshon a for on Sesha, in the list of

illustrations and p. 35, line 22, tutelaiy for tutelary. The value of

the work is greatly enhanced by the excellent index.

India: the landscape^ the monuments, and the people. By Maktin
HuKLiMAisr. Berlin ; Orbis Terrarum Series, 1938.

xxxiv pp., 1 map, 304 plates.

This is an Indian picture book, with an introduction. The
authors admirable and well-chosen photographs present an adequate

picture of a living culture in vital relation to its actual environ-

ment. The authoPs point of view is scholarly; but his purpose is

to ^^let the beauty of the country and its monuments speak for

itself.^^ It is quite incorrect to say that Buddha dissipated the

castes^’; he did not concern himself in any way with the social

order, except to recommend to the Vajjians the continuance of ex-

isting institutions, nor was the caste system even fully developed in

* Still another relief from Amaravati, in the Madras Museum (A. S. I.

photo B. 165, India Office Serial No. 770, Golonbew No. 62716) shows a
coiled serpent seated, so to speak, in a cane chair, and curiously regarded
by a man and woman who stand beside the chair, looking down, upon it.

Cf. Ferguson, Tree and Serpent Worship, PI. LXIII, 1, same subject.
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the Buddha’s time. It is however just to say (and few general

writers on India have realised this) in connection with the decline

of Buddhism in India that ^Hhe incomparable affective values

which were the issue have, perhaps, a social foundation.” The

white Brahmin cord” is not worn only by Brahmans, but also

by Ksatriyas, Vaisyas, and ^^good Sudras ” such as the southern

Veilalas. Adventures with women ” is a poor and undiscerning

term to use in connection with the Krsna Lila. Zoological gar-

den ” is a curious version of the deer park ” at Benares. Some now

discarded identifications are retained, e. g. the Mahesa at Elephanta

is still called a Trimurti, and the Gangavatarana at Mamallapuram

Arjuna’s Penance. Eor some unknown reason the terms Pallava

and Chola are preceded by the qualification so-called.” Misprints

are comparatively few: one notes Jamapuri for Yamapuri (p.

xxiii), Ghau for Ghaus (p. xxvii), and Jahai for Jahan (p. xxix).

Volumes on Indo-China and Ceylon, and on Nepal and Tibet are

to follow, and will be welcomed.

Basreliefs of Badaml. By K. D. Bakeeji. Memoirs of the

Archaeological Survey of India, No. 25. Calcutta, 1928.

62 pp; 27 plates.

This is an admirable and adequately illustrated account of all

the sculptures in caves I to IV at Badami. One of these caves is

dated 578, and all belong to the latter part of the 6th century.

The reliefs are equally important as examples of Indian Art and

as illustrations of the mythology. Those illustrating the rape of

the Soma by Ganida seem to be unique. The representation of

Brahma as ndhhija seems to be the earliest known, for the Deogarh

Brahma is indeed ahjaja but the stem of the lotus is not connected

with Visnu’s navel; and Bhandarkar {Vaisnavism^ Saivism, etc.,

p. 45) is able to cite only eighth century examples from Elura

and Sirpur. It is remarkable that in the Trivikrama compositions

of caves II and IV, the figure of Sukra ^ holding the daksinoda is

represented like a Buddha, with firm, usnlsa, and samghdti.

See J, R, A, 8., 1929, p. 153, correcting ib., 1928, p. 835, note 2.
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The bull and elephant design (fig. 3) under the dvdrlipdla of

cave I (p. 3) is called simply “an elephant fighting with a bull;”

1. From one of the Virupaksa pillars, 2. Hampi, Achyuta Raja’s temple,

Pattadakal, ca. 740. Longhurst, Hampi Ruins, fig. 51.

3. Badami, cave 1, veranda. From Ceylon.

but this design, which occurs elsewhere, really represents a bull and

elephant facing, with heads so ingeniously combined that a single

form fits both animals. It is an interesting example of the ani-

mal style ^^and is to be correlated with other designs of like ancestry,

e. g. the widely distributed forms representing two or more animals

of one species so arranged that a single head serves equally well for

each. A small sculpture combining a bull, elephant, and ram

has been found at Mohenjodaro, and is reproduced in the lUtiS-

trated London Neivs^ January 14, 1928, p. 44, fig. 4. The bull-

elephant combination is known in Ceylon as usamba-lcunjara, and

in southern India as viraguba-lcunQara corresponding to Sanskrit

vrsabha-lcunjara. Various occurrences of this form are shown in

the accompanying illustrations : Fig. 1, on a pillar of the Virupaksa

temple at Pattadakal, Cousens, loc, dt. supra, pL XLIV ;
Pig-

Hampi, Longhurst, A. H., Hampi ruins, fig. 51 ;
Fig. 3, BadaxnT,

Cave I, ut supra; Fig. 4, Ceylon, my Mediaeval Sinhalese art, fig.

27, Another example appears on a late south Indian ivory

illustrated by Goetz, Geschnitzte Elfenbeinbiichsen aus Siidin-

dien,^^ Jahrh. as. Kunsi, II, 1925.
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The designation Cave IV is now given to what used to be called

Cave III or the Great Vaisnava Cave/^ but the Plates (15-27)

from this Cave are erroneously numbered as coming from Cave

III^ which in the new numbering of the text refers only to a small

Cave without reliefs except a doubtful Bodhisattva, Further, to

accord with the text, Plate 14 should be described as from Caves

III and IV, not from Cave III alone.

Anakda K. Coomaraswamy.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

The family of the late Professor Maurice Bloomfield has presented to

the Library of our Society a large collection of letters received by him,

over a period of nearly fifty years, from many distinguished orientalists

and philologists. The letters number about two hundred; many are long

and of great scholarly interest. All members of the Society wull surely

wish to associate themselves with the expression of gratitude to the donors

which was tendered by a resolution adopted at the Society’s last meeting.

It is hoped, further, that this example will be followed in the future by

other distinguished members of the Society or their heirs. Such collec-

tions will constitute a permanent and very valuable enrichment of our

records.

Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, as an appointed representative of the

American Oriental Society, attended the twenty-fifth anniversary meeting

of the American Academy of Arts and Letters held in New York, April

23-24 .





THE OBIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF THE MANDEANS
C. H. Kbaeling

The old saw from Shakespeare^s Twelfth Night about those who
have greatness thrust upon them applies quite happily, it would
seem, to the Mandeans, for in all probability no one would be more
surprised at the widespread discussion which they have latterly

occasioned than the Mandaic artisans of modern Bagdad and the

Mandate farmers, if such there stiU be, in the lower Euphrates

valley.

The Mandeans may go on with their normal mode of life and
disregard the discussions of their own significance. We^ fortunately

or unfortunately, can avoid neither the issue they have raised in the

minds of scholars, nor the increasing flow of literature produced

by the issue, particularly in Germany. The literature so far as it is

not already listed in my Mandaic Biiliography ^ will be referred

to below. The issue might be formulated in the words : Have we
in the religious tradition and thought of the Mandaic sect the key

to the origin and development of the conception of redemption as it

found expression in nascent Christianity and in Hellenistic syncre-

tism?

Now it is indeed a far cry from modern Iraq to the hellenistic

Orient. The first task which anyone dealing with the theories of

the religionsgeschichtliche Schule^^ on the subject of the

Mandeans should therefore set himself is the study of the history

of the sect. Only after we have to the best of our ability fixed a

place for them in the history of the religious development of the

Orient can we discuss the nature and the value of their contribution

to the study of Christian antiquity.

1. The Mandeans of modern Iraq first came to the attention of

the western world in the late sixteenth century. It was a Jesuit

mission, working under cover of the Portuguese domination of the

Indian Ocean, that discovered them living in extensive communi-

ties in and about Basra of the Iraq-al-Arabi, where they are said

to have numbered approximately fifteen thousand souls, as well as

in the neighboring Persian province of Khuzistan. Because they

called themselves Nasoraie d'Yahya (Nasoreans of John) and

^JAOS., vol. 46, pp. 49-55.
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because in Arabic an-Nasara is the normal designation of the

Christians, the Mandeans became known to the West as the Chris-

tians of St. John (the Baptist)/’ a name that clung to them in

the textbooks for some time.

Neither the contact with the Jesuits nor that with the discalced

Carmelites which followed when the British gained control of the

East, redounded to the happiness of the Mandaic sect. Enforced

privations, military conscription and deportation, all imposed by

a horribly misguided religious zeal, ushered in a period of suffer-

ing which decimated its numbers to such an extent that to-day the

sect is in the last stages of the process of disintegration. One might

fancy that the Mandaic bogy haunting the Christian scholars of

modern Europe were but the ghost of the maltreated Mandaic sect

refusing to be laid and revenging itself upon its persecutors.

Once the curiosity aroused by the initial discovery of the

Mandeans had been satisfied they ceased to be a subject of discus-

sion, remaining in this condition of disregard some two centuries.

Travellers in the Orient occasionally reported that they continued to

exist, compends continued to mention them among the curiosa which

compends will mention, but that was about all. Only the new
impetus given to Oriental studies in the nineteenth century brought

the Mandeans to the fore. Manuscripts of Mandaic Holy Writ,

such as had reached the famous Maronite Orientalist Abraham
Ekchellensis in the early seventeenth century were now studied

with care. Orientalists and scholarly minded officials from France,

England and Germany visited the surviving Mandaic groups, study-

ing their language, their living tradition and their customs, and
brought with them more and more of the codices in which was

embodied the Mandaic theology.

Virtually all the texts represented by these codices have now been

published by Lidzbarski.^ They represent a body of tradition that

compares favorably in size at least with the Koran and the Old
Testament. To the evidence thus placed at our disposal for the

study of the sect must be added that produced as incidental to

archaeological excavations into the more ancient strata of Oriental

civilization, namely, the Mandaic bowls from Khuwabir, published
by Pognon, those from Nippur published by Professor Montgom-

® The three important publications are. Das Johanneshuch der Mandder,
2 vols., 1905-1915; Manddische Liturgien, 1920; and Ginza^ 1925.
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ery and the lead amulets of which one has been published by Lidz-

barski*®

The study of these Mandate texts at once showed that it was
incorrect to think of the Mandeans as a Christian sect, or to speak

of them as Christians of St. John For, though in their mytho-

logical outlook they differed but slightly from such as Mani, who
none the less styled himself an apostle of Jesus Christ”, there

existed a fundamental difference between the Mandeans and all

those groups properly or improperly designated in the past as

Christian sects, namely this, that they definitely rejected Jesus,

considering him to be the very impersonation of all that is evil and

deceitful. To the Mandeans Jesus is the Meshiha daggala, the false

or lying Messiah, the Antichrist, the offspring of the Evil Spirit

herself and the manifestation of the malignant planetary deity

Nbu, the Assyrian Nabu or Mercury. A hymn in the Oxford col-

lection warns the faithful against him as follows

:

Beware my brethren.

Beware my beloved,

Beware my brethren

Of the worthless Jesus Christ,

Of him who makes false representations

And who distorts my words.*

The first part of the ninth book of the right Ginza ” in listing

the false religions or gates ” ® that exist in the world, presents

evidence of calumniations of the Christians no less horrible than

those current in the western world according to the testimony of

the early Christian apologists.

The nearest approach to the intensity of their hatred of the

Christians is found in the vituperations which they utter against

the Jews. Of this people, the chosen folk of the evil planetary

deity Shamesh, they say

:

® Pognon, H., Inscriptions mandaites des coupes de Khouabir, Paris,

1898 ; Montgomery, J. A., Arameuie Incantation Texts from Nippur, Phila-

delphia, 1913; Lidzbarski, M., Ein mandaisches Amulett,” Florilegium

Melchior de Vogue, Paris, 1910, pp. 249'375.

* Mand. Lit., p. 192.

^ (Hn^a, pp. 223-234. The use of “ gate ” for religion clarifies the mean-

ing of the question “ What is the gate of Jesus which was put to James

according to Hegesippus (Eusebius, B. JE., ii, 23).
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He, Adonai, chose for himself a people and founded a synagogue. Jeru-

salem is built, the city of the Jews, who circumcise themselves with the

sword, sprinkle their faces with their blood and thus adore Adonai. The

men leave their wives and cohabit with one another. In their monthly

period the women have intercourse with their men. They desert the true

doctrine of the first days and compose a book for themselves.

To you I say, my elect, have nothing to do with these slaves, who have

whored away from their Lord.®

This enmity toward Jew and Christian alike presents a peculiar

problem to the student of Mandate lore, for nothing is more certain

than that the Mandate scriptures are replete with echoes of Old

Testament tradition and no small amount of evidence can be

adduced to show that Christian thought and practice helped to

mould Mandate belief. Burkitt has made something of a case for

the use of the Peshitta of Ps. 29, 5-9, in the Ginza,^ and much more

might be said for the Mandate observance of the the

“in, or Sunday, as a practice taken over from the Chris-

tians.

The difficulty which the twofold attitude to both Christians and

Jews presents is that of determining the time and the sequence of

the proximity and revulsion therein presupposed. To this question

we shall return later. Suffice it to say at this point that the cause

for the antipathy against the Christians must lie in the period ante-

dating the arrival of the Jesuit mission in Mesopotamia because

the hatred is directed against an organized Church, and is recorded

in documents antedating the last years of the sixteenth century.®

2. Once the idea that the Mandeans were a Christian sect was

dropped by western scholars, it became necessary to find a new
place for them in the history of the religious development of the

Orient.

When discovered by the Jesuits, the Mandeans dwelt among the

Mohammedans in a relatively undisturbed state. As far as the

® Ginza, p. 25, sect. 166-167.

’"‘Xote on Ginza Rabba 174,” Jowr. TheoL Stud., XXIX, 1928, pp.
235-237.

® The hatred against Jews and Christians seems to rise out of a period

of persecution. It is interesting to note that in their dealings with per-

secutors the Mandeans were allowed to follow the course of action also

permitted to Jews, under certain conditions, namely, that of giving way
to their persecutors. Cf. Ginza, p. 29, and G. F. Moore, Judaism, vol. 11,

1927, pp. 106-107.
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Mandeans are concerned, this peaceful co-residence has little sig-

nificance, for in Mesopotamia they represented a religious minority,

they loved the Mohammedans not at all and spoke of the prophet

as the son of a magician Bizbat.® As far as the Mohammedans are

concerned, who were of course in the majority, and who were as

intolerant as the Mandeans, though for a different reason, the

peaceful co-residence would seem to be significant. It would appear

to indicate that the Moslem rulers classed the Mandeans with those

called dhimmi i, e, the ones with whom a compact for religious

toleration had been made.

The Mohammedans granted religious toleration to such as wor-

shipped the one God and were in possession of some form of the

revelation of that one God. Now the Koran mentions three groups

of dhimmij the Jews, the Christians and the Sabiun or Sabeans,

not to be confused with the Sabean family of Semitic peoples. If

the Mandeans were tolerated by the Mohammedans, and if by reason

of their animosity against Christians and Jews they could hardly

be connected with either of these religious groups, it would seem to

follow that they represent the Sabeans of the Koran.

This conclusion was actually drawn by the Orientalists of the

nineteenth century in their endeavor to give the Mandeans a place

in the religious development of the Orient, and a number of argu-

ments were advanced to uphold the identification. The first was

that their Mohammedan neighbors in modern times called the

Mandeans Subba, a broken plural of Sabi, formed after the analogy

of the transition from faHJun to fu'^alun. The second was an ety-

mology of the word Sabi in which, by the use of the root

the name was rendered baptists and thus made applicable to the

Mandeans with their well-known stress upon baptismal lustrations.

The third was the support given to this etymological identification

by reference to a passage in the Fihrist of An-Nadim where the

Sabeans are said to embrace the Mughtasila, a sect whose name

signifies those who wash themselves The last was the simi-

larity between Mandaic and Sabean practice, such as the north-

ward orientation in prayer and the use of the girdle.

The identification of the Mandeans and the Sabeans which was

supported by these arguments and which would automatically date

the Mandaic sect back to the days of the tradition embodied in the

Ginzay p. 30, sect. 203. i‘>Flugel, Mani, 1862, pp. 133-134.
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Koran was not without its difficulties. These difficulties lay in the

references made to the Sabeans by late Arabic writers like Moses

Maimonides^ Shahrastani and Masudi. They tell us, for instance,

that the Chalif al-Qahir (932-934) consulted the eminent jurist

Abu Sa*id al Ishtakhri as to whether the Sabeans should continue

to be tolerated and that he was told that they should be extermi-

nated, since they worshipped the planets.^^ The charge is corrobo-

rated by an-Nadim (987 A. d.), who adds the information that the

Sabeans are dualists.^ The Sabeans of whom these writers speak

are, moreover, said to live in the district of Harran.

None of these facts, if facts they be, really fit our Mandeans.

They dwell in Mohammedan times in Mesene, in the lower

Euphrates valley, there are dualistic elements in their teaching, but

fundamentally they are monotheists, and certainly they never

worshipped the evil planets. How then can they be the Sabeans

of late Mohammedan times?

Chwolson in his famous work on the Sabeans pointed a way out

of this difficulty. He showed that Abu Bekr ibn Waffishijah in 903

A. n. distinguished between Harranian and Babylonian Sabeans

and that according to a Christian writer, Abu Yusuf (late ninth

century, quoted by An-Nadim), the Harranian Sabeans are really

no Sabeans at all but rather a group of pagan dualists who had

adopted the name in 833 A. n. in the effort to gain the protection it

afforded.^* The assumption then is that the later Arabic writers

have failed to observe the distinction between Harranian and Baby-

lonian Sabeans, and that the latter are not dualists.

It seems natural to suppose that the Mandeans are actually

these tenth century Babylonian Sabeans, and that these in turn are

the Sabeans of the Koran, but even here there are difficulties. In

the first place the etymological argument in support of the identifi-

cation is weak, the root being the one that actually gives us

the form Sabiim. In the second place the Mandeans never speak

of themselves as Sabeans, and in the third place we have no way
of telling anything about the Sabeans of the Koran.

The imcertainty which exists on these points might at first glance

seem to create the impression that it is hopeless to try to trace

Chwolson, Die Ssahierj St. Petersburg, 1856, vol. II, pp. 543>544.

p. 541.

vol. I, p. 135. Ihid., vol. II, pp. 14-17.
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the Mandeans back of the late Mohammedan milieu, and at least

one German scholar, Peterson, has latterly swung to this extreme

in his treatment of the sect.^® He might argue not alone from

the uncertainty regarding the identity of the Sabeans, but also

from two other premises. The first is that the earliest Mandaic

MS. is dated 1590 a. d., the second is that Mohammed is explicitly

mentioned in a number of the religious texts.

Peterson^s conclusions are as unwarranted as those of some who

go to the opposite extreme. A number of facts require considera-

tion in this connection. First, the Mohammedan era, while it was

certainly productive of sectarian divisions among the followers of

the prophet himself, and while it possibly permitted the survival of

syncretistic religious beliefs (viz., the Harranian), w^as entirely

unsuited to the creation of new syncretistic faiths like that of the

Mandeans. Second, the Mohammedan era is not the time for the

engenderment of that intense hatred of Christians and Jews to

which the texts give expression. Third, while the MS. evidence

for the Mandaic religion may not antedate the sixteenth century,

the Mandaic bowls produced by the excavations in Mesopotamia are

at least a millennium older. Pognon dated his bowls in the early

days of the seventh century, the language showing slight traces of

Arabic influence.^® Professor Montgomery, whose bowls showed

no such influence, dated the Nippur texts about 600 A. n. The

oldest Mandaic monument, the lead tablet published by Lidzbarski,

is still earlier, as is shown by the script, and was dated by its pub-

lisher as early as the beginning of the fifth century In the fourth

place, the language of the Mandeans, an Aramaic dialect, closest

to the dialect of the Talmud Babli, is by no means as degenerate and

hence late as one might suppose at first glance, for the weakening

of the laryngals and of the doubled letter so characteristic of the

dialect can be attributed to local variation more readily than to

degeneration, as earlier parallels show. Finally it can be demon-

strated that while in certain texts the references to Mohammed are

integral parts of late compositions, in others they are manifestly

secondary additions to pre-Mohammedan tradition. As in the case

“ Urchristentum u. Mandaismus/^ ZA/’W., 1928, pp. o5>91, and particu-

larly p. 62.

Op. cit,, pp. 14-15.

“ Ein mandaisches Amulett,” Florilegium Melchior de Vogue, 1910,

pp. 349-375.
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of the double nomenclature, like Yahya-Johana, the earlier Aramaic

tradition is found to accommodate itself to the demands of the later

Mohammedan era.

All of this makes it necessary to grant that the Mandate sect

existed before the Hejirah. The uncertainty regarding the Sabeans

of the Koran then loses its decisiveness for the Mandate question,

and it can at least be regarded as possible that the Mandeans are

included among those sectaries of whom the Koran speaks as

Sabeans. Lagrange indeed suggests that the codification of the

Mandate tradition, most of which probably falls into the Moham-
medan era, was caused by the Mandean^s need of a Holy Book

from which it could be demonstrated that the sect shared in the

divine revelation, and was thus entitled to toleration.

We have succeeded in tracing the Mandeans back to the sixth

Christian century at least. In going on from that point we have

two strands of evidence to follow, the outside evidence and that

conveyed by the Mandaic texts. We turn first to the former.

3. In discussing the Sabeans, Chwolson asked the question

whether the Sabeans of the Koran were identical with a sect called

%€^ovaloi by Bpiphanius.^® Memory of this sect can be shown to

have existed in the ninth century from the rabbinical work Hala-

koth Gedoloth, where it appears with the name But

memory alone is no guarantee of continued existence on the part of

the sect, and besides the Sc^omtot are apparently only of local

Samaritan significance. Chwolson therefore correctly denied their

relation to the later Sabeans.

Very little has ever been made of an excellent bit of testimony

on the Mandeans furnished by Theodore bar Khoni (792 a. d.).

Among the sects which he lists in his book of Scholia is one that

he calls the Dostaie. In telling of what they believe he apparently

uses a written source, for his testimony is definite and precise.

From what he tells us it is further evident that these Dostaie are

our Mandeans, or at least an ofishoot from that sect. There is

excellent evidence of this fact. First, the Dostaie live in Mesene,
where the modern Mandeans are found. Second, bar Khoni reports
that in the district of Mesene these Dostaie are known as Mandaie.
Third, he attributes to them the cosmogony of the Mandeans, the
account agreeing with that of our Mandaic texts down to the very

Adv, Haer, No. XI.
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proper names of the dramatis personae, Abatur, Ptahil, Hibil,

Dinanukht, etc.

I refer to bar Khoni at this point because in addition to a glimpse

into the Mandaic theology he affords us what is to him a story of

how the Mandaic sect came into being. The story is of sufficient

value to quote in extenso. The passage begins with the superscrip-

tion : The Heresy of the Dostaie which Adu the Beggar taught.^^

Then it goes on as follows

:

Adu, as they say, was from Adiabene and came as a beggar with his

family to the district of Mesene. The name of his father was Dabda
and that of his mother Em-Kushta, and those of his brothers Shilmai,

Nidbai and Bar-Haije and Abizekha and Kushtai and Shithil. When they

came to the river 'Ubi, they found a man whose name was Papa, son of

Tinis, and they asked of him alms, according to their custom, and they

persuaded him to take in to himself the indolent Adu on the plea that

because of his sickness he was unable to beg. This Papa then turned him
over to the guardians of the palm-trees. But when the guardians of the

Palms declared concerning him: He is of no use to us. Papa built a

shelter for him by the roadside, so that he might beg his sustenance of

those travelling the highway. Finally his brethren met and came to his

side and there they struck bells after the manner of beggars.

In Mesene they are called Mandaie and Mashkenaie and followers of

those who do good things, and in Beth Armaie they are called Nazarie,

and followers of Dostai. But the name that really fits them is Adonaig.

Their teaching is borrowed from the Markionaie, Maninaie and Kantaie.^^

Bar Khoni is usually well informed. His remarks on the Mani-

chean cosmogony are about the best we have. With the accuracy

of his tradition on the Mandean cosmogony already conceded, we

must admit that his story about Adu has the antecedent probability

of being founded somehow in fact. Indeed the beggar Adu links

up quite well with the stress of the value of alms-giving to which

the Mandaic texts give testimony.

Only one or two things in the account require elucidation. In

the first place the story is not really a narrative of the founding of

the Mandean sect. That is evident from the names of Adu’s

mother and brethren, Em Kushta, Shilmai, Nibdai, Bar-Haije,

Kushtai and Shithil. To anyone familiar with the Mandaic texts

all of these names are full of significance as the names of genii

Vocalization uncertain.

The “ in ” is conjectural.

Prom the Syriac text in Pognon, op. cif., p. 154.
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who play important parts in the Mandaic theology. If but one of

the names had such associations we might call it an accident.

Now that six out of eight show such associations, we must suppose

that Adu^s parents were themselves already members of the Mandaic

sect.

The tale that bar Khoni narrates to show the origin of the

Mandeans is then really the story of how Adu and his brethren,

coming from a Mandaic community in Adiabene, established a new

basis for the sect in Mesene, in lower Mesopotamia.

The second thing to note in bar Khoni^s narrative is that Adu
and his brethren were not the only Mandeans engaged in this

southward movement. It wiU be recalled that he speaks of a com-

munity established in Beth Armaie the members of which are

called Nazaraie and Dostaie. The names Mandaie and Nasoraie,

as we know from the Mandaic texts, are the proper names of our

religious sect. We must therefore suppose that just as the name
Adonaie, which bar Khoni proposes for them, merely perpetuates

the proper name of the founder of the new community, so Dostaie

perpetuates the name of another missionary mendicant, Dostai or

Dositheus, the founder of the community at Beth Armaie.

The third thing in bar Khoni’s account that requires elucidation

is the statement to the effect that Mandaic theology is a combina-

tion of Marcionite, Manichean and Kantean doctrine.

That Mandaic theology had some connection with syncretism was
the conjecture of the Orientalists of the last century to whom we
are indebted for the philological investigation of the Mandean tra-

dition. Exactly what that connection might be no one dared to

specify, first because the Orientalists did not feel competent to

testify, and second because the texts themselves seemed to be so

full of contradictions.^^ When at the beginning of the twentieth

century Hellenistic syncretism became a separate field of research,

the mystery of the Mandaic theology began to clear up, or to

deepen, whichever way one chooses to regard the ensuing develop-
ments.

Anz, studying the Gnostic conception of the heavenward journey
of the soul, found that the Mandaie ideas of the achievement of
immortality jibed perfectly with those of other Gnostic texts.

Bousset, tracing the character of the Gnostic redeemer and the

**N61deke, Manddische Grammatik, p. xix.
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Gnostic conceptions of the seven evil planets, the mother goddess

and the primal man, was able to correlate western Gnostic and
Mandean ideas continually. Thus the relationship of Mandeans
and Gnostics, suggested by the Orientalists and already given in

the name Mandaie, which means Gnostics, was given a foundation

in fact.

The acceptance of these conclusions signifies that in tracing

back the history of the Mandean sect, we are leaving the penumbra

of the sixth century and that, to put it carefully, certain of the

Mandaie doctrines at least appertain to a mode of religious thought

that had its hey-day in the second and third Christian centuries.

The first question that arises in this connection is whether we
can determine more precisely the exact place of Mandean theology

within the development of Gnostic thought. In trying to formu-

late an answer to this question we return to bar Khoni, and his

statement that it represents a hodge-podge of Marcionite, Mani-

chean and Kantean elements.

The first thing to be noted is that derivations such as that of

bar Khoni are not to be taken too seriously. The stemmata with

which the anti-heretical works abound scarcely ever stand the test

or meet the requirements of the systems they embrace, for the

criteria by which the ancient writers established the relationship

of a given number of sects were usually quite external and insig-

nificant.

To connect the Mandeans and the Kanteans at all seems quite

impossible. The little that bar Khoni himself tells us about the

latter makes it evident that the similarity between them and the

former exists in a common use of the Old Testament and a com-

mon reference to Old Testament characters, but not the same

characters at that.

The Marcionites and the Mandeans are more closely related, but

in our opinion only apparently so. What they seem to share is a

dualistic interpretation of creation. Like Marcion the Mandeans

sometimes speak of the creator Ptahil and his father Joshamin as

evil or fallen spirits. The story goes that Joshamin, jealous of

God his progenitor, determined to create a world for himself, that

to this end he evoked Ptahil, who fashioned the cosmos, and that

for this deed he and Ptahil were put in chains until the end of the

world. That is good dualistic teaching, but it is an acquired ter-

tiary element of the Mandaie tradition, for if we have read the
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texts aright there is in them abundant evidence of another cos-

mogony^ which^ by reason of its intimate connection with the

Mandaic conception of deity as Life, and by reason of its explana-

tion of the nature and origin of Ptahil, must be considered more

ancient and more truly Mandaic than that previously mentioned.

This earlier Mandaic cosmogony, with which we shall have to

deal in extenso in another connection, operates with the primitive

idea of the primordial egg, or tannaj container from the root

nJN?, as it is called by the Mandeans, and with the fruit that sprang

from the egg. At the beginning, we are told, M2 Kin

the Pira was in the Pira. Being interpreted this means

that at the beginning the Pira, Hebrew the fruit, was in the

Pira, Aramaic Arabic phagara^ the cleft, the aTraaov or

d/3i^<7o<s of fiery water. Withia the egg were again fire and water,

the symbolism being that of the yolk and white of the egg. A
passage in the liturgies tells us how the fiery radiance within the

Tanna melted the latter, and how, as a result of this melting, the

water and the radiance within the egg were released and began to

fl-ow like a great river and mingle with the fiery water of the

abyss.^^ From the heavenly stream, the great Jordan, there rises

the fruit, or the Life, the deity that produces hypostases of itself

by regarding its image in the water and calling this image forth

into separate personal existence. The stream itself mingling with

the fiery water of the abyss automatically creates the rest of cosmic

existence in which are thus combined four elements, the radiance

and water of the heavenly stream, and the radiance and water of

the abyss. From the texts one can readily construct the nature of

the combinations, heavenly water and abysmal radiance producing
the firmament, heavenly radiance and abysmal radiance producing
the stars, abysmal water and heavenly radiance producing the air,

heavenly water and earthly water producing the earth, and all four
elements combining to form man.

Although we are dealing in this cosmogony with two groups of
elements, the cosmogony is not dualistic, since no value judgment
is passed upon the abysmal elements by reason of the abysses having
produced the primordial egg in the first place. What is more
important for our purpose is the realization that the opening of

Uand, Lit., p. 25.
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which is the beginning of the process of creation, explains

both the Mandate use of NDQ in the sense of create, and the

nature of Ptahil the creator, who is nothing more than the objecti-

fied process of creation, as his name clearly indicates when inter-

preted after the analogy of Hebrew n^nn© and thus

signifying God opens or creates ”,

The primitive character of this monistic cosmogony and the

explanation which it for the first time affords of the name and

origin of Ptahil, shows that the dualistic interpretation previously

mentioned has accrued to the Mandeans as the result of secondary

Gnostic influences playing upon them from without. That being

true we cannot connect them on this basis with the Marcionites, a

fact that is borne out by the difference between the sects in their

ethical outlook and their attitude toward Jesus,

When in 1904 the Manichean texts were unearthed in Turkestan

the basis for the test of bar KhonPs third suggestion was made
available. Anyone now comparing the two faiths, Mandean and

Manichean, will be struck by the similarities between them. Of

common elements I need only mention the idea of a primordial con-

flict, of a heavenly primal man, of the heavenly origin and destiny

of the soul, of a series of saviors, of a process of redemption which

follows the analogy of the experience of the savior and of the per-

sonal relation of savior and soul.

The attempt has since been made by Scheftelowitz to derive

Manichean doctrine from the Mandeans, the basis being the two

statements of An-Nadim that the Mandeans were identical with the

Mughtasila and that Manias father was a convert to the sect of the

Mughtasila. It soon became evident, however, that even if An-

Hadim^s statements are correct, the Mandean religion is not the

ultimate ancestor of the Manichean, The differences between them

are too great to suppose that by any process of eclecticism one

could from a Mandean basis arrive at Manicheism. On the one

hand we have monotheism, on the other dualism, on the one canons

of twice five elements, on the other a canon of twice two, here a

primordial conflict disassociated from the process of creation, there

a primordial conflict directly responsible for the beginning of

creation, here a victorious primordial champion and there a de-

feated champion.

These same differences, when taken together with the complete

divergence in matters of cosmogony, where the Mandeans follow a
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tradition otherwise connected with Phoenicia, while Mani follows

that presented in the Bundahishn, can be used equally well to show

that the Mandean sect is not a direct outgrowth of Manicheism.

The similarities between these two religions find other explanations

than those of organic relationship. In part the similarities may
be due to Manichean influence affecting the Mandaic sect. We
have in another connection spoken of the Mandean view of the

relation of soul and savior as an instance of this kind of secondary

dependence.

As has already been indicated, the Manicheans believe that the

soul and the savior are related. Expressed in Manichean termin-

ology the soul is the self or grev of the savior, an idea to which

only the intricacies of the Iranian discrimination in psychological

matters could have given rise. The closest parallel to this con-

ception outside Iranian and Manichean circles is found in certain

Mandaic hymns where the savior is the heavenly counterpart or

image of the soul.^^ Possibly we have here an echo of Mani-

chean teaching, possibly also we have an independent parallel to

the Manichean construction, more probably the Mandean’s own
conception of the creation of beings endowed with personality as

something that comes to pass through the perception of the image

of deity reflected in the heavenly waters has produced this approxi-

mation to Manichean teaching.

Some of the similarities between Mandeans and Manicheans can

thus possibly be explained by the hypothesis of Manichean influence

playing upon the Mandean sect, an hypothesis that does not lack

probability by reason of the importance attaching to Manicheism
in the later Orient. Other similarities will need to be explained on
the hypothesis of a common dependence upon common Gnostic

tradition. The primordial conflict is a case in point. In the

Mandean tradition it is vividly presented, but it has no bearing

upon the ensuing creation and is thus a Gnostic curiosum rather

than a part of the Mandaic theology. Another example is the

souPs attitude toward the savior. The Mandaic texts actually give

us two interpretations of the soul^s attitude toward the savior.

According to the one the soul is sleepy and needs to be awakened.
According to the other she is awake and thirsting for information.
In religious experience the two are not mutually exclusive. In

(rinsa, p. 559, lines 29-32.
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theological systems they are. Of the two conceptions the one of the

sonl^s being awake belongs to the optimistic view of life inherent in

the cosmogony previously considered^ in which the very processes of

nature take care of the growth and development of things. The
other^ of the soul^s being asleep, is then a secondary accretion. It

could possibly be called Manichaen, for Mani has made it a part

of his system, but since it appears also in other Gnostic faiths it

might better be called broadly dualistic or gnostic.

The comparison of Mandean theology in some of its elements

with Marcionite and Manichean teaching has indicated that we
should not take bar Khoni^s derivation of Mandean doctrine any

more seriously than the derivations which heresiologists usually

present. How he arrived at his impressions we can readily under-

stand. There are similarities in each instance, but the similarities

are not those of sects organically related.

The comparison of Mandean, Marcionite and Manichean theology

has a positive as well as this negative result, for in digging down

through the debris deposited by successive waves of Gnostic

influence upon the shore of the Mandean texts, we have struck the

rudiments of a cosmogony that has the earmarks of primitive

thought, and that harks back to the traditions of the Orphic hjmns,

of Mochos and Sanchuniathon. In the present context we must

refrain from following out this line of association and call attention

rather to the difference between the Mandean and the gnostic cos-

mogonies generally speaking.

Of those Gnostic sects with whom we happen to be familiar all

except the Manicheans, who follow the Iranian tradition, and the

Mandeans, have cosmogonies directly inspired by the Old Testa-

ment. Over and over again we hear how Elohim made the world

and created man in his image. That being the case, the exceptions

take on significance. We appear to be approaching the primitive

non-Christian and non-Jewish elements of oriental syncretism.

Primitive elements appear frequently in the Mandate texts. The

Mandean hero of the flood, Dinanukht, Avestan daena-naolchda,

he who observes the holy law and of whom the Mandeans say

that he sits to-day as the scribe, the learned one, surrounded by

many waters, reflects the ancient TJt-Napishtim as Atra-Hasis

much more potently than the biblical Noah. In the account of

Hibfl-Ziwa^s descent to the underworld we have vivid reminiscences

of Ishtaris journey and Marduk’s battles with Tiamat and Kingu.
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The Mandeans still use the old names of the planets^ Shamesh,

Libat (for Dilbat), Enbu (for Nabu), Sin, Kewan, Bel and Nirig

(for Nergal). Even the old word ekur, once applied to sanctuaries,

is preserved, being used by the Mandeans to designate the pagan

shrines and the demons supposed to inhabit them.

The presence in Mandaic thought of so much that is primitive,

and the lack of it in so many other Gnostic faiths, shows that in

the Mandaic theology we are not dealing, as bar Khoni thought,

with one of those artificial and arbitrary convictions common to

the later stages of the Gnostic movement, but with a religion that

wells up directly and spontaneously out of the subsoil of Oriental

religious genius, and that may therefore well belong to the very

beginning of the Gnostic era. Gressmann has coined for this type

of Gnostic faith the name proto-Gnostic, a name that may well be

used, provided it is not made the excuse for establishing a special

epoch within the history of Gnosticism.

4. If the Mandaic texts embodied only Gnostic, or even proto-

Gnostic elements of thought, we should have no further diflBculty

with them. We could suppose that the Mandeans were a second or

third century product, and no one would feel hurt. Fortunately

or unfortunately, the matter does not rest there, and we must go on

to the second strand of the tradition at our disposal, the Mandeans^

own statements regarding the antiquity and origin of their sect.

The living Mandaic tradition as reported to the French consul

Sioufii by one who had been educated to the Mandaic priesthood,

has it that the true Mandaic religion goes back to Adam. In the

days between Adam and the beginning of the first Christian century

the knowledge of this true faith was virtually lost. Then God sent

John the Baptist to restore the lost faith, and John succeeded, a

hTavSorean community being established by him in Jerusalem. To
this community was attracted a Jewish princess, Maria (Mirjai in

the texts). By reason of her conversion the Jews persecuted the

Mandeans, killing all but Mirjai and a few youthful followers. At
this moment the savior Anosh or Enosh appeared from heaven,

destroying Jerusalem and leading Mirjai and the small remnant of

the faithful to another spot. From here, where they again incur

the hatred of the Jews, the remnant migrates to Shushtar in

Persia.^®

Etudes sur la Religion des Boullas, Paris, 1880, pp. 1-31.
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Much of this living Mandaic tradition is absolutely worthless^ as

is shown by the fact that it boldly transfers Moses to the days

after John the Baptist. Yet some of its salient features are cor-

roborated by Mandaic writ, for instance the conception that John
the Baptist is connected with the movement, the idea of the con-

version of Mirjai, the ensuing destruction of Jerusalem and the

transfer of the sect from Palestine eastward, a transfer that leads

it here directly to the Euphrates.

It is not important for us here to harmonize the discrepancies of

the oral and written traditions, but it is important to note that

both agree with bar E3ioni in saying that the sect is not indigenous

to lower Mesopotamia. For that must needs be thankful. In

corroborating bar Khoni, however, the Mandaic tradition goes

beyond him in affirming that the ultimate home of the sect is not

even Adiabene, but Palestine, and that the movement is connected

with the work of John the Baptist. At this point we are not so

sure whether to be grateful or no, for if the statements are taken

at their face value, we have Jumped from the clays of Gnosticism

and the world of Gnosticism to the Palestine of the early first cen-

tury, a Jump that no cautious historian is ready to make without

circumspection.

In the matter of the Palestinian origin of the sect, which can be

discussed apart from the hypothetical connection with the Baptist,

the evidence does seem to favor the acceptance of the Mandaic tra-

dition. A number of facts require consideration at this point. In

the first place the Mandaic script is most closely akin to that of

the Nabatean and Palmyrene inscriptions. The Mandaic codices,

for instance, show the use of a small circle, like that of the Syriac

Warn to indicate the letter Aleph. The only analogy is that of the

Nabatean and Palmyrene inscriptions, where aleph is represented

by a line ending in a small circle. The Mandaic codices lack the

initial downward stroke, the line, but the lead amulet, published by

Lidzbarski as the earliest Mandaic monument, still shows that line

connected with the circle. There is further contact between the

Nabateans and the Mandeans in the names of important genii like

Nbat, who perhaps personifies the Nabateans or represents their

eponym, and like Hauran and Hauraran, who either personify the

DJebel Hauran or represent a deity connected with these mountains,

such as that to which an ancient seal gives witness in recording

the name jlirnDJ?. Further north-Semitic aflBnities can be found

2
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in the person and name of Joshamin, who recalls the famous

Baalshamin and in the female demon who recalls the

probably Phoenician goddess of the underworld that appears in the

Carthaginian inscription as Lidzbarski has made much of

the Palestinian provenience of parallels to the names of the two

guardian spirits of the Jordan, Shilmai and Nidbai, a point on

which he has been taken up by Lagrange, who showed the Meso-

potamian occurrence of Finally Lidzbarski has called

attention to the west-Semitic form of the words by which the

Mandeans designate two of their most important religious concepts,

namely, the forms xnjXO for and for

In an era of syncretism the argument from the occurrence of

north and west Semitic forms and names in the Mandaic idiom is

rather weak. We have therefore to fall back on the Mandaic script

and the equally significant Mandaic use of the name Jordan. The

Mandeans call every stream of running water Jordan, supposing

that all running water comes down from heaven in the mountains

of the north and flows over the earth until it enters the bowels of

the earth through a great cleft. While the uniqueness of the natural

phenomena furnished by the Jordan^s terminating in the Dead Sea

might possibly lead even Mesopotamian sectaries to harbor such a

description of the river as the Mandaic texts give, it is hard to

believe that the Mandean sect if it had been born on the banks of

the Euphrates or the Zab would in its ubiquitous use of the name
Jordan have so completely submerged the tradition concerning its

own local rivers.

These are the arguments for the Palestinian origin of the

Mandaic sect that can be considered apart from the problem of its

connection with the Baptist. As their acceptance by Lagrange
indicates, they will require serious consideration. At the same
time it must be observed that if the origin of the Mandeans lie in

Palestine, a distinction will need to be made between the religious

beliefs of the sect in Palestinian and Mesopotamian days. The
failure of the German scholars to make this distinction has led to

misapprehensions of disastrous nature, as will appear shortly.

Baudissin, Adonis u. Esmun^ 1911, p. 26,

^•Lagrange, ‘‘La Gnose mandeenne et la tradition evangelique,” Revue
Biblique, 1927-28, pp. 321-249; 481-515; 5-36, esp. 1927, p. 486.

Ibid,, p. 485. The name occurs also in the Greek inscriptions of Syria,
cf. Syna, Reports of the Princeton ArchaeologicaL Expedition, III B p 7
et al.

'
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If we were to take the Mandeans at their word when they tell

us that they are the disciples of John the Baptist, there would be

no need of arguing about their Palestinian origin. But can we
really accept their contention? That is the next question to be

considered.

That baptismal lustrations form one of the central if not the

central element in Mandaic teaching and practice will require no

proof. Because of its centrality it will undoubtedly refer to the

very earliest stages of the Mandaic movement. The same thing

is not true of the bulk of the tradition about the person of the

Baptist. As the casual reader of the Sidra d^Yahya will soon note,

the Mandaic stories concerning John merely repeat the facts of

Gospel narrative, clothing them in a garment of legendary expatia-

tion such as one finds in the Syriac Life of John the Baptist

recently published by Mingana in the Woodhroohe Studiesr^

While they would probably grant this impression concerning the

great bulk of the tradition on John to be correct, Eeitzenstein and

Lidzbarski none the less point to certain of its elements as evi-

dence of an accuracy of viewpoint only to be achieved among bona

fide disciples of the Baptist. In presenting their views we shall

try to steer clear of the theological side of the argument.

The first item on the list is a matter of terminology. As we

have already seen, the Mandeans speak of themselves both as

Mandeans and as Ifasoreans. The first of these names identifies

them as Gnostics, being derived from the root y"!’’. The second

was the basis of their once being called a Christian sect, a view

which, as we have seen, was erroneous, i^ow the closest parallel to

the Mandaic is found in the name applied

by the writers of Matthew, John and Luke-Acts to Jesus. Of

these Christian authors only Matthew offers an explanation of the

significance of the name when he tells us that through Jesus^ resi-

dence at Nazareth was fulfilled the Scripture which says he shall

be called Na^w/aalo?. The point he makes is that No^^wpatos is a

gentile noun derived from Na^ape^. Lidzbarski, who first took

the matter in hand, pointed out that the normal gentilic formation

from the name NaZ^ape^ would be either Na^api^vos or NoZ^apalo^,

both of which appear in the pages of the New Testament, Nafwpato?

requiring the place-name to be Na^^topc^, a form not otherwise pre-

served. The conclusion is that Matthew^s derivation is like most

*• Cambridge, 1927.
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such derivations, secondary and artificial. Anyone regarding the

Ifew Testament No^^wpato? and the Mandaic

apart from Matthews’ hypothesis would normally identify them

as the Greek and Mandaic forms of an Aramaic nomen agentis

derived from the root after the analogy of Aramic

and the well-known names of two groups of Talmud-

ists, derived from the roots and “^20, respectively. Greek

Na^wpatos and Mandaic thus really signify the observ-

ant probably in some technically religious sense. Since this

name cannot have been coined for Jesus, as is shown by his liberal

attitude toward observance and by the failure of his disciples to

understand it, it will have accrued to him most probably, so we

are told, from his associations with the more ascetic and observant

John the Baptist. Hence its perpetuation in Mandaic circles, as

one of the names of the Mandaic sect, indicates that in this par-

ticular their tradition is more than merely correct, it is even cor-

rective of the New Testament. The Mandeans must be the true

disciples of John to preserve so excellent a tradition.

The second item quoted in support of the Mandeans’ true con-

nection with the Baptist is a matter of perspective. As we have

already seen, the Mandeans are hostile to both Jews and Chris-

tians. In this respect, says Eeitzenstein, they preserve a primi-

tive antithesis. It has long been evident that the latter New Tes-

tament tradition, particularly that of the Fourth Evangelist,

strives consciously to minimize the significance of the Baptist. To

explain this fact it has long been assumed that some of the Bap-

tist’s disciples, failing to go over to Jesus, perpetuated his message

as an autonomous gospel, thus rivalling the early Christian move-

ment and occasioning the polemical treatment of their teacher.

The Mandaic tradition, opposing the religion of Jesus as well as

that of the Jews, thus preserves the attitude which the true disciples

of John were conjectured to have assumed.

The third item to be mentioned concerns a matter of practice,

namely, the matter of Baptism and its significance. To the dis-

cussion of this item Eeitzenstein has dedicated his most recent

publication, ^^Die Yorgeschichte der christlichen Taufe ” (1929),
one of those intricate mosaics of German scholarship over which
one can hut marvel and toil. In the Mandaic act of Baptism as

known from its liturgy, says Eeitzenstein, we have something in

the nature of a mystery-rite, mediating forgiveness and mystical
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elevation into heaven^ now transformed into a rite of initiation.

Turning to the corresponding Christian practice^ Eeitzenstein finds

that the interpretations of its significance vary, from the idea that

baptism conveys the Spirit (Acts) to the idea that in it one dies

with Christ (Paul) and to that of rebirth (John). Of these ideas

the first is certainly secondary by reason of Acts^ well-known uncer-

tainty as to just how Baptism and Spirit are connected. More

significant to Eeitzenstein is the fact that though Jesus never bap-

tized, his disciples apparently inaugurated the practice imme-

diately after their Easter experiences. He feels that there must

have been something in the baptism of John which made the recep-

tion of the sacrament cogent to the disciples once Jesus was no

longer with them. This, he finds, cannot be the idea of forgiveness,

an idea common to Mandaic, Baptist and Christian rites, nor the

idea of sonship or rebirth, for of both forgiveness and sonship the

disciples were already aware before Jesus^ death. It must there-

fore lie in the idea of initiation into, or personal identification with

an existing group, and in the conception that in the rite the indi-

vidual shares in the resurrection of Christ ;
in other words,

experiences in a mystical way the elevation which follows upon his

death. But this primitive Christian conception of baptism bor-

rowed from John in its fundamental outlines is identical with that

found in the Mandaic liturgies, where, as we have said, we get a

rite mediating forgiveness and mystical elevation into heaven, all

transformed into an initiatory practice. Hence the Mandean rite

is that of John and the origin of the Christian practice.

Let us scrutinize these contentions of Lidzbarski and Eeitzen-

stein.

In his treatment of the name Lidzbarski has been

opposed by Dalman and others who have felt that there is a possi-

ble transition from Mandaic or Aramaic to a

Jcatal form of the Mtil that lies behind the name

Na^ape^.^® Yet the importance of the a-o vowel combination as an

indication of nomen agentis forms, and tbe fact that both the

participle
*
15^^ and the nomen agentis form which between

them satisfy all three New Testament forms Najapaio?, Na^api^vos

and Naftupaios, can be construed as legitimate Aramaic renditions

Dalman, Araiwiische Gramm^tih, 1905, pp. 1<8 and 152.
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of Hebrew which gives us the Talmudic applied to

the Christians lead me personally to prefer to accept Lidzbarski^s

contention and to suppose that the name Na^wpatos has nothing to

do with Na^apc^^ and most probably means ^^the observant one^^

If we take this step, w^e must, however, take one more and admit

with Lidzbarski that the name was not coined for Jesus, but came

to him through his association with the Baptistes or other circles.

But this does not necessarily lead to the third step, of supposing

that the Mandeans, since they preserve the name in one of its

possible forms, are the true disciples of the Baptist. In the first

place the use of the name Jlazarene is not limited to the disciples

of John and the Christians properly speaking, but is used also by

at least two Christian sects of whom Epiphanius speaks.^^ In the

second place, even on the hypothesis that the name came to ihe

Mandeans by way of the Baptist, it does not necessarily follow

that it came directly and at first hand.

The same thing holds true of the so-called reception of the

Baptist antithesis to Judaism and Christianity. Personally we do

not feel that this antithesis was engendered in connection with the

movement of John, but even supposing that it had been, it would

not need to have come to them directly. The reason is that the

Christians and the immediate disciples of John were not the only

ones to claim connection v.ith the figure of the Baptist. Dositheus

and Simon Magus at least registered similar claims. Why they

should do so is as evident as why the Gnostics should almost with-

out exception seize upon the figure of Jesus as the savior. The
vitality of the person and the importance of the movement asso-

ciated with it made the claim to association valuable. If that is

true for Simon Magus it will be more than true for a baptizing

sect such as that of the Mandeans,

What the occasion of the claim may have been is a matter of

secondary importance. We know that disciples of John, such as

Paul may have met at Ephesus, continued to circulate Johannine

teaching in some form or other, and personally we should be

inclined to suppose that the importance which accrues to John in

Mandaic tradition is the result of some contact with individuals

carelessly perpetuating the movement he began. Here we find

^^Adv. Haer., No. XIX, 1, 3, 4, and XXX, 3.
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another argument for the Palestinian origin of the sect, but not

an argument for immediate dependence upon the Baptist.

Eeitzenstein’s treatment of Baptism, Mandaic, Johannine and

Christian is a blend of invaluable and hazardous suggestions. That

the idea of initiation into or personal identification with a definite

group may have had something to do with the reception of baptism

by the early church is quite possible. That in baptism the first

Christians experienced the resurrection of Jesus is quite improb-

able. This experience comes to the early Church through the

paradosis and through the witness of the apostles, who are chosen

in the narrower sense because of their ability to testify on this

subject. PauFs idea of dying with Christ in baptism is certainly

mystical and in some form it may by reason of Jesus^ words to the

Sons of Zebedee go back to the most primitive tradition. But

dying with Christ is not the same as experiencing a mystical eleva-

tion into heaven, and the latter is in the New Testament regarded

rather as a future hope than as a present achievement.

With all that it is a relief to find someone who, like Eeitzen-

stein, can discuss the subject of Christian baptism and forget the

irrelevant topics of the Hellenistic taurobolia and criobolia as well

as the equally irrelevant Jewish proselyte lustrations. Personally

we should be inclined to agree with Eeitzenstein's general position

that the key to the origin of Johannine and Christian baptism will

be found in the religious practices of Palestinian baptist sects. By

that we do not mean that we must seek its protot}q)e in India, Iran

or even pure paganism. All of the Palestinian baptist sects, so far

as we are familiar with them, were strongly under the influence of

Judaism, and what they show of non-Jewish thought is essentially

Semitic rather than Iranian. That the Mandeans have something

to contribute in this connection is more than possible, but it is a

subject that is theological rather than historical and hence belongs

in another context.

As their religious traditions, their script and their use of north

and west Semitic forms and names indicate, the Mandean sect

probably did originate in Palestine, the home of other baptist com-

munities. And, while the facts of the case make it improbable

that John the Baptist was directly constitutive of their community,

they none the less indicate the occurrence of what was for the

Mandeans an important contact with circles or individuals per-

petuating in one form or other something of the movement of John.
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The anti-baptist polemic of the Fourth Gospel indicates that the

Mandeans could have come into contact with the followers of John

even in the early second century. All that can therefore be said

regarding the antiquity of the Mandeans is that, as a sect, they are

not without first century affinities-
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AEABIC, PEESIAN AND TUKKISH MANUSCKIPTS IN
THE COLUMBIA UNIVEESITY LIBRAKY

Nicholas N. Maetikoyitch
Columbia University

Afteb the publication of my catalogue of the Turkish and

Persian manuscripts in the Princeton University Library in 1926,

I began the same work with the manuscripts belonging to Columbia

University. Because of the lack of time, my description is not

detailed. Though the collection in question is small— only 47

manuscripts ^—^nevertheless I believe that specialists will find

among them some rare, important, and interesting items.

The titles of the works and the names of the authors and calli-

graphers are given in the usual system of transliteration adopted

by the International Congress of Orientalists. The numbers are

followed by the class-marks of the Library. As regards the meas-

urements, the numerals give the size, in inches, of the whole sheets

and of the written space. The bindings are described only if they

are of artistic value.

No. 1

X893.7 K843
Arabic.

Qur'an.

Size 9x6^ and 7 x 4^.

Folios 355. Written in naskhi. 12 lines to a page. Gold and blue-

ruled margins and two richly decorated 'unwans. Bed titles.

Cream-colored paper. Brown and red leather binding, both

sides embossed.

Date, f. 353 b : The First Rabf 976 A. H. (September, 1568 A. D.)

No. 2

X893.7 K841
Arabic.

Qur'an.

Size 8^ 5 6 and 6 x 2|.

^ Besides them, one manuscript was described by the late A. Yohannan,

J.A.O.S., vol. 23, p. 102.
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Folios 286. Written in naskhi. 15 lines to a page. Blue and red-

ruled margins and two *unwans. Cream-colored paper*

Date and name of copyist, f. 286 b: Muhammad Sa*id b. Jarallah

al-MuqaddasI, 1238 A. H. (1822-3 A. D.)

No. 3

X893.7 K84
Arabic.

Qur’an.

Size 9 X 6-J and 7x5.

Folios 71. Written in naskhi. 13 lines to a page. Eed titles.

Yellow paper. The manuscript is put in a wooden box.

Undated.

A part of Koran; chapters 4, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 25.

No. 4

X893.7 K84
Arabic—Persian.

Qur’an.

Size 9 X 6^ and 7 x 4^.

Folios 199. Written in naskhi. 22 lines to a page. The Arabic

text is written in black, the Persian—in red. The beginning

is missing.

Undated,

A part of Koran (from the chapter 10) with Persian translation.

No. 5

X893.7 K842 Q
Arabic.

Anwar at-Tanzil by Baidawi.

Size 12 X 8^ and 8J x 5.

Folios 470. Written in small naskhi. 25 lines to a page. Eed
titles. Yellowish paper. Eed leather binding, embossed
outside.

Date and name of copyist, f. 469 b : Ibrahim, the First Jumada
1063 A. H. (April, 1653 A. D.)

A well-known commentary upon the Koran entitled Anwar at-

Tanzil wa Asrar at-TaVil by ‘Abdallah b. 'Omar al-Baidawi,
d. 685 A.H. (1286 A. D.)
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BrockelmaBn^ Gesch. d. Arab, Lit. 1, 417, with Asi^ instead of

Anwar.

No. 6

X893.7 K84 M3S
Arabic.

Gharib al-Qur'an by al-MaJisI,

Size 7 X 5| and 6x4.

folios 28. Written in maghribi. 13 lines to a page. White paper.

Undated.

A poetical commentary upon the Koran by Shaikh Abh "Abdallah

Muhammad b. "Abdallah al-Majisi (?), Cf, Brockelmann I,

105.

No. 7

X893.7 K846
Arabic.

Sharh ahQawa*id by Muhammad Eauf.

Size 8i X 6 and 5^ x 4.

Folios 75. Written in naskhl. 15 lines to a page. White paper.

Date and name (autograph of the author), f. 75 a: Muhammad
Rauf b. Mulla Isma*!!, Saturday, The last day of Dhu-l-Hijjah

1314 A. H. (May 29, 1897 A. D.)

A commentary on al-Qawa"id al-Muqarrarah, the treatise on the

Koran readings by Muhammad b. Qasim al-Baqari, d. 1111

A. H. (1699 A. D.) Brockelmann, II, 327.

No. 8

X893.7 Sh2

Arabic.

ash-Shatibiyah.

Size 8x6 and 6x4.

Polios 37. Written in naskhl. 17 lines to a page in two columns.

Red titles. Cream-colored paper.

Date and name of copyist, f. 37 a: Daud al-NklawT, Sunday,

Muharram 8, 1101 A. H. (October 22, 1689 A. D.)

A part of the poetical treatise on the Koran by al-Qasim b. Pirruh

ash-ShatibI, d. 590 A. H. (1194 A. D.) Brockelmann, I, 409.

No. 9

X893.7 G34 V5
Arabic.

Eadd *ala Ahl adh-Dhimmah by al-Wasiti.
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Size 6^ X 4^ and 5 x 3^.

Folios 37. Written in naskhl. 13 lines to a page. Gold titles.

Yellowish paper. The end is missing.

Dates of owner, f. f. 3 b and 36 a : 1178 A. H. (1764 A. D.)

A treatise on theology by al-Wasiti ( ?).

No. 10

X893.7 M72
Arabic.

‘Aqidah by as-Sanusi.

Size 7^ X 5^ and 6^ x 4.

Polios 6. Written in naskhi. 14-15 lines to a page. Yellow paper.

Undated.

*Aqidat Ahl at-Tauhid as Sughra, the abbreviation of a treatise on

theology by Muhammad b. Yusuf as-SanusI, d. 892 A. H.

(1487 A. D.) Brockelmann, II, 250.

No. 11

X893.7 M58
Arabic—Persian.

Miftah al-Falah by al-*Amiii.

Size Si X 4J and 5J x 2^.

Folios 112. The Arabic test is written in black naskhi, the Per-

sian—in red nasta'llq. 20 lines to a page. Gold ruled mar-

gins. Ked leather binding, outside embossed with gold.

Date and name of owner, f. 2 a : ‘Abdallah Zain al-*AbidIn, 1104

A.H. (1693 A.D.)

A collection of Mohammedan prayers by Baha ad-Din Muhammad
al-‘AmilI, d. 1030 A. H. (1621 A. D.), translated into Persian

by Jamal ad-Din Muhammad b. Husain Khwansari. Brockel-

mann, II, 414 ; Kieu, Brit. Mus. Pers. SuppL 8.

No. 12

X893.794 M72
Arabic—Turkish.

Untitled prayer book.

Size 4 X 2f and 2J x 1^,

Folios 109. Modern European writing. 9 lines to a page. White
paper. Black leather binding, outside embossed with gold.

Undated.
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A collection of Mohammedan prayers with Turkish commentary,

by an unknown author.

Ko. 13

X893.7 M723
Arabic.

ash-Shifa by YahsubI,

Size 8| X 5^ and 6 x

Folios 254. Written in naskhi. 17 lines to a page. Yellowish

paper.

Name of copyist, f. 253 b: Mas^d b. Husain ad-Dauraqi.

A biography of the prophet Muhammad, entitled ash-Shifa fi

Ta'rif Huqiiq al-Mustafa, by ‘lyad b. Musa al-YahsubI, d. 544

A. H. (1149 A. D.) Brockelmann, I, 369.

No. 14

X893.7 M722
Arabic.

Maulid an-Nabl.

Size 8x5 and 6 x 4^.

Folios 12. Written in small naskhi. 19 lines to a page. White

paper.

Undated, modern.

A small treatise on the birth of the prophet Muhammad by an

unknown author.

No. 15

X893.7 N14
Arabic.

Nuhzat at“Tadhkirah by ash-Shadhill.

Size 7| X 5^ and 5 x 3|.

Folios 34. Written in naskhi. 21 lines to a page. Yellow paper.

Date, f. 34 b: finished by the author on Saturday, The Second

Jumada 12, 779 A. H. (October 16, 1377 A.D.) in Mecca.

A treatise on sufism, entitled Nuhzat at-Tadhkirah wa Nuzhat at-

Tabslrah, by Muhammad b. Atoad b. Muhammad b. 'AH ash-

Sha^ili. Cf. Ahlwardt, Arab. Handschr. Berlin, No. 3030,

with the title : Risalah fl-t-Tasawwuf.

No. 16

X893.7 T87
x\rabic.

al-Mabsut by ^sl.
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Size 11^ z 7 and 8^ x 4rJ,

Folios 376. Written in ta'liq. 29 lines to a page. Eed titles.

Yellowish paper.

Undated.

Kitab al-Mabsht fi-l-Fiqh, a digest of Mohammedan law, by Abu

Ja‘far Muhammad b. al-Hasan at-TusI, d. 459 A. H. (1067

A. D.)

Brockelmann, I, 405,

No, 17

X893.7 Kll
Arabic.

Jami* al-Fusulain by Simawnah Oghli.

Size 10 X 7 and 7^ z 5.

Folios 291. Written in naskhi, 29-31 lines to a page. Eed titles.

Cream-colored paper. Brown leather binding, embossed out-

side.

Date, f. 291 a : Friday, The First Jumada 12, 935 A. H. (Janu-

ary 22, 1529 A. D.)

Jami* al-Fusulain fi-l-Fui^*, a juridical manual, by Badr ad-Din

Ma^ud Simawnah Oghli, d. c. 818 A. H. (1415 A. D.)

Brockelmann, II, 225.

No. 18

X893.712 H
Arabic.

Tarjumah Khutbah Hrusius (sic!)

Size 11 X 7^ and 9 x 5^.

Folios 123. Written in maghribl. 26 lines to a page. Yellow

paper. The end is missing. Eed leather binding, embossed

outside.

Undated.

This manuscript was written in Xorth-Western Africa, and is an

anonymous Arabic translation of an unknown European treat-

ise on the history of the world from the earliest times to the

reign of the Emperor Constantins, the son of Constantine The
Great. It is possible that we have here the translation of a

work of the historian Martin Crusius, 1526-1607 (our manu-
script: Hrusius), especially because some of his works were

entitled orationes and our translation has as a title

" Khutbah i, e. speech, sermon. Unfortxmately, I have been
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unable to identify the work of Crusius, from which our copy

has been translated*

No. 19

X893.7 Ib66

Arabic.

TMkh Madmah Dimashq by Ibn ‘Asakir.

Size 10J X 7 and 7-J x 5.

Folios 203. Old Syrian writings partly ivithout diacritic points.

24-26 lines to a page. Dark yellow restored paper.

Date, f . 1 23 a, 64 a, 81 a : 619 A. H. ( 1222 A. D.)

A part (chapters 325-333) of the history of the city of Damascus

(biographies of the famous Damascians) by Abu-l-Qasim *Ali

b. al-Hasan b. ‘Asakir, d. 571 A. H. (1176 A. D.) Brockel-

mann, I, 331.

No. 20

X893.7 Isl

Arabic.

Sahm al-Musib by *Isa Aiyubi.

Size 8x6 and 6J x 4*

Polios 138. Written in naskhi. 15 lines to a page. Cream-colored

paper.

Date and name of copyist, f. 138 a: *A1I b. Abl Talib b. al-Husain,

623 A. H. ( ! before the death of the author !) (1226 A. D.)

The full title is: Sahm al-Musib fi-r-Kadd ‘ala-l-Khatib (The

title-page of our manuscript has: fi Kabd al-Khatib). It is

a polemical historical work by Tsa b. Abl Bakr, Sultan of the

Aiyubid dynasty in Damascus d. 624 A. H. (1227 A. D.) writ-

ten against "^The History of Baghdad"" of al-Khatib al-

Baghdadi. Brockelmann, II, 698.

No. 21

X893.7 K522

Arabic.

Wafayat al-A*yan by Ibn Khallikan.

Size 11 X 8 and 9x6.

Polios 149. Written in maghribl. 24-27 lines to a page. Yellow-

ish paper. The beginning and end are missing. Bed leather

binding, embossed outside.

Date, f. 88 b: finished in the city AsTla on Wednesday, Dhu-1-

Qa'dah 7, 1007 A.H. (June 1, 1598 A. D.)
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An abridgement of the well-known biographical dictionary entitled

Wafayat al-A*yan wa Anba Abna az-Zaman by Shams ad-Din

Abu-l-'Abbas Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Khallikan, d. 681 A. H*

(1282 A. D.) Brockelmann^ I, 327.

No. 22

X893.7 K52
Arabic.

Wafayat al-A*yan by Ibn Khallikan.

Size 10 X 7 and 7^ x 5.

Folios 310. Written in naskhL 23 lines to a page. Bed titles.

Yellowish paper. Brown leather binding, embossed outside.

Date, f. 310 b : Dhu-l-Qa'dah 27, 814 A. H. (March 12, 1412 A. D.)

The first volume of Wafayat. Cf. No. 21.

No. 23

X893.7 Ib67

Arabic.

Akhbar al-Adhkiya by^ al-JauzL

Size 9^ X 7 and 7x4.
Folios 100. Written in naskhl. 27 lines to a page. Cream-colored

paper.

Date, 1 100 a: 1091 A. H. (1680 A. D.)

Kitab fl Akhbar al-Adhkiya, a collection of the biographies, by

‘Abd ar-Eahman al-JauzI, d. 597 A. H. (1200 A. D.) Brock-

elmann, I, 503.

No. 24

X893.7 N17
Arabic.

Al-Hiniyariyah by Nashwan.

Size 9 X 6^ and 5^ x 4^.

Folios 211. Written in naskhl. 15 lines to a page. Blue titles.

White paper. Eed leather binding, outside embossed with
silver.

Date and name of copyist, f. f . 206 ab : finished in 'Oman by Abu
Salim ‘IJbaidallah b. Farhan, on Friday, the First Jumada 13,
1313 A. H. (November 1, 1895 A. D.) Al-Qasidat al-

:pimyariyah, a poetical work dealing with the historical tradi-

tions of the Southern Arabia, by Nashwan (from this first
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name of the author another title of this work is derived : an

—

Kashwanlyah) b. Sa'id al-Himyari (from which name our title

is derived), d. 573 A. H. (1177 A. D.) Brockelmann, I,

300, 301.

ISTo. 25

X893.7 Z2

Arabic-

Kabr al-Abrar by Zamakhshari.

Size 11 X 7^ and 9 x 5J.

Folios 220. Written in naskhi. 27-31 lines to a page. Ked titles.

Cream-colored paper. The end is missing.

Undated.

The second part of Kabi' al-Abrar, a collection of proverbs, sayings,

verses, etc., by Abu-l-Qasim Mahmud b. 'Omar az-Zamakhsharl,

d. 538 A. H. (1143 A. D.) Brockelmann, I, 292.

No. 26

X893.7 Sa2

Arabic.

Sirat Dhi Yazan.

Size 9x6^ and 7x5.
Folios 169. Modern (European?) writing. White paper.

Date, f. 169 a: Kamadan 20, 1236 A. H. (June 21, 1821 A. D.)

Sirat al-Malik Saif Dhi Yazan, popular stories concerning the

adventures of the old heroes of Yaman. Brockelmann, II, 62.

Ahlwardt, Nos. 9119-9122.

No. 27

X893.7 M98
Arabic.

Majmti'ah.

Size 8x6 and 7| x 5.

Folios 18. Written in naskhi. White paper.

Undated.

An anonymous collection of Arabic verses.

No. 28

X893.7 Sa3

Arabic.

Majmu*ah.

3
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Size 6x4.

Folios 31. Different writings. Yellowish paper.

Undated, modem.

An anonymous collection of Arabic verses.

No. 29

X893.782 C68

Arabic.

Majmu'ah.

Size 6^ X and 5x3.

Folios 30. Written in small, black and red, naskhi. Cream-colored

paper. The beginning and end are missing. Modern Euro-

pean binding.

Undated.

An anonymous collection of Arabic popular songs.

No. 30

X893.7 N18
Arabic.

Nawadir Nasr ad-Din.

Size 8x5 and 6 x 4^.

Folios 84. Written in small naskhi. 19 lines to a page. White

paper.

Undated, modern.

Name of copyist, f. la: Yusuf Shishah. An anonymous Arabic

translation of the Turkish anecdotes of the famous Klwajah
Nasr ad-Din Afandi.

No. 31

X893.741 Exl

Arabic.

Majmu'ah.

Size 6^ X 4|^.

Folios 30. Written in roq'ah. YeUowish paper.

Undated, modern.

A collection of Arabic private letters, documents, separate verses,

etc.

No. 32

X893.7 Sa5

Arabic.

al-Muqaddamat al-Ajurrumiyah.
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Size 8 X 5^ and 5x3.

Folios 8. Written in naskhS. 11 lines to a page. Eed titles.

White paper.

Undated.

The beginning of al-Miiqaddamat al-Ajurrumiyah, a grammatical

work by Muhammad b. Daud as-SanhaJi b. Ajuriium (from

this name the title is derived)^ d. 723 A. H. (1323 A. D.)

BrockelmanU;, II, 237.

^0. 33

X893.7 Ib63

Arabic.

Qatr an-Nada by Ibn Hisham.

Size 8J X 6J and 6 x 3^.

Folios 88. Written in roq'ah. 17 lines to a page. Cream-colored

paper. Eed leather binding.

Undated, modem.
A portion of the treatise on Arabic grammar, with a commentary,

entitled Qatr an-Xada wa Ball as-Sada by *AbdaU^ b. Yusuf

b. Hisham, d. 761 A, H, (1360 A. D.) Brockelmann, II, 23.

No. 34

X893.7 J24

Arabic.

al-Faraid ad-Diyaiyah by Jami.

Size 9i X 5J and 6J x

Folios 245. Written in nasta'liq. 15 lines to a page, Eed ruled

margins and an ‘unwm. Eed titles. Cream-colored paper.

Date and name of the author, f. 244b: finished (autograph?!) by

*Abd ar-Eahman Jami, Kamadan 23, 897 A. H. (July 19, 1492

A. D.)

A commentary on the grammatical work al-Kafiyah by Ibn al-

Hajib, d. 646 A.H. (1248 A.D.) Usually this commentary

is called al-Fawaid; Brockelmann, II, 207 and our copy have

al-Faraid. The author of this commentary is the famous Per-

sian poet and philosopher ‘Abd ar-Eahman Jami, d. 898 A. H.

(1492 A. D.), who composed it for his son Diya ad-Din, from

whose name the title is derived. Browne, Hist. Pers. Lit., Ill,

514. Brockelmann, I, 304, II, 207. Ahlwardt, No. 6575.
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No. 35

X893.7 Ib64

Arabic.

Audah by Ibn Hisham.

Size 9 X 6^ and 5^ x 3.

Polios 200. Written in naskbi. 15 lines to a page. Eed titles.

Cream-colored paper.

Undated.

Onr copy is entitled Matn at-Tan^h, but the full title of this work

is Audah al-Masallk fi sharh Alflyat b. Malik. It is a com-

mentary on the grammatical work al-Alflyah by Ibn Malik.

The author of the commentary is Ibn Hisham^ s. above No. 33.

Brockelmann, I, 298, II, 25.

No. 36

X893.7 K844
Arabic.

Safinah Mustatibah by Muhammad Qatah.

Size 9x7 and 7x5.

Polios 14. Written in naskhi. 19 lines to a page. White paper.

Undated, modern.

The beginning of a treatise on grammar by ash-Shaikh Muhammad
Qatah (or Qatah).

No. 37

X893.7 Shi

Arabic—Turkish.

Tarjuman by Mahmud ash-Shihabl.

Size 4^ X 3J and 3| x 2|.

Polios 132. Written in roq'ah. 10 lines to a page. Eichly deco-

rated. Cream-colored paper. Eed leather binding, embossed
outside.

Date and name of author, f. 130 a: by Mahmud b. Khalil ash-

Shihabi, on Tuesday, Safar 20 (September 18), 1859 (A. D.
sic !).

An Arabic-Turkish abridged dictionary.

No. 38

X893.7 M29 W
Arabic.

Sharh as-Sullam by al-Mullawi.
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Size 8^ X 6^ and 6 x 3|.

Folios 45. Written in naskhi, 33-35 lines to a page. Eed titles.

Cream-colored paper.

Date, f. 45 b: Tuesday, The First Jum^a 11, 1167 A. H. (March

6, 1754 A. D.)

A commentary on the poetical treatise on logic, entitled as-Sullam

al-Muraunaq fi-l-Mantiq by al-Akhdarl, d. 941 A. H. (1534

A. D.) The author of this commentary is Ahmad b. *Abd at-

Tattah al-Mujlri al-Mullawi, d. 1181 A. H. (1767 A. D.)

Brockelmann, II, 355.

Jfo. 39

X893.7 117

Arabic.

Tim al-Badr.

Size 9i X 6^ and 6 x 3^.

Polios 15. Written in naskhi. 31 lines to a page. White paper.

Undated, modern.

The beginning of an anonymous treatise on rhetoric.

No. 40

X893.7 Ib65

Arabic.

Majmu'ah.

Size 7x5^ and 5 x 3^.

Polios 89. Written in naskhi. 17 lines to a page. Eed titles.

Cream-colored paper.

Undated.

Arrangement : 1) f. 1 a—49 b. The beginning of an unknown (cf.

Brockelmann, II, 113) work entitled Kifayat al-Mutakallim fi

Adab ah'Alim wa-l-Muta‘allim by Burhan ad-Dln b. Jama*ah,

d. 790 A. H. (1388 A. D.)

;

3) f. 50 h—89 b. The beginning

of Eisalah fi-l-'Amal li-l-Istarlab, a treatise on astronomy, by

Abu-s-Salt Umaiyah, d. 530 A. H. (1135 A. D.) Brockel-

mann, I, 487.

Xo. 41

X893.7 J18 T
Arabic.

Maw^d ar-Eijal by Abu Ma'shar.

Size 9 X 6J and 6i x 4J.
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Polios 93. Written in naskhl. 14 lines to a page. lUnstrated with

several tables. Yellowish paper.

Undated.

Eatab Mawalld ar-Eijal wa-n-Nisa, a treatise on astrology, by Abu

Ma*shar Ja'far b. Muhammad al-Balkhi, d. 272 A. H. (885

A. U.) Brockelmann, I, 221.

No. 42

X893.7991 T87

Persian.

Akhlaq-i Nasiri by Nasir ad-Din Tusl.

Size 8^ X 6 and 5J x 3^.

Folios 136. Written in nasta*liq. 18 lines to a page. Bed titles.

Cream-colored paper. Green leather binding, outside em-

bossed with gold.

Date and name of copyist, f. 133a: 'Ajami Mumin Talish;

Muharram 8, 1077 A. H. (July 11, 1666 A. D.)

A treatise on ethics by the famous astronomer Nasir ad-Din

Muhammad b. Muhammad at-'KsI, d. 692 A. H. (1293 A. D.)

Eieu, Brit. Mus. Pers. II, 441 b.

No. 43

X895.4 K84
Turkish.

Tarjumah-i Tanbih al-Ghafilin.

Size 7| X 5^ and 6x4.
Folios 262. Written in naskhi. 13 lines to a page. Bed titles.

Cream-colored paper.

Undated.

An anonymous Turkish translation of Tanbih al-Ghafilin, an
Arabic treatise on theology, by Abu-l-Laith as-Samarqandl.
Broekelmann, I, 196. Hajji Khalifah, II, 428.

No. 44
X895.4 A17 Q
Turkish.

Dala*il-i Nubuwwat by Alti Parmaq,
Size Ilf X 7i and 9| x 6.

Folios 317. Several writings. 31 lines to a page. Bed titles.

Cream-colored paper. Black leather binding, embossed outside.
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Undated.

The biography of Muhammad the Prophet, entitled Dalall-i

Nubuwwat-i Muhammadi wa ShamaH-i Putuwwat-i Ahma^,
by Shaikh Muhammad b. Muhammad Alti Parmaq, d. 1033

A. H. (1624 A. D.) Eieu, Brit. Mus. Turk., 36 b.

No. 45

X895.4 K12
Turkish.

Yusuf wa Zulaikha by Hamdi.

Size 6 X 3| and 4x2.
Folios 212. Written in nastaliq. 15 lines to a page in two col-

umns. Eed ruled margins, two ‘unwans, red titles. Cream-

colored paper. The end is missing. Brown leather binding,

outside embossed with gold.

Undated.

The well-known poetical love-story of Yusuf (Joseph) and Zu-

laikha, by Hamdi, d. 909 A.H. (1503 A.D.) Eieu, Brit.

Mus. Turk., 169 a.

No. 46

X895.4 B473

Turkish.

Humayun Ntoah by Wasi*. S ty
Size 8| X 5J and 6x3.

Polios 390. Written in nastaliq. 23 lines to a page. Grold ruled

margins, ‘unwan, red titles. Brown leather binding, outside

embossed with gold.

Date and name of copyist, f . 388 b : Muhammad Chalabi Katib

;

Eajab 15, 967 A. H. (April 11, 1560 A. D.)

The Turkish translation of the famous Kalilah wa Dimnah, by

‘All Chalabi Wasi*, d. 950 A.H. (1543 A.D.) Eieu, Brit.

Mus. Turk., 227 a.

X895.48 L142

Turkish.

Majmu'ah.

Folios 172-

A collection of private

poems, etc.

No. 47

i

letters, documents, separate verses, small



CUKEENT EEaULATIONS EOE BUILDING AND FUE-
NISHING CHINESE IMPEEIAL PALACES, 1727-1750

Caeeoll B. Malone
Miami Universitt

An old manuscript on the above subject was bought in Peking

in 1910 by Dr. Berthold Laufer and presented by him to the

Library of Congress. There it is classified under Orientalia, Chi-

nese, B. 182.25. It is bound in Chinese fashion in 40 small vol-

umes, these being grouped into 4 fao (covers), ten volumes to each

fao. The volumes average about 75 pages each.

The title written in Chinese on the cover of the first fao means

Fixed Eegulations for making the large timbers of the Yiian

Ming Yiian, the Yiian Ming Yiian being the country palace of

the Manchu emperors near Peking. This title, evidently taken

from the first page of the first volume, does not represent the con-

tents of more than 10 volumes of the 40, namely, volumes 1-4 and

26-31. A title written in pencil on the outside of the first fao,

possibly by Dr. Laufer’s own hand, is the name given by him to

the set and means simply “ Eegulations for the Yiian Ming Yiian.^^

This comes a good deal nearer to fitting the actual contents. It

is only after a study of each of the volumes in the set—^for there

is no preface, no table of contents, and no index—that I venture to

caE these 40 volumes by the title, Current regulations for build-

ing and furnishing Chinese imperial palaces, 1727-1750.^^ A
study of the contents and nature of these volumes as given below

will, I believe, show that this title is justified, for many other kinds

of building supplies, large and small timber, stone, brick, tiles,

paper, metals, and many kinds of work on all these materials by

various craftsmen, skilled and unskilled laborers, are dealt with;

and regulations not only for the Yiian Ming Yiian, but also for

other palaces, as those at Jehol, Wan Shou Shan, and Hsiang
Shan, and temples inside and outside of these palace grounds, as

the Yung Ho Kung, the Lama Temple in Peking, are here recorded.

In some places the rules of the government board are quoted,

without naming which board. It would seem likely that the Kung
Pu, the Board of Works, is meant. But the building operations

here provided for seem to be those which would come within the

234
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scope of the Nei Wu Fn, the Imperial Household Department, and

it is likely that this set of books was the current record of various

regulations set down from time to time as occasion required with-

out any attempt at codification.

Altogether 10 dates have been found in the 40 volumes. These

are the dates of certain regulations, or of the settlement of certain

accounts. The earliest date is that of the schedule of prices of the

year 1725, the second year of Yung Cheng^s reign, but this schedule

is merely referred to by date and number, is not quoted here.

The earliest schedule actually given is that of Yung Cheng 4, 1727.

The latest date given is Ch^ien Lung 12, that is, 1747. But the

Wan Shou Shan and the imperial garden there are referred to by

names which they were not given officially until 1750 or 1751,

when that garden was opened to celebrate the 60th birthday of the

Emperor^s mother. Hence we may take the years 1727 to 1750 as

the period covered by this record. Some of the schedules given

may be younger or older than these dates.

The manuscript in its present form shows the effects of age. The

outer covers are made of thick pasteboard and covered with a rich

satin brocade of a pattern of plum blossoms on a background of

broken ice. These covers are badly worn and falling to pieces,

only held together by red tape, such as is used in United States

Government offices.

The paper of the manuscript is itself brown with age, especially

so near the tops and bottoms of the pages where it was not pro-

tected by the covers. These original pages were smaller than the

new whiter sheets which have been placed inside them to strengthen

them, when the volumes were rebound long ago. The present fao

were made to fit the rebound volumes, and their condition shows

that the rebinding was no recent affair. Each volume is covered

with good yellow paper and tied with silk. The number of the

volume is written on the edge of the inside of the back cover of

each volume in Chinese figures, probably at the time of rebinding.

The fact that volume 8, dealing with furniture-making, begins

without heading or introduction, and does not seem to follow

logically at the end of volume 7, suggests the possibility that these

numbers may be at fault, and this may explain other illogical

arrangements in the set. I myself found volumes 31-40 in the

second fao and volumes 11-20 in the fourth fao. I placed them in

their correct covers.
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I think that there is no doubt that the manuscript is genuine,

ifeither externally nor internally does it bear any marks of a

forgery, and at the price which Dr. Laufer paid for it in Peking,

it would not be worth while for a clever forger to waste his time

on a work of this sort.

The handwriting of the manuscript is delightfully clear. It

seems to have been done by good scribes, not by a single hand but

by several, probably at diiferent times during the period named.

A few evident errors occur, as on the first page the word inch

for the word meaning 10 feet, which I have corrected in transla-

tion.

My own chief diflBculty in reading it lay in its technical vocabu-

lary, the language of stone masons, carpenters, wood-carvers, cart-

ers, temple decorators, layers of roof tiles and many other crafts-

men. Some of the characters were written in an abbreviated fonn

not found in Goodrich^s, Williams’s, nor Giles’s Dictionaries. Some
Chinese students helped me with some of these difficulties, but in

some cases even they did not understand the technical language.

In the explanations of the contents which follow I have used quo-

tation marks for direct translations, putting my own remarks in

parentheses in such cases. The word translated ^^foot” is the

Chinese foot, by treaty 14.1 English inches
; but often some other

length, even 9/10 of an inch shorter may be intended. Several

foot rules are in use in Peking. The Chinese measure of weight
is the catty, equal to 1% English pounds, and divided into 16

Chinese ounces, called taels. Prices quoted are in taels, marked T,

and in decimals of the tael. The tael, being just the value of the

silver, continually varies in relation to gold money, but we can say

that it is often worth about D. S. $.70.

A description of the contents of these Eegulations ” volume
by volume, and some extracts from them to illustrate the technical

and detailed character of the work may be of interest.

Volume 1, p. 1, begins with the subject: '"Yuan Ming Yiian
Eegulations for work on the large timbers.” It is a list of timbers
of various dimensions and the amount of carpenter work required
to shape each one. To quote: "Eaves pillars; length from 12.5
ft. to 10.5 ft., diameter, 1 to 1.1 ft., each piUar one carpenter’s
time for II/2 days. Length from 10.5 ft. to 8.5 ft., diameter, .9 ft.,

each pillar one carpenter’s time for one day. Length from 10.5
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ft. to 8.5 ft.^ diameter .8 ft. to .7 ft.^ each two pillars^ one carpen-

ter^s time for days.’^

Other dimensions follow these and different types of pillars with

special names and dimensions for each type. Some are golden

piUars square pillars tower golden pillars etc,, some

being 17 ft. tall. Lists of timbers and boards of many sizes and

shapes for various parts of buildings, for bridges, for sluice-gates,

for flag-poles, with directions for measuring them, and the amount
of carpenters^ time required for each, continue on through volumes

1, 2, and 3 and into volume 4. Not all of these are large timbers.

In volume four we hear about bamboo for fences, rattan for

chairs, and the amounts of glue allowed for bookcases of various

sizes. The wood-carvers appear on the scene, wood-turners, makers

of inlaid furniture, and other furniture, with the amounts of yellow

wax, polishing-grass, charcoal for melting the wax, and cloth, to

be allowed for each foot of surface to be polished.

For finishing southern cypress-wood, camphor-wood and inlaid

furniture with water and hot wax, use for every sqare foot .075

oz. of polishing grass, .5 oz. of yellow wax, and for each catty of

yellow wax use ten catties of charcoal, and for every fifty feet of

surface use one foot of white cloth.^^ Vol. 4, p. 24.

Volume 5 begins the regulations for stone work inside the Yuan
Ming Yiian, including plain stone dressing and sculpture in sev-

eral kinds of marble and stone. ‘‘Han pai gii (a white marble,

dolomite) and ch'ing pai gil (a grayish marble) ‘finished roughly

6 sq. ft., a stone cutter’s time for one day; finished smoothly, 10

sq. ft., a stone cutters’ time for 2 days.” The time allowed for

carving stone dragons, heads, scales, faces, body, teeth, claws,

horns, and whiskers, roughly done, per sq. ft,, a stone carver’s time

for 2^ days; carefully done, 3% days. Dragon’s head with hole

bored for water-spout, each one, a stone-cutter’s time for days.

Stone ch‘i lin (mythological quadruped) and lions, fine work, 7

days per sq. ft. Vol. 5, pp. 12-14.

Regulations for brick masonry begin in volume 6, p. 37. Regu-

lations for glazed tiles, used chiefly on roofs, begin on p. 10 of

volume 7. Volumes 8 and 9 deal with furniture again. Volumes

11 to 15 regulate the painting on woodwork and pictures painted

on the beams. We are told the amounts of oil and pigments for

the various colors, and the areas to be painted by a painter in a

day, for different kinds of painting. Papering walls and windows
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and doors and mounting pictures are the subjects of volume 17.

In a list of prices of miscellaneous articles in volume 18 we have

an interesting price-list of different kinds of wood used at the

palace.

Kind of wood

Tzu fan (best red wood)

.

Weight
in catties Price per Price per

per cu, ft. catty cu. ft

.. 70 T.2a (T 15.40)

,..59 .18 ( 11.62)

so-

...28 .08 ( 1-84)

Elm (this and following woods except yellow poplar not

bought by weight) 64

Camphor wood 625

Locust 64

Yellow poplar 56 .20 1.12

Southern cypress 1.20

Northern cypress 64

Tuan (lime or poplar) 20

Shan (deal^ pine or fir) 541

One surprising thing about the above list is that elm and locust,

which are produced locally in the region of Peking, cost more than

camphor-wood, which is transported from Formosa and perhaps

elsewhere in the south.

After this list come the government board prices for wood, which

are a little higher than those just quoted, and a price list for mar-

ble and stone, and the cost of transporting these, as though this

were a part of the government board^s regulations. (It is not

always clear just where one list leaves off and another begins.)

An example of the technical language used is found in the prices

quoted for marble and stone where the phrase ts'ai yun, ^
meaning literally pick transportation w'hich at first one would

construe to mean, transportation included ”, is found. The
phrase is not given in the dictionaries, but I infer from an examina-

tion of the cost of the stone in comparison with the cost of trans-

portation of stone that the prices quoted do not include transporta-

tion, as the example below will show. The phrase one bridle ”,

by which the animals per cart are counted, would seem to indicate

one mule, except that the price paid, T 2.30 per bridle ” per day,

is so large that it would seem that two animals pulling tandem
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might be intended. It would require someone acquainted with the

technical language of contractors or carters to explain these terms

with certainty.

To quote some examples^ yolume 18_, pp. 9-20 : Large pieces

of chSng pai shih (gray marble), 10 to 25 cu. ft., at T 2.70 per 10

cu. ft. Pieces from 50 to 39 cu. ft., at T 4.50 per 10 cu. ft.^^

The rate runs up for larger pieces to 400-500 cu. ft. at T 14.00

per 10 cu. ft.

In the regulations for transportation the first item is Large

pieces of ch^ing pai shih, containing 27 cu. ft., to be loaded on one

mule cart with one bridle For pieces containing more than

30 cu. ft. add a half mule bridle for each cart, making 1%
mule bridles, to go for 8 days. For more than 40 cu. ft, add one

mule bridle for each cart, making two bridles, to go 8 days.^^ For

the larger pieces the number of animals and the number of days

both increase, probably because the larger pieces had to move more

slowly. The largest size given is for pieces containing 500 cu. ft.

or more, 49 bridles to go for 31 days.

Thus calculating the cost of a piece containing 45 cu. ft., we

find that it would cost at T 4.50 for 10 cu. ft., T 20.25. But the

cost of transportation for 8 days, the minimum time given, for two

bridles the correct number for pieces of this size, would amount

to T 36.80. Hence we can be sure that the cost of the marble does

not include the cost of the transportation, which is much larger.

In this same volume we are told of the measurement of gravel

from the Hsiang Shan gravel pits and its transportation, rules for

finishing beautifully marked stone with hot wax, varnish regula-

tions for the Yang Hsin Tien (Nourish Heart Hall) and the rules

for carving the dragons for the spirit shrine in the An Yu Kung,

the ancestral hall in the Yiian Ming Yiian, dated 5th day of the

11th moon of the 7th year of Ch^'ien Lung, 1742, ‘'^Regulations

for the Yueh Lan (perhaps an ornamental fence) behind the

Ch‘'iung Hua Lou (Hortensia Tower) in the Fang Hu Sheng

Ohing in the Yiian Ming Yiian, and other rules for various kinds

of metal w^ork.

Volume 19 continues the metal work. On pages 3-4 we get the

exchange rate for gold and silver. “ Each oz. of gold changes for

13 oz. of silver,” After discussing silver and iron, pewter and

bamboo, the rules for making straw^ mats for use in building roofs

and for awnings are given as of the 25th day of the 3d moon of
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the 4th year, probably the fourth year of Gh^ien Lung, 1740, and

these are followed by the new regulations for matting awnings of

the 12th year of Ch^ien Lung, 1747.

Volume 20 mentions four dates, 1740, for the price list for paper,

drawing sHk, and other supplies for the T^ien Yii K^ung Ming

(Heaven^s vault, empty and bright, the name of a group of build-

ings) at the Fang Hu Sheng Ching; the price list of bamboo and

paper for the fourth year of Yung Cheng, 1727 ; the increase of

prices in the third year of Ch^ien Lung for bricks and tile, with the

provision that the rule of the second year of Yung Cheng, 1724,

should apply to items not covered in this new rule. But the rule

of 1724 is not given. It seems a bit strange that the reduction of

30% in the price list for glazed tile and transportation, in the first

year of Ch^ien Lunges reign, 1736, is not mentioned until Volume

34, while this later increase in prices, 1738, is mentioned in Volume

20. In this volume the prices and time required for hauling sup-

plies to the North Gate at the Wan Shou Shan, though not called

by that name at the time, and to the Fu Yuan Gate, a short dis-

tance east of the Great Gate of the Palace at the Yiian Ming Yiian,

are given. These are followed by a number of price lists for mis-

cellaneous articles and time for various building operations which

extend through the rest of volume 20, and volumes 21, 22, and 23.

Volume 24 gives rules for making sacrificial vessels and orna-

ments for temple use. In both this and the next volume there are

references to the new building-operations at the Hsiang Shan park,

in the EmperoPs garden, and at the Yung An Monastery. Volume
25 also records the rules for the foundry for casting the bronze

pavilion at the Wan Shou Shan, giving the amounts of coal, char-

coal, crucibles, earth and rope to be used in proportion to each 100

catties of bronze used. Similar rules for the foundry for incense

burners at the Yung Ho Kung, the Lama temple in Peking, are

listed.

The next five volumes, 26-31, are taken up with a graduated
list of prices for wood of various sizes. Pine is taken as the basis

for these calculations, which run from timbers 3 ft. in diameter
and 60 ft. long (although it is not certain that there were any
that large) to cost T 1334.94 apiece, down to posts ^ ft. in diame-
ter by 5 ft. long at T .13 each, and even to smaller stuff at T 1.20

per cart-load. At the end of volume 31 is found the schedule for
additional prices by weight and volume to be added to the pine
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prices for the more valuable woods. These prices are mostly the

same as those given above, but with the addition of sandalwood at

T 1.20 per cu. ft., and three other woods.

The earlier part of volume 32 is concerned with stone, marble,

brick, and their transportation. But on p. 39 a brighter subject

begins, the beautiful glazed tile which shines on the roofs of Chi-

nese palaces. It is interesting to notice that the big convention-

alized fish that curls its tail up on the topmost corners of the

main roof-beam costs more than ten times as much in glazed tile as

it does in the ordinary baked clay tile. This roof ornament in size

No. 3, in the plain tile, is from 2.8 ft. to 2 ft. high, and costs

T.80. In the glazed yellow or green tile, 9th style, it is 2.2 ft.

high and costs T 8.586. With each kind of glazed tile ornament

goes a certain amount of lead, evidently to solder it into position.

The larger tiles were so valuable that they must be transported

carefully on men^s shoulders by carrying-poles, and the smaller

pieces had to be wrapped in straw and brought by cart. This we

learn in volume 34. We find, too, that from Peking to the factory

was a journey of 220 li or 4l^ days. This I understand to mean

the round trip. The porters were to be paid T .15 per day and

each cart was to cost T 1.413.

Now the town from which the glazed tile is commonly reported

to come is Liu Li Ch^ii, a towm at the mouth of the Hun Eiver

Canyon, a little less than 50 li from Peking and about the same

distance from the Yiian Ming Yiian. It is possible that in Gh^ien

Lunges time the glazed tile came from some other place, or that

the allowance for time and distance was very generous.

It is in volume 34 that we read of the reduction by 30% of the

prices paid for glazed tile, for wrapping and transportation, and

that the amount of lead was reduced by 2/10 for the large pieces

and by 1/lO for the small ones. The subsequent increase of prices

two years later has been mentioned in connection with the contents

of volume 20.

The latter part of volume 34 and volume 35 contain various

lists of prices for lime, wood, bamboo, hemp, metals, polishing

materials, hardware of many varieties, painters’ colors and other

materials, and curtains. In volume 36 under the rules for brass-

making we find recipes for giving the product the appearance of

age. We have also pewter work and the wire screening put under

the eaves to keep the birds out.
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Volumes 37^ 38, 39 and 40 contain regulations for making and

ornamenting objects of temple furniture, prayer wheels at Yimg
Ho Kung, images, shrines, altars, a hall of the 500 Lohans in a

building the shape of the character for field ffl, perhaps the

one in the Pi Yiin Ssu Green Cloud Temple or the one that

was formerly at the Wan Shou Shan. There was a building of this

shape in the Yiian Ming Yiian, but its shape was significant of the

cultivated fields by which it was surrounded and there is no reason

to think that it was used for a temple of the 500 Lohans.

The regulations governing the painting of palace and temple

interiors which begin in volume 39 are continued in volume 40

with the regulations for the Pu Ning Ssu, a temple at Jehol, and

concluded with the Eegulations approved by the Emperor for

background of flowers, fruit, and forest-trees in the Ta Hsiung

Pao Tien (Kich Hall of the Great Hero) behind the Hill of Im-

perial Longevity This list gives the cost per square foot for

painting various kinds of landscape. Surfaces representing ordi-

nary foliage cost T 1.96 per square foot, including both colors and

workmen's wages; while the best sorts of evergreen foliage cost

T 2.2404 per square foot. This work is in oils, the work of arti-

sans; for the best artists in China work only in water-colors.

Forty-four times, in all, the names of particular places or offices

are mentioned. Nine of these I cannot identify. Of the 33 which

I can identify, thirteen name the Yiian Ming Yiian, and seven

others name places in, or adjacent to it. I should estimate also

that well over half of the material of the 40 volumes is concerned

with the regulations for the building and furnishing of the Yiian

Ming Yiian. There are four references to the Wan Shou Shan
and to places close to it. Similarly the Hsiang Shan counts three

references and the Yung Ho Kung (the Lama temple in Peking)
three. Jehol has two, to a palace and temple, and the Ching Shan
(Coal Hill in Peking) one, this name being simply used to identify

a certain kind of article, as certain other references simply identify

price-lists or types of construction.

Scattered through the various price lists there are some articles

which are designated as Western ocean "" hooks, or walls, or dials,

and more than one reference to a ''Western Ocean pagoda top
(or dagoba top)^^. This is the term used for European, and the
very scarcity of such articles shows that European influences were
slight on the common affairs of everyday life. The list might have
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been quite different later in the reign of Ch^ien Lung, when he

had a whole set of European palaces built within his palace walls.

If the Yuan Ming Yuan were still standing intact, this manu-
script in the hands of an expert contractor would furnish the basis

for a fair approximation of the original cost of the buildings there.

But now that the palace lies in ruins the estimate could not be at

all accurate. The lists here do not give us the total cost of a single

building, but only price lists for certain classes of material. We
are given the cost of timbers of a certain size and the time a car-

penter must spend to shape them, but we do not know how many
timbers of each kind there were, nor even the carpenters’ wages.

We are told the price of many sizes and qualities of roof tiles, and

many special shapes, but we do not know how many of each sort

were used, nor even which buildings had glazed tile roofs.

The facts which are given here are of less value to one inter-

ested in the discovery of definite historical events than they might

be to the student of architecture, or of interior decoration and

furnishings, or to the economist who is looking for the prices of

building-supplies, cart-hire and many of the staples of life in China

two centuries ago.

4



ILOKO PATHOLOGY

Moeice Vanovekbekgh:

Kabi'gaw-Apayaw, Mountain Pbovince, P. I,

In A PBEvious PAPBK, published in the Joxjen'al 49. 1-21, we

treated Iloko Anatomy,

In this paper we shall try to give the names of the different

diseases, illnessses, bodily defects, etc., known to the Iloko.

We shall avoid as much as possible all words that are obviously

Spanish, and we shall give only those that came to our personal

notice.

Let it be said once for all that both the prefix ag and the suflSx

en (past form: infix in) form adjectival verbs meaning ^^to be

affected with a certain illness, disease, etc.^^

akkdff^: Straddling, walking with the legs wide apart. Synonym:
sakkdri^. See : kidd.

alimdseg: Very acute pain in the abdomen. As described by the Iloko:

a feeling as if something were wound tightly around the place of the navel,

at the inside. Cf. (ag)hisdleg and (ag)sikal. See: (ag)sikal.

alimhasdg(en)

:

To have sleeplessness, insomnia, abnormal wakefulness.

See : (ma) talimudaw.

(ma)alis(dn)

:

To miscarry, to suffer miscarriage or abortion. From
the stem alls, “ expulsed human fetus the passive prefix ma and the

locative suflSx an.

Other peculiarities relating to women: lunay(en), hutildtc, (agpa)-

sikal, (ag)daraod6, (ka)datDi(dn), hakkd, (agpamm)ukdl,

(agalon-)dlon: To respire convulsively, to gasp. The intermittent re-

spiration of a dying person. Synonym: (agayon-)dyon, Cf, (ag)angsdh.

See: an^ktt,

alunit: A boil or furuncle, situated at the knee or, rarely, at the anus.

Very painful. Cf. JettSg, See: lettdg.

(ag)dmag: To evacuate dmag, a kind of reddish, broad intestinal worm,
about two inches long. Qi. (agapat-)dpat (ag)aridk. See: fagi)bUng.
ampo(in)

:

To be pricked by ampo, a kind of small, blackish, fresh-water

fish. The affected part swells up and the pain is very acute. See: letteg.

dno: Pus. matter, purulent substance. Synonym: ndna,
anyinfen): To suffer a stroke, e. g., when the heart is affected, a stroke

of apoplexy. Sometimes the body becomes livid. A^in means: wind,
draft, current of air. Synonym: (na)hdut iti dngin. See: (ma)talimudaiD,

atipkit

:

Asthma.
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Other peculiarities of respiration
:

(ag) rdrek, (ngdlon-) dIon, (ag)-

angsd^h. See also: gnstiiVg.

(ag)angltt: To be afflicted with disease of the axilla or armpit. A
peculiar odor is diffused by the affected part of the body. See: gaddil.

(ag)(pngsdh: To pant, e. g., after running. Cf. (ngalon-)dlon. See;

aiigJcit,

dok: A cutaneous disease of the scalp of children, consisting of one or

more suppurating tumors. See: gaddtl, letteg, pultdk.

(agapat-)dpat

:

To evacuate taeniae or tapeworms. Cf. (ag)dmag and

(ag)ariek. See: (agi)hleng,

(in)apdya: Invaded by salt water. Said of rice fields. See: apldt,

apldi

:

A plant disease consisting of small masses of cottonlike threads

adhering to the leaves, and inclosing a small animal, probably a kind of

aphid or plant louse.

Other affections of plants: (ag)konteg, (agtuniTp)turingj h(in)alit-

ungeg, hatir(en), (in)apdga, (na)ngoret, (man)drak.

dras: A disease of the mouth of children, and occasionally of adults,

characterised by the appearance of pearl-colored flakes, a kind of aphthae,

which make eating almost impossible. This disease, probably a kind of

thrush, cau-^cs the death of many children. See: gustng.

(ag)ari€k or (ag)ariet: To evacuate arief, a kind of ascaris or round-

worm. Cf. (ag)dmag and (agapat-)dpat. See: (agi)bletVg.

aringkdk: Short-necked. See: huttidg.

arrdp: Cf. kordrap.

a/yain(en)

:

To have aydm or chicken ticks. See: (ma)talimudaw.

(agayon-)dyon: Cf. (agalon-)dlon,

ayydkos: Slightly stooping. Of. kuhbo and tinyig. See: huttiug,

hded: Speaking nasally, through the nose, nasalizing. Cf. hedd. See:

mdtaL
hagds ling-dt

:

Prickly heat, a cutaneous eruption of red pimples that

have a small white point in the center; it is attended by intense itching.

Bagds ling'et means literally “fruit (of) perspiration,’^ Cf. (agra)rasd

and urisit. See: gaddil.

(hina)hdi: Hermaphrodite, having womanlike traits (gait, etc.). Said

of males. Bdi means “female”; bahdi “woman”; the infix indicates

resemblance. See: hunpdw, kidd.

hakkd: Very large pudendum or vulva. In its first meaning a hakkd is

an earthen basin, used especially for washing rice, etc. See: (mo) alts (an).

hakkaweng: Curved, crooked, bent, twisted, deformed, distorted, bandy,

e. g., a leg, a pod, a stick, etc. Cf. salldkup. See: pilay.

'bdkrdng(en)

:

To feel pain in one’s side. Cf. haUaihi(4n) and siket(en).

(ag)l>akudr: Cf. (ag)sarud.

h(in)aUtuy^eg

:

Worm-eaten. Said of camotes or sweet potatoes, in

which a worm, called halltuiigeg^ has taken its abode. See: aplat.

hdllaihi(en)

:

To have splenalgia, to feel pain of a neuralgic kind over

the region of the spleen or milt. From the stem hallaihi. Cf. hakrdn^(en)

and s%k4t(€n).
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'balUkug: Perverting a person’s words; relating the opposite of what

somebody really said, while seeming to quote his words.

'ballokot: Swollen. Said of the eyes, when the eyelids are swollen, e. g.,

through much weeping, the sting of a wasp, etc. Cf. h(um)useL See:

saguyepyep (en),

hanggkifig: Having one of a pair not matching its pendant, e. g., a

person who is one-eyed (huldin^), cross-eyed (pangkis), limping (pilay

and pil-6k), who has only one leg, one arm, one hand (pokol), one ear

(ptngud or rin^ud), etc. Some time ago, a man who limped married a

girl, who had had one of her breasts amputated : scoffers said they matched

perfectly as both were Jxm^king. See: hulsek, (ag)durek, pok6l,

(agha)hard: To have buboes, inflammatory swellings in the groin. This

may happen, e. g., when one has an infectious wound in the foot. Bard

means literally “ lung.” See : letteg,

harifiprti^

:

(Walking) with the body inclined to one side or sidewise.

See: kidd.

harkes: An inflammatory disease of the skin, often originating at the

waist, and characterized by the presence of redness and itching and dis-

charge of a watery exudation; probably a kind of herpes or eczema. See:

gaddil.

(na)hartek: Drunk, intoxicated, inebriated, tipsy. See: (ma)talimudarD,

(ag})a)'bdsil: To have whitlow, felon, panaris or paronychia. BdsU

means literally “wedge.” See: pokdl.

hasisdw(eri)

:

To experience a feeling as of water moving in the abdomen
(while one walks). This happens to people who have drunk a large

amount of water. Basisaw means “bladder,” Cf. (ag)hellad(dn). See:

(ag)sikal,

hatir(en)

:

A plant disease caused by a large, white worm or larva,

called hdtir, which gnaws at the roots. See: apldt,

(ag)h(in)atldg

:

Whose bruises or contusions dissolve, leaving a mark.

Also: to be marked by mosquito bites (small sw^ellings). The t of agbi‘

natldg is often superseded by a glottal catch in pronunciation, hence some

authors write: aghinakldg. See: letteg, sugat.

(na)hdut iti dngin: Cf. angin(en). Literally: struck by a current of

air, a draft, the wind.

(ag)hayang6boiivg

:

To have cholera, cholerine. See: (agi)hl4n§*

hedddl: Cf. mutal.

hede: Stammerer, stutterer, hesitating, faltering. This is one of the few
Iloko words, in which the e is not pronounced as usual; the first e is pro-

nounced as in stammerer, the second like the German d. Cf. hded and
mutal. See: mutal.

(na)hegndt: To suffer a relapse, the return of a disease after im-

provement.

hekkel(dn) : Goiter, bronchocele. Bekkel means “ strangling ”
; the suffix

is a locative. See: letteg, (agpa)pdraw.

(ag)hellad(dn)

:

To be oversated; a sense of weight or fullness in the

stomach, a feeling experienced by persons who have eaten to excess, or who
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are affected with dyspepsia, whether they suffer from it or not. Belldd
means “swelling (of cooked rice, etc.)"; the suffix is a locative. Cf.

hasisdw(en). See: (ag)sikal,

(agi)hleng: To have diarrhea, a morbidly frequent discharge of loose or
fluid evacuations from the intestines. BelWTg means “throwing away";
ihellen^ (without syncopation) “ to throw away." AgihUng also means
“ to evacuate the bowels ”

; the context must show whether the speaker
means the disease or the simple action.

Other peculiarities of evacuations: (ag)huriSy (ag)hay(m^6honyy

(najlisay(dn), (agjsika, talhH, (ag)dmag, (agapat-)dpat, (agjaridk,

(sarjsaripit(en). See also: (ag)sikal.

(na)hUs: sprained. Said of any part of the body. From the stem
helUs. Cf. (na)bld and (na)piskel(dn). See: sugat.

(aghe)hessdg

:

To be pale, pallid, wan. See: (ma)talimudaw,
hetHd: Cramp, a spasmodic and painful involuntary contraction of the

muscles. Sometimes pronounced: hetteg. See: (ma}i(Uimudav>,

(aghi)hineg

:

To be numb, benumbed, torpid, insensible. Cf. (agpi)ptkeL

See
:

(ma) talimudaw.

(ma)birdhid: To feel dizzy and feverish, after having eaten birdbid, a

kind of edible snail. The Iloko say that this happens to people who eat

birdbid out of season. See: (ma) talimudaw.

birit: Having a scar or scarlike indentation on the eyelid. See: lettdg,

par^his, sugat.

(ag)bisdleg

:

To feel an acute pain in the abdomen, after having eaten

what does not agree. Cf. alimdseg and (ag)sikal. See: (ag)sikal.

(ma)bisin: To be hungry, to feel hungry. See: (ma) talimudaw.

bdkol: Any projecting bone, e. g. : the malleoli, the wrist bones, the

bridge of the nose, the two projections of the frontal bone on the fore-

head, etc.

(agbo)hokMi

:

Cf. (agbu)bussdg. Boksit means “belly, abdomen.”

(na)bl6: Luxated, dislocated. Said of any part of the body. From the

stem holl6. Cf. (ua)bles and (na)piskel(dn). See: sugat.

boskdw: Cataract of the eye. See: hulsek.

botto(dn)

:

Callosity, callus. Bottd means either “pivot", or “position

of the child ready to be born." The suffix is a locative. Cf. kapuyo. See:

lettdg.

b(in)ukbuk

:

Worm-eaten; with one or more cavities or decayed spots;

affected with necrosis, with caries. Said of wood, grain, teeth, etc. Bukbuk

means “wood worm, grain beetle”, etc. See: ioppol.

(agpamm)ukel: To grow breasts. Said of girls, whose breasts are be-

ginning to appear. BukSl means “ seed, sphere, ball, roundness ”, etc. The

prefix agpang means “ to cause, to order." The final ng of the prefix has

been combined with the initial b of the stem into w, which is reduplicated

here. See: (ma)alis(dn).

(bul)buldn(en)

:

To be moonstruck, lunatic. Bulan means “moon.”

Cf. (agu)dyon§. See: (agu)dyong.
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hulding

:

One-eyed, single-eyed, blind in one eye, having but one eye. Cf.

hangkin^. See ; hulsek.

hulsek: Blind, eyeless.

Other defects of the eyesight : hulding, huiighiY^, hoskaw, hurdg,

kordmp. See also; pangkts,

hunga ti maid: A sore or ulcer on the eyelid. Literally; fruit of the

eye. See; (ag)kamatd, letteg.

hun^dw: Having one or both testicles swollen.

Other peculiarities relating to males ; lun^as, punpOrt, kultdp,

(hina)hdi,

(na)hurdhur: Become ill through the influence of a hurdhur, or caudal

spine of the sting ray. This is how it is supposed to happen ; a malevolent

person catches a sting ray, cuts off its caudal spine, and then releases it

alive; if he sticks the hurdhur in a tree, the latter dies; if he sticks it in

the ground, in a spot on which a person trod or urinated, the latter will

become ill. See; (nakah)kahladw(an).

hurdg: Having a disease of the eye, which appears as a discoloration

of the iris; the latter becomes white and the eyesight is very much im-

paired. Synonym: surdg. See; hulsek.

(ag)huris: To have diarrhea or flux, a flowing or fluid discharge from

the bowels, a purging or looseness of the bowels. Cf . tabhdl. See

;

(agi)hldn^.

hurtonp: Smallpox, variola; pock-marked. Cf. kamdras and toko. See:

gaddil.

h(um)usel: To be inflamed; an inflammation of the eyes, manifesting

itself by redness and swelling, and occasioned, e. g., by much weeping.

Busel means “flower bud”; the infix means “to grow, to become.” Cf.

hallokot. See; saguyepyep(dn).

husigit: Hemorrhoid, piles. See: letteg.

(aghu) hussdg

:

Having a pot-belly, a protuberant belly. Said of children,

Bussog means “satiety.” Synonym: (agho)hoksit. Cf. huttidg. See:

hutting.

(ag)huteg: To snivel. With carabaos, it is a sign of the rogdrog disease.

Cf. letlet(dn) SLud panatdnp. See; panaterip.

hdtig: A kind of wart, an excrescence or protuberance on the face, re-

sembling an ordinary 'wart, but smaller, softer and less black. Cf.

(tokak)tdkak. See: letteg.

hutildvo: Protrusion of the uterus into the vagina. See; (ma)alis(dn).

hutting: Having a pot-belly, a protuberant belly. Said of adults, espe-

cially males. Cf. (aghu)huss6g.

Other peculiarities of stature: (aghu)huss6g, (gay(mg)gag6npy (kas

la tiwanjtiroan, kawdg, panddk, doriri^ (ag)luk-6h, kuhhd, ayydkos,

arinpkik, tin^ig, kippit, (ag)kavAl.

ddig

:

Cf . sdrut.

dalddl: Speaking with difficulty. As described by the Iloko: speaking
like a man, who is chewing betel nut. See : mutal.
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(agpa)ddra: To expectorate blood (hemoptysis) ; to vomit blood (hema'
temesis.) Dura means “blood”; the prefix agpa means “to cause, to
order.”

Other hemorrhages; (ag)daring6ngo, (ag)sika, (ag)dar(iod6, (lea)-

dawi(dn). See also; sugat.

(ag)daraod6: To suffer a morbidly copious discharge of the menses;
e. g., after having lifted up a heavy object, after having been beaten, etc.

Cf. (ka)dawi(dn). See; (ma)alis(d7i)j (agpa)ddra.

(ag)daring6ngo

:

To bleed at the nose (epistaxis or nosebleed). See:

(agpa)ddra, panatetig.

(ka)daxvi(dn)

:

Menses, menstruation, menstrual discharge. Kadavndn
also means “habit, custom.” Synonym: (8anga)Ui. Cf. (ag)daraodd.

See: (ma)alis(dn)
, (agpa)ddra.

doling: Cf. gildb.

(ag)danger

:

To shake the head with a slight, rapid, continuous move-

ment, from side to side, as old women do. Cf, (agtaiTg)tany-dd, See:

(ag)lammin.

doriri: Having a px'otuberant breech, projecting buttocks. See: hutting,

ddgul: With one or more wens or sebaceous cysts. Said of the scalp or

any part of the body, but more especially of the bridge of the nose, which,

ill this case, looks like having been smashed and flattened out, so as to form

ugly protuberances on both sides. See: lettdg, panatdng,

(na)dunor: Injured, hurt; bruised, contused. Any lesion, bruise, frac-

ture or the like; any bodily injury causing severe pain. When the injury

is external, nadunor is sometimes used in opposition to nasdgat^ woimded.

See: sdgat.

(ag)dungsd: To fall asleep, to drowse, to doze. Before going to bed.

Cf. saguyepyep(dn). See: saguyepyep(dn).

(ag)d'drek: To run. Said of the ear, when discharging pus or other

matter. Durek means “ cerumen or earwax.”

Other affections of the ear; (nakah)kahladw(an), Htin^j risapj

kopilenpy pingud, hangkin^y tiileng.

(um)hdl: To swell, to tumefy; when the swelling extends over a com-

paratively large area and shows no sign of external injury or core. More

especially to have dropsy, beriberi. From the stem ehhdL Cf. l(um)teg.

See: lettdg. gaddil: Itch, scabies, mange; scab. Cf. gudgdd.

Other skin diseases: gudgud, ui'isity hagds Ung-et, (agra)rasd,

(supotjsupofy dok, harkdSy kurady kurad ti holo^ lahait, momo,

samrtd(en)y huridny, toko, kamdras, kdtel, (ag)katingy (ag)tarin-

dandm, kamdnaw, fag)anpUty lasL See also: letteg.

(na)gdmud: Poisoned; after having eaten or drunk food or drink

poisoned by man, not naturally poisonous. Cf. saMdonp.

garadgdd: Scratch; a slight, superficial wound. Synonym: garomidd,

Cf. (na)karamut(an). See: s^iigat.

(ag)garadugud

:

To gurgle. A gurgling sound produced in the bowels.

See: (agjstkal.
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garomidd: Cf. garadgdd*

(g(iyong)gay&f^

:

Whose fat or flesh shakes or vibrates (when in

motion). Said of obese, excessively corpulent, very fat or fleshy persons.

See : hutting,

gidgid: Cf. mdgid,

gtldb: Having a cast in the eye, a slight squint. Synonym: doling,

Cf. pangkts. See; pangkis.

gitdh: Whose teeth clatter. When suffering from fever, etc. Cf.

(agjnparetnget. See; (ag)lammm, toppdl,

gitiw: Having a wound or scar, at or near the mouth. See: gusi/ngy

sngat.

gudgud: An exanthema or eruption on the skin, characterized by very

small vesicles, that have the same color throughout, and contain no pus;

the affected surface is more or less wet and itches greatly. GudgUd is

sometimes, although improperly, called gaddil, “ itch.” See
:

gaddih

gurigur: Fever. Synonym: pudot. Cf, (ag)payegpdg.

gusing: Harelipped. The same term is applied to earthenware notched

at the rim.

Other affections of the mouth: soridb, tammi, piwak, ptwis,

(ag)lif^us, (maka)r<yn^Ut, giti/Wy (ag)luptdk, momo, (ag)ma'^-

mdn^y dras, (agka)kdtay, (kahul)kahuly umel. See also: toppdl,

(agpa)pdraWy angkity mutal,

(na)iddal(dn)

:

'Whose throat (pharynx or gullet) is obstructed by a

sharp object; e. g., when a fishbone, a spine, etc. sticks in one’s throat.

Cf. (na)ispal(dn) and (na)ltot(dn). See: (<igpa)pdraw.

(sanga)Ui: Cf. (kajdawi(dn). From Hi, town, and the prefix sa/n^u

of units. Sangatli also means “ stranger, guest.”

(najispal(dnj

:

Whose throat (pharynx or gullet) is obstructed by food,

experiencing difficulty in getting the food down the throat. In such a

case, one has to drink to get it down. Cf. (na)iddal(dn) and (na)ltot(dn).

See ; (agpa)pdraw.

kdhaw: Doting, dotard, whose mind is impaired by age, in second

childhood. Kdhaw, in its form nakdhaw, also means light ”, and is said

of wine, tobacco, etc. See: (agu)uycmp.

kahhi: Cf. pangdl.

(ag)kahiteg

:

To be marked or streaked with one or more wales or

stripes. Cf. l(imm)ttem. See: letteg, sdgat.

(nakah)kahladw(an) : A disease characterized by general debility,

softening of the ears and clammy perspiration. Literally: having been

greeted. The sick person is supposed to have been caressed by the ghost

of a dead relative. Cf. (na)lugdn(an). See: (ag)dureky (ma)talimiidaw.

Other diseases related to superstitions: (na)lugdn(an), (na)~

padsing (an), (makajregrdg, (nai)kiring, (na)hurdhur.

(kahul)kahul: Masticating with difficulty, unable to chew or masticate,

g.y a toothless person. See: toppdl, gusing.

(agjkalatokdt

:

To shake, to tremble. Said of the knees. A sign of
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debility. Agkalatokot ti tumef^gna

:

he is very weak, very feeble
; literally

:

his knees shake, tremble. See: (agjlanvmtn, pilay, (ma)talimudaw,

kamdnaw: Patches of discolored skin. They are much paler than the

rest of the Iloko’s skin and tend to spread. See: gaddil,

(ag)kamatd: To have a kind of ophthalmia, characterized by redness of

the eyeballs and discharge of abundant gum. From matd “ eye.” Cf.

mdgid.

Other diseases of the eyes: mdgid, (ag)mdkat, hunpa, ti matd. See

also
:
pan^kis,

kamhdl: With a double yolk. Said of eggs.

kammoor: Bump; a protuberance or swelling resulting from a bump or

blow. See: letteg, sugat,

kamoras: Measles, rubeola. Cf. hurtdii^ and toko. See: gaddil.

kamdro: Pustule, pimple. Synonym: taramidong. See: letteg.

(agka)kapsut

:

To feel weak, feeble, debilitated, exhausted. Synonym:

(agka)kdpuy. See: (ma)talim'ddau>.

(agka)kdpuy

:

Cf. (agka)kapsut.

kapuyo: Blister, whether caused by a burn or other injury. Synonym:

lapuyok. Cf. hottofdn). See: letteg.

karahukoh (en)

:

To have a sore throat, e. g., after having been shout-

ing for some time. Cf. (agpa)pdraio. See; (agpa)pdraw.

(na) karats(an) : Cf . (na)karamut (an)

.

(na)karamdt(an)

:

Scratched, by nails or claws. Synonym: (na)-

kara4s(an). Cf. garadgdd. See: sugat.

(ag)karomtnas

:

To be affected with the sickness, mortal in some cases,

resulting from the eating of karominas, a kind of medusa or jellyfish. One

experiences a very disagreeable and strong itching sensation in the throat,

much stronger than that which occasionally results from the eating of taro

rhizomes. See :
(agpa)pdraio.

(agka)kdtay

:

To have the mouth filled with saliva; in the case of

children or idiots: to drivel, to dribble, to drool, to sliver, to slabber, to

slobber. See: gusin^, (agn)uyong.

(ag)kating: To have leprosy, lepra; to be leprous, a leper. Namely:

the itching variety. Cf. kutel. See: gaddil.

kawdg: A very tall man, much taller than the generality of his com-

panions. Synonym: kawdkaw. Cf. panddk. See: huttiug.

kauodkatv: Cf. kawdg.

(ag)kawil: To cross the legs, either the thighs, when sitting in a

chair, etc., or the shanks, when sitting on the ground, with the knees

upturned or in tailor's fashion. See: hutting.

kawiiig: Knock-kneed, inkneed; whose great toe is separated from the

others and points more or less sidewise; whose thumb points sidewise

more than usual, whatsoever its position. Synonym: fcitwnp. See: pilay,

pokdl.

kelkelfSn)

:

To cough, to have repeated fits of coughing. A symptom

of influenza, a cold, bronchitis, etc., not: of tuberculosis. Cf. (ag)uydk.

See: (agpa)pdrau>.
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(lettig a pajIcUh: An abscess or a boil, which discharges its pus inside,

and consequently may occasion blood poisoning. Literally: overturned

abscess or boil, Pakleh, from the stem kelleb, “cover”, and the prefix

pa, “ to cause, to order ”, means “ with mouth or aperture downward.”

Cf. letteg. See: letteg.

kidd: Walking with abdomen protruding. Said also of women in the

last stages of pregnancy. Cf. sarangkinud and talcmgkidd.

Other peculiarities of gait: talon^kidd, sarai^kinud, akkdng, (agj-

taraddih, barifi^gring, pillakds, (bina)bdi. See also: pilay»

kilat: With one or both lower eyelids stretched downward. See:

pangkis.

kilit: One of whose eyes appears smaller than the other, being usually

half-closed by the eyelids, e. g. through the presence of an epicanthus.

Cf. kosipet, kuyep and liskaheri^. See: pangkis,

kimat(in) : To be struck by lightning.

kippit: Flattened sidewise. Said of the head. See: buttidg,

(agkiray)kirdy : To be blink-eyed; to wink, to blink, to nictate, to

nictitate habitually or repeatedly; to scintillate, to sparkle, to twinkle.

Said of persons, of fire, stars, etc. Agkirdy means “ to wink,” a single

action. Cf. (ag)kuridemdem. See: 8aguyepyep(en).

(nai)kiring : To have a kind of shaking palsy. Kiring is the name of a

period of days, approximately from the twentieth to the twenty-fifth of

October, and of the atmospheric disturbances, which usually occur at that

time; popular imagination has associated with the kirmg all kinds of

beliefs and superstitions. 'Naikiring means literally “influenced by the

kiring See: (nakabjkabladw(an) and (ag)lammin.

kiadp: Snub-nosed; completely shorn; bare. In the first meaning, said

of a person, who has a nose, which is smaller and flatter than usual,

especially with reference to the bridge; in the second meaning, said of a

person, whose hair has been cut very near to the scalp, all over the head;

in the third meaning, said of a plot of ground, a field, etc., which has

been cleared completely of grass, herbs, etc. See: panatSng, pultdk,

(ag)kissiw: To have epilepsy, falling sickness. See: (ma)talimddaw,

kiwir^ : Cf. kawirtg,

kodidp: A scar or blotch, rough, discolored and almost white. Cf. pigldt.

See: letUg, sdgat.

kopiUng: Flattened and distorted. Said of the ear. See: (ag)durek.

(na)kopldt(an) : Abraded or abrased. Said of the skin; when a person

is wounded by abrasion or superficial excoriation. Synonym: (najlupsit-

(an), Cf. sdgat, latldt, and (na)kulatldt(an). See: sugat,

kordrap: With defective eyesight; myope, myopic, shortsighted, near-

sighted; farsighted, hypermetrope, hypermetropic, presbyope, presbyopic.

Synonyms: arrdp, matdn mandk. See: bulsSk,

(ag)koraret: To be affected with convulsion, cramp, tetanus; to shrink

from cold. Cf. (agk'u)kur6t. See: (ag)lainmin, (ina)talimddaw.

korirep: With upturned eyeballs. This defect prevents the affected

person from looking down. See: parigkis.
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(ag)Jcoriteg: To shrivel. Said of leaves; this is due to plant disease.

See : apldt,

koaipet: One or both eyes appearing smaller than usual, e. g. when one
or both eyes are provided with an epicanthus, or prolongation of a fold of

the skin of the upper eyelid over the inner angle or both angles of the

eye, common in Mongolians. Cf. kilit, kdyep, liskahdng and pinykit. See

:

pangkis.

kuhbd: With crooked, curved back; bending down, stooping (especially

while walking); humpbacked, hunchbacked. Cf. ayyokoa. See; huttiug.

(najkulatldi(an)

:

Skinned, flayed, excoriated, peeled. Cf. latldt and
(n<i)kopldt(an). See: sugat.

kultop

:

With very small penis. See ; hungdw.

kdrad: A contagious affection of the skin, characterized by the ap-

pearance of discolored whitish patches, covered with vesicles or powdery

scales, and at times itching greatly; a kind of tetter or ringworm. It

occasionally spreads over the whole body, except the sole of the foot and

the palm of the hand, giving the affected individual a dirty appearance

and a characteristic smell. See: gaddil.

kurad ti holo

:

The lahait skin disease, w^hen affecting the hands.

Literally: kdrad of bamboo. Cf. lahait. See: gaddxl,

(ag)kuridemdem

:

To wink at irregular intervals, to blink (when

scarcely awake), to glimmer, to wink, to flicker. Said of drowsy persons,

of lamps, fire, etc. Cf. (agkiray)kirdy. See: saguyepyep(4n),

(agkujkurot

:

To stand all shrunk up. Said of sick fowls. Synonyms:

(ag)kuyay6ty (agku)kuy6t. Cf. (ag)korardt,

kdtel: Leprosy, lepra; leper. This variety causes no itching. Cf. (agj-

kaiing. See
:

gaddil.

(ag)kuyay6t

:

Cf. (agku)kurdt,

(ag)kuyegydg: Cf. (ag)pigerger,

kuyep: With eyes half-shut, blinking. Synonym: sdyep. Cf. kiUt,

kosipdt and liskaheiT]), See: pangkis.

(agku)kuy6t

:

Cf. (agku)kur6t.

lahait: An inflammatory disease of the skin, affecting the cheeks, and

characterized by discoloration and very strong itching, a kind of herpes or

tetter; it generally begins with a small round patch, which spreads when

scratched, and it disappears only after some four years, leaving a per-

manent mark. Cf. kdrad ti h6lo. See: gaddil.

(na)lamduo: Scalded, burnt (with hot liquid or steam). Cf. (najsinif.

See : adgat.

(aglam)lamigo

:

To be affected with a chronic disease, consisting in a

kind of cold-bloodedness. Such persons are exceedingly sensitive to cold;

they feel cold when there is a little draft, the smallest breeze, when they

are slightly startled, etc. See: (ag)lammin.

(lam)lamiis(en)

:

Cf. (ag)lammin.

(ag)lammin: To feel cold, to be chilled, to shiver with cold, to have a

chill (caused by exposure to cold or wet), to tremble, to shake from

cold. Synonym: (lam)lamiis(en).
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Other similar affections: (aglam)lamigo, (ag)horaret, (na)padsing’

(an), (ag)pig€rger, (nai)kiring, (ag)payegpeg, (ag)kcUatolc6t, gitdh,

(ag) danger, (agtar^)tang-€d, (agsid)sidddaw, s(um)gdr. See also;

(ma) talimudaw.

lapttyok

:

Cf. kapuyo.

last: Dandruff. See: gaddil, pultdk.

latldt: Gall, chafe, fray, a sore or wound in the skin from rubbing. The

latldt appears only on the back of horses and on the buttocks of persons.

Cf. (na)kopldt(an) and (na)kulatldt(an). See: sdgat.

letlet(en)

:

\\Tiose nose is obstructed, having catarrh of the nose. The

affected person experiences difficulty in breathing. Cf. (ag)huteg and

panatdng. See: panateng.

letteg: Boil, furuncle; abscess. Cf. alunit and (letteg a pa)kleh.

Other excrescences and tumors: (letteg a pa)kleh, alunit, kamoro,

hunga ti maid, dok, husigit, (agha)hard, kapuyo, l(um)teg, (um)-

J)dl, pangdl, ampo(en) ,
hekkel(dn)

,
dugul, kammoor, (ag)kahiteg,

hotto(dn), hutig, (tokak) tokak, riting, siding, (ag)h(in)atldg, pigldt,

hirit, kodidp. See also: gaddil, l(um)teg,

l(um)teg: To swell, to tumefy; to become infected (tainted with morbid

matter). From the stem letteg. Cf. (um)hdl.

Other infections: (maka)susup, (agpak)pakilo. See also: lettdg.

(ag)lingus: To make a wry face, a grimace, at the same time slightly

shaking the head, e, g., when hearing something unpleasant. See: gusing.

(na)lisay(dn)

:

To have a kind of indigestion or dyspepsia. Its most

striking symptoms are pain in the abdomen, immediately after meals,

diarrhea and evacuation of almost undigested food. See: (agi)hlen^.

liskaheng: With eyes almost completely shut. The eyelids of such per-

sons are abnormally large, and their eyelashes almost invisible. Cf, kilit,

kosipdt and kuyep. See: panpkis.

l(imm)item: Become livid, either by sickness or by contusion or whip-

ping. Cf. (ag)kahiteg. See: sugat,

(na) loddk (an)

:

Pricked, the instrument not remaining in the wound.

Cf. (na) purls (an). See: sugat.

(na)ltot(dn)

:

To choke, having swallowed the wrong way. From the

stem lottot. Cf. (na)iddal(dn) and (na)ispal(dn). See: (agpa)pdraw.

(aglu)lua: To be watery, tearful, weeping, shedding tears. Said of the

eyes. Lud means “tear.” See: saguyepyep(en)

.

(na)lugdn(an)

:

Indwelt; obsessed, possessed, A further development of

the sickness described under (nakah)kahladtc(an)

,

which appears when the

person in question starts talking; the ghost is supposed to have entered

the patient’s body. Said also of persons believed to be favored with the

indwelling of a saint, or to be possessed by an evil spirit. From the stem
lugan, **

vehicle ”, the passive prefix na and the locative suffix an. Cf.

(nakdb)kahlaAw(an)

.

See: (nakah)kahladw(an).

lugpi: Cripple, lame, unable to walk straight, paralytic, palsied, para-

lyzed in the knees. Such persons can walk only in a squatting position.

Cf. lupisdk and sapiloy. See: pilay.
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(ag)lugs6t

:

To liave the rectum protruding. This happens occasionally

to children having dysentery.

(ag)luk-61)

:

To lean one’s head on one’s hands, with one’s elbows resting

on the ground, while sitting or kneeling on the ground; to lean one’s head

on one’s arm or arms, or to bow down with one’s head touching the ground,

while kneeling on the ground; to lean one’s head on one’s arm, face down-

ward, while lying on one’s side. To lean one’s head on one’s hands, while

in an ordinary sitting or kneeling position, is called (ag)diimog. To lean

one’s head on one of one’s hands is called (agpan)imid (from timid,

“chin”, and the prefix agpaiTg, ng and t being combined into n). To lie

face downward is called (agpa)kleh (from Jcelleh, “cover”; cf. (lett^g a

pa)kleh). See: hutting,

lunayfen)

:

To have hysterodynia or pain in the uterus, after childbirth,

occasioned by the failure of the blood to flow out; after the latter has been

evacuated, the pain ceases. See: (ag)sikal, (ma)(ilis(an)

.

lungas: With glans partially uncovered. Said of the penis in a state

of erection. Cf. pungat. See: hun^dto.

(na)lungs6t: Cf. (na)luin^t6t,

(7M)lu^t6t

:

Rotten, decayed, putrefied, corrupted, decomposed, tainted,

spoiled, putrid. Synonym: (na)lungs6t, Cf. (ag)runot.

lupi^dk: Cripple, lame, unable to stand or to walk, unable to lie down

straight, paralytic, palsied, paralyzed in the legs. Lupisdk also means
“ sitting on the ground.” To squat or sit down upon the hams is called

(ag)masngdad. Cf. lugpi. See: pilay,

(na)lupsit(an)

:

Cf. (na)kopldt(an),

(ag)luptdk: To chap, to fissure, to crack. Said of the lips, the tongue,

etc. Cf. (ag)rangidd. See: gusin^, sugat.

rtidgid

:

An inflammatory disease of the eyes, characterized by redness of

the eyeball and gummy secretion of sebaceous matter all along the margins

of the eyelids, a kind of bleareye or lippitudo; as a result the eyelashes

generally fall out. Synonym: gidgid, Cf. (ag)kamatd and (ag)mnkat.

See: (ag)kamatd.

(agJmaTigmdng

:

To have inflammation of the commissures of the lips.

See: gusing»

matdn manok: Cf. kordrap. Literally: chicken’s eye. Mata means

“ eye ”
;
the is a ligature. This appellation is very appropriate, as the

sight of the Iloko kordrap is dimmed more especially toward evening.

(agma)may6: To experience a great debility or vreakness of the whole

body, without apparent reason
;

it usually ends in death. See

:

(ma) talimudaw.

melmdl: Unable to speak, because the mouth is filled with food. See:

mutal.

m6mo: A children’s disease consisting in a kind of itch or scabies com-

pletely surrounding the mouth. See
:
gaddtl, gusin^,

(ag)m^kat: To discharge gum. Said of the eyes. Cf. mdgid. See:

(ag)kamatd.

mutal: Enunciating indistinctly or imperfectly, pronouncing defectively.
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Said of persons who do not pronounce distinctly one or more consonants,

e. g., the r, the d, etc. Synonym: hedddL Cf. hede.

Other peculiarities of speech: hede, haed, dalddl, melmil, (ag)n^ddal,

nmel. See also: gusing,

ndna: Cf. dno.

(ag)ngddal: To experience difficulty in pronouncing, in articulating, to

talk inarticulately, to speak indistinctly, to pronounce incompletely. Said

of dying persons. See: mdtah
(ag)n^a/retfiget

:

To gnash repeatedly. Said of teeth, when a person

repeatedly grinds the teeth. The single action is called (ag)r^ari6t, Cf.

gitdh. See: topp6L

iigirngir: Dirty, soiled, smeared, greasy. Said of the body, clothes, etc.

(na)ng(yret

:

Very fibrous, containing little meat or juice, almost entirely

made up of fibers. Said of camotes, yam beans or singhamds, sugar cane,

etc. See: apldt,

dngib: "Whose teeth become black and decay piecemeal. Said only of

permanent teeth. Cf. rihrih. See: toppdh

ongngdb: Noseless, whose nose becomes black and gradually decays.

See: panatdny.

(na)padstng(an)

:

To be affected with a disease characterized by pallor

and cold or chilliness. This is supposed to be the result of meeting a ghost

on the way. See: (nahah)lcahladw(an)
, (ma)talimudaw, (ag)lammin,

({igpak)pakilo: To be infected, to suppurate and spread, affecting the

neighboring tissues. Said of w^ounds. See: l(um)teg.

panatenp: Cold, catarrh, rheum. Cf. (ag)huteg and letl€t(en).

Other affections of the nose: (ag)hut€g, letlet(en), (ag)darinp6figo,

otigngdh, dugul, piwis, kisdp, (na)pant6k, pappdp.

panddk: Short, low in stature, dwarfish, pygmean, below the common
stature; dwarf, pygmy. Cf. kawdg. See: huttidg.

(na)pant6k

:

Long. Said of the nose. Cf. pappdp. See: panatdrig.

pangdl: Parotitis, mumps. Synonym: kahhi. See: letUg.

pafigkis: Cross-eyed, squint-eyed, squinting, strabismic, affected with
strabismus. Cf. haiigktng and gtlah.

Other deformities of the eyes: gilah, kilit, kosipet, kuyep, liskahdnp,

piiipkit, korxrep, kilat, hirit. See also: huls6k, (ag)kamatd,
sagtiyepy€p(en),

pangok: Pestilence, plague. Any contagious or infectious epidemic dis-

ease of animals that is virulent and devastating, e. g.: rinderpest or cattle

plague, glanders or equinia, swine plague, hog cholera, chicken cholera or
fowl cholera, etc.

pappdp': Short, flat. Said of the nose. Cf. (na)pant6k. See:
panatdng.

(agpa)pdraw

:

To be hoarse. Cf. karahukoh(€n).

Other affections of the throat: karahukoh(6n)
, kelkelfen), (ag)uyik,

(ag)rdrek, (ag)karonUnas, (na)iddal(dn), (na)ispal(dn), (na)U
iot(dn), (ag)saidddk, til-i(dn), hekkel(dn). See also: gusitig.
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(na)parpar: Smashed, crushed, shattered, shivered, splintered. Said of

the head, the limbs, the fingers, etc., bones, bamboos, etc. See; sugat.

pawad: Pingerless. Said of the hand. Cf. tugk^L See: pokdL

(ag)payegpeg

:

To have a chill (forming the precursor of fever), to

shiver with fever
; to tremble, to shake from fever ; to have chills and fever,

fever and ague, ague, an attack or paroxysm of malaria. Rarely used for

trembling with fear, etc. Cf. gurtgur. See: (ag)lammin.

(ag)pigerger: To tremble, to shake, to shiver, to shudder, to quake.

Caused by old age, cold, fever, fear, etc. Synonyms: (ag)kuyegy4g,

(man)a^yegteg. See: (ag)lammin.

pigldt: Cicatrix, scar, naevus, blemish, birthmark. Cf. kodidp. See:

lettcg, sugat.

piglus: Cripple, lame, paralytic, one of whose legs is paralyzed; palsied,

paralyzed in one leg; walking with one leg trailing behind. See; pilay.

pig^ul

:

Hobbling slightly, walking with a slight hitch or hop, halting

slightly, limping a little. Cf. pilay and pU-6k. See: pilay,

(agpi)jyikcl

:

To tingle, to be prickling, prickly. The sensation some-

times produced in a benumbed limb. Qi. (aghi)hmeg. See: (ma)talimudaw.

pilay: Limping, halting, walking lamely, hobbling, w^alking with a hitch

or hop. Cf. bangkiny, pigsul and pil-6k.

Other affections of the legs or feet: pil-6k, pigsul, piglus, lupisdk,

lugpif sapiloy, puUkat, hakkaweng, salldkup, pftris, (ag)kalatokdt,

tugkel, kawing, tallingafenj. See also: kidd, pokdl,

pillakus: Weak-kneed, tottering, walking with unsteady steps, stumbling,

walking clumsily. See; kidd,

pil-6k: Limping, halting, walking lamely, hobbling, walking with a hitch

or hop, one leg being shorter than the other. Cf. hangkvT§, pigsul and

pilay. See: pilay.

pinpkit: Small; with one or both eyes smaller than usual. Cf. kosipdt.

See: pangkis.

pingud: One-eared, having but one ear. Synonym: rinpud. Cf.

hangking. See; (ag)durek.

(na)piskel(dn)

:

Sprained. Said of a piskel, any large muscle of the

arm or of the leg. Cf. (^lajhlds and (na)hl6. See; sdgat.

phcak: Large. Said of the mouth. See: gusing.

ptucis: Wry, twisted, distorted, crooked, contorted, aw^ry, turned to one

side, bent, deformed, curved, bandy. Said of the mouth, the nose, the legs,

etc. See: gusiiTg, panaUng, pilay.

pokdl: One-handed, having but one hand. Cf. hangking.

Other affections of the arms or hands: hanpkinp, pdwad, reppdnp,

si^kdlj solpdy, riping, kawing, riting, (agha)hdsil, saliwagking.

See also: pilay

>

pddot: Cf. gungur. Pudot also means ‘"heat.”

pulikat: Stiff, rigid (at irregular intervals). Said of one or both legs.

See: pilay.

pultdk

:

Bald. Cf. pungg^s.
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Other peculiarities of the scalp
:
pungges, uhan, sapdw, dok, Iasi, kisdp.

pungat: With glans completely uncovered. Said of the penis, e. g., of

circumcised persons. Cf. lui^as. See: hun^dw,

pungges: Having little hair. Said more especially of girls and women.
Cf. pultdk. See: pultdk,

(na)purts(an)

:

Pricked, the thorn, splinter, etc., remaining in the

wound. Cf. (na)lod6k(an). See: sugat,

(na)put6l(an)

:

Beheaded, decapitated; decollete, low-necked. Said of

persons and dresses. See: sugat,

(ag)rangidd: To chap, to crack, to fissure. Said of the sole of the foot.

Cf. (ag)luptdk. See: sugat.

(ag)rdrek: To have rhonchus, rale, rattle; to have death rattle. Cf.

til-i(en). See: (agpa)pdraw, angkit.

(agra)rasd: To be affected with a cutaneous eruption, very similar to

prickly heat or hagds ling-et, but caused by sitting on a carabao. Rasa is

the name of a kind of crab. See: gaddil.

(maka)regreg

:

To be affected with a disease characterized by fever and

a kind of stupor. The person in question is supposed to have lost his soul,

i. e., his life-giving, animating principle. Regreg means “ dropping ’’
;
the

prefix maka indicates completion of the action. See: (naka'b)kdbladw(an),

(ma) talimudaw.

reppen^

:

With paralyzed, lame fingers. See: pokdl.

rihrih: Whose teeth become black and decay piecemeal. Said only of

deciduous, temporary or milk teeth. Cf. ongib. See: toppoL

ringud

:

Cf
.
pingud.

riping: Double, accrete, grown together, accreting. Said of fruits, two
fingers, two bodies, etc. See: pokol.

rtsay: Torn. Said of the ear. See: (ag)durek.

riting

:

Excrescence, abnormal or unnatural growth. This appears

chiefly at or near the ears, or as an additional thumb; it is not to be

confounded with a wart, a wen, etc. See: (ag)durek, letHg, pokol,

(ag)rogdrog

:

To be affected with a contagious or infectious disease,

which manifests itself by much sniveling. This is a disease exclusively of

carabaos. The same term is applied to the continual cry of hogs that are

moving around. Cf. (ag)huteg.

(maka)rongiit: To laugh. Whether a loud or a supin-essed laugh,

whether showing the teeth or not. Synonym: (maka)rongstit. See:

gusir^.

(niaka)rongsiit

:

Cf . (maka)rongiit.

(ag)Hinot: To rot, to decay, to waste away, to wear out, to be spent
gradually. (Na)lungi6t or (na)lungs6t means "‘rotten, putrefied, tainted”
(e. g., fruits, leaves, meat, fish, etc.). (Na)ruk6p means “rotten, snapped
easily, torn easily” (e. g., wood, timber, thread, cloth, etc.). (Na)runot
means “decayed, worn out, spent” (e. g., teeth, limbs, clothes, candles,
etc.). See: toppdl.

(ru)rus6k(en)

:

To eructate acridly, fetidly. Whether a symptom of
dyspepsia or not. To eructate is called (ag)tig-dh. See: (ma)tali7w&daw.
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sahidong: Poison. Any kind of poison: food or drink, naturally poison-

ous or artificially poisoned, and poison introduced into the body by wounds.

Venom of snakes, etc., or artificial poison on arrows, etc., is called gita.

Cf. (na)gdmud,

sagiiyepyepten)

:

To be very sleepy, drowsy, heavy with sleepiness,

which is characterized by frequent yawning and the involuntary closing

of the eyes. Synonym: yepyep(eifi)

,

Cf. (ag)dungsd.

Other affections of the eyes: (ag)dutTgsdj (agkiray)kirdy, (ag)kuri-

demdem, (aglu)lua, h(um)usel^ hallokot. See also: pangkis.

(ag)saiddek

:

To hiccough. Cf. til-i(en). See: (agpa)pdraw,

sakit

:

Sickness, illness, ailment, disease, malady
j

pain, ache. See:

(ma)talimudaw.

(ag)sakit: To be sick, ill, indisposed, unwell, ailing.

(ma)saMt: To be sick, etc. (cf. (ag)sakit)

;

sick person, patient.

(na)sakit: Sore, painful, aching, to ache, to hurt; sickness, etc. (cf,

sakit), Cf. (na)ut~ut.

sakkditg: Cf. akkdng.

salitcagkitTg

:

Unquiet, never still, disturbing. Saliica'jkiiJJf ti pniiagim-

imana means literally: his using his hands is saliwagkiiTg, Said of persons

wdio are touching and fingering whatever they see, searching and overturn-

ing the contents of trunks and draAvers, jostling everybody, etc. See
;
pokoL

salldkup: Bandy-legged. Cf. hakkau'eng. See: pilay.

sallaptding

:

Cf. siding,

samrid(en)

:

To be affected with rash, resulting from the touch of a

samrtdy a small black hairy caterpillar; to die from eating samrid. In

the first meaning, said of persons; in the second, of animals. See: gaddil.

sapdta: With scattered gray hairs, pepper-and-salt. Cf. uhan. See:

pnltdk.

sapiloy: Cripple, lame, unable to Avalk, paralytic, palsied, paralyzed in

the leg.^. Lngpi is a cripple by birth, sapiloy is not. See: pilay,

(ag)sardaw

:

To be affected with a morbid craving for food. Such per-

sons feel a longing for food several times a day, although they are not

really hungry. Occasionally used with the simple meaning of feeling

hungry. See: (ma)talimitdaw.

saraugkimid

:

Walking wdtli knees slightly curved and abdomen slightly

protruding at every step. In saraiighinud there is a slight jerking forward

movement of knees and abdomen; in kidd and ialongkidd the gait is steady.

See: kidd.

(sar)saripit(€n)

:

To suffer from irregular or intermittent discharge of

urine, to urinate intermittently, a few drops at a time. See: (agi)hlcng.

(ag)sar\td: To vomit, to spew. Synonym: (ag)hakudr. See: (ma)tali-

mudato,

sdrut: Phthisis, consumption, pulmonary phthisis, pulmonary consump-

tion, tuberculosis. Synonym : ddig.

(ma)sd6: To experience a kind of faintness, e. g., after having drunk

cold water w^hen in a state of perspiration. From the stem seddo. See:

(ma ) talimddaw.

5
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s(um)gdr: To stand on end. Said of the hair. From the stem seggdr.

See :
(ag)lammin.

(agsid)sidddaw: To be affected with a disease which makes one startle

at every turn without apparent reason. Sidddaw means “ wonder.” See

:

(agjlammtn,

stdif^: Mole, beauty spot. Synonym: sallapidiiip. See: letteg.

(ag)sika: To have dysentery. See: (agi)hUny, (agpa)ddra.

(ag)sikal: To feel pain in the abdomen, e. g., when a discharge from the

intestines must take place. Cf. alimdseg and (ag)hisdleg.

Other affections of the abdomen: (ag)hisdleg, alimdseg, lunay(en),

(ag)hellad(dn), hasisdwfen), (ag)garadugud. See also: (agi)hleng,

(ma) talim udaw.

(agpa)stkal: To suffer the pangs of childbirth, to labor, to be in labor,

to travail. The prefix agpa means “ to cause, to order.” See :
(ma)alis(an).

siket(en)

:

To feel pain in one's waist. Cf. l)akrdng(€n) and ballaibi(dn).

(agsi)sikkU: To be in a state of complete stiffness, to experience a gen-

eral stiffness all over the body, e. g., after having taken a bath in a state

of perspiration. See: (ma)talimnda'W.

(najsinit: Scorched, burnt (wdth fire or hot solids). Sometimes used

colloquially for: tipsy, fuddled. Cf. (na)lamdw. See: sugat,

singkdl: Lame, paralytic, palsied, paralyzed in one or both hands. The

palm of the hand of the singkdl is turned outward. Cf. solpdy. See :
pokdl.

solpdy: Lame, paralytic, palsied, paralyzed in one or both hands. The

hand of the solpdy is simply inert, without being twisted. Cf. sinpkdl.

See: pokdl.

soridh: With deformed upper lip. The upper lip of the soridh bulges

out at its upper part, almost reaching the nose, without however changing

the general trend and position of its border. See: gusiny,

sdgat: Wound, whether stab, cut or rent. Cf. (na)kopldt(an).

Other lesions: (na)dunor, (na)kulatldt(an), latldt, (na)kopldt(an),

ga/radgdd, (na)karamut(an), (na)loddk(an)
,
(na)ubad(dn)

,
(na)-

puris(an) ,
(ag)rangidd, (ag)luptdk, gitiw, hirlt, (ag)b(in)atldg,

pigldt, kodidp, (ag)kabiteg, l(imm)item, kammdor, (na)8init, (na)'

lamdw, (na)bles, (na)bld, (na)piskel(dn), (na)putdl(an), (na)-

parpdr. See also: (agpa)ddra,

(supot)supot

:

Nettle rash, urticaria, uredo or hives. An eruption cr

efflorescence on the body consisting of round spots, slightly raised and

itching greatly. In general appearance, these spots resemble those occa-

sioned by the bites of fleas and mosquitoes. Supot means “pouch”; the

reduplication indicates resemblance. See: gaddil.

surdg: Cf. burdg.

(maka)susup: To become infected, to suppurate. Said of wounds.

Siisup means “ sucking ”
;
the prefix indicates active possibility or com-

pletion of the action. See: l(um)tig.

suyep: Cf. kuyep. In several other Philippine dialects, sHyep means
** sleeping.”
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tabh4l: Hard evacution from the intestines. Cf, (ag)huris. See:
(agiJbHny.

(ma)talimudaw: To feel dizzy, giddy, vertiginous; to be affected with
vertigo, swimming of the head; to be fainting, swooning. Cf. (agulaw-)-
ulaw.

Other sensations: (agulaw-JUlaw, (ma)sd6, tarohady (en) , (majhisin^
(ag)8ardawj (ag)kalatok6t, (agka)kapsut, (ma)birdhid, (agma)-
maydj (ma)t{ltil, (nakab)kabladw(an), (agbejbessdg, angin(en),

(na)pad8xng(an)f (agsi)sikkil, til-i(en), (ag)kissiw, (ag)koraret,

(maka)regr€g, (agbi)bineg, (agpi)pikel, bettdg, tortdb, (na)bartek,

(ag)sarud, (ru)rus6k(€n), sakit, (na)ut-dty ayam(en)y alimbasdg-
(en). See also: (ag)lammin, (ag)sikal.

tailingd (en)

:

To decay. Said of the nail of a toe, which starts decay-
ing at one of its corners, through constant contact with earth. See

:
pilay,

talofigkidd: Walking with curved body, its central part protruding
forward. The kidd walk with only the abdomen protruding, the talonykidd
with the whole body protruding, from legs to chest. Cf. kidd and
sarangkinud. See : kidd.

tamnU: With protruding underlip. See: gusitig.

(agtang)tang-ed: To move the head up and down with a slight, rapid,

continuous movement, as old men do, Agtang-ed means “ to nod ”
; the

reduplication of the stem marks the progressive form “ to be nodding.”

Cf. (ag)donger. See: (ag)lammin.

(ag)taraddek

:

To trip, to move with light quick steps. See: kidd.

(man)drak

:

To stop flowering. Said of the sabun^dnay, the unopened
flower cluster of the banana. From the stem tdrak and the prefix mang,
the final ng of the prefix being combined with the initial t of the stem
into n, Tardken means “ to remove a litter of swine.” See : apldt.

taramidong

:

Cf. kamoro.

(ag)tarindanum

:

To have a kind of affection of the skin resembling

blistering; it affects hands and feet and is caused by prolonged soaking.

Derived from danum “ water.” See
:

gaddil.

tarohady (en)

:

To experience a feeling of weakness or debility, which

happens in the morning, when one failed to eat the previous evening. See

:

(ma ) talimudaw.

(man)ayegt€g

:

Cf. (ag)pigerger. From the stem tayegteg and the pre-

fix many, the final iig of the prefix being combined with the initial t of

the stem into n.

tiUi(dn): To have convulsions, spasms. Said of dying children, whose

respiration is intermingled with frequent hiccups. Cf. (ag)rdrek and

(agjsaiddek. See: (agpa)pdraw, (ma) talimudaw.

(ma)tUtU: To feel weak, feeble. Which is a result of excessive handling

by parents, owners, etc. while young. Said of persons and animals. See:

(majtalimddav).

tinpig: Leaning sidewise, inclined sideways. Said of the head. Cf.

ayydkos. See: butting.
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(kas la tiwanjUwan: Tall and lean. Said of persons. Literally: like

a swordfish. See : huttiHg,

(tokakjtokak

:

Wart. Cf. hutig. See; letteg,

toko: Chicken pox, varicella. Cf. hurtong and kamdras. See: gaddil.

toppol: Having lost one or more teeth.

Other affections of the teeth: (kabuljkahul, (ag)runoty rihrth, ori^ih,

h(in)ukJ)uk, (agwali)wdlij gitdb, (ag)ii^aretfi^et. See also: gusti^.

tortob: A kind of spasm, resembling the angina pectoris or spasm of

the chest. As described by the Iloko: a very painful disease consisting

in a sense of suffocating contraction or tightening of the lower part of the

chest, which subsequently moves from place to place, chest, head, shoulders,

waist, legs, etc. See: (ma)talimudaw,

tugkel

:

Without toes. Said of the foot. Tugkel means literally “ plant-

ing or fixing in place some long and narrow object,” e, g. a candle, a

pole, etc. Cf. pdwad. See: pilay.

tuler^: Deaf. See: (ag)durek.

(agturif^JUiring

:

To put forth leaves smaller than usual, below the

normal size. A plant disease. Turingturing is also the name of a small,

almost round, much flattened fish. See: apldt.

(na)ubad(dn)

:

Chafed, fretted. See: sugat.

ubaa: Gray, hoary; gray-haired, gray-headed. Cf. sapaw. See: puHdk.

(agulaw-)iilaw

:

To feel dizzy, giddy, vertiginous, faint, inclined to

swoon; to be affected with vertigo, swimming of the head. Cf. (ma)-

talim iida w. See : (ma)talim iidaic.

umel: Dumb, mute. See: gushVg, mutal.

urisit: A cutaneous eruption of red pimples, resembling those of prickly

heat or bagds ling-et, but larger, and occasionally spreading over the whole

body. See: gaddil.

(na)ut-iit: Sore, aching. Cf. (na)sakit. See: (ma)talimudaw,

(ag)uyek: To cough. A general term, sometimes used specifically for

the cough of consumptives. Cf. kelkel(en). See: (agpa)pdraw.

(agu)ugong or (agma)uijong

:

To be insane, mad, crazy, demented,

mentally deranged, of unsound mind, lunatic, moonstruck, idiotic, feeble-

minded, imbecile; to be affected wflth dementia, insanity, folly, madness,

mental alienation, mental derangement, lunacy, idiocy, imbecility, feeble-

mindednes.s. Cf. (bidjbuldn(en).

Other mental diseases: (bul)buldn(en)
, kdbaw, (agka)kdtay.

(agivali)wdH: To be loose. Said of teeth. See: toppol,

yepy€p(dn) : Cf, sagiiycpyep(€n). Probably not genuine Iloko.



WHENCE CAME THE SUMERIANS?

George A. Barton-

University OF Pennsylvania

If the Elamites or their close kindred were the first to settle in

the alluvial region, which later became Babylonia, as now seems

probable from the testimony of the pottery, they were not long in

undisputed possession of the field, for they were at the dawn of

history displaced or submerged by a people whom we call the

Sumerians,^ though we do not know what they called themselves.

The Sumerians were in Babylonia before the dawn of history

—

how long before, Mr. Woolley^s discoveries at Ur are just reveal-

ing—and contributed most to its civilization. They were a highly

cultured agricultural people, w'hen they entered the country.^

Whence they came, we do not know. It was formerly thought that

they came from the East and w ere somehow akin to the Elamites,^

but it is now clear that they represented a civilization distinct from

and independent of that of Elam. They spoke an agglutinative

language ^ quite distinct from that of Elam ;
^ they made a type

of pottery quite different from that found at Susa,® and they were

^ Sumer, the name by which southern Babylonia was called after about

2400 B. c., appears to be a corruption of the name Girsu, the Sumerian

name of one of the quarters of Lagash. In the earliest inscriptions the

name is frequently written SU-GIR or SUN-GIR : this might easily be cor-

rupted into Sumir or Sumer. For presentations of this theory see H.

Radau, Earhj Babylonian History, p. 58, n. 6; Rogers, History of Baby-

lonia and Assyria, I, 35G, and Barton, Senvitic Origins, 192, n. 1.

“See C. L. Woolley, The Sumerians, Oxford, 1929, chs. I and II. There

is much in cl's. I concerning tlie ethnology, however, from which one must

dissent.

See, e. g., the late W. H. Ward in the American Journal of Archae-

ology, New Ser. Vol. IX, 1905, pp. 77 ff.

^ For details see S. Langdon, Sumerian Grammar, Paris, 1911; F.

Delitzsch, Sumerische Grammatik, Leipzig, 1914: and O. Poebel, Grund-

-iige der sumerischen Grammatik. Rostock, 1923.

® See, c. g., the specimens of the language published by Scheil in de Mor-

gan’s Delegation en Perse, vols. Ill, V. VI, and XIV.

® Cf. de Morgan’s Delegation en Perse, vol. XIII, with the pottery pic-

tured in de Sarzec’s Decouvertes en Chaldee. Specimens of both kinds are

pictured in Frankfort’s Study of Pottery in the Ancient Hear East, I.
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the authors of a pictographic system of writing that was dearly

not of Elamite origin/ A few years ago one was inclined to seek

their origin in the north, and to hope that further study of the

Caucasian languages might bring to light some dialect akin to the

Sumerian tongue, but that hope seems at present to be vain. The

work of those who have tried to prove it is not convincing.® There

is much to be said for the theory that the Sumerians entered Baby-

lonia from the south, approaching it via the Persian Gulf, and that

they came from a warm country. In the first place, they are found

in control of cities in southern Babylonia. While specimens of

their are have been found as far north as the city of Ashur,® Sumer-

ian control during the historical period did not extend north of

Kutha. If they ever had control of Kish and Opis, they lost it just

at the dawn of history to the Akkadians. Agade and Babylon were

distinctly Semitic cities. Other indications of a southern origin

are that their dress consisted, as numerous statues and reliefs show,

of a skirt, which left the body nude from the waist up a type

of dress which hardly originated in a cold climate. Further, on

solemn religious occasions, when Sumerians were officiating before

the gods, they discarded all clothing, and were entirely nude.^^

If they came from the south, the question, whence they migrated,

is a most interesting one. Some have attempted recently to find

the original home of the Sumerians in the valley of the Indus.

As long ago as 1912 three inscribed seals of an unusual character

Cf. the Elamite writing of the earliest time in Delegation en Persej

vol. VI, with the Sumerian as set forth in Barton’s Origin and Develop-

ment of Babylonian Writing, Leipzig, 1913.

® For attempts to establish a connection see M. Tseretheli’s articles,

“Sumerian and Georgian” in JRA8, 1914, 1-36; 1915, 255-288, and 1916,

1-58; also C. Autran, “Suffixes pluriels asianiques et Caucasians”, in

Bahyloniaca VIII, 1924, 59 ff., and F. Bork, “Das Sumerisch eine kau-

kasische Sprache ” in OLZ. XXVII, 1924, 169 f.

* Cf. W. Andrae, Die archaischen Ischtar-Tempel in Aasur, Leipzig,

1922. p. 50, also Sidney Smith, Early Bistory of Assyria to the Year

1000, London, 1928, ch. VI.

See, e. g,, the picture of Ur-Xina and his family on the plaque pic-

tured in de Sarzec’s D^couvertes en Chaldee, pi. 2bis; the various statues

of Gudea pictured in the same Tvork, and the statue of Lugaldaudu in

Banks’ Bismya, p. 191.

A good example of this is afforded by the plaque from Nippur pub-
lished in Hilprecht’s Old Babylonian Inscriptions, PL XVT, and often

reproduced elsewhere.
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were found at Harappa on the Eavi in the Panjab,^^ Since 1924
the Archaeological survey of India has excavated both at Har-
appa and at Mohenjo-daro^ in Sind on the Indus, in strata

far below those which yield Buddhistic antiquities, sites in which
they have found hundreds of inscribed objects.^^ A few of the

signs in these inscriptions (twenty-five out of one hundred and
eighteen signs) resemble Sumerian characters so closely that, if

ail the signs were harmonious with these, we should have no hesi-

tation in pronouncing the writing Sumerian, These inscriptions

were found in connection with brick buildings and pavements
which closely resemble the brick-work of the Sumerians in Baby-
lonia of the period of the third dynasty of Ur, 2400-2300 b. c.

These facts taken together have led some enthusiastic students

to connect the beginnings of civilization in India with the Sumer-
ians. As ninety-three of the characters in the inscriptions which
the present writer has seen do not resemble Sumerian characters

at all, some of them resembling Hittite hieroglyphs more, and some

of them characters in early Chinese writing, while one or two

resemble Egyptian hieroglyphs, the inscriptions cannot be Sumer-

ian.^® They represent an independent evolution of picture-writing,

^®They were published by Arthur Venis in JRASj 1912, pp. 699’703.

See Sir John MarshalFs article, “ First Light from a long Forgotten

Civilization ; New Discoveries of an Unknown Pre-historic Part of India ”

in the Illustrated London News, Sept. 20, 1924, p. 528; also the issue for

Jan. 7, 1928, p. 10; and The Archaeological Survey of India, Anmwil
Report, 1922-23, pp. 102-104; 1923-24, pp. 47-54 and pi. XIX; 1924-25,

pp. 60-80 and pis. XXII and XXVIII.
Professor A. H. Sayce first called attention to the Sumerian resemb-

lances in an article in The Illustrated London News of Sept. 27, 1924,

p. 566. He was followed by C. J. Gadd and Sidney Smith in the same

journal for Oct. 4, 1924, pp. 614, 615. The hint thus given was taken up

by L. A. Waddell in his book The Indo-Sumerian Seals Deciphered, Lon-

don, 1925—a book thoroughly unsound in method. Vaidyanatha Ayyar,

an Indian scholar, building on Waddell’s work, published in 1927, at

Madras, a book entitled The Sumerian Origin of the Laws of Manu—the

trend of which is sufficiently indicated by its title. The last two works

certainly are based on unreality.

The writer has care:^uny compared the signs in these Indian seals

with Chinese, Elamite, Sumerian, Egyptian, Hittite, Cretan, and Cypriote

characters, and has no hesitation in saying that it is independent of them

all. His conclusions have been published in Vol. VIII of the Annual of

the American Schools of Oriental Research. Influence from the Indus on

early Sumerian art has been suggested to Sidney Smith (Early History of
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as independent of all other systems as the Chinese, Elamite, Sumer-

ian, Egyptian, Hittite, and Cretan systems are independent of one

another. The Indian origin of the Sumerians cannot be predicated

on the basis of these discoYeries. Possibly there was an interchange

of commerce between Sumer and the Indus, which led to the adop-

tion of a few Sumerian characters, but it is not necessary to sup-

pose even that; for the resemblance of a few characters in the two

systems may be accidental, just as the resemblance between some

of these Indian characters and Chinese and Hittite must be acci-

dental.

If we cannot connect the Harappa and Mohenjo-daro seals with

the Sumerians, we have no evidence connecting the Sumerians

with India. Of course they may have originated in some Indian

center further away than the Indus, though that is not probable.

Others have thought of some point on the shores of Persia, accessi-

ble by v:ater to southern Babylonia; the only difficulty with this

theory is that we know of no center in that region where traces of

such a civilization have been found. As plausible a theory would

be that they originated in Oman in eastern Arabia, and that the

curious people in the mountains of Oman, who, according to Har-

rison,^® still adore the rising sun with religious exercises in an

unknown tongue, may be their descendants. It is possible that such

a people might have descended from survivors of palaeolithic man,
who, during the floods at the end of the glacial epoch, survived in

the mountains of Oman. Until we have more evidence, this theory,

however ill supported, is as good as any other.

However, before committing ourselves to any theory, we should

ask whether the examination of skulls from ancient tombs affords

us any evidence of the racial affiliations of the Sumerians. Up to

the present time the results of two such investigations are avail-

able: L. H. Dudley Buxton’s examination of the skulls found by

Assyria to 1000 j5. O., London, 1928, pp. 49-52), by the resemblance of a
bull pictured on a seal found by Woolley at Ur

( The Antiquaries' Journal,

Vol. VIII Xo. 1, Jan., 1928, p. 26 and pi. XI, no. 2) to the pictures of

bulls on these Indian seals. It is doubtful, however, whether the charac-

teristics referred to may not be due to psychological similarity, since

they appear also on a prehistoric Egyptian plaque (see de Morgan, Pre-
histoire orientale, II, 140). If there is a connection, it is difficult to
think of its having originated in India.

W. Harrison, The Arab at Home, Xew York, 1924, p. 99.
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Mackay at and Sir Arthur Keith^s study of those found

by Woolley at Teli-el-TTbaid.^®

At Kish eight skulls were found in a prehistoric tomb. Of

these^ five Buxton found to be dolichocephalic in type^ consistent in

form and comparable to those of the pre-dynastic Egyptians,

though with certain minor differences. Two of the skulls were

brachycephalic or round-headed. The Brachycephals are divided

by ethnologists into two classes. One is represented by the Alpine

and other western races, the other by the Mongoloids. The round-

headed skulls from Kish resembled the w'estern rather than the

eastern type. Buxton thinks the dolichocephalic skulls at Kish

were those of Semites, while the round-headed skulls he thinks

belonged to Sumerians. The indisputable facts of importance are

the differences in the types of the skulls. Before accej)ting Bux-

ton’s interpretation, other facts should be considered.

Sir Arthur Keith’s investigation is based on an examination of

two groups of skulls; one from Tell-el-IJbaid, buried at the very

dawn of history by a people who employed the Sumerian language

and script, and AVho were presumably, therefore, Sumerians; the

other from a cemetery at TJr containing bodies from 1900-1700

B. G., buried by people who spoke Akkadian. Keith found the

Sumerians to be dolichocephalic with large brain capacity. Their

skulls resembled remarkably those of the pre-dynastie Eg^^ptians

described by Morant,^^ and Keith thinks that somatically the

Sumerians and the pre-dynastic Egyptians had a common ancestry.

He also regards them as belonging to the same race which today

occupies Mesopotamia. It goes without saying that the present

population of Iraq is largely Semitic and Arabic, since to our cer-

tain knowledge it has been overrun with wave after wave of Semites

for the last 5000 years. He found here no trace of the round-

headed Hittite or Mongoloid type. The skulls from the Semitic

cemetery at Ur, 1900-1700 b. c.^ were of the same dolichocephalic

type, but possessed a smaller brain-capacity. The inhabitants of

Ur at this period were apparently intellectual^ considerably in-

ferior to the people of Tell-el-Ulieid of two thousand years earlier.

So far as the testimony of the skulls enables one to tell, however.

Published in Langdon^s Kish, Paris, 1924, pp. 115-125.

Published in Hall and Woolley’s Ejecavation of Tell-al-Uhaid, London

and Philadelphia, 1927, pp. 214-240. Biometrika, 1925, p. Iff.
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they belonged to the same race. We know only from the testimony

of the inscriptions that they were peoples speaking languages in

no way related to one another.

These results are strikingly different from Buxton^ for Buxton

thought the Sumerian round-headed. It must be remembered that

Buxton was not guided by inscriptions in assigning his skulls to

races, and that since he wrote our knowledge of the elements which

might at this period enter into a Mesopotamian racial mixture has

been increased. The researches of Chiera and Speiser have shown

that the Hurri, or their round-headed predecessors, were in the

Tigris valley. It follows that individuals of this race might easily

have been buried in a pre-historic tomb at Kish. If we assign

Buxton^s round-headed skulls to this race, as doubtless we ought

to do, it follows that his dolichocephalic skulls from Biish might

be either Sumerian or Semitic. We could only decide, if we had

written material from the same stratum.

The investigation of Sir Arthur Keith opens three possibilities.

Either the inhabitants of El-Ubeid were Semites who employed the

Sumerian language, or the substratum of the populace were

Semites who were dominated by a foreign race of higher culture—

a

race which had imposed its language without being suflSciently

numerous to change the racial type or the Sumerians were them-

selves descended from the dolichocephalic men of palaeolithic time,

who had survived in some mountain fastness far from the Hamitic-

Semitic center, and had developed an entirely different language.

Of these three possibilities, the last seems to the present writer

most probable. The round-headed peoples came from the north.

We have already seen reason to think that the Sumerians came

from the south. It is possible that their home-land was Oman, and

that they were already inhabitants of eastern Arabia, when the

Semites entered its western part from Africa.

Additional Note

Since this manuscript left the writer’s hands he has received Langdon’s

Pictographic Inscriptions from Jemdet Nasr, Oxford, 1928, in which
Langdon claims to find indisputable philological evidence that the writers

of these tablets were Sumerians. That indubitable evidence the present

writer does not find in the tablets. Not only is the numerical system
different from the Sumerian (a fact which convinced Thureau-Dangin that

the people were not Siunerian), but there were also a number of other
non-Sumerian elements. The most that can be said is that, in the later

part of the period represented by these tablets, Sumerians were probably
mingled with the other race.
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A Letter of Saushshatar and the Date of the Kirkuk Tablets

One of the most debatable problems arising from the study of

the so-called Kirkuk ^ material has been the question of the

date to be assigned to this steadily increasing group of docu-

ments. In their attempts to determine the period in which the

tablets are to be placed, scholars have hitherto been obliged to rely

on internal evidence alone, and opinions differ as to the interpreta-

tion of this type of evidence. Thus Chiera and Speiser, who in 1926

presented a preliminary digest of the material that Dr. Chiera had

dug up in Kuzi the year before, suggested the end of the first half

of the second millennium.^ A little later Gadd ^ published the

results of his very thorough study of the entire Kirkuk material

that was accessible to him; he favored 1400 as the probable date

of the inscriptions. A study of the motifs employed in the Kirkuk

seals, of which the tablets bear numerous impressions, led Con-

tenau to postulate a date identical to that which Gadd had sug-

gested independently.^ Albright ® would place the new material

somewhat later, with about 1300 as the lower terminus. And
lastly, Koschaker,® whose recent monograph on the new legal

sources from the Amarna period forms an exceedingly valuable

contribution to the subject, assigns the Kirkuk documents to the

14th century, although he reserves the last decades of the 15th as

^ With the exception of about 50 tablets published by Gadd (see below),

the extant ‘‘ Kirkuk ” records belong almost exclusively to Nuzly now

Yaghran Tepe, near the modern village of Tarkalan and about 10 miles

SW. of Kirkuk. But since Kirkuk has become a “ trade-name ” for these

documents, the misnomer will have to be tolerated and treated like

“ Hittite,” “ Aryan,” and similar misleading connotations. There is also

some disparity in the spelling of the name “ Kirkuk ”
; the form “ Kerkuk ”

is found quite frequently. The official British maps write “ Kirkuk,”

which is based on the native spelling. For this reason the form with i

appears preferable.

* Cf. Annual of the American Schools of Oriental Research, vol. VI, A
Xew Factor in the History of the Near East,” p. 83 f.

* “ Tablets from Kirkuk,” Revue d^Assyriologie, vol. XXIII, p. 55.

* La glyptique syro-hittite, pp. 158 ff. ;
“ Les tablettes de Kerkouk et

les origines de la civilisation Assyrienne,” Bahyloniaca, IX, pp. 36 ff.

^Journal of the Society of Oriental Research, XI, 235.

^Neue Keilschriftliche Rechtsurkunden aus der El-AmamorZeit (1928),

p. 19.
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a possibility. A margin of about three hundred years has thus

been left open between the earliest and the latest dates suggested.

In view of the widespread interest which the Kirkuk inscriptions

have created^ and particularly owing to their historical and lin-

guistic significance, a difference of three centuries is not wholly

inconsiderable; a further narrowing down of the margin of prob-

ability is certain, therefore, to be appreciated by all who have given

the subject some attention and thought.

The joint expedition of Harvard University and the American

School of Oriental Eesearch in Baghdad Avas so fortunate as to

unearth in its first campaign an inscription that enables us to assign

at last an absolute date to the Kirkuk documents. Among the

many hundreds of tablets that were brought to light in course of

the excavations. Dr. Chiera, the director of the expedition, noticed

one with a particularly beautiful seal impression. With the interest

thus aroused the contents of the tablet were also examined. Fully

in keeping with the excellent seal, the inscription proved to be a

message from a king. Moreover, the writer was not one of the

more or less insignificant local chieftains, but a ruler of a Avell-

known and poAverful empire. Not to anticipate any more, the let-

ter and the inscription on the seal are given below in transliteration

and translation.

Text^

H(arA^ard) 146.

a-na “it-hi-ia qi-bi-ma

um-ma sarru-ma

‘^pa-a^-ha-ar-ra-se (KI

)

sa a-na %m-mi-na-i-e ad-di“[in]

o i-na-an-na is-tu li-e-ti-su

Ma(KI) a-na "^u-gi at-ta-din

a-nu-um-ma “sa-ta-u-at-ti

^^hal-zu-uh-lu sa ^a-ti-lu(KI)

a-na pater^-su-nu a-na su-u-li-i as-sa-par

10 ki-na-an-na a-na *“sa-ta-u-at-ti

aq-ta-bi pata-su-mi

sa %m-mi-na-i-e su-u-ma-mi

^u-gi-mi a-na pati-su-mi

sa am-mi-na-i-e-mi

15 lu la e-ir-ru-um-mi

u %m-mi-na-i-e-[mi?]
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a-na pati-su sa ®^d-gi

lu la e-ir-ru-xun-mi

u a-ua pMi-su sa ^m-mi-na-i-e

20 ma-am-ma la e-ir-ru-ub

ala(E[I)“ka4 a-na pati-sn a-na %ni-nii-na-i-e

at-ta-din

n lu-n ti-i-de4 Seal

sa-us-sa-tar

mar par-sa-ta-tax

sar ma-i-te-ni

Traxslation"
To Ithiya speak

:

So (says) the king;,

With regard to) ^Paharrashe

which I gave to ^Amminaye,

5 now, from its confines

I have assigned a town to IJgi.

Moreover, Satawatti,

the magistrate of ^Atilu,

for the definition of their boundaries I have delegated/

10 Thus to Satawatti

I spoke. The boundary

of ^Amminaye determine.

Ugi upon the territory

of ^Amminaye

15 shall not encroach;

and ^Amminaye

upon the boundary of TJgi

shall not encroach.

Indeed, upon the boundary of ^Amminaye

20 no one shall encroach.

A"our (own) town to the district of k\mminaye

I have assigned,

and do you take notice.^

Seal

Saushshatar,

Son of Parsatatar,

King of (the) Mitanni.

a The transliteration is based on the system of Thureau-Dangin, Le

Syllahaire Accadien (1920).
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Philological Notes

The number H 146 indicates one of the 370 tablets that Dr. Chiera trans-

literated on the spot while the excavations were in progress. Of these, 107

inscriptions have been published by Dr. Chiera as a volume in the Har-

vard Semitic Series. A concordance of the numbers of the records trans-

literated and of the tablets copied is appended to that volume. The pres-

ent letter is not included among the texts already copied; it will be pub-

lished in a future volume. I am greatly indebted to Dr. Chiera for his

permission to use his transliteration in the present instance, pending the

publication of the text.

1. The name Ithiya occurs in an inscription on a seal belonging to

H 345. The inscription reads: sar ar-r [a-ap-hif

,

. . ]. It is

entirely probable that Saushshatar addressed his letter to the ruler of

Arrapha, who acknowledged the suzerainty of Mitanni.

3. Other occurrences of the same name in the Harvard material thus

far transliterated are: cpa~a*-ha-ar~l

.

. , ], H 322.17; cpa-har-ra-aS-^ca.

H 325.3; cpa-ha-ar~ri-waj H 346.17, and cpa-ha-ar-ra-as-toa, H 346.33.

The form found in this letter betrays its western origin by the suffixed

determinative KI which is characteristic of a number of the Amarna let-

ters; cf. e. g., cguhla, index in Knudtzon, 1574. The Syrian provenance

of the present tablet is probably also responsible for the guttural in the

name of the city. As can be seen from the letters of Tushratta, the west-

ern Hurrians (Mitanni) employed gutturals, probably under the influence

of West-Semitic ; the eastern branch of the Hurri (Arrapha) was not

exposed to such influences and gutturals are here, therefore, scarcely ever

indicated.

The ending tea has the value of ^(the town) of,’ or the like; (a)^ and
{a)§e are obviously forms of the nominative ending. The simple form of

the name was presumably Paharra/i.

5. li-e-tirSu stands for litoitUu; the construct state of this noun is, in

these tablets, the very common {ma) Ut.

8. luhalzuhJu certainly represents a profession, as is shown by the

determinative. Koschaker’s doubts (cf. Z. c., p. 15) are therefore unjusti-

fied. The word is found (with the determinative) in the Amarna letters,

Kn. 30.10; 67.15. In the former instance it occurs in connection with

the typical Hurrian name Akiya, and should help to remove what doubts

there are that the writer of the document was a Mitanni ruler (cf. com-
mentary a.l).

The k. accept deposition of witnesses in conjunction with judges, or

by themselves. They are consequently ‘elders,’ or even better ‘magis-
trates.’

9. suit goes back to SuUdy cf. note to 5.

12. As a verb is expected here, Su-u-ma-mi is best regarded as an impt*

of y/Sdnm rather than as a pronoun (§u-mami ‘it (is)’).

21. The town referred to is of course that of Satawatti and not of
Ithiya.
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Notes ok the Letter

The interpretation of the message offers no particular difficulties.

The king had formerly presented the ^voman Amminaye with the

district of Paharrashe. A village in that district is now to be

given to TJgi, whom the king apparently wishes to reward. The

new boundaries are to be marked off by one Satawatti, the magis-

trate of the town of Atilu. To compensate Amminaye, however,

for the loss of one of her possessions, Atilu is now assigned to the

area of Paharrashe. Ithiya, a local dignitary to whom the letter

is addressed/ is personally responsible for the carrying out of the

king^s orders.

Interesting as this letter is in itself, the great importance of the

document is not due to its contents but rather to the signature;

the inscription on the seal is unusually valuable for more reasons

than one. In the first place, the date of the Kirkuk tablets can

now be established with absolute certainty. Saushshatar is the

first known king of Mitanni and his date is to be placed soon after

1500 B. c.® His contemporary Ithiya is probably the vassal ruler

of Arrapha. The Nuzi records deal with at least five generations

and we cannot tell as yet which of these synchronizes with the time

of Saushshatar and of Ithiya. At all events the first two or three

of these generations must now be placed in the 16th century. Nuzi,

then, saw its best days a few hundred years earlier than the date

which most scholars were inclined to allow it.

Significant is the comment which the letter furnishes as regards

the political conditions of its time. Nuzi and the rest of Arrapha

are under the unchallenged sway of Saushshatar. The Mitanni

ruler is free to assign and to reassign districts and cities in Arrapha

to whomever he pleases and the tone in which he addresses the local

heads indicates that the king will brook no opposition. Ashur,

which lay on the direct road from Mitanni to Arrapha, is com-

pletely ignored; obviously, Assyria was still in a state of submis-

sion and a province of Mitanni, precisely what we should expect in

the 16th century. That the empire on the middle Euphrates was

highly thought of in the West is abundantly illustrated in Egypt-

^ Cf. note to line 1.

®Tliotmes IV marries the daughter of Artatama, who is Saushshatar’s

successor. Saushshatar, then, must have been a contemporary of Thotmes

III, whose reign began in 1501 B. c.
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ian and Hittite sources^ as well as in the Amarna letters; but that

it should extend as far East as Arrapha and Nuzi was hardly

expected by anyone. The presence of Mitannian colonies east of

the Tigris throws a new light on the size and strength of the king-

dom of Saushshatar. The writers of the Kirkuk tablets were

related to the HiirrhMitanni not only linguistically but also politi-

cally.

The message of Saushshatar adds two new names to the growing^

list of Indo-European uords preserved in cuneiform records.^

Etymologically, the name of Satawatti, the magistrate of Atilu,

may be simpler than that of Parsatatar; but historically the name

of Saushshatar’s father is of far greater importance. This is the

first time that we can carry the Mitannian dynasty beyond its

assumed founder, Saushshatar. It is indeed a curious thing that a

comparatively obscure place oast of the Tigris should supply this

valuable bit of information, where the extant Hittite and Mitanni

sources have hitherto failed us.

The last line of the seal is no less significant than the other two.

Saushshatar calls himself here the king of Maiteni; this is evi-

dently the uncontracted spelling of the name of the kingdom.

Owing to the potential historical implications peculiar to this name,

the discovery of an earlier form of the word is of considerable value.

It is with this form that future attempts to solve the et3''mology of

Mitanni will have to operate.”^^

Of more immediate consequence than the older writing of the

name of the kingdom is the fact that Saushshatar remains king of

Maiteni, although his country is consistently referred to in the

Kirkuk documents as ^‘^^^^Hanigalhat, It follows conclusively that

Hanigalbat was the geographical designation of the land, while

Mitanni must have had a purely political connotation. In other

words, the empire was that of the Mitanni but the country in which
it was founded was Hanigalbat.^^ The introduction of the name
Maiteni y Mitanni may now he attributed with greater plausibility

® For the latest discussion of and literature on Indo-European linguistic
material from Syria and Mesopotamia see the article of Johannes Friedrich
ill Reallexikon dcr Assyriologi^, pp. 144 ff.

Ungnad, Kulturfragen 12, suggested that the name may be ultimately
connected with that of the Medes.

Cf. Chiera-Speiser, I, <?., p. 77 ; for latest literature on the subject
see Koschaker, I, c., p. 18.
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than was hitherto possible to the Indo-European ruling class that

founded the kingdom. The word may, then, be after all connected

with the name of the Medes.^^ But until this suggestion, tempting

as it may be, can be supported by more convincing arguments it

wlQ remain as doubtful as it is interesting.

On this point the seal fails to furnish more information. Con-

sidering the number of problems which the three short lines have

helped to illuminate we cannot really complain if some questions

still remain unsettled. When our brief discussion was published

less than three years ago, its authors had little hope of finding a

number of their tentative and cautiously put forward suggestions

established so soon. The work at Nuzi is going on and any chance

find may prove as valuable as this exceedingly helpful letter.

E. A. Speiser.

University of Pennsylvania.

^*The passage from Mdt-ai or Ma-ta-ai (tlie cuneiform designations for

the Medes) to Mmte-7ii is simpler than to Mita-ni,

6



REVIEWS OF BOOKS

Stilgeschichte xinA Chronologie des Rgveda, Von Waltheb WtrsT.

\_AbhandInngen fUr die Eunde des Morgenlandes, XVII.

Band, Xr. 4.] Leipzig; Deutsche morgenlandische Ge-

SELLSCHAFT (Biockhaus), 1928. xvi+172 pp.

In spite of many studies based on linguistic, metrical, historical,

and other data, only very meager results have come from attempts

to formulate a relative chronology for the parts of the Rigveda.

Everyone agrees that Books 2-7, and probably 9, are on the wdiole

older than 1 and 10, and probably also than 8. But most scholars

would qualify this by recognizing that the ^old^ books contain

^ late ^ verses and even entire hymns, and conversely that ^ late
^

books contain some ^old^ parts (cf, Bloomfield, BVRep, p. 649,

on Book 10).

Dr. Wiist now presents a new and interesting attempt to solve

this problem, by a detailed study of a kind of data which have

never before been used in this connexion, on a comparable scale:

namely, the data of what he calls ^stylistic history.^ He holds

it possible to trace, in the EV. itself, extensive stylistic develop-

ments. The later phases, he finds, approach the standards of later

(classical) style. By strictly statistical methods, based on actual

counting, he undertakes to determine which books of the RV. are

stylistically later or earlier. He divides the number of words in

each Book b}^ the number of instances found therein of each of

17 such stylistic criteria, which he regards as ^ late,^ and thus

finds their relative frequency in each Book. Assigning to each

Book the number (from 1 to 10) which indicates that hookas rank

under each criterion, he then takes a mathematical average of these

relative ranks, and puts the ten Books in an order of age which

is settled by these average figures. E. g., since the average position

of Books 2 and 6, in regard to their manifestation of these 17

phenomena, is exactly the same, 5.41, he assumes that they are

both of about the same age; further, that they are younger than

the Books (3, 4, 7, and 9) which show lower coefficients of rank,

and older than only Book 5 of the family-books, because its co-

efficient is 5.88.

Wiist finds that the soundness of his method is supported by

276
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the fact that his results show Book 10 as the latest. Book 1 next,

and Book 8 third. Since on other grounds this much would he

accepted by most scholars, he argues that we should also accept

the rest of his hierarchy. He makes Book 9, the Soma Pavamana

book, the oldest of all as to date of composition of its materials

(he accepts, p. 170, Oldenberg^s view that it was made up of

Pavamana h}Tnns which were originally contained in the other

books). So far as I know, this is a wholly new suggestion. Un-

expected, also, is his conclusion that Book 4 is the oldest of the

family-books; Hopkins {JAOS, 16. 275) has called it ^perhaps

the latest ' of them.

WTiat are these stylistic criteria? Pirst, and most important

to the authoPs mind, adjectival aTrai Aeyo/Acm. Then, forms with

vriddhi of secondary derivation ;
^ late suffixes ^

;
certain types of

noun compounds (those made up of more than two members; ad-

jectival dvandvas; tatpuru-'<as with case-form in the prius, etc.);

reduplicated forms and amreditas; numerical expressions; ^ metri-

cal^ and ^philosophical adjectives (these terms and some other

of the categories need definition, and seem used somewhat loosely)

;

^adjektiva mit iibertriebener Ausdruckssteigerung ^
; appositional

bahuvrihis, and a few others; it would take too much space here

to make them all clear.

On many, indeed most, of these points Wiist's materials are

certainly interesting and worthy of careful consideration. Some

of them, at least, may with much plausibility be interpreted as

indicating stylistic date. Everyone will see at a glance, however,

that the treatment of them must require great tact, and that there

are many pitfalls. That the author has successfully avoided a

large number of them is true, and demonstrates his great learning,

industry, and acumen. Yet it seems to me that he has occasionally

stumbled. And—more important—I regret that I cannot find

his general concdusions as compelling as he seems to consider them.

To begin with a point on which he lays great weight : the fact

that aTTo^ keyofjieva are commonest in Book 10 may be partly a

sign of lateness; but surely the subject-matter of 10 has something

to do with it. Book 10 is mainly unhieratic. It contains almost

all the YAtharvanic,^ ^ popular,^ and " grhtja' materials: wedding

and funeral hymns, charms, and other materials which deal with

other subjects than the three-fire ritual to which almost all the

rest of the EV. is devoted. (The philosophic hjonns belong here
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too, being, as I have recently observed

—

JA08. 49. 97-121—as

^ Atharvanic ^ as any charm.) In no other book are the topics so

varied—are so many different things dealt with. In a collection

dealing with such topics, whatever their date, we should expect

to find many words not occurring in hymns devoted to praise of

ritualistic gods and used in definitely limited ritual situations.

Take the funeral hymns, 10. 14-18. According to Wiist^s statistics
^

they show even more a^rol Aeyo/Jtcm than the average of Book 10.

Does this mean that they are later than the rest of Book 10?

On Wiist^s principles this is what we should have to conclude.

But it seems more natural to suppose that (if it is not a mere

accident) it is due to the fact that these are, precisely, the only

funeral hymns in the RV., and hence they almost had to use some

words not found elsewhere. Like Bloomfield, ^ I cannot, for my
part, imagine any Vedic time without just such, or nearly sudh,

funeral stanzas^ {RVRep. p. 649).

Still less justified are some of Wiist’s conclusions about Book 9,

which he makes the oldest of all—perhaps his most sensational

dictum. That 9 has the fewest a-n-o^ keyofieva is exactly what we
should expect, for it is the converse of Book 10 in the respect just

described. All its hymns deal not only with one god (Soma),

but with one ritual aspect of that god (S. Pavamana), and were

intended for use at a very limited set of closely related ritual

situations. So they are all closely and monotonously similar in

language. ^ Es ware nicht moglich, aus dem Hymnenschatz des

RY. eine zweite ahnlich compacte Masse von inhaltlich und formell

so durchaus gleichartigen Liedern auszuziehen^ (as the 9th Book:

Oldenberg, Proleg. p. 250). Hence, Book 9 ^for the most part

repeats itself’ (Bloomfield, RVRep. p. 644). If it were possible

to perform the feat which Oldenberg has just been quoted as de-

claring impossible, we should find that such an equally extensive

group of hymns equally unified in subject-matter would be equally

unified in style too, equally self-repetitious, and with equally few

oTToi Acyoftcva. And that without reference to the date of such

hymns. Why Wiist considers the self-repeating quality of Bk. 9

^ ein Beweis seines hohen Alters’ (p. 169) is utterly incompre-

^ For Wust furnishes, on 48 pages, a complete table of the data under
each of his 17 criteria for every single hymn of the RV. ! His figures show
1: 41 or 42 words as the proportion of aw. \ey. in 10. 14-18; for Book 10
as a whole, 1 : 43.
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hensible to me. It seems to me obvious that it is nothing of the

sort. It is a proof only of the fact that Eigvedic poets, when
dealing with identical situations, tend strongly to use identical

language. The BV. contains just five funeral hymns; if it con-

tained over 100, as it does hymns to Soma Pavamana, we might
find in them no more axaf Aeyo/icm, because these latter would be

repeated

!

The repeated padas found both in Book 9 and in the other books

are, indeed, perhaps too few in number to warrant any deductions.

Still, they amount to nearly a hundred, according to my count

from RYBep, The majority are inconclusive on the question of

relative age and originality; but they tend rather against than for

WiisPs view of the antiquity of Book 9. To be sure, Bloomfield

(p. 644) considers that Book 8 is regularly secondary to 9 in the

repetitions, which are particularly numerous between these books.

But this means little, since 8 is equally secondary to all the family-

books (p. 642). From a study of Bloomfield’s treatment of the

repetitions between 9 and the other books (be it noted that I have

counted only cases on which an opinion was expressed by Bloom-

field, who certainly was not prejudiced against the antiquity of 9),

I find that he considers Book 9 inferior and secondary to Books

2-7 in some seven or eight cases, to Book 1 in four cases, and even

to Book 10 in two cases; while he mentions five cases in which 9

is superior to 1, but not a single case in which he finds it superior

to 2-7 or 10. (He expresses no opinion as to relative originality

in some 25 repetitions between 9 and 2-7, some 25 between 9 and 1,

and 6 between 9 and 10.) Considering these facts, is it not more

likely that the stylistic peculiarities of 9 w'-hich Wiist discovers,

in so far as they have any real significance, may be due to the

very narrow limits of the subject-matter of 9? It may perhaps

be granted that the hymns of 9 would average as old as any in

the family-books; but I doubt whether they are older than the

general run of ritualistic hymns. Certainly Wiist has not proved

it, if they are. I suggest that similar peculiarities {all negative

ones^ be it noted—absence of certain peculiarities assumed to be

late) would probably appear in any like collection of hymns, taken

from the family books, dealing with a special ritualistic sphere

—

if such an other collection were possible.

It must be added that some of WiisPs criteria will not bear

close examination. Take his list of ^diminutives,’ p. 82 f. It
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contains nearly 100 words ending in -ha or -la. To save space he

omits to explain why he considers them ^ diminutives ’
;
a very un-

fortunate omission, for the diminutive character of many of them

is, to put it mildly, far from self-evident. (There are not a few"

other places in which Wiist^s account lacks clarity and force, owing

to over-compression.) In some of them the -h or -I is clearly not

even suffixal at all, but radical (e. g. srha, cf. Avestan Jiardha-y

and the verb harocaya-) ;
in others the -ha or -la, if it is suflBxal,

is apparently primary, not based on an antecedent noun-stem, and

hence certainly not diminutive (e. g. sxda, which moreover is wholly

obscure, so that there is no reason for assuming that the I is

suffixal; nihdkci, yaha, and others have primary -ha)', in others

the suffix, if secondary, is not or need not be diminutive {udaha,

explained JAOS. 31. 115; antiha; sayaha, which moreover is proba-

bly primary; somaha, see JAOS. 31. 121; and many others)
;
many

(e. g. piplld, stpdla) are too obscure in formation and etymology

to be even discussed, and certainly no arguments should be based

on any supposed ^ diminutive ’ value in them. On the other hand,

Wiist omits some real diminutives : muhuhd, for unexplained

reasons (cf. JAOS. 31. 128), and dlaham, wffiich he nowhere men-

tions but wffiich is a certain diminutive (ibid. 138). His list is,

in short, hopelessly imperfect. But even if it \vere a good list,

it would not tend to prove his point; rather the opposite. Abund-

ant use of diminutives is not a characteristic of later (classical

Skt.) style as contrasted with the A^eda; on the contrary, certain

spheres of Vedic language show^ much more extensive use of them

than ever appears at any period of the later language. One of

these spheres is, to be sure, that of magic (Athan^anic) charms

(tho Wiist, p. 83, utterly misunderstands the meaning of this

phenomenon; most diminutives in magic are imprecatory, not

‘ H('-i)evolI ^ or ^ zartlich ^
: so specifically xnanashd in W. 6. 18. 3

wffiich he quotes, cf. JAOS. 31. 142). But this means not a
‘
later

^

but rather a lower sphere of language. In other words, if Wffist^s

list of diminutives and his general method w’ere reliable, he should

draw from them exactly the opposite inference; they w'ould show"

a stylistic tendency the reverse of that which prevails later.

Whitney, § 1243, is much nearer right on this point than Wiist,

w"ho rashly and cavalierly rejects his statement; and on a matter

of this kind Whitney^s statements are not to be lightly rejected!

The diminutive use of -ha wus never wffiolly lost, but became ex-
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tremely rare in Skt. literature (I am extremely sceptical of some

of the few cases alleged for it), presumably because of the very

extensive development of wholly different uses of -ha (and its

derivative sufifixes, -aha, -ilea, etc.).

On p. 47 Wiist is wholly in error in his assumption of the ^ late

suffix -iha^ for a small group of KY. words, every one of which

is a feminine {-ihd) to an actual or presumptive masculine in

-a-ha (Whitney, § 1222i; the writer, JA08, 31. 95 f., 311 f.
;
I may

be pardoned for suggesting that Wiist might have been helped in

his treatment of -ha forms if he had consulted this monograph).

The masculine iyattahd actually occurs in the KV., and iyattiha,^

quoted by Wiist, is non-existent. Equally imaginary are sltiha
^

(for which on p. 82 Wiist himself has, correctly, sltaha), ' hJadiha/

and " suldbJiiha ^

;

the (hypothetical) masculine forms of all these

words would certainly end in -a-ha. The only real -iha form in

the EV. is sdndiha, n. pr., if (as I think likely, JAOS. 31. 296)

it is to be derived, with Sayana, from the YV. name sdnda. And
this is not mentioned by Wiist

!

We see that some of Wiist’s materials have been chosen and used

without sufficient care, I would not suggest that these instances

are typical; most of the others make a better impression on me.

But even if we accepted all his evidence, would his conclusions

follow necessarily ? I have suggested grave doubts as to the prece-

dence of Book 9 over the family books. When we come to the

relative position of the family books themselves, Wiist^s own
statistics (p. 152) cause even more serious qualms to arise. In

the case of Book 10, which ranks last among the 10 books in 9

out of 17 criteria, 9th in one, and 8th in 5, we may concede that

such data are apt to mean something, viz. that the style of Book

10 probably really differs from that of the rest (tho this difference

need not be based necessarily or wholly on ^ lateness ^ ) . But when

it comes to comparing the family-books with one another, we find

no such regular precedence, nor anything resembling it. Wiist

has to resort to mathematical averages, and I question whether

any sound conclusions can be drawn from such procedure. To take

a specific case : in the ranking according to rarity of the 17 sup-

posedly ^late^ criteria, Book 2 appears once as No. 1 among the

10 books, twice as No. 2, twice as No. 4, four times as No. 5,

thrice as No. 6, twice as No. 7, thrice as No. 9. Book 3 appears

twice as No. 1, thrice as No. 2, twice as No. 3, once as No. 4, five
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times as No. 5, twice as No. 7, and twice as No. 10. Book 2 ranks

ahead of Book 3 in seven criteria, and follows it in ten. Consider,

now’, (a) that some of these criteria are very minor and show very

few instances in any given book; and (b) that in many cases the

differences in frequency, on which these rankings are based, are

extremely slight, the actual figures for the different books being

often almost identical. Are we then justified in concluding that

Book 2 is ^late^ and Book 3 ^old^ (Wust, p. 165), solely because

the average position of Book 3 among the ten books is 4.53, and
that of Book 2 is 5.41? A pretty sweeping conclusion from ex-

tremely flimsy premises, it seems to me.

In short, while many of the detailed results presented by Wiist

are interesting and important, the reviewer is regretfully obliged

to conclude (1) that his method needs much perfecting before it

can be relied upon to prove anything; and further (2) that it is

likely to be of use only to an extent just as limited as the force

of other criteria has proved to be, and only in confirmation of

those other results; for instance, as to the special character of

Books 10, 1, and 8. That this special character is in pari due to

actual lateness of composition has long been recognized; more
than this is not likely to be proved by Wiist^s methods. It would
certainly be premature to accept his dating of Book 9. As to

Books 2-7, the data he presents seem rather to confirm the previous

general pessimism, and to suggest that their relative chronology
is likely to remain " a perfect tangle ^ (Bloomfield, BVBep. p. 644).
We must, however, thank Dr. Wiist for the loving zeal with which
he has prepared, arranged, and presented his enormous mass of

materials
;
he has made it relatively easy to criticize his work, and

that is no small merit.

The Mahdbharata- For the first time critically edited by Vishnu
S. SuKTHANKAK, Ph. D. Poona : Bhandaekajr Okiental
Research Institute. Adiparvan: Fascicule 2 (1928), and
Fascicule 3 (1929). Pp. 61-232 of entire work.

The first sixty pages of this work, constituting Fascicule 1, were
reviewed in this Journal, 48. 186-190. As to the general char-
acter of the work, its importance, and the methods with which 'it has
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been conducted, there is nothing to add or modify. The two new
fascicules continue in the same admirable way the work begun in

the first; and the unanimous praise with which Fasc. 1 was

greeted by all the Sanskritists of the world is suflScient guarantee

that the confidence expressed by our former review was not mis-

placed. The text is here brought down to 1.53.36 (in 1.59 of the

vulgate)

.

Attention will be called here to a few new matters of interest.

Dr. Sukthankar^s materials have been increased by several valuable

new manuscripts. Of overwhelming importance is the unique

ancient Sarada ms. which he calls §1, which originally contained

the first three parvans of the epic. It is unfortunately fragmentary,

and lacks much of the Adi, including the beginning; collation of

it therefore begins on page 147, with 1. 26. 10. Fortunately there

is a complete Devanagari ms. of Adi (Kl) which Sukthankar shows

to have been a copy of a codex very closely allied to §1 ;
and there

are also several other mss. in Devanagari (the ^ group), which

likewise belong to the Kashmirian recension. Probably the most

brilliant result of Sukthankar’s work is his convincing demonstra-

tion that this Kashmirian recension, of which virtually nothing

was previously known, is the oldest and best version of the epic

now extant. No one who studies the critical apparatus will doubt

this fact.

Of other mss. used for the first time in Fasc. 2 and 3, unques-

tionably the most important are the three Newari mss., described

in the editorial note at the beginning of Fasc. 2; their collation

begins with 1. 3 (or, in the case of one of them, with 1. 14; this

fact regarding the use of ms. ‘ ’ is not stated in the editorial

note) . This is also a hitherto unknown recension, and an important

one; it shows many agreements with the Kashmirian version.

On the other hand, Dr. Sukthankar has dropped from his critical

apparatus the variant readings of 14 mss, which were collated foi*

Fasc. 1 : eleven Devanagari mss, of the vulgate northern recension,

two of the Kashmirian recension, and one Grantham ms. (This

fact is stated on p. 63 ;
it would have been well, perhaps, to make

the statement more prominent by including it in the editorial note

at the beginning of Fasc. 2.) The reason for this procedure is that

these mss. have proved to be contaminated and of very little value

for the critical text. Dsers of the text will be very grateful to the

editor for ceasing to burden his notes with such material which has
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come to appear practically valueless. It is as much the duty and

the sign of a good editor to know what not to say as to know what

to say^ and Sukthankar proves on both counts that he deserves to

rank among the best of editors.

Fsanklin" Edgerto^^'.

Yale University.

Woodbroohe Studies: Christian Documents in Syriac^ Arabic and

Garshftni. Edited and translated with a Critical Apparatus

by A. Mikgaya^ with two Introductions by Eendel Harris.

Vol. 2, Keprinted from the Bulletin of the John Eylands

Library/^ Volume 12, 1928. W, Heeper & Soisrs^ Cambridge;,

1928. Pp. 332.

It is most commendable that Dr. Harris is concerned to repub-

lish in permanent book form the valuable texts appearing in his

B'ulletiih for journals are often honorary tombs for the best

scholarship. The present volume continues the pace set by its

predecessor in publishing three new documents^ all completely edited

by Dr. Mingana^ along with brilliant introductions from Dr.

Harrises hand. Two of these are Karshuni texts (Arabic in Syriac

script), and are documents of a well-known Christian genre^ both,

as the editors hold, of Egyptian origin, parallels existing in the

Coptic, and a reference to the Coptic language appearing, p. 254.

One of these is the Lament of the Virgin, edited from two MSS. in

Dr. Mingana’s Collection, with a colophon alleging that it was

written by Gamaliel and Xicodemus (p. 210) ; the other is the

Martyrdom of Pilate edited from two MSS. of Dr, Mingana^s and a

third one in Paris; it claims to have been composed by Gamaliel

(p. 280). The materials of the two are akin to the well-known

Acta Pilati and Gospel of Nicodemus, How Pilate became a

Christian saint and martyr is illuminatingly told by Dr. Harris. I

may note his interesting remark upon cTrl IIovtiov UecXarov in 1 Tim.

6, 13, as an early creedal formula (p. 167).

But it is the first document in the volume. The Apology of

Timothy, as the editor entitles it, which will claim the most general

interest. For it is nothing less than the report of a discussion be-
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tween the Caliph Mahdi (775-785) and the Nestorian Patriarch

Timothy I (780-823), in which the latter makes apology for the

Christian faith by way of question and answer between him
and the Caliph. For this document the 144 pages of the Syriac

MS. (a copy in Mingana’s possession of a 13th century MS. at

A1 Kosh, destroyed in the late war by the Kurds) are given in

photographic reproduction. The plates are beautifully clear, and

we may take note that at least in America it is far more practicable,

as regards cost and accuracy, to reproduce texts in this way than

by reprinting in types. The one oversight in the editing is that

cross-pagination to the text is not given in the translation; the

similar fault has been committed in Gollancz^s translation of Julian

the Apostate, which has Just appeared. It is therefore almost im-

possible to control the translation at any given point. The

Apology, which covers a two days’ debate, is a veritable human
document. Unlike the formal rhetorical arguments of early

Christian apologetic, which never reached their destination, we

have here evidently a report of an actual debate between the third

Abbaside Caliph and a doughty Christian apologist, the Pope of

his Communion. It contains such fresh personal coloring, in

question and answer and repartee, in gentle civility and mutual

respect between the two distinguished parties, that it can hardly be

regarded as a romance. As an argument for Christianity it arouses

our respect for Timothy’s intellect and logic, even if to be sure,

the composition is a one-sided report. It equally presents the

Caliph as an open-minded and tolerant ruler, who could brook

the Christian’s stout defence, which involved the denial of

Mohammad. And altogether it throws a welcome light upon the

relations of the two religions under the early Abbasides, upon which

we are too ill informed. An extensive polemical literature must

have existed between the two parties; from the Christian side

little is knovm beyond al-Kindi’s Risdlah. The document is recom-

mended to the reading of both the theologian and also the student

of Abbaside culture.

The reviewer has read the larger part of this fascinating docu-

ment in the Syriac, and would congratulate the editor on the

elegance of his translation, often necessarily periphrastic, but cor-

rect in interpretation. As an earnest of my interest I call atten-

tion to a few slips in translation, mostly omissions. P. 24, 1. 19 ~
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text, p. 99, col. 1, I would translate the passage beginning ^^it

teaches also thus : it teaches also about the Spirit in the same

passage [Jn. 1, 4] : that is, in Him, the God-Word, was (hewa)

life, and that is, was Spirit, and this it was-essentially {’Ithdu

{h)wdj vs. heivd)/^ the argument proceeding to discuss the eternity

of the Spirit. And a few lines below, for Jesus Christ (Holy

Ghost) [5Tc] is the Spirit of God and the life and light of men,^^

the original has "the Spirit of God is the life,^^ etc. P. 43,

1. 11= text p. 116, col. 2, in an argument upon the responsibility

of the Jews for the death of Christ, the Caliph holding that the

death was predestined and the Jews therefore blameless, in place

of "he bore both crucifixion and death at the hands of the Jews,"

read "not by the hands of the Jews did he die or was killed; the

cross he suffered from the Jews, his death of his own free will."

P. 26, 1. 16 to " Without space and time " add " and mass " {turd,

cf. Arabic). P. 47, add to end of last paragraph,= p. 121, col. 1,

"in the likeness of tongues of fire in the upper chamber; and it

gave them knowledge of secret things
;
and it taught them different

and divers tongues, which they knew not
;
it gave them power to do

miracles and signs and wonders. It wrote and delivered without

change. For not by their own knowledge did they write and finish,

but what they saw with their eyes and heard with their ears from

the Lord Christ ; and whatever the Spirit Paraclete reminded them

of, this they wrote and delivered to us." This long omitted passage

is the necessary prelude to the ensuing question of the Caliph.

James A. Montgomeey.
University of Pennsylvania.

Zoroastrian Studies: the Iranian Religion and Various Mono-

graphs, By A. Y. Williams Jacksoi^. [Columbia Univer-

sity Indo-Iranian Series.] Hew York: Columbia Ukivee-

siTY Press, 1928. xxxiv 325 pp.

We now have, in the first 215 pages of this volume, the English

original of Professor Jackson^s treatise on The Iranian Religion,

which was printed in a German version, translated by Professor

A. F. J. Remy, in Geiger and Kuhn’s Grundriss der Iranischen

Philologie, 2. 612-708', Strassburg, 1903, with the title Die iror
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nische Religion. The author has made considerable additions

throughout, along with some minor alterations and a few excisions

;

the new material is generally, but not always, enclosed in square

brackets. The numbering of the paragraphs is the same as that

of the German version; but § 92a and § 109a are added, as well

as the Addendum on Manichaeism, pages 187-193. The chapter on

The Moral and Ethical Teachings of the Ancient Zoroastrian Reli-

gion is given not in the form in which it appeared in GIF., but in

an amplified form in which it was printed in the International

Journal of Ethics, 7. 55-62 (1896), as well as in The Evolution of

Ethics as revealed in the Great Religions, 143-155, edited by E. H.

Sneath (New Haven, 1927). The bibliography, which is very fuU,

is augmented by perhaps 50%, as compared with the German ver-

sion—a most important feature, since this treatise, of first impor-

tance for primary sources, is now again up to date in the secondary

literature also.

The reviewer greatly admires Professor Jackson’s distinguished

scholarship, but is at times inclined to accuse him of a too thorough-

going acceptance of Parsi tradition. For instance. Professor Jack-

son still adheres to the traditional date of Zoroaster, 660-583 b. g.

(page 17 n.), despite strong reasons for setting it distinctly ear-

lier, In like manner he accepts the developed doctrine of the

Amshaspands for the Gathic period (§34), though elsewhere (§4)

he insists, very properly, on the importance of distinguishing at

least three stages in the development of the religion—^the pre-

Zoroastrian period, the Zoroastrian stage, the post-Zoroastrian evo-

lution. But the Gathas may be consistently interpreted on the

basis that the terms which in the later Parsi texts designate the

Amshaspands or Archangels are in the Gathas only abstract terms

;

for fche demonstration of this, reference may be made to the doctoral

dissertation of Miss Maria Wilkins Smith, shortly to appear in the

series of Language Dissertations of the Linguistic Society of

America. One notes with regret that Professor Jackson now with-

draws the promise of a special treatise on the Amshaspands (§33

and § 35 end, in the German edition).

In connection with the plant and drink haoma (later horn), later

deified, Professor Jackson makes a most misleading statement (p.

62= § 40. 21) : neither the genius Haoma nor the plant haoma

is mentioned in the Gathas.” This is true in the letter, but not in
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the spirit; for there are two Gathic passages which mention the

haoma, if not by name^ yet by unmistakable periphrases. In Yasna

32. 14, the followers of the Druj are inveighed against as slaying

cattle for their orgiastic rites in honor of the duraosa; and duraosa

is in later Avestan texts a standing epithet of the haoma. In Yasna

48. 10, Zoroaster appeals to Mazdah to know when he will strike

down miiOram ahyd madahyd ‘
the filth of this intoxicating drink %

which the leaders of the old false religion employ as a means of

misleading their followers; this cannot be other than the haoma.

We have here a most important point, that in the original religion

of Zoroaster the haoma had no place; it was even a central point

in the ceremonies of the worship which he was attacking. Obviously

we must recognize an early Zoroastrian religion without the haoma,

and a later form in which it was established when, with the spread

of Zoroaster’s doctrines, prosel}dism in mass entailed the importa-

tion of certain non-original practices. Such has been the experience

of most religions, if not of all, and this important step in the his-

tory of Zoroastrianism should not be passed over in silence; yet

mention of it in Professor Jackson’s book utterly eludes the

reviewer.

The second part of the volume (pages 217-244) is devoted to The

Zoroastrian Doctrine of the Freedom of the Will. We find the

important passages on this problem given in original and in trans-

lation, in chronological order—Gathic, later Avestan, Pahlavi,

Muhammadan, with careful treatment of the evidence.

Part III consists of Miscellaneous Zoroastrian Studies: On
Some of the Proposed Explanations of Zoroaster s Name (247-248;

sunimai*}^ in Deui. Lit.-Ztg. 26. 917 [1905]), A Reference in Theo-

dore har Khoni to Zoroaster's Date (249-251); An Allusion to

Zoroaster’s Death as found in ThaYdihl’s Arabic History of the

Kings of Persia (251-255) ;
The Cypress of Kashmar and

Zoroaster (255-266) ; An Observation regarding a Zoroastrian

Sim ile in B undahishn 30. 10 (266-267); Sorne Additional Data

on Zoroaster (268-278 ;
reprinted with additions and changes, from

Orientalische Studien Th. Noldehe zum 70. GeMirtstag gewidmet,

2. 1031-1 Q38, Giessen [1906]); The Religious Interest which

Seistdn has historically for Zoroaslrians (279-286; reprinted with

some additions, from Sanj Varatman, Bombay, Sept. 9, 1926).

The volume concludes \vith a detailed index (287-325), the work
of Mrs. Louis H. Gray.
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These Studies, though some are in part reprinted, are in truth a

‘^new contribution^’ (see preface, page vii), welcome to Iranists

everywhere.

Eolakd G. Kent.
University of Pennsylvania.

NOTES OF THE SOCIETY
The following persons have been elected to membership by vote of the

Executive Committee:

Mr. James Devadasan Pev. Allan A. MacRae
Mr. Murray B. Emeneau Dr. W. F. Stutterheim

Prof. R. P. Jameson Mr. F. E. Wood
Prof. H. A. F. Kern

NOTES OF OTHER SOCIETIES
Notice should have been printed earlier in this Joubnal of the founda-

tion in 1926 of a new Oriental journal in India, the Journal of Oriental

Research, published at Madras under the editorship of Mahamahopadhyaya
Vidyavacaspati S. Kuppuswami Sastki, M. A., I. E. S., Professor of

Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in the Presidency College, Madras.

Professor Kuppuswami Sastri’s name is 'well kno'wn to scholars; he is a

man deeply learned in the traditional scholarship of India, and also at

home in western orientalist learning, a very felicitous combination which,

we are glad to say, is becoming commoner in India every year. The journal

founded by him reflects his tastes and attainments, which is, and is

intended to be, high praise. It is now (1929) in its third volume. We
welcome this valuable addition to the field and wish it long life and every

success.

PERSONALIA
Professor A. T. Olmstead of the University of Illinois has gone to the

Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago as Professor of Oriental

History, the change taking effect September 1st.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
RESPECTING GRANTS IN AID OF RESEARCH

The American Council of Learned Societies is able to offer a limited

number of grants to individual scholars to assist them in carrying on

definite projects of research in the humanistic sciences: philosophy; phi-

lology, literature, and linguistics; archaeology and art; musicology;

history, especially all branches of cultural and intellectual history, but
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exclusive of those branches that are essentially social, economic, and
political history; and auxiliary sciences.

The grants are of two categories:

A. Small grants, designed to encourage research by scholars who are

trained in scientific methods of investigation. The normal maximum of

the small grants is $300, which may be increased to not more than $500

if such increase appears to the Committee on Fellowships and Grants to

be justified by the necessity of incurring unusual expenses, as for foreign

travel.

B. Larger grants. These are designed primarily to assist in the advance-

ment of knowledge and are reserved for mature scholars of demonstrated

ability in constructive research, who should be able to devote at least six

months of uninterrupted work to their investigations. The larger grants

range in amount from $750 to $2000.

Applicants for both categories of grants must be citizens of the United

States or Canada or permanently employed or domiciled therein; they

must be actually engaged in the research for which they request assist-

ance, and must personally be in need of the aid for which they apply.

Applicants should possess a doctor’s degree or its equivalent in training,

study, and experience. No grants will be made to assist in the fulfilment

of requirements for any academic degree.

Applications must be made in triplicate upon special forms provided for

that purpose, and must be mailed to the Permanent Secretary of the

American Council of Learned Societies, 907 Fifteenth Street, Washington,

D. C., not later than January 15. Awards will be made in March.

When requesting application blanks, prospective applicants are requested

to indicate for which category of grant they intend to apply.

RESPECTING RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS IN THE HUMANITIES

The American Council of Learned Societies is enabled to offer a certain

number of post-doctoral Research Fellowships in the Humanities. The

purpose of these Fellowships is to provide opportunities for further train-

ing and experience in humanistic research to a limited number of younger

scholars of unusual ability selected from among those who have demon-

strated unmistakable aptitude for constructive scholarship.

Applications and proposals must be presented to the Committee on Fel-

lowships and Grants on or before January 15 of each year. They should

be made in triplicate on forms which will be provided upon request; and

should include references, by permission, to three scholars, w^ell acquainted

with the applicants, w^ho will be invited to supply such information as may
be needed by the Committee.

Applicants must be citizens of the United States or Canada or perma-

nently domiciled or employed therein. They must have attained the doc-

torate or, in the judgment of the Committee, its equivalent in training and

experience. They must not, ordinarily, be more than thirty-five (J5)

years of age, and they must be possessed of good health and habits and be

in sound physical condition. A physical examination may be required of

applicants at the discretion of the Committee.



A FUETHEE PEAGMENT ON ASTEOLOGY FEOM THE
GENIZAH

Eichabd J. H. Gottheil
Columbia UmvEBsirr

In VoL XLVII, pp. 303-310, I published a small Arabic frag-

ment coming from the Genizah, dealing with astrology. I shall not

repeat what I said there (p. 304) concerning the value of studying

what may seem to be the absurdity of the foolish. The whole sub-

ject, since I wrote my previous article, has been discussed with

much consequent illumination by Professor Alexander Marx, in the

Hebrew Union College Annual^ Vol. 3, pp. 311 et seq.

I have gone to the trouble of having certain leaves photographed

which are the remnant of another work on astrology, and which are

to be found in Bodleian MS. Heb. D, 36. Even among these leaves

a few pages are missing. The script is good, square Hebrew; the

language, of course, Arabic. These pages are probably part of a

larger work. The letters of the article are in nearly every case

written as one character. Occasionally a point is used, to mark off

a sentence, and a small circle in which is a dot, to mark off a para-

graph. The Arabic is not always classic
;
and, at times, one wonders

at the manner in which Arabic words and forms are transcribed;

e. g. niniNHI
;
niEHJ

;
nn''DN= s^T

(though, in one place, this is written ni“lDN);
;

niJN0=
djU

;
= unless in ail these cases and in similar ones,

the writer is thinking in the ordinary spoken Arabic of his day,

and adds the letter n merely for formas sake. Cfr. in the

fragment published by Hirschfeld in the JQU., XVI 379—^though

this has to do with a proper name only.

I am certain that I have gone wrong in translating many sen-

tences and words. At times, however, we are confronted with a

veritable jumble; and it is not easy to render such into readable

English. It is much more trivial than the Book of Augury—also

from the Genizah—published and explained by the late Professor

I. Eriedlaender in the J XIX, 84 et seq. But the whole subject

is of historic importance, as Loth suggests that astrology was bom

291
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in Persia and carried by the Jews to the Arabs. See Morgenldnd-

ische Forschungen (Leipzig 1875), p. 267.

fol. 43 recto. rKIH '•jjpr pNpl HIDiNm .1

nNi'' bxD ]XB ‘^XD’ ”'nnD’'i mn^D dxj -z

° 1'’xid‘?x nnxDi ^pxyi ^tsxD^x pn -3

]D yxTEn np^D^x Fi’jra iid’ nicaj ’S n^xin ]ai -4

° i^xiD Dnxs n'n'’2x ’D n^xin |oi
'

’ly .5

103 pX''! X’lyX^JX Pl‘?Xn'' 33pj?^X ''B 3^xin pi .6

^X pX331 "lOCX lID’l l>X3p1 ^XESpi ''ly Hl^? ^ip’ -7

joi " ppXD^x p’pni fixn3x^x yoxi pry -s

’>£> i^xin pi ’
'jr “ppxy id’ hiesj ’’B n^xin -9

• ••X "IB n^xin pi °!?xi3pi pBoo ]i3'' nn3X -lo

••• ^X ^nx P ]X3 ]X1 D3XB1 3X3J ]13'' DIp^X -H

• ••ppXD^x p''p3i ]o fixS’ x^i nuxB -iz

[nn''33x "IB n^xin pi ° nooxi pry^x px33i -is

[’B] 3‘?Xin )01 0’''’33 ''BXDr 3''''3 ]13'' -14

ninio pDr 3X33 n'ljnixi ’ji ]13' nj^x ‘?ix .is

[nn''3]x "IB n^xin pi ° px33^x3 ix fi'’D^?x3 -le

fol. 43 vereo. p^, nil’BX ’B 3^X111 pi ° 3DJ^X BBIJI 'ja 113'' .1

1^3 ^X ^1X 'B 3^Xin pi ° ^nx p33 p3D0 -2

n’on 3nx!{i ^pxy pB’ X7i ^xib n’pxoi ^30 id’ -3

bVxip'' pi * njD ^53 "IB n'lry '•b 3’'ySx nn'Ti pB' .4

W n’ry ’B n3nni p3XDi ri’bs jiB’ nin^x ^ix .5

nn’iBx ’B 3^xin pi ° hbjx 'B pB’ nm Bvy -e

* 33X 3X3 X3n ' ni3Diy ^10’’ -7

nyo 3D33 nx3n pB’' ni:''XB ninn'' i^bb^x jxB ]o »
3b''x^x niBJii ’B B’y n*? ]i33 niBx y33x 1133 -9

J1in3 pX30X^X BTIB p33 T IX 3^X1X 3 1133 .10

“rx 3D3 ’B mr nn’Bxi pn mo nio3 nioj a .11

• niPB’’ pBXDo^xi niBn’ x^jax ^xi ’uixio .12

n’^BS ni3y3 B^xin’ ninn’ 3in^x pB p .13

D’xnB ^x ^no ma n’nB ^3x3 pB^x Bynio p33 .14

nipini ^xD^x 3D33 nioa i aiin3 nn’riB nisxnoxi .15

laiB’ nin’3 Snxi naiyo mp’xniyi pB’ 33x1 .le

.17* pBXDO
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M. 44 recto, p''i “IDT nny2 mnn’ ]NtDin^K )KD ]t3i .1

F)Nj;s nibNoyNi ripi ididd .2

«i IN nN*?iN ii noN j max ^nd |o m’ .3

^N ’D niixiy toy’i I'rna Jiin’i n^''^p msx'isxi .4

° ]Dn mo mD’'i jon “i^dn .5

jiD’! ’nix nnyD n^xin’ mnn'’ jxoiD^x |xd ]di .6

nmnD nxJ2 myno yi mx“i ^pxyi ’ji -7

nx^’anx myts’i niTO xdj inn’’! mm msxnoxi -s

mmai njo xipx ]''’'ip nxnyxi ruon mp''X“i£3 'i
-9

mv3 n^xiD’ mnn'' nox^x ]xd pi * n^''io .10

ninx'in nx''x mxiy ayxo ]imi m^cop’'i id'i .h

^Di niDCj Djrn’' nn''j^i ^?xd Dnn'* x^i yxjmoi .12

°nm3 mo'll ^xe''D nxij?xi pix'niy nx3''nx .13

'•njx myD n^xin'' mnn'' xny^x )xd ]oi -14

in'll Din^D Dxj^x j'lxin ''ap'ii "I’D^xa ’cxmi -is

in'll myno in'll nnx nn ''O nuo mpx nnx i -is

I'l'inno mn'ii pnox^x '’nm i ix p'ln^i ni^? .17

foi. 46 recto, nim^x npi ''D ixd pi ^xnp in'! n^xinx .1

in'! ^nii^x npi^x ix3 pi -ixddx nnxsi n^xij pm .2

"'ijj
in'! x^i mon snxisi nxm .3

n'lo 'ijano'i ^xoop in'! pjnx^^x 1'' ''D n^xin'' ''n^x .4

nn I'l^xD'i x^i nn^3 ^nx 'Tixiy'ii nno npric'ii -6

nniy^^ nx^y^x x'ini nop^x di'' ''D n^xin nij''x^? -e

^ixoD 'ID xi nu'ix^ n'lj in f^sj^x ''^5x nmy^?x oxn p .7

n^xin pD irxynnx in'! i'idx ''^x p)sj^x pi nop^x .8

DoiyVx npi "ID n^xin pi •
''sxp in'! 'nopVx npi '<B -9

in'! nniyo^xi nnxD^x npi id pD pi • inoo pm -lo

nxDDx nnxs pm nonxpx npi ’D pD pi ‘nTxa .11

' pD^x Fi'iyjji nni in'! nnnu^x npi "id pD pi -12

in'll nii^x p'lBs in'! a^x ni'' id nbxin'' ’n^x .13

nonx^^ npi pD 'nonx^x 1'' ''D n^xin nij’xV nciyno .14

•pD^x ^I’lys pm nmiT^x npi ''D pD pnpiy in'* -is

p Dnxjt pm nmyo^xi nnxD^x npi ''D pD pi -le

•pm nnnx ''D pmi ^xnp pm n^xin ^nn npi ''D pD jxi -17
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01.46 recto. ‘ n’ns DOl^^X Hpl ’D ]tO ]N1 .1

[’HlNpi pi’-ny ]ndjk ]id'' dv •d n^Nin'' .2

''jj'i ^pxj? ID’ DnxD^^ npi^x )xd ]xe) .3

•ncb^xD nisiai -i'''’3i ’dj iid’ npi^x jXD ]xi .4

moi T''D3 n"iD ]id'' npi^x ]xd jxi -s

npi^x ]XD ]xi
*

''jj jiD’ N^i D''Dn ]i3'' npi^x ]xd ]ni -e

x:j x^d ]id'' -7

]XD ^pxyi ’Jii jiD’ li^x nr 'D nt’Xirr' n^x -s

]XD ]xi o''''m ^pxj;i ri pn^ npi^x ]xn -9

‘px'? npi^x ]XD ]xi o''''Di D'l'in ]D'' nnxn^^ npi^x -lo

^x^ np‘^x ]XD ]xi ‘“iirn mm mnn ma jo’ ranx .11

nxni iim npi^x ]X3 ]xi rn T'-'n iidi mm .12

nnxiii 'sxp iiD’ rapb^ npi^x ]xn ]xi 'pn^x ’O iiyar .13

nnxsi nx^n nnxa iim naiyb^ npi^x ]xd ]xi ’pn -14

“im lO’ nyaj'^x nr ’D n^xin'' m^x oym nmn -is

]xi •nira ’D yrna I'lm mm*?^ npi^x ]xd ]xd •'jr .le

nrrya^^ npi‘?x ]X3 ]xi • 'jn “im ]'0'' lanx^^ npi^x .17

bi. 46 verso.
pipi'^x ]X3 ]xi * m2nai i'’''n'i ’iii D’^'n iid’ nnxn^x -i

’lixp ]iD'’ nap*?^ npi'?x ]X3 ]xi mxnj ])D' .2

’mi ]iD'' naiy*?^ npi'^x ]xd ]xi ‘niysia ’D .3

’D mxn ran^x nr ’e n^xim ’I'px .4

man nnxsi ]in'i npi‘?x ]xn ]x nira .&

nimam ynr dx:^x mxu?'' mm^^ npi^x ]xn ]xi .6

mnna'' pn nnxs ]D’' '“imya^^ npibx ]xd ]xi .7

ix^x ’D nnxD^^ npi^x ]xd ]xi 'dxj^^ -s

rp ]in'' ranx*?^ npi^x ]X3 ixi .9

'['•slxpi nx2J ]'i3'' rap^^ npi^x jXD ]xi .10

'rntyxi nsttiV -^jri .11

’D nxm^x nm mx n’aix ]a mD .12

]XD nra ^npn p^i nirxD nrnn .13

mPD ui’y mrxD nn^ia ’E nn ranx^x ]X3 .14

’E “lanx'^xi naiy^x ]X3 ]xi f^’'''d^X3 ^npri .15

nanx^xi Datt?'?x ]X3 ]xi • rxj^xa pmr nn^ia .le

"ixj^xn pmr xs’x mrxE xnx^x n’n ’e .17
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Translation

(fol. 43 r)

1. pain and be is filled ^ with fine things ^ and sweet speech. He
will decide the necessities of

2. all men. He will be ashamed to ask; for if he asks^ he will

receive no answer.^ He will be a

3. righteous man, hating that which is false, a man of knowledge

and understanding that which is secret.

4. He that is born ® in the middle of the month will be short of

stature and afraid of

5. everything. He that is born at the end of it will be kept to

his bed.®

6. He that is bom in the sign of Scorpio will be acquainted ^ with

things and will trust anyone

7. who says anything to him, even a murderer or one that is near

death.® He will be dark of countenance and brilliant-

8. eyed, broad'Shouldered and thin-legged. Now, whoever

9. is born in the middle (of the month) will be intelligent and

rich. He who is bom at

1 0. its end will be poor and a murderer. He that is bom in the

sign of

11. Sagittarius^ will be a mighty man and unmerciful. Should he

belong to the people (in power)®

^ Literally ‘‘ and they cover him None of the dictionaries cite the

third conjugation of this verb; but the writer may write in this manner

either the first or the second conjugation.

*i. e. which I am forced to render somewhat freely here.

*
iiiji

~
*=

'>ed-riddenT

•
;
hut the translation is most doubtful.

® A pure conjecture ;
all that can be read is the article .
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12. he will govern a province.^^ He will fear no man.^^ He will

be thin-legged

13. brilliant-eyed and dark of countenance. He that is bom at the

(end of it)

14. will be good and will do good to others. He that is born

at the

15. beginning of the Sign of Capricorn will become rich; his

ears will be large. His death

16. will be by means of a sword or the hangman.^^ He that is

born (at the middle of it)

(fol. 43 v)

1. will be rich and fat of body. He that is born at the end of it

will be

2. poor and he will be squint-eyed.^® He that is born at the

beginning of Aquarius

3. will be tall and long-legged. He will not be clever, but

scornful

4. he will be, and sickness will repeatedly come upon him in

his eyes every year. He that is bom
5. at the beginning of Pisces, will be a braggart and a thief

;

there will appear in his eyes

“generous*’ or '‘religious”;

c / C

"jc:.
This ought to he ^—as the author would put it

but the remaining letters look like which, however, follows in the

next line.

/ o *

/

Reading ; though the nun looks like a gimel.
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6. defects, and a bad smell in bis nose. Bnt be that is born at

its end

7. will have a long life.

8. Here follows another chapter.

9. He whom Aries protects, he will become a tiller of the soil

and gain from it.^^

10. He will have four sisters, and trouble in his left side.^^

11. He will have three children or seven. He will suffer much
illness and will marry

12. three wives. He will die a peaceful death, and those that

come after him will have ease in obtaining

13. animals.^® The rich will love him; but the poor will hate him.

14. He whom Taurus protects, there will be bom after him a

daughter.^^

15. He will be fatigued^® of body. He will eat much hay^® as

do animals.

16. He will suffer from much illness. He will marry seven wives.

He will make money and,

17. at the end, he and his companions will suffer and the people

of his house will become poor.

•^Reading uncertain. Text looks like I read niJD*

margin and coming, as they seem, after words

** Between the words and there is the same sign that is

found in the heading of this section between the words and

What does it signify?

His descendants.

pi- of

After his death.

» A plural of
^

means, also, a glutton.
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(fol. 44 r)

1. He whom Gemini protect wiil have a male child after him.

He will be

2. dark-handed®^ and clever and powerful; but his accom-

plishments will be small and he will not

3. inherit anything of the wealth of his father. He will have

three sisters and three children or five.

4. His sicknesses will be few. He will marry twice. His affairs

will become important at

5. the end of his life. His life will be pleasant and he will die

a pleasant death.^^

6. He whom Cancer protects, there will be born after him a

daughter.^® He will become

7. rich and wise. He will walk and not become tired. He will

beget many daughters,

8. His illnesses will be bad. He will marry many wives. His

friends will obey him.

9. His ways will be pleasant, but his enemies will be strong

—

stronger than he, and his death

10. will be a lingering one. He whom Leo protects, there will be

bom after him

11. a male, whom he will kill. He will be eating (and) drinking

all the days of his life.

12. He will lead a pleasant life.®^ He will not have money,

and for others he will tire himself. All

The text seems to read here nipHI 5 hut I am unable to translate

this word here.

•^The text has (so punctuated). I take it as standing for

•• Head
^ < , which word occurs further on.

** See note 23.

Under the letter are three dots.

“Reading = ^|^’j ; though the first letter is uncertain,

•^Reading the last letter might also be a aamekh; i. e.

^U»K) " weak

•• Text has a non-final leaf.
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13. his friends will be in good estate, his enemies lowly. He will

die suddenly.®®

14. He whom Virgo protects, there will be born after him a

daughter.^®

15. He will reward goodness,^^ will discharge the duties of all

men. There will be to him

16. three brothers stronger than himself in his father^s house. He
will be troubled and there will be

17. to him two children or four. He will suiOfer from sicknesses

and will marry twice.

(One folio is lost here, referring to the other six signs of the

Zodiac.)

(fol. 45 r)

1. is born ^ will be a slayer, and if he is born in the time of

Venits

2. he will be happy and the owner of good things.^^ But if the

time be that of Saturn he will be

3. powerful and scornful, but he will not be rich.

4. He that is born on a Monday wiU be at one time

he will be rich

5. at another time he will be wanting. He will frighten the

people of his place, but they will pay no attention to him,^

6. because he was born on the day of the Full Moon. Now this

is the guide-post for (each) month.

7. From the beginning of the month until its middle one is in

good condition,^® for one comes (to life) at the fullness

Cfr, note 35. Do the three dots differentiate

41

from

"Text evidently,=
** i. e. under the auspices.

What f 4o not know. From that which follows one

would guess that ^it means ** of uncertain state
** or the like.

One would expect !
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8. of the Moon. From the middle until the end he will tremble ( ? )

.

If he is born

9. when the moon is shining he will become a Cadi. But if

he is born when the sun is shining

10. he wiU be a poor man. If he is born while Mercury is shining

or Jupiter he will be

11. happy, if when Mars is shining, he will be the owner of good

things; if at the time of Venus, he will

12. be rich and kind-hearted,®® but small of body.

13. He that is born on Tuesday will be impudent-faced and will be

14. proud because he was born on Mars^ day, for the time that is

under Mars

15. is horrible.®^ If he is (born)®^ in the time of Venus he will

be small of body.

16. If in the time of Mercury and Jupiter, he will be a righteous

man.

17. If he is bom in time of Saturn, he will be a fighter and at

the end of his days he will be grieved.

(fol. 46 r)

1. If he is (born) at the time of the Sun he will be secure

(and) in good condition.

2. He that is born on 'Wednesday, will be a man of dignity and

sound and a Cadi.

3. If the season is under Mercury and Jupiter, he will be intelli-

gent and rich.

4. If the season be under Venus, he wiU be rich and generous,

but his sickness will be diarrhea.®^

5. If the season be under Mars, sometimes he will be generous,

sometimes evilly-inclined.

6. If the season be under Saturn, he will be wise, but he will

not be rich; if the season is

Text hajs simply “ at the time of the moon.”

One would expect !

Boes this mean that anything done

under the influence of Mars is so qualified?

Or « his birth is
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7. under the Sun, he will he noble but not rich.®^

8. He that is bom on Thursday will be noble and rich and intelli-

gent. Now if

9. the season is under Jupiter, he will be noble, rich and kind-

hearted; but if

10. the season is under Mercury, he will be clever and rich ®® and

good
;
if the season is

11. under Mars, at times it will be well with him, at times evil;

if the time is under

12. Venus, he wUl be good and rich; if the time is under Saturn,

he will be a powerful man
13. and will walk in the right path. If the season is that of the

Moon, he will be a Cadi and a doer

14. of right. If the season is that of the Sun, he will be a man
of words,®® and a man

15. of ecstasy and fear.®’' He that is born on Friday, will be good

16. and rich. If the season is that of Venus, he will have pains

in his body. If

17. the season is that of Mars, he will be good and rich. If the

season is that of Jupiter

(fol. 46 v)

1. or “ Mercury he will be clever, rich and kind and beloved. If

the season

2. be that of Saturn, he will be a powerful man. If the season

be that of the Moon, he wiU be a Cadi,

3. in the place in which he lives.®® If the season be that of the

sun, he will be a braggart and a bad fellow.

4. He that is bom on Saturday, he will smell from

5. his body.®® If the season be that of Saturn, he will be arrogant

and a scornful fellow.

This word may be crossed out in the text.

®®Or ‘‘of his word”.

Reading .
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6. If the season be that of Venus he will drive people away, and

then return and placate them.

7. If the season be that of Jupiter, he wiU be righteous and

beloved

8. of men. If the season be that of Mercury . .

9. If the season is that of Mars, he will be strong . .

10. If the season is that of the Moon, he will be strong and a

Cadi.«"

11. Genesis

12. Anyone who will have placed one of these shining stars in

13. his Zodiac sign, will be honored and his favors accepted. If,

now,

14. Mars has finished its course at his birth, he will live for a long

time,

15. but (finally) will be kiUed by the sword. If the Sun and Mars

are present at the time

16. of his birth, he will be burned in fire. If the Sun and Mars

17. are in the house . . he, also, will be burned in fire.

The rest of the line is blotched in the text.

Reading

®* Before this, and on the same line, are the letters,

which, evidently, go back to Rashi on Shahhat 156a:

f 0

niyiyn nN ]n

i- e. nan = niu Venus, 3313 Mercury, Moon,

Saturn, Jupiter, Mars. Cfr. also, Rashi to Eruhhin 56a, and

see Efros in JQR., XX, p, 128, note 11. The word following is either

>
unless the last circle is merely a sign of punctuation.

^ 0.“^^ 1 .

Pl- Of

®®What means, I do not know. If it has any con-

nection with “father”, it will make no sense; though in the letter

sent by the Rabbis of Southern France to Maimonides, and fortunately

published by Marx ( Zoc. cif §11), they ask whether the fate of the other

members of the family can be learned through astrology. We should then

readhere ^bD)



THE BIBLICAL NIMKOD AND THE KINGDOM OF
EANNA

Joseph Poplicha

St. Casimik’s Rectory, Makat^oy City, Pa.

In this akticle I am going to advance a hypothesis concerning

the Biblical Nimrod, a man of Cushitic origin who became a Baby-

lonian ruler. It has been suggested that Nimrod is identical with

one of the kings of the first dynasty of Uruk, Gilgamesh (com-

monly) or Lugalbanda (Deimel). We have at present no certain

historical reports of that old epoch. We know only the views of

the Babylonian historians who left us the lists of Babylonian kings

of the oldest times. The lists we have were written about 2000 B. c.

Their truthfulness for later periods is generally proved by historic

inscriptions from the time of Lugalzaggisi, king of Uruk, As for

the older epoch the value of these lists is not yet certain. Besides,

there are in the Babylonian literature some historical legends con-

cerning the oldest kings of Uruk, but we have no means of learning

their historical values. These conditions cannot encourage anyone

to make an inquiry concerning' the Biblical Nimrod. My reason

for trying it lies in the curious notice that Nimrod was of Cushitic

origin. In the Babylonian tradition we find Meskingasher, the

founder of the first dynasty of Uruk, bearing some Hamitic

(Egyptian) features. Perhaps there is some connection between

the Hamite of Uruk and the Cushite Nimrod. It is worth while

to compare the Biblical notice of Nimrod with the views of the

Babylonian historians concerning the first dynasty of Uruk. The

results cannot be quite certain, but they can give some useful hints

concerning the Old Babylonian history.

The first book of the Bible says in the tenth chapter, w. 8-12,

as follows

:

Cush had begotten Nimrod. He was the first mighty man on

earth. He was a mighty hunter before Jahweh ; so it is said

^^as Nimrod, a mighty hunter before Jahweh^^. His first

kingdom was Babel and Erekh and Akkad and Kalneh in

the land Shin*ar. From this land he went out to Ashur and

built Niniveh and Rehoboth *ir and Kalah and Eesen be-

tween Niniveh and Kalah—it is the great city.

303
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There are two different parts in this notice, a proverb concerning

Nimrod the great hunter and a series of statements concerning the

empire of Nimrod. Chiefly on account of this proverb Nimrod was

identified with Gilgamesh or Lugalbanda. The historical state-

ments have not been exploited sufficiently, although they are more

accurate and therefore more welcome than the proverb. They are

very concise and do not concern Israel, therefore they seem to have

been taken from some Babylonian source.

Concerning the Old Babylonian history they suggest

:

That Nimrod was son of Cush;

That he was the first mighty man on earth (or in the country)

;

That in the beginning his empire comprised the cities, Babel,

Erekh, Akkad, Kalneh in Shin^ar.

The Babylonian views concerning the first dynasty of Uruk are

given in the texts CBS 13981 and W. B. 444,^ which relate:

The kingdom of Kish passed to Eanna.

In Eanna Meskingasher, son of the Sungod, as lord and king,

reigned 325 years. Meskingasher went into the sea, went

up on the mountain.

Enmerkar, son of Meskingasher, king of Uruk, who built Uruk,

reigned 420 years.

God Lugalbanda, the shepherd, reigned 1200 years.

God Dumuzi, the fisherman, whose city was HA-A^^ reigned

100 years.

God Gilgamesh, whose father was a fool, lord of Kulab, reigned

126 years.

Ur-<*Nungal, son of Gilgamesh etc.

We have to find out what is the relation between the first five kings

of Eanna and the Biblical Nimrod.

Nimrod son of Cush,

The name Cush is used in the Bible to indicate the people settled

in Africa, south of Egypt. Closely connected with the African

Cush are the people of South Arabia called in the Bible the Sons

^ CBS 13981, published in A. Poebel, Historical and Chrammatical Teists,

No. 2 ; W. B. 444, published in Stephen Langdon, Weld-Blundell Collection,

Vol. 2.
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of Cush. It cannot be determined whether we are to consider

Nimrod as belonging to Cush itself or to the Sons of Cush, but

his home is certainly south of Egypt and Babylonia; he is a Hamite

and a foreigner in Babylonia.

Babylonian literature gives us at present no information as to

whether the first dynasty of Uruk is of Hamitic or other foreign

origin
;
we find, however, in the tradition concerning Meskingasher,

the first king of the dynasty, some Egyptian elements. He is said

to have made a posthumous journey through water on a mountain,

and his entering the water and emerging on the mountain are ex-

pressed in the words used to express the Sunset and the Sunrise.

I have shown elsewhere ^ that he is probably indentical with Utana-

pishtim the deluge-hero and the narrative of his posthumous

journey was based on Egyptian ideas of the Sungod traveling in

a boat through darkness and light. It resembled the posthumous

journey of the dead man well known from the Egyptian religion.

This resemblance, striking as it is, cannot yet be a proof of Egyp-

tian influence on Babylonian literature, for it can be credited to

some psychological factors which were common to Babylonians as

weU as to Egyptians. But Meskingasher has yet other Egyptian

traits. He is called Son of the Simgod. This is a common title

of Egyptian kings from the fifth dynasty; nevertheless in the

Babylonian literature it was only given to Meskingasher and his

son Emnerkar.® Moreover, Meskingasher is the highest religious

and political ruler (En Lugal) who resides in the temple Eanna.

These features resemble the Egyptian idea of royal dignity and we

do not find them in other Babylonian rulers.^ They are in no

connection with the posthumous journey of Meskingasher and there

is no trace of them in the story of Tltanapishtim. We have then

some religious and political ideas, independent of one another, con-

nected with the person of Meskingasher, corresponding with Egyp-

tian beliefs rather than with Babylonian ones. It is as unexpected

*JA08 47, 298 ff.

* W, B. 162. Stephen Langdon, Weld-Blundell Collection, Vol. I.

* The Babylonian tradition about Meskingasher resembles what is written

in the Papyrus Westcar about Userkaf, the first king of the fifth Egyptian

dynasty, being a son of the Sungod, a king and highpriest of Annu.

(Erman, Mfierchen dee Papyrus Westcar, I, 11, 19-20. in: Mitteil. a. d.

orient. Samml. d. k. Museen zu Berlin, Heft V.). Meskingasher is a Son

of the Sungod, a highpriest and king who resides in Eanna.
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as the Biblical statement of Nimrod the Babylonian mler being of

Cushitic origin. The Cushites and Egyptians inhabited adjacent

territories and belong to the Hamite gronp of nations. Perhaps

we have to combine the Biblical statement abont Nimrod with the

Babylonian tradition of Meskingasher ; it wonld be obvious then

that the first dynasty of Uruk was founded by some Hamitic people

imbued with elements of Egyptian civilisation. The possibility of

such a conjecture will be discussed later.

Nimrod the first mighty man on earth.

The Biblical w^ords^ mighty man on earth, are not clear. They

are the only title Nimrod is granted in the Bible as a ruler of some

Babylonian cities; they must therefore be connected with his royal

dignity, and we can seek their explanation in the oldest Babylonian

titles of kings.

In the Babylonian lists of kings the first ruler of each dynasty

is expressly called King while the other rulers have no title at aU

except in the case of the first dynasty of Uruk, for its first king,

Meskingasher, bears the title Lord and King, while the second,

Enmerkar, has the title of King of Uruk. Perhaps we can find

some connection between MeskingashePs unusual title and Nimrod^s

designation as the first mighty man on earth.

We learn from the inscriptions of Old Babylonian kings that

there were two different titles of kings in the oldest times of Sumero-

Akkadian history, a simple title King and a compound title Lord

and King. The compound title was used in South Babylonia in

the cities of Uruk and Ur, the simple title was employed in North

Babylonia where Kish was the main royal seat. Kish and Uruk
were the most glorious royal cities at the time of Sargon of Akkad,

as one of the inscriptions shows.® The high dignity of Kish appears

in the inscriptions of Eannatum king of Lagash,® even of Anami-

ditana of the first Babylonian dynasty,^ while the inscriptions of

Lugalzaggisi praise the high dignity of Uruk.® The simple title.

King, was used without change but for the name of the royal city

which was adjoined differently in various dynasties. On the con-

® L. Legrain, Historical Fragments, pi. V, 49 ff.

* Thureau-Dangin, Sumero-Ahlcadische Konigsinschriften, 24. f, 1 ; 22. 6, 4.

L. King, Letters and Inscriptions of Hammurabi, HI, 207, No. 100.

» Thureau-Dangin, SAK, 152 ff.
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trary the compound title, Lord and King, underwent some changes.

Various forms of this title are as follows :
®

En kiengi lugal kalam (king Enshakushanna)

En ki Unug^^ lugal ki Uri^i (king Lugalzaggisi)

Lugal Unug^^ lugal kalam (king Lugalzaggisi)

Lugal Unug^^ lugal Uriki (k. Lugalkigubnidudu,

Lugalkisalsi)

En Unug^^ lugal Uri^i (king Ur-Engur)

Lugal kiengi — ki-uri (kings of the third dyn-

asty of Ur),

The last title is the final product of the evolution and it has been

used without change by kings of Babylonia and Assyria. It is

characterised by unity of dignity, for it contains only the title

King, Lugaly and the duality of territory, hiengi ki-uri meaning

Sumer and Akkad, the two different parts of Babylonia. In the

older forms of the title there is duality of dignity marked in the

names Lord and King, En Lugaly which denote the highest religious

and political dignity, combined with the names of the South Baby-

lonian cities Uruk and Ur {JJnug^^-TJri^^)

y

the peculiar title En
being connected with the name of Uruk. The Babylonian tradition

adorns Meskingasher, the founder of the kingdom of Uruk, with

the title En-Lugal of Eanna, the temple of the city of Uruk

founded subsequently, thus combining duality of dignity with unity

of territory. The same tendency appears in the title En kiengi

lugal kalamy for kiengi and kalam notably denote the same terri-

tory. This title would suit even Meskingasher and could be used

before the city of Uruk was founded. It is known from the old

inscription of Enshakushanna only and perhaps can be regarded as

the oldest form of this kind of title.

The meaning of En kiengi lugal kalam is not known. The usual

translation of these words. Lord of Sumer king of the land, is not

clear. PoebeFs explanation of this title, that it comprehends the

highest dignity of Nippur and Uruk, is not satisfactory, for neither

the title En nor ^^King"^ was used in connection with Nippur.

We have to seek another explanation.

® According to the texts collected in Thureau-Dangin, BAK, and A.

Poebel, Historical and Grammatical Texts, No. 34, and the inscription of

Enshakushanna.

2
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The meaning of Euy Lord or Highpriest, and of Lugaly King, is

certain. Kot so Jciengi and halam, Kiengi has the meanings : land,

country city of Nippur,^^ land of Sumer,^^ place of offer-

ings for the dead.^^ In any case it means some territory. On the

contrary halam seems not to mean a territory but the people of some

territory. This appears from the sign halam which has some con-

nection with uhuy and from some texts. A Semitic text of

Gilgamesh-epic reads:

the kingdom of the people {sarrutu sa nisi) destined for thee,

the god Enlil.^^

A Sumerian text uses in a similar sentence the words namJugal

halam parallel to sarrutu sa nisi^^ The same meaning of halam

appears in the title of Eimsin, the shepherd of all halam of the

territory of Nippur,^® and in some other texts. The most natural

meaning of the title En hiengi lugal halam would be Lord of

Hen^t-territory, king of its people.

The question is now what territory is hiengi. In the texts of

Lugalzaggisi and Sharganisharri it is identical with Nippur.

This is suggested also by the just-cited title of Eimsin. But this

meaning of hiengi can be of later origin, for the texts from Kara,

older than the epoch of Lugalzaggisi and Sharganisharri, relate

that Uruk Adab Nippur Shurippak belong to hiengi {En^gi-hi)

Besides, the title En is never found in connection with Nippur.

Since in the texts of Fara hiengi means a place of offerings for the

dead, it is probable that its primitive meaning was a hallowed terri-

tory without regard to its situation or greatness.^^ It could be used

Georg Reisner, Sumerisch-Bahylonische Hymnen, 130 {VATh 246),

w. 24-27.

L. King, Seven Tablets of Creation, Vol. I, 217 ; v. 5.

The usual meaning.

Deimel in Bihlica, 1921, 72.

St. Langdon, The Epic of (Hlgamesh, PI. 63 flf.. Rev. col. Ill, w. 32 f.

St. Langdon, Sumerian Liturgical Texts, No. 11, rev. 4.

Thureau-Dangin, SAK, 216a, 218c.

Thureau-Dangin, SAK, 74; 9, 30: 214d.
154.

164d; 216a; 218c.

Deimel in Bihlica, 1921, 72.

We may venture the explanation of En-gi-ki as a place (KI) hallowed
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to indicate any sacred cily or country. In the title En Jciengi it

should mean the territory that was under the power of En or simply

the country. The old title of the kings of South Babylonia would

be then : Lord of the country, king of the people. This would be

the developed form of the title Meskingasher is granted in the lists

of kings.

Nimrod is called gibbor ba^ares, the (first) mighty man on earth

(or, in the country). There is a slight resemblance between gibbor

ba'ares and en hiengi, for Iciengi and the Hebrew "eres can have

the same meaning, while gibbor seems to be quite different from

the Sumerian en although there is some idea of power in en,^^

However, some connection between gibbor ba’ares and en Iciengi is

possible. The Old Babylonian rulers used to appropriate the titles

of former kings, translating them, if necessary, from the Sumerian

to the Semitic language or vice versa.^^ Lugalzaggisi, king of

Uruk, was the last great king who used the title En-Lugal fre-

quently. His conqueror Sargon, the founder of the dynasty of

Akkad, used this title at least partially. In his Semitic inscrip-

tions after the titles King of Akkad, King of Kish, we find the

title Lugal kdlam sometimes preceded by the words Priest of Ann.

His successors Rimush and Manishtusu do not call themselves

either king of Akkad or lugal halam but simply King of Kish.

Naram-Sin introduces a new double-title. The mighty man, King

of the four quarters of the world. Its origin is unknown, but since

we have seen the founder of Akkad using the titles of North and

South Babylonia we may suppose that his successors went the same

way. Some of them used the Northern title King of Kish, Naram-

Sin could make use of the Southern title En, Lugal halam. This

Sumerian title had to be rendered into Semitic, and so it could

have been the prototype of The mighty man, King of the four

quarters of the world {Dannum sar hibratim arbaim). The word

Dannum (the mighty man) which always occupies the first place,

should correspond with En and the subsequent Sar hibratim arbaim

by some influence (GI) of the lord (EN). It would mean then dominion

or empire.

According to Dyneley Prince, Sumerian Lewicon.

lugal kiengi kiuri= iar Sumerim u akkadim,

** Sar ki-ih-ra^tim ar-ba-im= lugal anruh-da tdb^tdb-ha,

A. Poebel, Historical and Grammatical Texts, No. 34.
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(the king of the four quarters of the world) with Lugal kalam.

The Old Sumerian title disappears and even the South Babylonian

kings of the third dynasty of Ur use the titles of Naram-Sin trans-

lated into Sumerian nitah kal-ga lugal an-ui-da tab-tah-iay but this

is no proof against the possible connection of this title with En-

Lugal.

Since the Babylonian damnum is identical with the Hebrew

gibbor, Nimrod^s title gibbor ba^ares can correspond in this way

with En Tciengi: the statement of his being the first En kiengi

would agree with the Babylonian tradition of Meskingasher being

the first who bore this title. This conjecture cannot prove the

connection of Nimrod with the first dynasty of Uruk, but may

serve to enlighten it when proved by other data.

Nimrod's kingdom in Babylonia.

The four names^ Babel, Erekh, Akkad, Kalneh, representing the

four cities belonging to the primitive kingdom of Nimrod, have

been identified with the Babylonian cities, Babili, Uruk, Akkad,

Kullab.”® Only two of them, viz., Uruk and Kullab, appear in the

oldest period of Sumero-Akkadian history, Babili and Akkad not

being mentioned until in the epoch of dynasty of Akkad. The

name of Akkad, the city founded by Sargon, obliges us to put the

Biblical Nimrod in a very late period of Sumero-Akkadian history,

and as the Bible itself exposes Nimrod as a man of an ancient past,

the names Babel and Akkad are incoherent with the Biblical view.

It is neither a geographical or a historical point of view nor a

religious or political motive that placed the four Babylonian cities

in this order, which cannot be explained by any inscription of the

known later dynasties of Akkad, Ur, Isin. The inscriptions of the

dynasty of Akkad mention the cities Akkad and Kish, those of the

dynasty of Ur the city Ur, those of Isin the cities Nippur, Ur.

Eridu, Uruk. The only text containing four names parallel to the

four Biblical names of cities is the list of kings of the first dynasty

of Uruk. These names are:

The identity of Kalneh with KUL-UNUki = Kullab, is suggested by
Delitzsch and Jensen. It is more probable than the identification of Kalneh
with Nippur promoted by Hilprecht and Hommel. The notice of Nimrod,
if of any value, must have been taken from Babylonian sources, and in

Babylonian inscriptions Nippur takes the first place, not the last one.
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in the Babylonian text, Eanna, Uruk, HA-A^\ Knllab

;

in the Bible, Babel, Erekh, Akkad, Kalneh.

Both these series have the second and the fourth part identical.

Moreover, the first Biblical name, Babel, can be related to Eanna

because of similar meaning and writing. Bah-Hi means Gate of

God, Eanna means House of Heaven. Both meanings are used

promiscuously in the Bible.-^ The name of the city Babel can be

written 8hu-anna even without the afformative hi.^^ Its difference

from E-anna is not remarkable. Besides, Eanna is not a name of

a city and it was quite easy for a foreign author to confound it

with the city of Babel.

The third pair of names, HA-A^^ and Akkad cannot yet be ex-

plained, because the city HA-A^^ is almost unknown. As the city

of Akkad founded by Sargon seems to be incompatible with the

Biblical view about Nimrod, there is a possibility of some relation-

ship between these names.

We see then that the four names mentioned in the Bible as

Nimrod^s cities do not yet prove his connection with the first

dynasty of Uruk, but the list of rulers of this dynasty is the only

known text that can explain the Biblical statement about the cities

of Nimrod.

The meaning of the Biblical notice of Nimrod.

We have seen that the three Biblical statements concerning

Nimrod can be applied to what we know about the first dynasty

of Uruk. Nimrod himself, according to the ingenious suggestion

of P. Jensen, is identical with the great Babylonian and Assyrian

god NIN-IB commonly read Nimurta.^® This god is identical

The house of god—^the gate of the heaven, Gen. 28, 17-19.

28 1 R 49, col. 1-2.

2® Nimrod is a great Assyrian god according to the Bible (Micah 5, 5).

So is NIN-IB. The sign IB in this name was pronounced Urta (Ungnad,

Orientalistische Litteraturzeitung, 1917, Iff.). The whole name was pro-

nounced like Namirtu (Hans Ehelolf, Ein Wortfolgeprinzip im Assyrisch-

Bahylonischen, p. 33. Leipzig 1919). The reading god Nimurta is now

generally accepted, therefore it will be used in this article. Professor

Barton reads the name ilNIN-IB = Nin-Urash, which may be quite correct,

but this name is not used in this article lest there be confusion of the

female deity NIN-IB of the family of Ann, whose name is doubtlessly Nin-

Urash, with the male god NIN-IB of the family of Enlil.
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with god Lugalbanda (or Lugalmarda), the third king of the first

dynasty of Uruk; it seems then quite possible that it is Lngal-

banda whose deeds the Biblical writer relates when speaking of

Nimrod. However, the author mentions the Assyrian city Kalhu

as a city of Nimrod ;
since it was first founded in the second mil-

lenium b. c., we cannot connect it with the king Lugalbanda but

with the god NIN-IB himself. Then the Biblical notice of Nimrod

seems to indicate that the Assj^ro-Babylonian god Nimurta (NIN-

IB) was of Cushitic origin and that he was closely connected with

the kingdom of Uruk which was founded by Cushites. These state-

ments sound improbable, but perhaps it is worth while to inquire

if they can be true. We will try the Cushitic origin of the kingdom

of Uruk first.

The Cushitic origin of the kingdom of Uruk.

We have found in the Babylonian tradition concerning the first

dynasty of Uruk some Egyptian elements not noted either in the

antecedent or in subsequent dynasties. They are connected with

Meskingasher, the founder of the dynasty.^^

The civilizations of Egypt and Babylonia have some common

features, but there is no evidence of their intimate relation in his-

toric times. As for the prehistoric epoch, according to Flinders

Petrie, predynastic Egypt was influenced at one time by the Ela-

mites and by the Nubians. Both these groups influenced Egyptian

civilization independently, or the Elamites may have entered the

Nile Valley from the Red Sea up in Nubia and have brought down

the Nubian type with them, but this, according to Flinders Petrie,

is less likely.^^

On the other side H. Frankfort has proved that some people

imbued with South Mesopotamian (Sumerian) culture arrived in

Egypt and that the type of boat they used influenced Egyptian art

as far back as the end of the predynastic period.®®

Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie^ 1921, 123 £f. Since in the same list ap-

pears the name Shulgi (Dungi) a king of the last dynasty of Ur, we have

no reason to doubt that the god Lugalbanda is identical with the third king

of the first dynasty of Uruk.

See above, p. 305.

W. M. Flinders Petrie, Prehistoric Egypt, London 1920, p. 49.

H. Frankfort, Studies in Early Pottery of the Near East, I, p. 138-141

(London, 1924).
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Since no intimate relation between Egypt and South Mesopo-

tamia is probable we are obliged to conclude that some maritime

folk traveling in peculiar boats arrived in Egypt as well as in South

Mesopotamia and influenced them both.^^ We do not know any

thing more about that people, but it would be no mistake to call

them Cushites, for the lands of the Cushites (East Africa, South

Arabia) were certainly under the influence of those seamen.

The influence of this people on South Mesopotamia can be traced

most distinctly in the tradition of Uruk concerning the oldest

rulers of this city; consequently the Biblical report of the Cushites

having founded the kingdom of Uruk seems to have been taken

from some truthful Babylonian historical tradition. This result

will help us in considering the other, more hazardous, statement

that the god Nimurta (NIN-IB) is of Cushitic origin.

Cushitic origin of the god Nimurta (NIN-IB),

The connecting link between the god hlimurta and the first

dynasty of Uruk is Lugalbanda, the third king of the dynasty. He
has no peculiar position in the lists of kings except his title of god

and his long rule. His extraordinary dignity appears in the myth

of god Zu and god Lugalbanda,^® the contents of which are

:

God Zu, the divine bird, has stolen the tablets of fates from

Enlil the supreme god. God Lugalbanda restores them to

Enlil and so merits the divine worship in Ekur, the temple

of Enlil in Nippur.

This myth was proclaimed to be of the same character as the myths

relating to a god who combats an enemy, conquers him, and so re-

ceives the highest honors. However, in this myth there is no war-

fare and Lugalbanda does not become the supreme god for restoring

the tablets of fates to Enlil. We are rather compelled to suppose

that it is a historical legend of Lugalbanda, and we can see here

a report of some religious alteration in Babylonia. Possibly Enlil,

the supreme god, has lost his power and Lugalbanda restored it to

him, receiving as a reward the high dignity in the Pantheon of

Nippur and the worship in Ekur. On this supposition is based

**Tlie Egyptian idea of the Sungod traveling in a boat which we have

found in the myth of Uruk would suit a maritime people.

CT XV, 39 ff.
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our inquiry concerning the Cushitic origin of the god Nimurta.

We shall proceed the following way : we shall combine the Biblical

notice of Nimrod with the Babylonian tradition concerning the first

dynasty of Uruk and construct a hypothesis concerning the name

and person of god NIN-IB^ then we shall inquire whether Baby-

lonian texts favor this hypothesis or not. Our hypothesis is as

follows

:

Some foreign (Cushitic) tribe invaded South Babylonia, sub-

dued it, and inaugurated a new dynasty, the first of Uruk

(Eanna). The political change was followed by a religious

one. The old god Bnlil of Nippur lost his supreme position,

Eanna being now the religious centre of the kingdom. These

conditions were intolerable for the priests of Nippur, who

regarded them as an injury to Enlil, their God. The new

dynasty, that had caused this situation, was not esteemed in

Nippur. In the time of Lugalbanda, the third king of the

dynasty, the conditions were changed in favor of Enlil.

The king performed a religious alteration that gave back the

supreme power to Enlil of Nippur. It was made in a peace-

ful manner and brought to Lugalbanda the highest praises

in Nippur where he was acknowledged a god. The myth of

the god Zu stealing the tablets of fates had to eternalize

these facts. God Zu is a representative of the foreign ele-

ment, hostile to Enlil, that had invaded Babylonia.

This would explain the overwhelming importance of Lugalbanda

in this period of Old Babylonian history, but it remains unexplained

why he became a god in Nippur. The idea of a man who became

a god does not agree with the usual Bablonian ideas, but it is quite

agreeable to Egyptian ones. The Egyptian kings of early dynasties

had the name and dignity of the god Horus, and the hawk of this

god was the emblem of their royalty.^® Since the invaders who
foxmded the kingdom of Uruk bore some Egyptian features, we can

also attribute to them this custom of the old Egyptian kings. We
suppose then that the first rulers of Uruk bore the dignity and

name of the god Horus and used the divine bird of this god as

emblem of their royalty. The priests of Nippur did not acknowl-

edge the divine dignity of the invaders, the enemies of Enlil. The

** J. Breasted, History of Egypt

^

40 f., 112.
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divine bird, the emblem of their royalty, was regarded in Nippur

as the symbol of evil, and might be a prototype of the evil god Zu
stealing the tablets of fates. The reformation performed by Lugal-

banda ended the humiliation of Enlil of Nippur and reconciled the

priests of Nippur with the invaders. The divine dignity of the king

was acknowledged, but it was certainly difficult to put a human
person into the Pantheon of Nippur. Fortunately, Lugalbanda,

like his ancestors, had the name and the character of Horns, a real

god. This god was now accepted in Nippur and as a real god,

although identical with the man Lugalbanda, and was granted a

high position in the Pantheon. His name developed into NIN-IB
or Nimurta.

We have now to compare this hypothesis with Babylonian texts.

That the kings of Uruk bore the title of the god Horus is favored

by the text VATh, 7025. This text concerns the deification of the

king Lipit-Ishtar of the dynasty of Isin.^^ The chief actor in the

deification of the king is the god Anu, who confers the divine

dignity on the king, grants to him lordship and kingship {nrnn-en

nam-lugal) and finally proclaims him distinctly the god TJrash

(IB). The god Enlil is active in another part of the text, he also

bestows benefits on the king, who is named his son and finally

appears to be god IB and god NIN-IB (Urash and Nimurta).

The title (En-Lugal is connected closely with IJruk, Anu is the god

of Uruk, the god Urash (IB) belongs to the family of Anu; we

have then to suppose that these ceremonial actions had their origin

in Uruk and that the kings of this city were deified and called god

Urash (IB). This name resembles fl'r’, the Egyptian name of

Horns, but remotely. However, there is in the Babylonian Pan-

theon a god Uru. He is identical with the god Urash and has

a peculiar connection with the god Nimurta like the god Urash.^®

Heinrich Zimmern, “ Svimerische Kultlieder aus altbabylonischer Zeit ”,

No. 199, in: Berichte iiher die Verhandlungen der kdn^ sachs, Gesellschaft

der Wissenschaften, Phil. hist. Kl., 1916, 68, Heft 5.

ilUru = ilNIN-IB §a alii {CT 25, 11, 26).

ilUrash = ilNIN-IB sa alii {CT 24, 40, 661).

illB = ilNIN-IB = god Nimurta (commonly).

ilUru = ilNIN-Uru— god Nimurta {CT 25, 12, 20; 25, 13, 30; 24,

7, 10 ff).

It is remarkable that ilNIN-Uru is a name of Nimurta and of his goddess-

consort {CT 25, 12, 20; 24, 7, 14).
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Since the sign IB is read in a different way in the names of the

gods IB and NIN-IB as Urash and Urta, we may suppose that the

name of the god IB was pronounced in some different way and

perhaps the name Uru can be related to Urash and Urta. This

would bring the god IB more closely to the Egyptian HP or Homs.

Finally, it may be noted that according to our hypothesis the king-

dom of Uruk is of Cushitic origin and the elements it has in com-

mon with some Egyptian dynasties are properly Cushitic, conse-

quently some difference between the Egyptian and the Babylonian

name of some Cushitic deity is admissible.

That the kings Lugaibanda and Gilgamesh were friendly toward

Nippur we learn from the myth of Zu and from the history of the

Tum-mal of the goddess Ninlil.^^ That on the contrary Mesk-

ingasher was hostile toward Nippur seems to follow from his char-

acter as the religious ruler in Eanna, the temple of Uruk. Mesk-

ingasher and Enmerkar are distinguished by the title Sons of the

Sungod which their successors do not use, being called gods in-

stead. Some difference between Enmerkar and the subsequent

kings is noted in the tale of Gilgamos in Aeliani De natura ani-

malium XII, 21, where that king is pictured as the grand-father

and also as the enemy of Gilgamesh, whom he desires to kill. How-
ever, these hints cannot be regarded as great support for our

hypothesis.

The connection of the god Nimurta with the god Homs depends

on the relationship of the god Urash with Homs. The god Urash

is identical with the god Nimurta. According to the lists of gods

Urash (^UB) belongs to the family of Anu^^ and to the circle of

Nimurta.^^ In either group he has a different goddess-consort; in

the family of Anu her name is ^NIN-IB, in the group of Nimurta
her name is ^^NIN-Uru.

God Nimurta himself belongs to the family of Enlil, his name
is writen ^^NIN-IB, his goddess-consort is ^^NIN-Nippur (lady of

Nippur). Then the name ^NIN-IB appears in the lists of gods

as a female name of goddess-consort of ^UB and as the name of the

A. Poebel, Historical and Grammatical Texts, No. 6.

See above, p. 305.

« CT 24, PL I.

** Heinrich Zimmern, in Berichte iiher die Verhandlungen der Icon, sacks,

Geselschaft der Wissenschaften, Phil.'hist. KL, 1911, 119.
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male god Nimurta. The female name and character of the goddess

NIN-IB, who belongs to the family of Ann, are clear; the male

character of Nimurta in spite of his female name be-

longing to the family of Enlil is not clear. This shows that the

god Nimurta (NIN-IB) is a product of some changes performed

on the name and character of the god Urash (IB). The name of

his goddess-consort Lady of Nippur shows his connection with that

city, and his connection with the god IB shows that his origin was

in the city of Ann, Uruk.

That the hawk of Horns as emblem of the kingdom of Uruk
could have been the prototype of Zu stealing the tablets of fates

from Enlil seems to be favored by the texts of Lagash. God
Zu (^Im-gig^") is depicted there as a symbol of might and emblem

of the city Lagash and god Ningirsu/^ with whom he is closely

connected. The god Ningirsu is identical with the god Nimurta;

his connection then with the god Urash is quite possible; thus he

becomes related to the god Horus and his divine bird to the hawk

of Horus.

We may conclude that our hypothesis concerning the origin of

the god Nimurta does not appear impossible when compared with

Babylonian texts.

The result of our inquiry is that the Biblical narration of Nimrod

is a valuable historical notice. It can be combined with Babylonian

tradition concerning the first dynasty of Uruk and so contribute to

our knowledge of this epoch of Babylonian history. It seems to be

based on some truthful Babylonian tradition, but as the historical

value of Babylonian texts concerning this epoch is not known, our

hypothesis based on them remains doubtful.

Thureau-Dangin, SAK 178i; 44e, 112 ff.



THE SYNAGOGUE OF THE HEEODIANS

Haeet J. Leon

UmvEBSiTY OF Texas

Among the inscriptions of the Jewish catacomb in Vigna Kan-

danini on the Appian Way in Eome, Father E. Garrucci founds

less than seventy years ago, a fragment which reads as follows :
^

rarH5
IPOAiaN
EYAOriA nA5i

Scholars were quick to recognize in the first line the remnant of

the word (rvvayixyy^^. The second line was less obvious, for although

the names of several synagogues of Eome had been revealed by the

inscriptions,^ there was none similar to this. Garrucci himself

interpreted it as referring to a synagogue of the Ehodians, pre-

sumably a community of Jews who came originally from the island

of Ehodes. Emil Schiirer ^ accepted the reference to a synagogue

of the Ehodians, but threw out the suggestion that IPOAIHN might

be for 'HpoStwv. Since t was sometimes written for 7} in these in-

scriptions,^ this might be a reference to a synagogue of the

Herodians, apparently so named in honor of King Herod. Abraham

Berliner, author of a history of the Jews in Eome,® while including

the synagogue of the Ehodians in his list of synagogues, repeated

Schiirer^s suggestion of a synagogue of the Herodians. 0.

Marucchi^s guide to the Via Appia catacomb ® and E. LancianPs

^ Dissertazioni archeologiche di vario argomento (Eome, 1865), p. 185,

no. 37.

®A convenient list is given by G. La Piana in Harvard Theological

Review. XX (1927), p. 352.

® Gemeindeverfassung der Juden in Rom in der Kaiserzeit (Leipzig,

1879), p. 17, and inscription no. 36 in appendix.
* See Tran.Hactions of the American Philological Association, LVIII

(1927), 215.

® Geschichte der Juden in Rom, I, 66.

^ Breve guida del cimitero giudaico in Vigna Randanini (Home, 1884),

p. 25, no. 106.
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account of the Jewish community in New Tales of Old Borne ^

both refer to the synagogue of the Ehodians.

The matter became distinctly controversial when Vogelstein and

Eieger in their History of the Jews in Rome ® emphatically dis-

carded Schiirer^s conjecture of a synagogue of the Herodians, since

it was most unlikely that the Jews of Eome should have named a

congregation after one of the hated Idumaeans. On the other hand,

it was not surprising that the Jews of Ehodes had a community

in Eome, since during the early empire Ehodes had an active

commerce with Eome, and Jews had since early times lived on

the Ionian islands. Still, with the uncertainty of the reading,

those authors prudently hesitated to make further conclusions.®

Nikolaus Muller, the most prominent explorer of the Jewish

catacombs, who unhappily died in 191^ before he could complete

his study, reverted to the synagogue of the Herodians, and using

the name of this synagogue as a parallel, argued that the synagogue

of the Agrippesians, which was usually understood as having been

named for Marcus Yipsanius Agrippa, was actually named for the

Jewish King Agrippa I or II.

With the more recent writers the synagogue of the Herodians

appears to be especially favored. Thus Juster insists on reading

'HpoStwv and not 'IpoStwv.^^ So does S. Krauss, with the reminder

that Ehodians and Herodians are confused also in the Mishnah.^^

Very recently Professor George La Piana in his article on Foreign

Groups at Eome,” accepted the reading Tpo3t<or and stated that

this synagogue of the Herodians was probably dedicated to Herod.

Similarly, H. Leclercq, in his elaborate article on Judaism in

Cabrol and Leclercq’s Dictionary of Christian Archceology^^^ in-

’ P. 244.

® H. Vogelstein and P. Eieger, Geschichte der Juden in Rom, I, 39 f.

® The synagogue of the Ehodians is accepted without question by E. L.

Benas in a paper on “ Records of the Jews in Rome and their Inscriptions

from Ancient Catacombs ” in Proceedings of the Literary and Philo-

sophical Society of Liverpool, L (1896), p. 83.

N. Miiller and N. A. Bees, Inschriften der jiidischen Katakombe am
Monteverde zu Rom (Leipzig, 1919), p. 6. Cf. Muller, Die jiidische Kata-

komhe am Monteverde (Leipzig, 1912), p. 108.

Les juifs dans Vempire romain (Paris, 1914), I, p. 415.

Synagogale Altertumer (Berlin, 1922), p. 254 f.

“ In Harard Theological Review, XX (1927), pp. 352 and 356, n. 25.

Dictionnaire d^archdologie chretienne et de liturgie, VEI (1928),

col. 133.
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eludes the synagogue of the Herodians in his list of Synagogues at

Kome.^®

A closer examination of the inscription on which this discussion

is based has convinced me that a different interpretation is not

only possible but necessary. Our fragment, which is still in the

catacomb, is the right-hand portion of what must have been a slab

of considerable size. The dimensions of the extant portion are

height 45.5 cm., width 60 cm. The deeply-cut ornamental letters

are 6.4 cm. in height, a size which, I believe, is not equaled in the

other inscriptions of the catacomb of Via Appia. Since by far the

greater part of the stone is missing, many letters must have inter-

vened betweenrorHS and IPOAION. Now in all the other Jewish

inscriptions from Eome the name of the synagogue, if given, either

directly follows the word oruvaywy^ or is separated from it only by

the definite article, as crumycoy^? twv Hence in the

present inscription the name of the synagogue has been lost alto-

gether, and the remnant of the second line must be otherwise

interpreted.

That, fortunately, is not diflScult, since the inscription easily fits

into the familiar form of dative of the deceased, nominative of the

surviving relative, and possibly a verb. Here the deceased was

clearly an official of a synagogue, since the name of the synagogue

is mentioned only in the case of officials- The I in line two is the

last letter of a dative, probably of the third declension.^ ^ Then

must be the name of the man who set up the inscription,

possibly a son of the deceased. The name ToSuov is cited in Papers

Worterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen, That the Jews of Eome
used Greek and Eoman names far more than names of Semitic

origin I have demonstrated elsewhere.^® That the name Ehodion

is otherwise unexampled in the Jewish inscriptions of Eome can

be no argument against accepting it, since most of the known

names of the Jews of ancient Eome occur in single examples only.

6. Blustein in his popular Storia degle Ehrei in Boma (Rome, 1921,

p. 29) mentions both interpretations as possible.

C. I. G. 9903.

It should be observed that it cannot be of the first or second declension,

for in the Judaeo-Roman inscriptions the t of the dative singular of these

declensions is never written.

Transactions of the American Philological Association^ LIX (1928),
p. 215.
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The inscription may, therefore, be conjecturaUy restored as

follows, the inserted names being, of course, merely examples

:

lOYSTQ APXONTI ^YNAmTHS
T12N KAMHHSiaN HATPI POAION
YI02 KAAOS EHOIHSEN EYAOPIA HASI

TovoT«t) ap\ovTi (TWaywyijs r<av Ko/wn^o'iwv 'irarpH *PoSi<oy vlo^ KaX^s

CTTOiTycrev. EvAoyta Tracn.

or

TO APXONTI SYNArOPHS
KAMEHSION MAPONI POAII2N
YI05 EHOIH^EN EYAOPIA HASl

Tw ap\ovTi (TVvayiDyijfi Ka/iiTnycrtwv Mo/xovt ‘PoSttov vtos hrolrjaev, EvAoyia

Tram.

I have suggested the synagogue of the Campesians (i. e., of the

Campus Martius) since that synagogue only is certainly attested

in the inscriptions of this catacomb. A parallel to this form from

the same catacomb would be, e. g., rrj tSta TovAtat KcwrrptKts

' 19
vvos eTTOLTjaev.

Other possible restorations can easily be suggested, but whatever

the exact restoration it remains reasonably certain that 'Po8£a)v is

the name of an individual and that the synagogue of the Herodians

or the Ehodians must be expunged from the roll of synagogues at

Eome.

Garrucci, Cimitero degli antichi Ebrei, p. 45. Cf. also ibid., p. 58,

and the same writer’s Dissertazioni archeologiche, II, p. 158, nos. 4, 5.



REVIEWS OF BOOKS

Ur Excavations^ Texts. I: Royal Inscriptions. By C. J. Gadi>

and Leon Legrain; with contributions by Sidnet Smith

and E. R. Burrows. Publications of the Joint Expedition

of the British Museum and the Museum of the University of

Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: The University of Pennsyl-

vania Press^ 1929. 4 to; pp. xxiv-|- 100, and pis. A-W +
lix.

The Ur excavations are perhaps best known for the truly mag-

nificent finds which have been made in the royal graves of that

ancient city. But together with such splendid objects as the golden

helmet of Mes. Kalam. Shar or the headdress of Shub. Ad, inscrip-

tional material as well has been coming up steadily. The present

publication contains 309 of these texts with transliterations, trans-

lations, and frequent notes. The documents cover the remarkably

long period of practically two millennia and a half; the oldest of

them (268) belongs to the wife of Mesannipadda, the founder of

the First Dynasty of Ur and the latest (264) brings us down to

the time of Cambyses. There is also a great variety of inscribed

objects from which the texts have been copied : statues, bowls, cups^

seals, clay cones, mace-heads, bricks and the like. It goes without

saying that the contents offer an equally rich selection. Of the

more important inscriptions may be mentioned 111, which refers

to an otherwise unknown rebellion at Ur of a certain Nafid-

Shamash against Nur-Adad of Larsa, and 274-276, which are

dated in the time of the Dynasty of Agade and contain important

geographical information; the latter texts are, unfortunately, very

poorly written and the editor deserves much credit for undertaking

the ungrateful task of copying and interpreting these documents.

Texts no. 30 ff. should also be noted, since they prove conclusively

that Ur-Nammu, the founder of the Third Dynasty of Ur, was

originally the vassal of Utu-Khegal of Erech.

It is only natural that a publication containing so many diver-

sified texts should give rise to a few queries. Thus e. g., the name
Barahhsu (p. 4) can scarcely represent the correct form of the

322
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place-name. The proper ending is either s{h)i or s{h)e, cf. AJ8L
45. 232. In fact, the final syllable is probably an indication of the

nominative ending as may be seen by comparing the name of the

city Paharrase, which varies with Paharra and Paharriwa (gen./

loc. case), cf, JAOS 49. 272. Incidentally, the two cities may
even be identical; the forms Parahsi and Paharrase are sufiBciently

close for that.

Sumerian Engar is cultivator rather than irrigator (text

no. 106.4); the Accadian equivalent irrisu is distinctly in favor

of the former translation, and the passage in Lugalzaggissi, vase-

inscription 2.19, (^^with waters of gladness”) which is cited in

support of the authors^ translation, has no direct bearing on the

matter. But these are obviously very unimportant details. We
cannot but feel grateful that the rather unwieldy material has been

presented to us so promptly, with reliable translations and with very

welcome comments and annotations.

I cannot conclude, however, without a mild protest. In their

transcriptions the editors have done away entirely with diacritical

marks, leaving the homophones without any distinguishing signs.

It is quite true that the appended texts make it easy for the reader

to determine in each case the sign in question. But trouble is

sure to arise when the texts come to be cited by scholars, as they

are bound to be ; what shall then prevent each student from using

his own favorite system of transcription? The result will be that

the same passage will appear in future quotations under several

disguises, making confusion worse confounded, instead of elimi-

nating it as the editors seem to expect. The system of Thureau-

Dangin is now almost universally adopted, and it is sincerely hoped

that the new series of texts, which has made such an auspicious

start with the present publication, will follow it in its future

volumes. ITo system of this sort can be completely free from faults

;

at the same time, unless we all agree on one, there will never be

an end to the chaotic conditions now prevailing.

Manuel dfarchMogie orientale. By G. Contenau. Paris : A.

PiCASD, 1927. Vol. I: Notions generales; Historie de Part.

Pp. 545, with 357 illustrations.

The most recent work of the learned and industrious conservateur

3
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of the Louvre is bound to furnish a valuable addition to the library

of every Orientalist. The constantly increasing scope of explora-

tion in the Near East often makes it difficult to keep up with the

latest discoveries and to assimilate them into a comprehensive pic-

ture of life and arts in ancient Hither Asia. This desideratum

Contenau has set out to supply, and judging from the volume

before us, the introductory one of a series, the whole work will

constitute a lucid and reliable introduction to the numerous prob-

lems of Oriental archaeology.

The main part of the first volume is devoted to a discussion of

the geographical and ethnic background of the remains that are

to be studied in the forthcoming installments. A brief accoimt

of the languages and of the religious beliefs of the peoples in ques-

tion is also included, and the book closes with a chapter on the

archaic art of Sumer and Elam, with special emphasis on the much-

discussed painted pottery of the aeneolithic age.

As the book is intended for the general student rather than

for the specialist, Contenau avoids going into details, confining

himself to a presentation of the leading theories on the more de-

batable subjects, such as the origin of the Sumerians, the home of

the Semites, the relations of Susa I to Susa II, etc. The author’s

own view is, however, discreetly indicated at the same time, so that

the book is not devoid of freshness and originality in spite of its

general character. To be sure, one cannot always accept M. Con-

tenau’s theories without reservations. That the Sumerians preceded

the Semites in Mesopotamia (pp. 87, 124 ff.) is far from certain;

in fact, a very good case can be made out for the opposite view.^

One feels also that the author’s revival of the theory of Clay, ad-

vocating the Amorite origin of the Semites, should have been

supported by arguments more cogent than the mere statement that

Arabia is too poor and barren to have been the original home of

the Semites (p. 124). H. Frankfort^ has recently traced an im-

portant cultural center to Northern Syria, where the ^ Semites^

are said to have had a leading part. A correlation of the opinions

of Contenau with the material presented by Frankfort would yield

an imposing body of evidence, provided that Frankfort’s premises

are right. However, in the opinion of the present reviewer, the

^ Cf. Annual of the American Schools of Oriental Research, IX (1929)
17 fif.

* Studies in Early Pottery of the Near East, II (1927).
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North Syrian factor is Hurrian rather than Semitic and, unless

more convincing proof is unearthed, the Amorites will have to be

satisfied with the less ambitious role of a secondary focus of Semitic

expansion.

The perplexing question of the origin of the Sumerians is sol-

ved by Contenau with the Central Asiatic hypothesis; it is in

Central Asia, the author believes, that the cultures of Elam, Ar-

menia, Asia Minor, and Sumer, had their ultimate origin. This

view has much in its favor, but is liable to misconstruction, as it is

now expressed (p. 12‘2). For it must not be overlooked that the

civilizations of Sumer on the one hand, and of the Highland Zone

on the other, show very considerable points of difference when

they first emerge into the light of history.

Die Osthanaander, By Theo Bauek. Leipzig: Asia Major,

1926. 4 to; pp. viii -j- 94.

This book, which is described in the subtitle as a philological-

historical investigation concerning the wandering group of the

so-called ^ Amorites ’ in Babylonia,^’ is an unusually challenging

piece of work. In the first part of the monograph all the relevant

proper names are tabulated and analyzed. This is followed by a

comprehensive grammarical sketch of the linguistic material as

deduced from the names in question. Both the people and the

language under consideration are termed, after Landsberger, East-

Canaanite.^^

BaueFs main philological results may be summed up as follows

:

1. In typical East-Canaanite theophorous names the verb precedes

the noun, unlike Akkadian (and in some instances Hebrew) where

the opposite arrangement is the rule. 2. The closest relative of

East-Canaanite is Hebrew and its congeners, rather than South

Arabic. 3. From the structure of the composite names it is pos-

sible to determine with certainty a number of new East-Canaanite

deities.

The historical part is devoted to the proof that (a) the land

and the people MAB-TH mentioned in the cuneiform texts of the

third millennium, {1) the Western Semites of the dynasty of

Hammurabi, and (c) the later principality of Amurru in the

Lebanon district, are three entirely distinct and unrelated entities.

The MAR-TH of the early Sargonide period are to be sought
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north-east of Babylonia, and the existence of Western Amorites in

the third millennium is to be emphatically denied. The East-

Canaanites proper first appear in Babylonia during the period of

the Hammurabi dynasty; their immediate provenance is the region

east of the Tigris, where districts like Yamutbal must have been

settled by them in very early times.

It is impossible to discuss here extensively Bauer^s interesting

theories, or to bring up controversial details in which the book

abounds. A few remarks may be, however, illustrative of the re-

viewer’s general reaction.

I do not feel that Bauer has successfully established his main

thesis. To transplant the Amorites east of the Tigris is, in a way,

trying to explain ignotum 'per ig'notius. We do not know any more

about Yamutbal in the third millennium than we know about

Syria at the same period. At the same time we are not in position

to disprove the assumption. That Semites were to be found from

earliest times to the north and north-east of Babylonia is a sug-

gestion that deserves careful consideration. In fact, the presence

of non-Akkadian Semites in the second stratum at Tepe Gawra^

may be viewed as partial confirmation of Bauer^s views. On the

other hand, the material cited by Bauer does not as yet justify

the sweeping statements which the author makes, nor the categori-

cal tone in which he words them.

The philological part of the work is on the whole excellent.

It may be recommended as a model for preliminary grammatical

studies in all cases where historical deductions are to be made
from similar material. If Bauer sins here at all, it is by making
his distinctions too hair-splitting at times. His names combining

designations of two gods (p. 60, bottom) are not wholly convincing;

his case for reading Hammurabi instead of Hammurapi (p. 53)

does not appear as strong as he seems to believe. That the term
Subartu is not found before the second millennium has been dis-

proved by a recent text from Ur.^

All in all, the book is philologically sound, refreshing in its

originality, and thoroughly stimulating.

E. A. Speiser.
University of Pennsylvania.

* Cf. Annual of the American Schools of Oriental Research (1929), IX.
18 ff.

•Gadd and Legrain, Ur Excavations I (1928), 274, col. I. 13.
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Al-Ruwad {The Pioneers)

^

being the second volume of the Bio-

graphical Dictionary {A*lam) of al-Mu^ataf. ai>Mttktatap

Press, Cairo, Egypt, 1927. Pp. 316.

This volume is a collection of articles that have appeared in the

well-known Arabic magazine, al-Muy:ataf, dealing with travel,

geography, exploration, transportation and adventure. A lengthy

chapter is devoted to Moslem geographers with brief biographical

sketches of al-Birtoi, al-Idrisi, Yaqut, ibn-Batutah etc. Colum-

bus, Sir Henry Stanley, George Schweinfurth, Nansen and other

European explorers are treated fully. Byrd^s expedition to the

Arctic region and Lindbergh’s flight over the Atlantic are signalled

out as the two outstanding American achievements.

Bibliography : Enumerative and Historical, Henry B. Van Hoe-

sen, with the collaboration of Prank K. Walker. Charles

Scribner's Sons, New York, 1928. Pp. 617. Price 7.50.

A book whose author asserts that its writing involved the accu-

mulation of some 30,000 cards (p. 17) can not but inspire awe in

the heart of the reviewer. While this manual could be used as a

text-book for the student, as an epitome of bibliographical theory

and practice for the librarian, author and collector, its usefulness

to the Orientalist consists in its being a reference work listing, with

some comment, the principal subject bibliographies in all depart-

ments of learning. Of the fifteen chapters, three are illustrated

by more than eighty examples in the text.

Of special interest is chapter Y (pp. 89-111) which treats art

and archaeology, language and literature. Gabrieli’s Manuale de

bihliografia rmisulrnana (p. 96) is considered the best bibliographi-

cal manual available, but no mention is made of any reference

works in the Oriental languages themselves. Nor is there any

mention of books in native languages under National Bibliogra-

phies: Orient” (p. 236). In the Indo-Iranian field special refer-

ence is made to the Cambridge History of India (p. 98). Chapter

XII (pp. 259-315) on the history of writing is up-to-date,

thorough and profusely illustrated. The book closes with a bibli-

ographical appendix in which the main works and periodicals

referred to in the text are classified and listed.
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Syntaxe des parlers arahes actuels du IMan, by Mgr. MichbI/ Feg-

HALi. Impkimekie l^ATiOi^ALE^ Paris, 1928. Pp. xxv, 535.

Mgr. Peghali, professor at the Uniyersity of Bordeaux and

author of Le parler arabe de Kfar ^Ahida^ of Etude sur les

emprunts syriaques dans les parlers arahes du Liban, and of other

Tv^orks, has in this last contribution of his, which comes as a cul-

mination to his previous studies and researches, placed the spoken

dialect of northern Lebanon on what might be called a scientific

basis. Himself bom in the Lebanon and trained in the Western

methods of linguistic investigation, the Monseigneur has rendered

a service, in a sorely neglected field, which no one else perhaps

could have rendered with an equal measure of success. Other

than Marcel Cohen, W. Margais, and von Landberg, whose studies

lie mainly in the field of the North African Arabic dialects, very

few modern scholars have interested themselves in colloquial

Arabic. What gives special importance to such studies is the fact

that the Arabic dialects are being rapidly transformed under the

influence of modern education.

In the first part (pp. 1-113) the author treats the verb in its

perfect and imperfect tenses, illustrates its various usages, and

compares it with the corresponding classical forms. He holds that

the letter ba% which introduces the imperfect in the colloquial, e. g.

bihtub, I wish,^^ is the classical preposition bi- (p. 26). Likewise

the particle man, man yihtub, he is writing,^^ represents the classi-

cal preposition min (p. 43). Colloquial baddi, wish to,^^ is a

corruption of classical bi-waddi, " in my desire (p. 64). Chapter

III in this part takes up the question of the moods. In the

second part (pp. 115-211) the agreement of the verb with its sub-

ject, and the relations between the substantive and its modifier from
the standpoint of definiteness, number and gender are discussed.

One chapter has for topic the comparative and the superlative;

another, the cardinal and the ordinal numbers. The third part of

the book (pp. 213-278) is devoted to a study of the particle in its

nominal and verbal forms and in its independent and subordinate
varieties. The fourth part (pp. 282-339) treats the pronoun; and
the fifth part (pp. 349-486), the invariable words including the
preposition, conjunction, and adverb.

One general criticism of the work is that in the main it treats
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the various dialects of Lebanon as though they constituted one

homogeneous whole^ whereas the book is written particularly from

the standpoint of the dialect in vogue among the Maronites in

central and northern Lebanon. Le dialecte libanais which uses

la t-imJch(Mtna, excuse us/^ (p. 129) is that of the north; a

southern Lebanese would say la tv/aJchdhuna, A southern Lebanese

would also say waqa'u instead of waq^u ^Hhey felP^ (p. 129),

hiidelc in place of hldelc, ^^in your hand^^ (p. 102), laindu and

not Vindu, ^^to his home^^ (p. 101) etc. Beirut, the capital of

Lebanon, has quite a distinct dialect of its own. The Druzes of

southern Lebanon have their own well-marked dialectal peculiari-

ties, and so have the Matawilah (Shr^ite Moslems) of the Sidon

region, and other denominational and regional communities. The

reviewer is familiar with five villages in Lebanon within a radius of

three miles from each other, whose population are Druzes, Mata-

wilah, Maronites, and Greek Orthodox; and any one of them can

be easily identified from his speech and recognized as belonging

to one or another of these communities—so marked are the pho-

netic, morphological, and dialectal differences.

Philip K. Hitti.

The poems of Nizami, by Laueeistce Binyon. London: Studio

Office, 1928. 30 pp., 16 plates.

This publication of one of the finest Persian Manuscripts in

the British Museum may be cordially welcomed. The text includes

chapters on Shah Tahmasp and his painters, on Painting in Persia,

on the Life of Nizami, and an analysis of the Five Poems of the

Khamsa.

The manuscript itself is due to the well known calligrapher Shah

Mahmud Nishaburi; the splendid paintings in it are by Mirak,

Mirza ^ AIT, Sultan Muhammad, Mir Sayyid ^ Ali, and Muzaffar

^AlT, and two are unsigned. All represent the school of Bihzad^s

immediate followers, and precede the decadence of Persian art

that took place under Shah ^Abbas I.

The miniatures are very successfully reproduced
;

better results

could only have been obtained at a cost which would have greatly

increased the present very moderate price of the volume. This is a

book that all students of Persian painting will wish to possess.
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Le Bayon d^Anghor et Vevolution de Vart hhmerj by Pbilippei

Steki^. Annales du Musee Guimet, Biblioth^ue de Vul-

garisation, T. 47. Paris: Geuthnek, 1927. Pp. xii, 217,

with 22 plates.

This very carefxd and valuable study revolutionises the accepted

chronology of Cambodian monuments dateable between the Koluoh

group (880, 893 A. D.) and Afikor Wat (ca. 1150 A. D.). Stylistic

and iconographic sequences, combined with the study of the in-

scriptions, lead to a new dating as follows:

Pre-Ahkorian period, 5th-7th, perhaps-8th century (pre-Khmer,

Indo-Khmer of other authors) characterised by isolated towers of

brick or laterite.

First Ankorian period, 802-end of 10th century. Grouped

but not connected, towers of the Eoluoh type (= art of Indravar-

man as now restricted). First Ankor city plan, with four gates

only and roads leading to the then central temple of Phimanakas.

Phnom Bakeh. Koh Ker, 928-944, Later, Pre Kup, Ta Keo.

Close of first period, Prah Vihar, Phnom Cisor, and the Baphuon,

the latter with transitional details.

Second Ankorian period. Buddha of Tep Pranaih, ca. 1005.

Pr^ Khan (not therefore to be identified with the old Harihara-

laya). Suryavarman I, 1002-1049, probably the great buHder to

whom are due the new city plan with the Bayon as central temple,

necessitating a fifth gateway and road, the palace terraces, Ta
Prohm, Bantay Kdei; all these are in one style, but cannot yet be

arranged in chronological sequence inter se. The Bayon, now
known to have been originally Buddhist, and to have undergone

two changes of plan before its completion, was probably begun by

Suryavarman and completed by his successor Udayadityavarman.

Ben Mala also belongs to this period. Ankor Wat, dateable be-

tween 1115 and 1180, probably before 1150, colder and more per-

fect, is the last monument of this period.

Third Ankorian period, late 12th to 14th century, represented

chiefly by the temple of Isvarapura at Bantay Srei fatigue et

archaisant.^’

The new dating, which seems to be meeting with general accept-

ance, makes the history of Cambodian art far more intelligible than

heretofore
; in particular, it removes the difficulty of having to re-
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gard two such different styles as those of the Boluoh group and the

Bayon as contemporaneous, and places the Bayon, with its reliefs

so clearly related to and anticipatory of those of Ahkor Wat, not

more than a century earlier than the latter monument.

Chaluhyan architecture. By H. Cousens. Archaeological Survey

of India, New Imperial Series, Vol. XLII. Calcutta, 1926.

viii+ 158 pp., 160 plates.

This is an example of the old style publications of the Archae-

ological Survey, in which a very large number of buildings of

various dates are summarily described. It is little more than a

convenient compilation of matter already published in the Annual

Eeports and other volumes of the Survey; few if any of the illustra-

tions are new, nor are the reproductions of good quality. One
would gladly give the whole book for a detailed monograph on a

single one of the major temples referred to in it.

Ananda K. Coomakaswamy.
Museum of Fine Arts,
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NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

The following persons have been elected to membership by vote of the

Executive Committee:

Dr, Frederick W, Dickinson

Dean Frederick C. Grant

Prof. Eldon Griffin

Prof. Obed S. Johnson

Mr. Ganda Singh Kewal
Rev. George J. Lapp

Dr. William F. Warren, of Brookline, Mass., president emeritus of Boston

University, and for fifty-two years a member of this Society, died on

December 6, 1929, at the age of 96.

Mr. David N. Mosessohn

Dr. Pair-Mall

Mr. C. H. Smiley

Dean Lee Vrooman
Prof. Alban G. Widgery

Fondation de Goejb.—Communication.

1, Le bureau de la fondation n’a pas subi de modifications depuis le

mois de novembre 1928, et est ainsi compose: C. Snouck Hurgronje (pre-

sident), M. Th. Houtsma, Tj. De Boer, J. J. Salverda de Grave et C. Van
Vollenhoven ( secretaire-tresorier )

.

2. Des huit publications de la fondation il reste un certain nombre

d*exemplaires, qui sont mis en vente au profit de la fondation, chez Pediteur

E. J, Brill, aux prix marques: 1. Reproduction photographique du manu-
scrit de Leyde de la Hamasah de al-Buhturi (1909), fl. 96; 2. Kit^h ol'

Fdhkir de al-Mufaddal, ed. C. A. Storey (1915), fl. 6; 3. Streitschrift des

Gazdli gegen die Bdiinijja-Sekte, par I. Goldziher (1916), fl. 4.50; 4. Bar

Hebraeus’s Book of the Dove, ed. A. J. Wensinck (1919), fl. 4.50; 5. De
Opkomst van het Zaidietische Imamaat in Yemen, par C. Van Arendonk

(1919), fl. 6; 6. Die Richtungen der IsloAnisohen Korananslegwng, par

I. Goldziher (1920), fl. 10; 7. Die Epitome der Metaphysik des Averroes,

ubersetzt und mit einer Einleitung und Erlauterungen versehen, par S,

van den Bergh (1924), fl. 7.50; 8. Les ** Lwres des Chevaux^*, par G. Levi

della Vida (1928), fl. 5.

Novembre 1929.

Professor Samuel A. B. Mercer, of the University of Toronto, has set out

for Abyssinia to photograph manuscripts of the Old Testament in Ethiopie.

He is planning the edition of a reliable text of the Ethiopie Old Testament.



PEOCBEDINGS

OF THE

American Oriental ^octett

AT THE MEETING IN CAMEBHKJE, MASS., 1929

The sessions of the one hundred and forty-first meeting of the

Society were held in Cambridge, Mass., at Harvard University,

on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, April 2, 3, and 4, 1929,

in conjunction with the Second Conference on the Promotion of

Chinese Studies under the auspices of the American Council of

Learned Societies.

The following members were present at one or more sessions

:

Archer Goodrich Newell

Bailey Gordon, H. L. Ogden, C. J.

Barret Graves Ogden, Miss

Bates, Mrs. Hail Porter

Bender Hodous Keich

Bishop Hummel Beilly

Brown, G. W. Hussey, Miss Kopes

Bull Jackson, A. V. W^ Rudolph, Miss

Burrows Jackson, Mrs. Shryock

Butin Joshi, S. L, Smith, Miss L. P.

Chapin, Miss Joshi, S. S. Speiser

Clark Lanman von Stael-Holstein

Coomaraswamy Latourette Stephens

Creighton Laufer Sturtevant

De Long Luce Taylor, C. L.

De Witt, Mrs. Lyon Torrey

Dougherty Malone Uhl

Duncan, G. S. March Ussher

Edgerton, F. Margolis, M. L. V^lyi

Enslin Martin Ware, J. R.

Penn Martinovitch Weitzel

Pemald, Miss Matthews, I. G. Wood, H.

Fowler Montgomery Zeitlin

Gale Moore, G. F.

Gavin Morgenstern

Total 73

There were also present as guests of the Society some of those

333
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attending the Conference on the Promotion of Chinese Studies,

including the following who read or discussed papers : Dr. J. J. L.

Duyvendak, of the University of Leiden and Columbia University;

Mr. C. S. Gardner, of Boston; Prof. Edwin D. Harvey, of Dart-

mouth College; Prof. William Himg, of the Harvard-Yenching

Institute; Dr. K, H. Kiang, of Nan Fang University; Mr. K. T.

Mei, of Harvard University ; Prof. H. F. Eudd, of the University

of New Hampshire, and Miss Nancy Lee Swann, of the Gest

Chinese Eesearch Library, Montreal.

THE HRST SESSION

At 11.00 A. M. on Tuesday, in Phillips Brooks House, the first

session of the meeting was called to order by President Franklin

Edgerton. The reading of the minutes of the meeting in Wash-

ington in 1928 was dispensed with as they were already in print

(JouKNAL 48. 326-352) . There were no corrections and the minutes

were approved.

Professor Clark of Harvard University, chairman of the Com-

mittee on Arrangements, presented his committee's report in the

form of a printed program. The succeeding sessions were an-

nounced to be on Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 p. }^., Wednesday

morning at 9.30 a. m., Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 p. m., and

Thursday morning at 9.30 A. M. It was announced that the mem-
bers of the Society were invited to luncheon at the Commander
Hotel on Tuesday as the guests of Professor Jewett of Harvard

University, who unfortunately was not able to be in Cambridge

for the meeting. It was also announced that the members of the

Society were invited to an informal reception at Phillips Brooks

House on Tuesday evening, and that the annual subscription dinner

of the Society would be at the Commander Hotel on Wednesday

evening.

Eeport of the Cobeesponding Secretabt

The Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Charles J. Ogden, presented

the following report

:

The year 1928 was one of significant growth in our numbers. No less

than 153 new corporate members were elected, largely through the efforts

of the Committee on Enlargement of Membership and Resources, and,

although 53 others were lost, the net gain remains exactly one hundred.

Since the beginning of this year 36 members have been elected, 19 have
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resigned, and the deaths of two have been reported, so that the total of our

corporate membership is now 741, a figure double that of ten years ago.

This increase, gratifying as it is, has added so much to the routine work
of the Corresponding Secretary, that it is becoming a problem how to

carry this on adequately in the limited amount of time that any one person

may be expected to devote to it. Theoretically a central office for all the

administrative functions of the Society would be desirable, but investiga-

tion has shown that such an arrangement is not yet practicable. Our
Society is in the transition from a comparatively small group of scholars

to a national and even international one of those who are interested in the

ancient and the cultural aspects of the modern Orient, and we must accept

the inconveniences of this stage of growth.

The President of the Society and the Corresponding Secretary attended

by invitation the First Conference on the Promotion of Chinese Studies,

held in New York City on December 1st, 1928, an undertaking of much
consequence to that branch of Oriental scholarship and one in which all

our members, whatever their specialty, should feel an interest, since the

problem of fostering the growth of Chinese studies in this country is not

essentially different from that which confronts us in other fields. Your
Secretary also participated as usual in the annual conference of the secre-

taries of the societies belonging to the American Council of Learned

Societies, held in Washington on January 25, 1929, and attended the meet-

ing of the Council itself on the following day.

The new plan of holding some sectional sessions, which has been put

into effect this year, may perhaps be best judged from the program itself,

without comment by the Secretary; but he may be permitted to say that

without such an arrangement this year it would have been impossible to

give the Sinological papers the special place that belonged to them in

connection with the Second Chinese Conference. Whether the scheme should

be followed as a rule depends very much on the size of each meeting and

the proportion of papers in each field, matters that cannot be determined

in advance.

The Society has been unusually fortunate during the past year in that

we have lost only six members by death, a number much less than the

average, yet the mention of some of their names must be attended with

keen regret,

1C ART. Fbiedmch Geldneb, Ph. D., an honorary member of our Society

since 1905, pursued his Oriental and philological studies at Leipzig and

Tubingen and taught successively at Tubingen, Halle, and Berlin before

he became professor of Indie philology at Marburg, in 1907, a position that

he held for the remainder of his academic career. As a scholar he was at

home in both Indie and Iranian studies, his earlier work being especially

devoted to the latter and culminating in his great text-edition of the

Avesta, published in three volumes, 1885-1896. Vedic exegesis claimed hia

later years, his most noteworthy productions being the three volumes of

Vediache Studien in collaboration with Richard Pischel, 1889-1901, his own

Rigveda in Auswahly of which the Glossar appeared in 1907 and the
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KoTYimentar in 1909, and his final achievement, the Translation of the Rig-

veda now appearing in the Harvard Oriental Series. He died on February

5, 1929, at the age of 75.

Maurice Bloomfield, Ph. D., LL. D., L. H. D., for forty-five years pro-

fessor of Sanskrit and comparative philology in the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, has already received an appreciation in the pages of our Joxjbnal

(48. 193-199), to which nothing could be added here, even if he were not

still fresh in the memory of us all. Yet attention may be called to those

aspects of his career which have a special connection with this Society,

his service as its President in 1910-1911, and as a member of the Board

of Directors for over forty years, his constant attendance at our meetings

so long as his health permitted, and his long array of contributions to our

Journal, which ceased only with his death. Lending distinction to our

sessions by his lucid presentation of truth and unsparing exposure of error

and to our social gatherings by the variety and brilliance of his conversa-

tion, he held a place among us that will never be filled for those who have

had the fortune to know him. He became a member in 1881, and died on

June 13, 1928, at the age of 73.

Rev. James Dallas Steele, Ph. D., D. D., of Rutherford, N. J., who
entered the Presbyterian ministry in 1891, had held pastorates in New York
and New Jersey, and was lecturer on ecclesiastical law in the Bloomfield

Theological Seminary and Moderator of the Synod of New Jersey at the

time of his decease. He had been a student and teacher of Hebrew and
Old Testament literature and was a frequent attendant at our meetings.

He was elected a member in 1892, and died on December 6, 1928, at the

age of 64.

John G. White, A. M., LL. D., of Cleveland, Ohio, was a lawyer by pro-

fession and active in the civic life of his native town, having been president

of the Public Library Board of Cleveland since 1913. He was a collector

of books, especially on the subject of chess. He was elected a member in

1912, and died on August 27, 1928, at the age of 83.

Henry Lane Eno, a member of a well-known New York family, was
formerly research associate in psychology in Princeton University and a

benefactor of that institution. For some years he had been residing abroad.

He was elected a member in 1916 and died on September 10, 1928, at the

age of 57.

Fewx Fuld, of Newark, N. J., a merchant distinguished for his philan-

thropic activities and his patronage of music and art, was elected a member
in 1928 and died on January 20, 1929, at the age of 60.

Upon motion the report of the Corresponding Secretary was

accepted.

Tribute was paid to deceased members : to Professor Bloomfield

by Dr. Uhl
; to Professor Geldner by Professor Jackson.

The following minute was unanimously adopted

:

Whereas, the American Oriental Society is conscious of a great loss
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sustained in the death of Maurice Bloomfield, for nearly half a century a
member, sometime vice-president and president of the Society, active at its

meetings and on its programs, wise in its councils, and devoted to its

interests; and,

Wheeeas, in his inspiring career as a teacher, in his interpretation

of the East to the West, of the past to the present, in the depth and scope

of his learning, in the originality and value of his researches, he vividly

embodied the ideals of the Society; be it therefore

Resolved, that the Society here record its keen sense of the great loss

sustained in his death and its desire to cherish his memory; and be it

further

Resolved, that these resolutions be entered in the minutes of the Society,

and that copies of them be sent to the members of his family.

On motion it was voted unanimously to send to Professor Warren,

the oldest member of the Society in point of age, the good wishes

of the Society and regrets that he was unable to be present at the

meeting.

Kepokt of the Teeastjeee

The Treasurer, Professor John C. Archer, made the following

report

:

Receipts and Expenditures foe the Year Ending December 31, 1928

Receipts

Cash Balance Jan. 1, 1928, on deposit Yale Univ. $4,174.69

Dues from 544 members 2,879.42

Sales: Journae (gross) to Jan. 31, 1928 966.76

Panchatantra 61.07

Tagalog Grammar 42.96

Gift from Prof. Jewett for pub’n of Catalog of the

Society’s Library. 1,000.00

Income, Nies Fund 522.50

Liberty Bond redeemed 1,000.00

A. C. L. S. for expenses of Delegates 14.20

Corrections in Journal 78.25

Reprints of Journal articles 23.65

Interest

:

On deposits with Yale Univ. @ 4%% 207.95

U. S. Liberty Bond @ 4%% 42.50

Connecticut Mortge. and Guar. Co. 6% 360.00

Virginia Ry. 5% 50.00

Minneap. Gen. Electric Co. 5% 50.00

Dividend

:

Chicago, Rock Is. and Pacific Ry 120.00

$11,593.95
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Expenditures

Publication of Journal;

Printing $2,087.83

Corrections 168.50

Reprints 89.65

Book Reviews 66.00

Transportation and Envelopes printed 196,57

Mailing of Journal 128.00

Commission on Sales (Yale Press) (Journal) . , . 241.69

Pancbatantra 14.01

Tagalog Grammar 10.70

Membership Committee expenses 179.51

Am. Sch. for Indo-Iran. Research Com, expenses. . 8.71

Dues to American Council of Learned Societies . . 32.90

Executive Comm. Travel 8.82

Delegates’ expenses 28.40

Middle West Branch A. O. S. expenses 5.38

Yale Clerical Bureau 109.61

Library purchases and expenses 20.15

Corresponding Secretary expenses 173.30

Editors’ expenses 29.44

Honoraria : Editors 400.00

Treasurer 100.00

Balance Dec. 31, 1928 7,494.78

— $11,593.95

The following special funds are held by the Society;

Charles W. Bradley Fund $3,000.00

Alexander I. Cotheal Fund 1,500.00

William Dwight Whitney Fund 1,000.00

Life Membership 3,675.00

Publication Fund unth interest 82.03

Fund from sales of Panchatantra and Tagalog

Grammar loith interest 644.77

Nies Fimd Income tcith interest revised @ 4%%, 3,528.83

Reserve, approximately 2,000.00

$15,430.63

The Assets of the Society on Jan, 1, 1929, were as follows:

Chicago, Rock Is. and Pacific Ry. stock (20 shares

@ par value) $2,000.00

Bonds at par:

Virginia Railway 1,000.00

Minneapolis GenT Electric Co 1,000.00

Connecticut Mortge. and Guar. Co. mortgage. . . . 6,000.00

Cash on deposit with Yale University 7,494.78

$17,494.78

Net Cash Balance^ General Funds (incl. Jewett

gift) $2,064.15
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Eeport op the Auditing Com:mittee

We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of the

Treasurer of the Society and have found them correct, and that

the foregoing statements are in conformity therewith.

K. P. Dougherty,

K. S. Latoueette,

Auditors.

Upon motion the reports of the Treasurer and the Auditing

Committee were accepted.

Eeport of the Librarian

The report of the Librarian, Professor Andrew Keogh, who was

unable to be present, was read by the Corresponding Secretary.

The Librarian reported that the cataloguing of both books and

periodicals in the Society's library was up to date, and that esti-

mates for the printing of the catalogue had been received from two

firms and that a third estimate was promised. It was anticipated

that the catalogue would be printed before the end of the year.

Accessions to the Library for the Year 1928-29

The number of volumes added to the Library during the year

1928-29 was 238, about twice the number ordinarily received in

any one year. This unusual increase in accessions was due to the

transfer from the Yale Library of a considerable number of dupli-

cates of Oriental significance. In addition to the above, there were

received 686 numbers of periodicals continuing sets already in the

Library or representing periodicals new to the Library. This

equally unusual increase is due to the sustained effort that has

been made to obtain lacking parts of the more important periodi-

cals
;
an effort resulting in the receipt by the Library of more than

300 back numbers.

Following is a list of accessions for the year

:

•Abd al-Muqtadir. Commentaries on the Qurtn. 1928. (Bankipore, Ben-

gal. Oriental public library. Catalogue of the Arabic and Persian

mss., v. XIV {Persian mss.)

)

Abdul Hamtd. Sufism. 1928. (Bankipore, Bengal. Oriental public library.

Catalogue of the Arabic and Persian mss., v. XIII (Arabic mss.)

)

4
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Abelj K. Slavic and Latin. 1883. (Ilchester lectures.)

^Abu al-Fadhl ibn Mubarak, al Hindu^ Ayeen Akbery. Tr. by F. Gladwin.

1800. 2v.

Adrian!, N. Bare’e-Nederlandsch woordenboek. 1928.

Agrell, S. Nabliudeni'ia iiad kolebaniem udareniia v russkom glagolie,

1917. (Archives d’etudes orientales, v, 12.)

Akademiia nauk, Petrograd. Proben orientalischer Schriften der akadem-

ischen Druckerei. 1928.

Systematisches Verzeichnis iiber die Verdflfentlichungen, 1. Januar

1917-1. September 1925, [1928?]

Aldrich, J. M, Five new parasitic flies reared from beetles in China and

India. 1928.

Three new species of two>winged flies of the family Bombyliidae

from India. 1928.

Alger, W. R. The poetry of the Orient. 1865.

*Ali Muhammad Khan. The supplement to the Mirat-i-Ahmedi. 1924.

American council of learned societies. Bulletin, no. 8. [1928]

Amsterdam. Koloniaal instituut. Afdeeling volkenkunde. Gids in het

Volkenkundig museum, IV-VI. [1928?] 3v.

Andrae, T. Die Person Muhammeds. 1918. (Archives d’4tudes orientales,

V. 16.)

Arends, A. K. Persidsko-russkii slovar* fizicheskikh terminov. 1928.

(Materialy dlia slovaria zhivogo persidskogo iazyka, 1.)

Asiatic society of Japan, List of books published in the Transactions.

1923.

Banerji'^stri, A. Asura India. 1926.

Baring-Gould, S. The origin and development of religious belief. Pt. 1.

1870.

Barth, H. Travels and discoveries in North and Central Africa. 1867-59. 3v.

Bartholomaeis, V. de. Le carte di Giovanni Maria Barbieri. 1927.

Bataviaasch genootschap van kunsten en wetenschappen. Verslag der

viering van den ISOsten gedenkdag. [1928.]

Bell, A. M. Sounds and their relations. 1881.

Bernice Pauahi Bishop museum of Polynesian ethnology and natural his-

tory, Honolulu. Occasional papers, v. 1, nos. 2-3, 5; v. 2, nos. 1-5;

V. 4, nos. 2-5; v. 5, nos. 2, 4-5; v. 6, nos. 1-2, 5; v. 7, nos. 1-2, 8, 10.

1900-21.

A preliminary catalogue. 1892-93. 5v. in 1.

Special publication 9-12. 1924-27.

Memoirs, v. 1, no. 1-2, 4-5; v. 2, no. 1-2; v. 3; v. 7, no. 1; v. 9,

no. 1-5. 1899-1928.

Bulletin, 6-9, 11-12, 15, 17-18, 23, 29, 32, 34, 39, 42, 46, 48, 67.

1923-28.

Bh^. WAsawadatta, iibers. von H. Weller. 1926. (Indische Dichter,

Bd. 3.)

Bickell, G. Outlines of Hebrew grammar. 1877.

Blackie, J. S. The language and literature of the Scottish highlands. 1876.
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Bombay historical society. Journal, v. 1, no. 1-2. [1928.]

Bose, Phanindra Nath. Principles of Indian 6ilpa^stra. 1926. (The

Punjab oriental (Sanskrit) series, [no. 11?])

Bowman, J. W. The Hobertson codex. 1928.

Brinton, D. G. The myths of the New World. 1868.

British association for the advancement of science. al-Tlm wal-‘imran,

hadiyyat al-Muktataf al-sanawiyya 1928. [1928.]

Carnegie endowment for international peace. Year book, 1913/14, 1916.

1914-16. 2v.

Chalmers, J. The origin of the Chinese. 1866,

Chandra Chakravarti. The United States of America. 1924.

Chandra Chakravarti. Western civilization. 1927.

China institute in America. The China institute in America, by £. Shen.

[1928?]

Christensen, A. E. Les types du premier homme et du premier roi dans

Phistoire legendaire des Iraniens, l.ptie. 1917. (Archives d’etudes

orientales, v. 14.)

Clay, A. T. Business documents of Murashu sons of Nippur, dated in the

reign of Darius II. 1912. (Pennsylvania University Museum. Baby-

lonian section. Publications, v, II, no. 1.)

Clay, A. T. Documents from the temple archives of Nippur, dated in the

reigns of Cassite rulers. 1912. (Pennsylvania University Museum.

BayIonian section. Publications, v. II, no. 2.)

Colebrooke, Sir T. E., ed. The life of H. T. Colebrooke. 1873.

Coomaraswamy, A. K. Yaksas. 1928. (Smithsonian miscellaneous col-

lections, V. 80, no. 6. Publication 2926.)

Cousens, H. The Chalukyan architecture of the Kanarese districts. 1926.

(India. Archaeological survey. [Reports.] New imperial series, v.

XLII.)

Culbertson, M. S. Darkness in the flowery land. 1857.

Curtius, G. Die Bildung der Tempora und Modi im Griechischen und

Lateinischen sprachvergleichend dargestellt. 1846. {His Sprachver-

gleichende Beitrage zur griechischen und lateinischen Grammatik.

Erster Theil.)

Curtius, G. Grundziige der griechischen Etymologic. 3. Aufi. 1869.

5. Aufl. 1879.

Das Verbum der griechischen Sprache. 1873-76. 2v. in 1.

Cust, R. N. A sketch of the modern languages of Africa. 1883. 2v.

(Trubner’s Oriental series.)

Dali, W, H. Alaska and its resources. 1870.

Da^abhumika-sutram. Seventh stage. By J. Rahder. [1925 T]

Dasopant Charitra. Dasopant Digambar. Translation of the Dasopant

Charitra. By J. E. Abbott. [1928.] (The Poet-saints of Maharashtra,

no, 4.)

Davids, T. W. R. Lectures on the origin and growth of religion. 1881.

(The mbbert lectures, 1881.)

Deutsch, E. O. M. Literary remains of the late Emanuel Deutsch. 1874.
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Deutsche morgenlandische Gesellschaft. Deutsche morgenlandisehe Gesell-

schaft 1845-1928. [1928?]

De Vere, M. S. The great empress. 1870.

Douse, T. LeM. Grimm’s law. 1876.

Duncker, M. W. Geschiehte des Alterthums. 3. Bd. 1875.

Dunlap, S. P. Vestiges of the spirit-history of man. 1858.

Dutch East Indies. Natuurwetenschappelijke raad voor Nederlandsch-

Indie. [Publications] no. 1. 1928.

Dwight, B. W. Modern philology. 1st ser. 1859.

Egorov, D. N., ed. Bibliografiia Vostoka . . . pod obshchei redaktsiei . . .

D. N. Egorova, vyp. 1. 1928.

Ekblom, K. Bus- et vareg- dans les noms de lieux de la region de Novgorod.

1915. (Archives d’etudes orientales . . . v. 11.)

Eliot, C. W. Some roads towards peace. 1914. (Carnegie endowment for

international peace. Div, of intercourse and education. Publ. no. 1.)

Ellis, A. J. Practical hints on the quantitative pronunciation of Latin.

1874.

Erwast, K. Pinnisch-deutsches Worterbuch. 1888. (Suomalaisen kirjalli-

suuden seuran toimituksia, 69. osa.)

Ewald, G. H. A. Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch der hebraischen Sprache des Alten

Bundes. 1844.

Parrar, F. W. Families of speech. 1870.

Field museum of natural history, Chicago. Field museum and the child.

1928.

Firdausi. Heldensagen . . . fibers. . . . von F. von Schack. 1851.

Fowler, H. W. and Bean, B. A. Fishes of the families Pomacentridae,

Lahridae, and Callyodontidae, collected in Philippine seas. 1928. (U.

S. National museum. Bulletin 100, v, 7.)

Fowler, W. C. English grammar. 1850.

Friederici, K. Bibliotheca orientalis. 1.-8. Jahrg. 1876-83. 8v. in 1.

Gardner, E. A. Naukratis. Pt. 2. 1888. (6th memoir of the Egypt ex-

ploration fund.)

Gibbs, J. W. Philological studies. 1857.

Grant, F. C. New horizons of the Christian faith. [cl928.] (The Hale
lectures, 1927-28.)

Gt. Brit. India office. Library. Catalogue of the Hindustani mss., by J.

F. Blumhardt. 1926.

Gudea, patesi of Lagash. The great cylinder inscriptions A and B. Pt. II.

1927. ( Assyriologische Bibliothek, Bd. XXVI.)
Hackin, J., ed. and tr. Formulaire sanscrit-tibetain du Xe siecle. 1924.

(Mission Pelliot en Asie centrale. [Publications] S4r. petit in-octavo,

t. II.)

Harper, R. I. Assyrian and Babylonian letters belonging to the K[ouyunjikl
collection of the British museum. Pt. 1. 1892.

Harrington, J. P. Vocabulary of the Kiowa language. 1928. (U. S.

Bureau of American ethnology. Bulletin 84.)

Hasluek, F. W. Letters on religion and folklore. 1926.
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Hauer, J. W. Das Lankavatara-stitra und das Sanikliya. 1927. (Beitrage

zur iudischen Sprachwissenschaft und Religionsgeschichte, 1. Hft.)

Hazard, K. G. Essay on language and other essays. . . . Ed. by C. Hazard.

1889.

Heyse, K. W. L. System der Sprachwissenschaft. Hrsg. von H. Steinthal.

1856.

Hopkins, M. Miscellaneous essays and discourses. 1847.

Hough, W. Fire-making apparatus in the U. S. National museum. 1928.

Howsin, H. H. The significance of Indian nationalism. [192-?]

The Humanist, pub. by the Humanistic club, v. I, no, 6, 1928.

Humboldt, A. Kosmos. 1845-62. 5v.

Imbrie, W. Handbook of English-Japanese etymology. 1880.

^Imube no Hironari.^ Kogoshui, tr. by Genchi Kato and Hikoshiro Hoshino.

3d ed. 1926.

India. Dept, of agriculture. Memoirs. Chemical series, v. X, no. 1. 1928.

Instituut Kern, Leyden. Annual bibliography of Indian archaeology for

the year 1926. 1928,

International commission to inquire into the causes and conduct of the

Balkan wars. Report of the International commission. 1914. (Car-

negie endowment for international peace. Div. of intercourse and edu-

cation. Publ. no. 4.)

Iran I-II. Leningrad, 1927-28.

isvara Kaula. A dictionary of the Kashmiri language, comp, by G. A.

Grierson, pt. II, 1924. (Bibliotheca Indica. New series, no. 1464.)

Japan. Dept, of railways. An official guide to eastern Asia. v. 2. 1914.

Journal of Egyptian archjeology, v. XIII, pts. III-IV. Oct. 1927.

Juhlakirja Yrjo Wichmannin kuusikymmenvuotispavaksi. 1928. (Suoma-

laisugrilaisen seuran Toimituksia LVIII.)

Kallas, 0. Die Wiederholungslieder der estnischen Volkspoesie. I. 1901.

( Suomalais-ugrilaisen seuran Toimituksia XVI, 1.)

Kaltschmidt, J. H. Sprachvergleichendes Worterbuch der deutschen Sprache.

1839.

Karlgren, B. ^studes sur la phonologic chinoise. 1915-26. (Archives

d'6tudes orientales, v, 15.)

Kathakagrhyasutra, ed. by W. Caland. [1st ed.] 1925.

Kato, Genchi. A study of Shinto, 1926.

Kaye, G. R. The Bakhshali manuscript. 1927. (India. Archaeological

survey. [Reports.] New imperial series, v. XLIII.)

Kelsey, F. W. Excavations at Carthage, 1925 ; a preliminary report. 1926.

Kent, R. G. The textual criticism of inscriptions. 1926, (Language

monographs, no. 2.)

Key, T, H. Language: its origin and development. 1874.

Kiepert, H. Lehrbuch der alten Geographie. 1878.

Kohut, G. A. The Alexander Kohut memorial foundation: a statement.

[1928?]

Concerning A. Kohut. A tentative bibliography. 1927.

— Royal Hebraists. 1927.
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Kolmodin, J. A., tr. Traditions de Tsazzega et Hazz^a. Traduction fran-

^aise. 1915. (Archives d’etudes orientales, v. 5; 2.)

Krieger, H. W. A prehistoric pit house village site on the Columbia River.

1928.

Krishna-Svami Aiyangar, Manimekhalai in its historical setting. [1928.]

(Madras. University. Special lectures.)

Latham, R. G. Elements of comparative philology. 1862,

Law, Bimala Charan. The life and work of Buddhaghosa. 1923. (Cal-

cutta oriental series, no. 9. E. 3.)

Law, Bimala Charan. Some Ksatriya tribes of ancient India. 1924.

Lele, B. C. Some Atharvanic portions in the Grhya-sutras. 1927.

Liebich, B. Konkordanz Panini-Candra. 1928. (Indische Forschungen,

6. Hft.)

Lindblom, G. Kamba folklore, I. 1928. (Archives d’etudes orientales,

V. 20: 1.)

Outlines of a Tharaka grammar. 1914. (Archives d’etudes ori-

entales, V. 9.)

Linguistic society of America. Bulletin, no. 3, March, 1929.

Literatur-Blatt fiir orientalische Philologie. I-III. Bd., 1883-87.

Loos-Haaxman, J. de. Johannes Rach en zijn werk. [1928.]

Loveridge, A. Field notes on vertebrates collected by the Smithsonian-

Chrysler East African expedition of 1926. 1928.

Lyell, Sir C. The geological evidences of the antiquity of man. 2d Ameri-

can, from the latest London ed. 1863.

Madvig, J. N. Kleine philologische Schriften. Leipzig, 1875.

Matzner, E. Englische Grammatik. 2. Aufl. 1873-75. 3v. in 1.

Mahabharata, ed. by Vishnu S. Sukthankar. Adiparvan: fasc. 1. 1927.

Mahipati. Bhanudas, tr. from Mahipati’s Bhaktavijaya [by J. E. Abbott.]

[1926?] (The Poet-saints of Maharashtra, no. 1.)

Eknath, tr. by J. E. Abbott. [1927.] (The Poet-saints of Maha-

rashtra, no. 2.)

Mammata Acharya. Kavyaprakasha, tr. by Ganganatha Jha. 1925.

March, F. A. Introduction to Anglo-Saxon. 1870.

Marsh, G. P. Lectures on the English language. 1860.

The origin and history of the English language. 1862.

Massis, an organ of Armenian interests, v. 1, no. 1-5. Nov. 1928-Mar. 1929.

Mennechet, E. Lemons de litterature frangaise classique. 1868.

Meyer, L. Die gothische Sprache. 1869.

Milindapanha. The Milindapanho, ed. by V. Trenckner. 1928. (James G.

Forlong fund, v. V.)

Mir-ali-Shir, sbornik k piatisotletiiu so dnia rozhdeniia. 1928.

Mar Khwand. Mirchond’s Geschichte der Seldschuken . . . fibers, von J. A.

Vullers. 1837.

Morris, R. Elementary lessons in historical English grammar. 1874.

Muller, F. Aligemeine Ethnographic. 1873.

Muller, F. M. Chips from a German workshop. 1869-81. 5v. in 4.
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Miiller, F. M. Lectures on the origin and growth of religion, 1879. (The

Hibbert lectures [1878].)

Lectures on the science of language. 1863-65. 2v.

On missions. 1874.

On the stratification of language. 1868. (Rede lecture.)

Science of language. 1891. 2v.

Myhrman, D. V. Sumerian administrative documents, dated in the reigns

of the kings of the second dynasty of Ur. 1910. (Pennsylvania. Uni-

versity. Babylonian expedition. Ser. A: Cuneiform texts, v. Ill, pt. 1.)

Nauchnaia assotsiatsiia vostokovedeniia Soiuza S. S. R., Moscow. Piat’

let sovetskogo vostokovedeniia ( deiateP-nost’ Nauchnoi assotsiatsii vos-

tokovedeniia SSSR). 1927.

Nekrasov’, N. A. Red-nosed frost. . . . Tr. in the original meters. 1886.

2d ed. 1887.

j.Nenjukov, F.^ Index plantarum estonicarum, Ed. altera. 1928. (Eesti

kirjanduse seltsi Toimetused, nr. 23.)

Nouvel orient, revue de TAssociation russe pour les etudes orientates, v. 22.

1928.

Oriens, the oriental review, no. 2, v, 1, avril 1926.

Orient und Occident. 3. Bd., Hft. 1. 1866.

The Oriental world. Organ Vseukrains’koi naukovol asotsiiatsii skhodoz-

navstva. No. 1-2, 6. 1927-28.

Pal, Bipin Chandra. The soul of India, [pref. 1923.]

Sree Krishna. [192-?]

Palmer, A. S. Leaves from a word-hunter’s note-book. 1876.

Paris, Mus6e Guimet. Le Mus4e Guimet (1918-1927). 1928. (Paris.

Mus4e Guimet. Annales. Bibliothfeque de vulgarisation, t. 48.)

Poebel, A. Babylonian legal and business documents from the time of the

first dynasty of Babylon. 1909. (Pennsylvania. University. Baby-

lonian expedition. Ser. A: Cuneiform texts, v. VI, pt. 2.)

Pur^as. Bhagavatapurana. Bhikshugita, A translation of the 23d chap-

ter of the Eknathi Bhagavata by J. E. Abbott. [1928.] (The Poet-

saints of Maharashtra, no. 3.)

Radlov, V. V. Uigurische Sprachdenkmaler. 1928.

Ramstedt, G. J. Bergtscheremissische Sprachstudien. 1902. (Suoma-

laisugrilaisen seuran Toimituksia XVII.)

Rezwi, T, Parsis. 1928.

Rivet, P. Bibliographic am4ricaniste. 1927.

Robinson, Mrs. T. A. L. Historical view of the languages and literature

of the Slavic nations. 1850.

Rousselet, L. India and its native princes. . . . Rev. by Lieut.-Col. Buckle.

1876.

Royal Asiatic society of Gt. Brit, and Ireland. Straits branch, Singapore.

Journal, no. 10-14, 16-17. 1883-87.

Sa*^. The Gulistan. 2d ed. 1880. (Triibner’s Oriental series.)

Satapatha brahmana, ed. by W. Caland, v. I. 1926. (The Punjab Sanskrit

series, no. 10.)
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Sathe, P. B. The discourses on the Ptirva Mimansa system- 1927.

Sathyanatha Aiyar, R. History of the Nayaks of Madura. 1924. (The

Madras university historical series, II.)

Sauveur, L. Causeries avec mes eieves. ]&d. illustree. 1875.

Sayce, A. H. Introduction to the science of language. 1880. 2v.

Lectures upon the Assyrian language. 1877.

Schierlitz, E. Die bildlichen Darstellungen der indischen Grottertrinitat in

der alteren ethnographischen Literatur. 1927.

Schleicher, A, A compenditun of the comparative grammar of the Indo-

European, Sanskrit, Greek and Latin languages. Tr. from 3d German
ed. by H. Bendall. 1874-77.

Die deutsche Sprache. 2. verb, und verm. Aufl. 1869.

Die rormenlere[ !] der kirchenslawischen Sprache. 1852.

Handbuch der litauischen Sprache. Prag, 1856-57. 2v. in 1.

Schroder, E. E. W. G. uber die semitischen und nicht indischen Grund-

lagen der malaiisch-polynesischen Kultur. Buch I. 1927.

Schwartz, B. A new species of trichostrongylid worm of the genus Cooperia

from the Philippine Islands. 1928,

Silvestre de Sacy, A. I. Chrestomathie arabe. 2. 4d. 1826-27. 3v. in 4.

Skinner, J. R. Key to the Hebrew-Egyptian mystery. 1875.

Stein, M. A. Innermost Asia, 1928. 4v,

Strangford, P. E. F. W. S. Original letters and papers of the late Viscount

Strangford. . . . Ed. by Viscountess Strangford. 1878.

Strong, H. A. and Meyer, K. Outlines of a history of the German language.

1886.

Surendranatha Dasa-Gupta. Hindu mysticism. 1927. (Norman Wait
Harris foundation lectures, 1926.)

Susila-Kumara De. Studies in the history of Sanskrit poetics, v. II. 1925.

Suzuki, D. T. Essays in Zen Buddhism. (First series.) 1927.

Sweet, H. A history of English sounds from the earliest period. 1874.

Tavernier, J. B. Travels in India, tr. by V. Ball. 2d ed., ed. by W. Crooke.

1925. 2v.

Taylor, I. The alphabet. 1883. 2v.

Etruscan researches. 1874.

Thonmi Sambhota. Une grammaire tib4taine du tibetain classique: lea

dlokas grammaticaux de Thonmi Sambhota, tr. par J. Bacot. 1928.

(Annales du Mus6e Guimet. Biblioth^ue d’^tudes, t. 37.)

Thornton, E. The history of the British empire in India. 1841-45. 6v.

Timayenis, T. T. Modern Greek. 1877.

Tokyo. Imperial university. Calendar. 1927/28.

Trench, R. C. English, past and present. 7th ed. 1871.

Union of the Macedonian political organizations of the U. S. A. and Canada.
Balkan Locarno and the Macedonian question. [2d ed.] 1928. (Pro
Macedonia, no. 2.)

Upalekha. Upalekha de kramapatha libellus. Recenauit Guil. Pertsch. 1854.

Vedas. Yajurveda. Vajasaneyisamhita. Vijasaneya-sanhitae specimen.
Ed. A. Weber. 1846-47.
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Vullers, J. A. loannis August! Vullers Institutiones linguae persicae. 1840.

i loannis August! Vullers Lexicon persico-latinum etymologicum.

1855-64. 2v.

Wallace, A. R. The Malay Archipelago. 1869.

Wasiljev, J. iibersicht iiber die heidnischen Gebrauche, Aberglauben und
Religion der Wotjaken. 1902. { Suomalais-ugrilaisen seuran Toim!-

tuksia XVIII.)

Weber, A. F. Indische Streifen. 1868-79. 3v. in 2.

Wedgwood, H. A dictionary of English etymology. 2d ed. 1872.

Weston, W. Moiintaineering and exploration in the Japanese Alps. 1896.

White, R. G. Words and their uses. 1870.

Whitney, W. D. Index verborum to the pub. text of the Atharva-veda. 1881.

Wichmann, Y. J. Die tschuwassischen Lehnworter in den permisehen

Sprachen. 1903. (Suomalais-ugrilaisen seuran Toimituksia XXI.)

Windisch, W. E. 0. Kurzgefasste irische Grammatik. 1879.

Yonge, C. D, An English-Greek lexicon. 1870.

On motion the report of the Librarian was accepted.

On motion it was voted to send the thanks of the Society to

Yale University for the gift of duplicate volumes to the Society's

library.

Keport of the Editors of the Journal

Professor Max L. Margolis, the senior editor of the Journal,

presented the following report for the editors which upon motion

was accepted.

The editors beg to report that since our last meeting there have

been issued numbers 3, 3 and 4 of volume 48. The first number

of volume 49 was sent to the Yale University Press by the printer

on March 33, 1939.

Max L. Margolis,

Franklin Edgerton,

Editors.

Eeport of the Executive Committee

The Corresponding Secretary presented the report of the Execu-

tive Committee as printed in the Journal (48. 388 and 333, and

49. 96), and upon motion the actions of the Committee were ratified.

Election of Members

The following persons, recommended by the directors, were duly

elected corporate members of the Society (the list includes eleven

who were elected at a later session) :
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Mr. Kowland H. C. Hill

Mr. Sunder S. Joshi

Prof. Carl S. Knopf

Prof. Henry W. Luce

Prof. Harley P. MacNair

Mr. Anthony F. Paura

Prof. Dryden L. Phelps

Dr. Frank H. Pritchard

Mr. Morris H. Pullin

Dr. Samuel Rosenblatt

Mr. Julius Schwarz

Prof. Fred N. Scott

Baron A. von Stael-Holstein

Mr. Israel Stiefel

Dr. Felix V-^lyi

Dr, Meyer Waxman
Mrs. James S. White

Mr. William B. Whitney

Mr. Hanan Yarden
[Total: 38]

Election* of Honokaet Mem^ees

Professor Wilhelm Geigee of the University of Munich, having

been recommended by the directors, wslb unanimously elected to

honorary membership in the Society.

Election of Officees

Professor Torrey, for the Commitee on the Nomination of OflBcers

for 1929, presented the Committee's report of nominations for the

several offices as follows:

President: Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, of Kew York City.

Vice-Presidents: Professor Albert TenEyck Olmsteiad, of Urbana, 111.;

Professor Raymond P. Dougherty, of New Haven; and Dr. Emil
G. H. Kraet.tng, of New York City.

Corresponding Secretary: Dr. Charles J. Ogden, of New York City.

Recording Secretary: Dr. Ludlow S. Bull, of New York City.

Treasurer: Professor John C. Archer, of New Haven.

Librarian: Professor Andrew Keogh, of New Haven.

Editors of the Journal: Professor Max L. Margoils, of Philadelphia, and

Professor W. Norman Brown, of Philadelphia.

Directors, to serve for three years: Professor LeRoy C. Barret, of Hart-

ford; Professor Walter E. Clark, of Cambridge; and Professor

Nathaniel P. Schmidt, of Ithaca.

The officers thus nominated were duly elected.

Prof. J. Thayer Addison

Mr. P. L, Ajiz

Mr. Moshe Berkooz

Prof. Julius A. Bewer
Mr. Noah Brody

Mr. Ralph M. Chait

Miss Helen B. Chapin

Prof. John W. Creighton

Miss Harryet M. D. Gulley

Mrs. John L. Bearing

Mr. Herbert J. Devine

Rev. Martin L. Dolbeer

Mr. Dows Dunham
Mr. Alvan C. Eastman

Mr. Henry Field

Pres. Caleb F. Gates

Mr. Mortimer Graves

Mr. Michael J. Gruenthaner

Mr. Selig Harris
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President Edgekton then delivered an address on The Upani-

shads: What Do They Seek and WThy?^^ [printed in the Jousnal

49, 97 ff.].

The session adjourned at 12.45 p. M.

THE SECOND SESSION

The second session was called to order at 2.30 o^clock on Tuesday

afternoon in the anditorimn of the Pogg Museum, and the reading

of papers was immediately begun.

Professor Nathaioel J. Beich, of the Dropsie College: High Lights in

the Egyptological Department of Cornell University. Remarks by Dr, Bull.

Professor Chaeles R. Lanman, of Harvard University : Geldner's Trans-

lation of the Rig-veda, with Commentary (vols. 33-34-35 of the Harvard

Oriental Series) and Historical and Critical Epilogue (36).

Rudolph Roth’s Veda-class of six at Tuebingen in 1874.—^Karl

Geldner, facile princeps. His main achievements; monumental text-

edition of the Avesta, 1886-1895; his 55 years of study, 1873-1928, of

the meaning of the Veda; the fruit of this study, his Translation of

the Rig-veda, now completed and printed, and his Historical and Criti-

cal Epilogue thereto.—^These studies have been enthusiastic, untiring,

persistent, modest, judicial. His knowledge of native Hindu tradition

(both the oldest and the medieval) as to the sense of the Veda, and

of the Vedic exegesis of the moderns (both native and Occidental) has,

as a whole, never been matched, whether in India or the West, save

by that of our great master, Rudolph Roth. Both Roth and Geldner

are true heroes in the world of scholarship.

Dr. Ananda K. Coomakaswamy, of the Museiim of Fine Arts, Boston:

Early Indian Architecture, I. Cities and city-gates. Remarks by Mr. Bishop.

After briefly describing the constituent parts of a city, the gate-house

{dvara-kotihaka) is discussed in detail, mainly on the basis of refer-

ences in Pali literature, and KautUiya ArthaSastray Ch. 21, and the

reliefs of Bharhut, Sanci, and Amaravati. There were always four

such gate-houses, situated in the middle of the rampart on each of the

four sides of the city. The moat is crossed by a bridge or causeway,

then, passing between the towers [dvdrattala) , under the arch

(tOTana)y through the great folding doors if they are open, and if not,

through the cula-dvdra or ani-dvdra opening in one of them, the

traveller enters the main hall (Md) of the gateway. This hall is

roofed by the second story {ardha~tala) of the whole structure, of

which the aforesaid towers are a projecting part; above the second

story is a third or roof apartment (uttamdgdra) . On the ground floor

{dditala) the traveller who has passed through the gate-hall, is taken
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to the ^m&grha or iulka-sala where octroi is levied, and he is then

free to proceed along one of the caturmahapatha into the city itself.

Baron A. von Stael-Holstein, of the Harvard-Yenching Institute: On

a Lamaistic Pantheon recently discovered in the Forbidden City of Pekin.

Professor David G. Lyon, of Harvard University; The Excavations at

Nuzi, conducted by Harvard University and the American School of

Oriental Kesearch at Bagdad. Remarks by Dr. Bull and Mr, Bishop.

A brief account of the work in 1927-1929, with views of the trenches,

architectural plans, and a description of some of the more important

objects found.

Professor E. A. Speiseb, of the University of Pennsylvania: Mesopo-

tamian origins. Remarks by Dr. Uhl and Mr. Bishop.

Dr. Nicholas N. Mabtinovitch, of Columbia University: A new classi-

fication of the Turkish peoples and dialects.

Many such schemes of classification have been made by Orientalists,

but these have been in contradiction one with another. This paper is

an attempt to combine the current theories and to indicate the geo-

graphical and historical distribution of all the Turkish dialects and

peoples, old and modern. A map-slide will be shown.

The session adjourned at 4.57 p. m.

THE THIRD SESSION

The third session consisted of separate Indological and Semitic

sections, both of which were called to order in Phillips Brooks

House at 9.35 o^clock Wednesday morning. The reading of papers

was immediately begun.

The Indological Section

Professor LeRoy C. Baebet, of Trinity College : Paippalada and Saunaka
Book Five. Remarks by Professor Edgerton.

All but three of the hymns of S Book Five appear in the first fifteen

books of Paipp. Comparison of these hymns as they appear in the two
samhitas gives some reason for concluding that the Paipp forms are

usually closer to the ultimate source from which the hymns must have

been derived. If such a conclusion should be established for all hymns
given by both samhitas it would be added evidence for the view that

the paipp sanihita is older than the (§aunaka.

Professor Fbanklin Edgebton, of Yale University: The Present Status

of the Vedic Variants. Remarks by Dr. Ogden and Professors Brown, Clark,

and Barret.
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Professor Chables R. Lanman, of Harvard University; Some charac^’

teristics desirable for a beginner’s manual of Sanskrit. Remarks by Pro-

fessor Jackson.

It should consist of two Parts, wholly separate, but bound between
one pair of covers : Part 1, the “ Grammar,” and Part 2, the " Com-
ment.”

The “ Grammar ” should give the essentials as to sounds and sound-

changes and inflection, and in the shortest and clearest and least

technical form that patient ingenuity can invent. Its compass should
be very moderate,—say 50 royal 8vo pages. These should be so

large that all the noun-inflections can be shown at three openings

(6 pages, each pair vis-^-vis), so as to make clear at a glance the

differences, and no less the similarities. Verb-inflection, in like man-
ner. Endless pains should be taken with the examples.

The “ Comment ” should give ample material illustrating the lin-

guistic facts of Sanskrit by similar phenomena observable, first and
foremost, in our native English, but also in Greek and Latin. So, for

instance, the phonetics of 8atz-sandhi, as in “ Tom ’z a peach and

Jack ’s another.”

Professor E. H. Stuetevant, of Yale University; Neuter Pronouns

referring to words of Different Gender or Number. Remarks by Professor

Edgerton.

Many of the Indo-European languages use neuter pronouns to refer

to masculine or feminine antecedents and also to plural antecedents.

The usage is particularly common in Italic, Germanic, and Slavic,

but it is found also in Celtic, Greek and Indo-Iranian. It must date

from Indo-European times. In Hittite neuter singular pronouns often

refer to plural antecedents, whether these denote persons or things.

This feature of the Indo-European idiom must therefore have originated

in Pre-Indo-European.

Professor Waltee E. Clabk, of Harvard University: Comments on
Rosenberg’s ‘ Die Probleme der buddhistischen Philosophie.’ Remarks by

Professor Edgerton, Baron von Stael-Holstein, Professors Archer, Brown,

and Joshi, Dr. Uhl and Professor Lanman.

Professor S. L. Joshi, of Dartmouth College: The Anatta Doctrine in

Buddhism. Remarks by Professors Clark and Edgerton.

The relation of the central thoughts of the Upanishads to early

Buddhism, with special reference to personality and Karma. The
Buddhist analysis of personality and modification in the concept of

Karma. Is there a permanent self? Does the concept of Nirvana

help to answer this question? Parinirvana is certainly opposed to

the idea of personal immortality. Is the Buddhist doctrine regarding

personality negative or positive? Rhys Davids holds there is no

re-incarnating ego. But belief in re-incarnation is clearly empha-

sized. Dr. Oldenberg’s opinion—that the Buddha did not believe in

the existence of the ego—is a misconception. The dialogue between
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Yamaka and Sariputta misinterpreted by H. C. Warren as a denial

of the ego. Buddha himself admits that the Dharma he has discov-

ered by self-culture is the ancient Aryan path—^the eternal Dharma.

Buddha’s real meaning is the transcendental reality of this ego, and

not the individual or separate self. There is fundamentally no

departure from the Upanishad doctrine of the Atman. The Buddhist

Atta and the Upanishadic Atman are identical. Both represent

always the subject—^never the object. Buddhist ethics must there-

fore be interpreted in the light of the Upanishad metaphysics in order

to arrive at a true estimate of the Anatta doctrine.

Kev. Dr. Lemon L. Uhl, of Boston, Mass. : Further Personality

Materials of the Telugus for ages preceding 1000 B. C.

Language records: Previous study, presented at Washington, D. C.,

revealed the development of this people regarding Deity and regard-

ing Time. A more deliberate study of 6,000 of the 40,000 words of

this Telugu gives a list of 1,500 words markedly indicative of the

reaction of the people to inward experiences and outward observa-

tions. These 1,500 lend themselves to classification into 27 groups.

This paper deals with the nature of the groups and the number of

words in each group. Another paper, it is hoped, will include a study

of the remaining 34,000 words. The whole will outline, for one set

of our race, the development and its processes in the speech and the

mental features of personality.

The section adjourned at 12.40 p, m.

The Semitic Section

Dr. Hibsch L. Gordon, of Newark, N. J.: The Talmudical Literature in

Translation. Remarks by Professors Montgomery and Margolis.

The hope of Rabbi Judah b. Shalom expressed sixteen hundred years

ago, that the Mishnah will never be translated into a foreign tongue

and will thus retain its “mysteries” as Israel’s sole heritage (Pesiqta

Rabbati, V, 1), has thus far been realized. The Mishnah and parts

of the Palestinian and Babylonian Gemaraa have repeatedly been ren-

dered into Latin and several modern languages, but the Talmud re-

mained, nevertheless, a closed book, because the translations are either

too literal and thus unintelligible, or arbitrarily paraphrased, extended

or abridged and thus unreliable. Dr. Gordon suggests a new trans-

lation procedure that would render the Talmud both lucid and

accurate.

Professor Febbis J, Stephens, of Yale University: Did the Early

Semites of Asia Minor use the Alphabet? Remarks by Dr. Bull and by
Professors Reich, Torrey, Speiser and Dougherty.

The cuneiform tablets from Cappadocia furnish indirect evidence

that the Semitic merchants who lived in that region in the latter
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'b&U of the third miUenniiiin B. 0. made use of another ^steni of

writing, written upon perishable material.

Professor Max L. Mabgolis, of the Dropsie College : Hebrew ‘ Closed *

Syllables. Remarks by Professors Torr^ and Speiser.

Professor R. P. Douqheett, of Yale University: Cuneiform References

to Punt and Yemen. Remarks by President Morgenstern, Professors

Montgomery, Stephens, and Speiser, and Dr. Bull.

There are evidences which suggest that the geographical terms Punt
and Yemen were represented by PHtu and lamanu in cuneiform in-

scriptions.

Professor David G. Lyon, of Harvard University: Cuneiform Tablets

from !Nuzi. Remarks by Professors Speiser and Dougherty.

A description of the tablets, a general account of their contents, and
notes on special features.

Professor Chasles C. Toebey, of Yale University: A Palestinian

Aramaic Idiom in the Fourth Gospel. Remarks by Professor Zeitlin, Dr.

Bull, and Professor Montgomery.

In the popular narrative of the Jews of Palestine at the beginning

of the present era the modest avoidance of the use of the pronoun of

the first person singular is sometimes very noticeable, going even

beyond what is customary in the usage of other peoples. The Fourth

Gospel appears to contain several examples of the kind, including one

of more than usual interest.

Professor James A. Montgomeby, of the University of Pennsylvania:

Fthiopic Texts of Acts of the Apostles. Remarks by Professor Torrey.

A study of the Ethiopic MS, Biblioth^ue Rationale, eth. 26 (Zoten-

berg 42 ) , of Acts in connection with Ropes’ Text of Acts. The MS, of

the 16th century, is preserved only in part. The text is of the ‘ Mixed *

or Antiochian type, with close affinities to the Syriac and Sahidic. The
study includes comparison with the texts in the London Polyglot and
Platt’s Ethiopic New Testament. The former is a text revised after

the Vulgate by its original editors in Rome, the latter after the Arabic

version.

The section adjourned at 13.30 P. m.

THE FOURTH SESSION

The fourth session was called to order at 3.38 o^clock Wednesday

afternoon in the auditorium of the Fogg Museum, and the reading

of papers was immediately begun.

Professor William Hung, of Harvard-Yenching Institute: The Dis-

covery of the Nestorian Tablet.
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The purpose of this paper is to reopen some of the conclusions

reached by Feather Henri Havret in his bode, La st^le chrestienne de

Si-ngan>fou ”, 3 parts, Shanghai 1895-1902, on the place, the date

and the circumstances of the discovery of the tablet. The place of

the discovery should be Chang-an near to where the tablet was set

up after the discovery. That the discovery was occasioned by the

digging of a grave is more plausible than the other account. How
Chou-chih came into the confusion. This affects somewhat the dates.

Professor Feank Gavin, of the General Theological Seminary, New
York: Rabbinic Parallels in Early Church Orders. Remarks by Professor

Edgerton.

The inter-action between Judaism and early Christianity did not

come to an end with the parting of the ways between the two reli-

gions. They influenced each other, directly and indirectly, in many
ways, as is illustrated in the case of Judaism: by the substitution

of other versions of the O. T, for the LXX, by the disuse of the Ten
Commandments in the Synagogue Liturgy, and the change in the rite

of ordination. Within Christianity the inter-relation is apparent in

the rite of Baptism, the rubrics of the early Church Orders, and the

observances connected with the Agape and Eucharist.

Professor Lewis Hodous, of the Hartford Seminary Foundation: The
Introduction of Buddhism into China. Remarks by Mr, Gardner, Professor

Rudd, Drs. Duyvendak, Laufer, and Shryock,

The dream of Ming Ti and the subsequent embassy to India, which
brought Buddhist monks and sutras to China, are the usual explana-

tions for the introduction of Buddhism into China. A study of the

sources reveals that Buddhism was already established in the Yangtze
basin when the dream is believed to have taken place. Its early

progress was slow, but the break-up of the Han dynasty, the disrup-

tion of China into warring states, the conversion of the Toba Tartars
and the union with the Taoists gave it for a time the first place in

the cultural life of the Chinese.

Professor A. V, Wdluams Jackson, of Columbia University: Allusions

to Mani’s fame as a painter.

The allusions have been drawn from Syriac, Arabic, Persian and
other sources. Attention is called likewise to the illuminations and
handsome handwriting in the fragments of Manichaean manuscripts
and the remains of mural paintings discovered at Turfan, in Central

Asia. A reference in a Turfan Pahlavi Fragment (M. 47) appears

to bear out the traditional interest of the Manichaeans in pictures and
calligraphy.

Professor Charles C. Toreey, of Yale University: The End of the
' Molech ’ Cult in Israel.

It is held by the great majority of interpreters of the Old Testa-

ment and historians of the Hebrew kingdoms that the cult of Molech
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(Melek), which seems to have been introduced by Manasseh and was
thoroughly extirpated by Josiah, was soon revived and flourished

under Jehoiakim and his successors. This belief is the result of a
mistaken view of certain passages in Jeremiah and of the prophecies

of Ezekiel,

President Julian Mobgensteen, of the Hebrew Union College: The
Historical Background of Deuteronomic Historiography. Remarks by Pro-

fessors Torrey and Montgomery.

It is a generally accepted fact among Biblical scholars that the

Book of Judges represents one or more older strata set in a late

Deuteronomic framework, that a Deuteronomic stratum runs through

both Books of Samuel, and that Kings is a Deuteronomic writing,

even though it does obviously contain extracts from older writings.

The aim of this study is to determine the actual historical back-

ground of this Deuteronomic historiography, the time and place of

its composition and the purpose which the peculiar interpretation

which it gives to the history of Israel was intended to serve.

Dr, Bebthold Laltpeb, of the Field Museum, Chicago: A Chinese-

Hebrew manuscript, a new source for the history of the Chinese Jews. Re-

marks by Mr. Goodrich and Professor Edgerton.

Dr. K. H. Kiang, of Nan Fang University: Chinese Philosophy as a

Remedy for the Defects of Western Civilization. Remarks by Professor

Lanman.

Professor Solomon Zeitlin, of the Dropsie College: The Jewish Calen-

dar from the Biblical Period up to the Fourth Century C. E. Remarks by

President Morgenstern.

The calendar which was used in the Bible was a solar one. The

year began in the Spring (Nisan), and was divided into twelve

months—^thirty days each. To have not only Saturday fall on the

seventh day, on which God rested, but also to have the first day of

Passover and Pentecost fall on Sunday, four days were added every

year, which made the year 364 days. Since the year was short one

day, after every seven Sabbatical cycles 49 days were added between

the Day of Atonement and Succoth, which were called “Jubilee

Year ”, and considered a blank year. Due to the imperfection of this

calendar, and due to some other causes, after the return of the Jews

from Babylon the calendar was changed to a lunar one. The year

began in the Fall (Tishri), and was divided into twelve months—
six of 30 days and six of 29, which made the year 354 days. Since

this year was short 11^ days, three months of 30 days were inter-

calated every eight years—on the 2nd, 4th and 6th year of the Sab-

batical cycle, so that the Passover would fall after the vernal equi-

nox, leaving the Sabbath in the same hebdomadal order as at the time

of the creation of the world. Consequently the Jubilee year disap-

peared entirely. In the fourth century C. E. the Jewish calendar was

5
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in some ways modified. There were introduced seven intercalated

months in every 19 years and also days were fixed on which some

of the holidays could not fall.

The session adjourned at 5.57 p. m.

THE FIFTH SESSION

The fifth session was called to order at 9.37 o^clock on Thursday

morning, in Phillips Brooks House.

It was announced that the directors had decided to hold the next

meeting at Toronto, Canada, in Easter Week 1930, this to be a joint

meeting with the Middle West Branch of the Society. In the ab-

sence of the Chairman, Dr. Sheldon H. Blank of the Hebrew Union

College, the Corresponding Secretary reported for the Committee

on Enlargement of Membership and Resources.

Professor Dougherty, of Yale University, reported for the Com-

mittee on the Library of Ancient Semitic Inscriptions.

In the absence of Professor Bender, of Princeton University, the

Corresponding Secretary reported for the Committee on an Ameri-

can School of Indo-Iranian Research.

Professor Speiser, of the University of Pennsylvania, reported

on the American Schools of Oriental Research.

Mr. Bishop, of the Freer Gallery of Art, reported for the dele-

gates to the American Council of Learned Societies. Mr. Bishop

had been appointed a delegate to take the place of Prof. Gottheil,

of Columbia University, who had been unable to attend the meeting

of the Council.

Professor Speiser reported for the delegates to the Seventeenth

Congress of Orientalists at Oxford, held in the summer of 1928.

He annoimced that the next Congress was to be held at Leiden in

1931.

The Corresponding Secretary read a report from Professor W.
Brown, of the University of Pennsylvania, as delegate to the Fifth

All-India Oriental Conference.

The President appointed as a Committee on Arrangements for

the next annual meeting Professors Irwin, Meek, and W. R. Taylor,

and the Corresponding Secretary ex officio.

As a Committee on the Nomination of Officers for the year 1930
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he appointed Professors Montgomery and Michelson, and Mr.

Bishop.

As Auditors he appointed Professors Dougherty and Latourette.

Amendments to By-Laws

On motion it was unanimously voted to amend By-Laws VII and

VIII of the Society to read as follows

:

VII. Every member shall be entitled to one copy of all current numbers

of the Journal issued during his membership, provided that he has paid

his annual assessment for the previous year. Back volumes of the Joubnal

shall be furnished to members in regular standing at twenty per cent

reduction from the list price. All other publications of the Society may
be furnished to members at such reductions in price as the Directors may
determine.

VIII, Candidates for corporate membership who have been elected shall

qualify as members by payment of the first annual assessment within one

month from the time when notice of such election is mailed to them, or,

in the case of persons not residing in the United States, within a reason-

able time. A failure so to qualify, unless explained to the satisfaction of

the Executive Committee, shall entitle the Committee to annul the election.

If any corporate member shall for two years fail to pay his assessments,

his name may, after formal notification, be dropped from the list of mem-

bers of the Society at the discretion of the Executive Committee.

The President announced that Mrs. A. S. DeWitt, the daughter

of the late Professor Maurice Bloomfield, had presented to the

Society a collection of letters to her father from distinguished

scholars at home and abroad.

On motion it was voted unanimously to extend to Mrs. DeWitt

the hearty thanks of the Society for this valuable and interesting

gift.

The following minute was unanimously adopted

:

The American Oriental Society desires to express its hearty appreciation

of the cordial hospitality which it has received from Harvard University

in giving the use of its buildings, and from Professor Jewett in providing

the delightful luncheon. It is also deeply indebted to the other members

of the local committee; to Professor Clark for his supervision of the ar-

rangements, to Professor Porter for obtaining so many papers on Sinology,

and to Professor Lanman for imparting a special distinction to the sessions

by his attendance and participation. Our members present feel that this

has been a very successful and enjoyable meeting.

The reading of papers on Far Eastern subjects was then begun.
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Professor K. S. Latohrette, of Yale University: Occidental Studies

on Far Eastern History, 1921-1929. Remarks by Professor Edgerton and

Hr. Ogden.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the progress which has

been made in Europe and America in the historical study of China

and Chinese culture in the past eight years, or, namely, since a simi-

lar survey was made by the author for the American Historical

Review in 1921, The paper will give not only titles and brief apprais-

als of individual books, but will attempt to point out tendencies,

encouraging steps which have been taken, discoveries which have been

made, and unsolved problems immediately before us.

Mr. Benjamin Makch, of the Detroit Institute of Arts: A Short Note
on Chinese Portraiture. Remarks by Mr. Gardner.

Portraiture is one of the oldest forms of painting in China and
very exact rules have been developed to guide artists in their work.

Chinese painters have not made use of light and shade and the model-

ing which is characteristic of European portraits. Nevertheless they

are extraordinarily accurate, as is shown by the fact that a portrait

painted by Wu Tao-tzu, more than a thousand years after Confucius’s

death, revealed the character of Confucius so clearly that the leading

psycho-analyst of Detroit, more than a thousand years after the pic-

ture was painted, was able from it perfectly to reconstruct the char-

acter of the original subject without knowing his identity.

Dr. John K. Shbyock, of the University of Pennsylvania: The Cult of

Confucius and His Disciples. Remarks by Professors Harvey and Hail,

Drs. Duyvendak, Kiang, and Bull, and Mr. Mei.

A historical study of the development of the cult and of those who
have been honored by having their names placed in the state temples,
based mainly on the official temple records.

Dr. J. J. L. Duyvendak, of the University of Leiden and Columbia Uni-
versity: Hsun-tzu and the School of Law. Remarks by Professors Gale
and Gardner.

Mr. K. T. Mei, of Harvard University: The Influence of Confucius on
Chinese Historiography. Remarks by Dr. Duyvendak.

Miss Nancy Lee Swann, of the Gest Chinese Research Library, Mont-
real: Excerpts from and problems in a study of the life and writings of
Pan Chao.

Pan Chao [Ts^ao Ta Ku of the court of the Eastern

Han emperor Ho (89-105 a. d. )] belongs unquestionably in

the most select group of China’s learned ones. Whether she be re-

garded as a historian, or as a moralist, or as a writer of varied
literary talent, even at this great distance in time she stands forth,
alike in private life and in letters, a remarkable representative of
Chinese womanhood. Although a gratifying number of her works
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has been transmitted through these eighteen centuries, it is to these

nevertheless comparatively few extant works alone that modern literary

criticism needs must be confined.

The unsolved problems in a study of the life and writings of this

woman may be grouped under four headings: (1) the genuineness of

the primary sources; (2) the use of an epitaph preserved only in

translation; (3) the paucity of facts; and (4) the trustworthiness of

a modern historical narrative of the Han periods for dates of Pam
Chad’s birth and death.

Mr. John Reilly, Jb^, of the American Numismatic Society, New York:
Chinese Material in the Museum of the American Numismatic Society.

Remarks by Professor Hail, Dr. Uhl, and Messrs. Bishop and Wood.

Professor Esson M. Gale, of the University of California: The Public

Administration of Salt in China: Origins in the Western Han Dynasty

—

a preliminary study. Remarks by Drs. Duyvendak and Laufer.

Hitherto the significant role of salt in Chinese politico-economic

history has not been systematically exposed. Notices of remoter

antiquity indicate early trend towards government monopoly. Defini-

tive system of official control and exploitation grew largely from fiscal

exigencies arising from Han Wu Ti’s military expansionist policies

( 140-86 B. C. ) : 1 ) underlying determinative forces, 2 ) definition and

description of public administration of salt, 3) abandonment under

doctrinaire Confucianist opposition; resumption for state reasons.

Incorporation into Wang Mang’s (9-23 A. D.) socialistic regime; but

while socialism lapses, salt retains lasting vitality as a specific factor

in Chinese public finance.

Mr. Arthur W. Hummhi., of the Library of Congress: Early Chinese

Gazeteers.

The following papers were read by title

:

Professor George A. Barton, of the University of Pennsylvania : Whence
came the Sumerians?

The theory that the Sumerians came from Elam is untenable, since

their pottery, their script, and their language differ from those of early

Elam. We cannot think of them as coming from the North, since their

pottery is unlike that traceable in the North. The red ware found at

Eridu and El-Ubaid, which resembles northern pottery, must be held to

be pre-Sumerian. The dress of the Sumerians as well as the fact that,

when performing priestly functions, they were nude, indicates that they

came from a warm climate—from the South. Their sacred island,

Dilmun, was in the south. There is no reason to connect their home-

land with India. The Harrappa and Mohenjo-dara inscriptions are not

Sumerian. Possibly they came from eastern Oman; a missionary re-

ports the existence of a non-Arabic people in the mountains there, who
still worship in an unknown tongue. At all events, an archaeological
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survey should be made of both shores of the Persian Gulf, to see if

definite traces of the pre-Babylonian habitat of the Sumerians cannot

be found.

Professor E. A. Sfeisek, of the University of Pennsylvania: (a) A Let-

ter of Saushshatar, king of the Mitanni; (b) On the name Bildad,

(a) The date of the important Kirkuk Tablets was until recently

a matter for conjectures. The Harvard-Baghdad School Expedition

to Nuzi discovered last year, among others, a letter from Saushshatar,

the first known king of the Mitanni, addressed to a local nobleman.

Since Saushshatar reigned about 1500 B. C., the date of the Kirkuk
tablets may now be placed definitely at the same time. The letter

names also the father of Saushshatar, thus adding a new Indo-Euro-
pean name to the list of the Mitanni rulers.

(b) The name Bil-Adad, which occurs in the Nuzi Tablets, is obvi-

ously the cuneiform model for the biblical name Bildad. Bil-Adad^

developed undoubtedly from Apil-Adad, ‘ Heir of Adad.’

Professor Robert J. Kellogg, of Ottawa (Kans.) University: (a) His-
torical and cultural background of Hittite Indo-Europeanicity

; (b) The
Indo-European name of the Hittites.

(a) (I.) Archaeological remains and excavation of Hittite sites

show a wide spread of Hittite culture and power extending back into
the Fourth Millennium. (II.) Presumptive historical, cultural and
military continuity shown by (1) historical evidence, (2) geography
ical considerations, (3) military roads, (4) Hittite monuments, (5)
continuity of Hittite art and culture, and their priority to those of
Kerkuk and Assyria, (6) spread of the Hittite name. (III.) Ethnical
continuity shown by (1) monumental types, and (2) relation to allied
stocks. (This does not preclude the possibility of invasion and racial
mixture.) (IV.) Presumptive linguistic continuity of IE Hittite
shown by (1) the IE Hittite name, (2) relationship to Lydian, Lycian,
etc. in accord with former border contacts, (3) historic location and
early IE contacts agreeing with IE relationships. (The continuity
of IE Hittite speech would not preclude the presence of other lam
guages, nor the possibility of language mixture in Hittite itself.)

(b) (I.) The successive names Burmhanda, Buru^handa, BuruS-
fiatim, yatim, yatti, are identified with each other by the Hittite
version of the Inscription of Naram-Sin.—Their phonetic continuity
is shown by the regular development in IE Hittite of ^nd-ydd~ (-«-).
(The form yaiim is Cappadocian, which rejected gemination.) (II.)
This creates the presumption that the name was either itself IE or
was adopted by the Hittites at a very early period. In either event.
It argues strongly for the identity of the Bu^§a^landa with which
Sargon of Accad fought, with the later IE JJatti. (III.) This con-
clusion is borne out by the historical circumstances of the campaigns
of Sargon and Naram-Sin, (2) the later struggles culminating in the
Hittite conquest of Babylon, (3) the well-known relations of gat-
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tuSas to Kanesh, and (4) archaeolc^cal evidence showing the back-

ward reach of BLittite power, culture, and ethnographic type to the

Fourth Millennium.

Dr. IsEAEii Efeos, of Buffalo, N, Y. : Some Textual Notes on the Hebrew
Bible.

Professor Wttjjam Rosenau, of the Johns Hopkins University: The
Song of Judith (Judith 16: 1-17).

This song is undoubtedly not a part of the original narrative. It

was written perhaps by someone who, like the author of the “ Song of

Deborah” (Judges 5), felt prompted to memorialize in verse the vic-

tory of an illustrious heroine. Both the OT and Apocryphal songs

mentioned reveal striking resemblance in thought and spirit. The
phraseology of the “Song of Judith” consists for the most part of

OT passages either in their original or in modified form. Among the

devotional literary remains abundant in the Apocrypha, the “ Song of

Judith” may be said to take first rank for the sounding of the OT
keynote.

Professor E. Washbubbt Hopkh^s, of Yale University: rU irwrUdsya

(RV. iv. 33. 11).

In this passage {nd rtd drdntdsya sakhydya devdh) the phrase Hd
drdntdsya is regarded by Sayana, Roth, Geldner, Ludwig, and Grass-

mann (in his translation) as meaning “without toil.” Grassmann’s

Lexicon, however, makes rtd locative of the noun. The abnormal

syntax {rtd elsewhere governs the ablative) is shocking, and since it

is unnecessary it should be repudiated. The sentiment remains the

same, embodying the moral of vs. 9, dpo hy djusanta devdh,
“ the gods were indeed pleased with their work.” So here, “ the gods

are not (disposed) to friendship at the rite of a man who gets tired,”

that is, one who quits working. Or we may suppose that the original

was dsrdmtasya ( the d then lost after rtd, with accent shifted ) , in the

more usual sense of “ one who does not toil.” Any explanation is

better than to make rtd govern the genitive, though there is no objec-

tion to taking irdntd as a noun, as does Sayana.

Professor Robert J. Kellogg, of Ottawa (Kans.) University: Primi-

tive Indo-European Traits in Hittite.

(I.) The basic IE element in Hittite includes many primitive

traits in vocabulary, phonology and structure, as esmi “ I am ”, esun

“I was”, esta ( =est) “he was”, harp- “pick up”, luk- “shine,

burn”, siptamas “seventh”, kardi “heart”, etc. (II.) The Verb

System fundamentally is pre-IE in (1) non-temporal, root-determina-

tive stem-formations, (2) two-tense system which combines freely

with root-determinative stems in the creation of the forms of any
particular verb, (3) pre-subjunctive modal system. (III.) Noun
System shows Primitive and Pre-IE traits in (1) two-gender system,

(2) full retention of the heteroclitic -n/r- declension, (3) orderly use
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of -^/m- suflBxes, and possibly also in (4) partial identity of singular

and plural endings, (5) inflectional similarity between declensions,

(6) survival of agglutinative case suffixes. Retention of Primi-

tive IE and Pre-IE traits implies (1) early differentiation of Hittite

from other IB groups, and (2) extreme phonetic and structural con-

servatism.—It does not preclude (3) possibility of a similar early

differentiation or separation of other IE or near-IE stocks, nor (4)

special resemblances of Hittite to other IE groups.—^It leaves open

(5) several possibilities as to form of Hittite-IE relationship.

Professor John H. REisisrEK, of the University of Nanking and Columbia

University: Making available Old Chinese Literature relating to Agri-

culture.

Rev. Dr. Justin E. Abbott, of Summit, N. J. : ‘A Oarland of Prayers,’

being a translation of a selection of Prayers of the Poet-saints of

Maharashtra, from Dnyanadev (c. 1290) to Mahipati (c. 1770).

This work, which I have entitled Stotramjala, contains my selec-

tion of Prayers of the Poet-saints of Maharashtra, Dnyanadev (c.

1290), Namdev, Bhanudas, Eknath, Tukaram, Ramdas, Dinkar,

Keshav, Krishnadas, Tryambak, Devadas, Moropant, Govinda, and

Mahipati (c. 1770).

Professor Feank R. Blake, of the Johns Hopkins University: (a) The

various methods of expressing adverbial ideas in Semitic; (b) Adverbial

expressions of time in Syriac; (c) The particle i in the Philippine lan-

guages.

(a) The topic of adverbial ideas is not satisfactorily treated in

any grammar; the treatment being usually confined to a discussion

of those adverbs which have special adverbial form. Adverbial ideas

in Semitic may be expressed; (a) by particles, Arab, Id not, Heb.

gam also; (b) by accusative case of noun, Arab, qalilan a little;

(c) by absolute state of noun, Heb. haiiom today; (d) by prepos.

phrases, Syr. ha-^gal soon; (e) by special ending, Syriac -o/ith, Assyr.

(f) l>y verbs, Heb. uaiia^oh uaiicihpor ‘he dug again.’ The use

of these different methods of expression by the various Semitic lan-

guages will be discussed.

(b) No special morphological device is employed in Syriac to

denote these expressions. They must therefore be studied from the

point of view of meaning. Adverbial expressions of time are indefinite

e. g., ‘ now ‘ afterward ’, etc., or definite like ‘ today ‘ last year
etc. The definite expressions refer to present, past, or future time,

and also to continuing or recurring time. The same subdivisions may
be made for the most part in the case of the indefinite expressions.
The present paper deals with the various methods used by Syriac in
rendering these various categories.

(c) This particle has a variety of meanings in the various idioms,
viz: (a) pronominal particle, e. g., Ibanag article i; (b) local prefix
to nouns and pronouns as e. g., in the tribal names Iloko, Igorot, etc.;
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(c) verbal passive prefix and suflSx, e. g., Tagalog i’higay ‘be given*.

The present paper attempts to show the connection between the various

meanings.

Professor George C. O. Haas, of the International School of Vedic and
Allied Research: The complex constitution of the human body according

to the Upanishads.

Professor Kurt P. Leidecker, of the International School of Vedic and
Allied Research: Similes in the Upanisads.

This paper consists of a synopsis of over 550 annotated similes

from the principal Upanisads, including also the major metaphors,

together with classified indexes of the figures and the philosophic

ideas which they try to convey.

Rev. Dr. H. Henry Spoer, of Astoria, N. Y., and Mr. Euas N. Haddad:
Folklore and Songs from Qubebe: (1) Rhymes of Ridicule; (2) §uba§

and Waw-songs; (3) Building the Dome of a House; (4) The Guest-

house.

This paper forms the conclusion to the article that appeared in the

Journal, Vol. 48, pp. 225-249.

Dr. Abrahajvi J. Levy, of the College of Jewish Studies, Chicago : Bibli-

cal Note—Jeremiah 11 : 15.

In 11: 15a read U-didaii following G instead of M U-didi; and

ham'mezimm(6)t [ ], vices, for Jiam-mezimdtd, In 15b read

-hardhim, sheep, for hd-rdbhim, the multitude (cf. Arab, harufunj

sheep; as to f and h cf. Arab, ndsafa, he blew, and Heb. na^dh, he

blew). For the idea of sheep meaning sacrifices cf. G €vx®‘ and L
ddipes, ad loc., Msar-qode^, holy flesh, being an explanatory gloss for

ha- hardhim^ Read iVa&({)rw, they will remove, instead of ia^ahrU,

they pass way; me^dldiikj from upon thee, is a prosaic gloss.

md-lt-diddti hehSti 'a^dtdh ham-mezimmot
ha-hardMm ia^ahiru^ ^rd^dteki ^%^-dz ta^alozi

Why is my beloved at my home (after) she has committed (all)

vices?

Would sheep remove thy wickedness

so that thou mayest rejoice?

Professor Nathaniei* Reich, of the Dropsie College: The Older Demon-

stratives in Egyptian.

Dr. Baruch Wmtzel, of Philadelphia, Pa,: A Catalogue of the South

Arabian Inscriptions in the Corpus,

Mr. Israel Stiefbl^ of Philadelphia, Pa.: A juristic view about the

(Aramaic and Demotic) Papyri from Elephantine.

The Society adjourned at 12.30 p. m. to meet at Toronto during

Easter Week, 1930.
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OF THE
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OF THE

American Oriental ^ociett

AT THE MEETING IN INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA,

DECEMBER 28-29, 1928

The sessions of the thirteenth annnal meeting of the Middle West

Branch were held in Indianapolis, Indiana, at the Lincoln and

Claypool Hotels, Friday and Saturday, December 28 and 29, 1928.

This meeting served as the 1929 meeting of the Branch and was

held concurrently with the meeting of the American Historical

Association.

The following members were present at one or more of the

sessions

:

Braden Kellogg, R. J. Price

Breasted Kelso, J. L. Sellers

Buckler Lybyer Smith, J. M. P.

Debevoise McGovern Williams, Mrs. C. R.

Feuerlicht Morgenstem Worrell

Fuller Nakarai Zeitlin

Giueck Olmstead

There were present also the following candidates for membership

in the Society

:

Malone James Swindler, Miss M.

FIRST SESSION

At 10.00 A. M., Friday, the meeting was called to order in the

Lincoln Hotel by President Leslie E. Fuller. The chair appointed

as a Committee on Resolutions Professors Price, Braden, and

Worrell; and as a Committee on Nominations Professors J. M. P-

Smith, R. J. Kellogg, and M. Jung. (A telegram from Professor

Jung, saying that illness prevented his attendance, was received

during the session.)

There followed the reading of papers.

364
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Prof. Chakles S. Braden, of Northwestern University: Twentieth-

Centnry Tendencies in Islam. Kemarks by Professors Lybyer, Worrell,

Nakarai, and Sellers.

Modern Islam is undergoing great changes. Its different branches

vary from extreme fundamentalism to ultra-liberalism. At present the

greatest activities are within Islam itself. Some of its missionary

activities have been abandoned.

Prof. W. H. Worrell, of the University of Michigan: A Coptic Birth-

Spell. Kemarks by Professors Buckler, Lybyer, and Olmstead.

A seventh-century ( ? )
papyrus-text in distorted or dialectic Coptic,

translated from Greek, in which heavenly powers are summoned (not

asked) to assist in the birth of a child by cleaving the mother’s right

side.

Prof. William C. Graham, of the University of Chicago (read by Pro-

fessor Smith) : Notes on the Interpretation of Isaiah 5. 1-14. Remarks by

Professors Worrell and Sellers.

In the “ Song of the Vineyard ” Isaiah is quoting from a part of

the ritual of the fertility cult, which he then proceeds to hold up to

scorn. This view is borne out by a study of the philology and the

thought of the passage.

Prof. Ira M. Price, of the University of Chicago : Use of the Imperative

in Sumerian. Kemarks by Professors Worrell and Kellogg.

The age of Gudea is our foraging ground. The root-form alone

originally had an imperative force, the same being indicated by the

tone of voice. When the language was written, prefixes or suffixes or

both marked the imperative sense. Our guide to meaning of such

forms is the bilingual text. The suffixes are e, a, db (<6). The most

frequent prefix is t* (u, v)? with a kind of optative force. The prefix

mun (mu-un)f almost nominal in sense, is really a participial con-

struction used imperatively. Modifications of the same are seen in

mu, mu-e, me, mi, ma. To stress the nominal idea we find A
peculiar imperative is that of a noun with a regular suffix, translated

as an imperative.

SECOND SESSION

The second session was a joint session with the American His-

torical Association. It was started in Parlor T of the Claypool

Hotel, but the attendance was so large that the place of meeting

was changed to the Assembly Eoom. Professor Albert H. Lybyer,

of the University of Illinois, was Chairman of this session. Except

for the time taken in changing rooms, the session was devoted to the

reading of papers.

Prof. J. M. Powis Smith, of the University of Chicago: The Unique
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Element in Hebrew Thought. Remarks by Professors Sellers, Kellogg, and

McGovern.

The idea that Israel was the chosen people of Yahweh is fundamental

in the Old Testament. Babylonians, Assyrians, Egyptians, and Moab-

ites held similar views. The world has ceased to take the claims of

these older peoples seriously, but the claim of the Hebrews has long

been respected and still is respected by many people. The reasons for

the difference are: (1) The work of the prophets of Israel in moral-

izing the religion of Israel and in converting its theory of divine choice

from a purely nationalistic dogma into a sense of universal mission of

service. (2) The nature of the Old Testament—a selected body of

literature. (3) The editorial activity that entered into the compila-

tion and production of the Old Testament. The Hebrew idea of choice,

then, is presented for the suffrage of mankind in the most attractive

and winning robes.

President Julian Mokgensteibn, of Hebrew Union College: The His-

torical Beginnings of Judaism. Remarks by Professor Fuller.

The aim of this paper is to disprove the generally accepted view,

based largely upon the unquestioning acceptance of the traditional

New Testament interpretation of Judaism as a religion of legalism and

ritualism, that Judaism began with the religious reforms of Ezra and

Nehemiah and the introduction of the Priestly Code. Rather the his-

torical beginnings of Judaism must be found in the message first

preached by Jeremiah, that the exile was not to be for doom and de-

struction, but for the correction, discipline, and regeneration of Israel,

with a consequent return to Yahwe. This new message brought the

old, national religion of Israel to an end and paved the way for Judaism
as a universal religion. For it opened up for Israel a new vision, with
unending hope, a world-wide horizon, and a persistence unto the end of

days, and eventually even into the future world.

Prof, Fkancis W. Buckler, of Oberlin University: The Holy Persian
Empire and the Mughal State. Remarks by Professors James and Lybyer.

In 1923, in a paper entitled ‘"A New Interpretation of Akbar’s
Infallibility Decree of 1579” (JRAS, 1924, pp. 591-608), I suggested
that the key to Perso-Mughal diplomatic relations lay in Persia’s claim
to hegemony both over India and over the Mughals, while the Mughal
state claimed independence of both Persia and Turkey. Consequently
the house of Timur was forced to rely on Hindu support to counter-
balance the efforts of Persia to reassert her suzerainty over them. In
this paper this thesis is examined in the light of the relations of the
Mughals with Persia and the Hindus from 1579 to 1853, when Bahadur
Shah II resigned himself once more to Persian protection.

Prof. Solomon Zeitlin, of Dropsie College: The Jewish Revolution of
65-70, the French Revolution, the Russian Revolution; a Comparative
Study. Remarks by President Morgenstern and Professor Fuller.
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At 6.00 p. M. there was a joint dinner with the Ancient History

Section of the American Historical Association^ in the Claypool

Hotel. Professor James H. Breasted^ of the University of Chicago,

was the guest of honor. Professor Evarts B. Greene, of Columbia

University, was Chairman. After the dinner Professor Breasted

made an informal speech.

At 8.00 p. M. the Branch attended the General Session of the

American Historical Association, to hear Professor Breasted^s

Presidential Address : The New Crusade.

After the address there was a smoker at the Columbia Club.

THIRD SESSION

President Fuller called to order the third session at 10.00 a. m.,

Saturday, in the Lincoln Hotel. There followed the reading of

papers.

Prof, Robert J. Kellogg, of Ottawa University: Some Historical Sug-

gestions and Queries Offered by Hittite Research. Remarks by Professor

Price.

Linguistic relationships of IE Hittite and their possible bearing on

the question of primitive habitats. Monumental and geographical cor-

roborations. Hittite, Assyrian, Babylonian, and Kanesian writing, cul-

ture, and comparative chronology. Hittite and Assyrian Art. Some

results of recent excavations.

At 10.30 A. M. President Leslie E. Fuller gave the Presidential

Address : The Form and Occasion of Early Hebrew Prophecy.

The reading of papers was resumed.

Prof. A. T. Olmstead, of the University of Illinois: Notes on Some

Assyrian Historians. Remarks by Professors Kellogg and Price.

Some examples showing different degrees of reliability on the part

of writers of Assyrian History. Instances of one writer’s repeating

the mistakes of another. Demonstration of the necessity of the his-

torian’s checking up with original sources.

Professor Smith, Chairman of the Committee on Nominations,

placed in nomination the following as officers for the ensuing year

:

For President : Mrs. Caroline Ransom Williams.

For Vice-President: Professor Theophile J. Meek.

For Secretary'Treasurer : Professor 0. R. Selleies.

For members of the Executive Committee : Professors Fuller and Graham.

These officers were unanimously elected.
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It was voted unanimously to hold the next separate meeting of

the Branch at Oberlin, Ohio, and to unite in a joint meeting with

the Society if the Society decides to hold the 1930 meeting in

Toronto.

FOURTH SESSION

The fourth session was called to order by President Fuller at

2.00 p. M.

Professor Pkice, Chairman of the Committee on Resolutions,

presented the following

:

KesoiLVED, That the Middle West Branch of the American Oriental Society

congratulates itself on the happy arrangement this year of holding its

meeting in cooperation with the American Historical Association and on

the good fortune in having this meeting at Indianapolis.

That we, the members of the Branch, extend our hearty thanks to our

member, Professor A. T. Olmste;ad, for originating the idea of this meet-

ing, for attending to many details to make it possible, and for making
arrangements for both the joint session and the dinner.

That we express our gratitude to Dr. C. B. Coleman, Chairman of the

American Historical Association Committee on Programs; to Mr. Emmett
A, Rice, Secretary of the Committee on Local Arrangements ; to the differ-

ent committees in Indianapolis who looked after the conveniences of their

guests; to Professor Hakabai for providing the lantern for illustrated

papers; and to the managements of the Lincoln and Claypool Hotels for

their proficiency and courtesy in all our sessions.

That we thank our officers, particularly the President, for the prompt
and efficient conduct of the programs.

That we offer our special thanks to our member, Rabbi Fbueelioht, for

his splendid kindness and hospitality in inviting the members of the Branch
to Sunday dinner at the Broadmoor Country Club.

These resolutions were adopted unanimously. There followed the

reading of papers.

Prof. WuxiAM M. McGovebn, of Horthwestem University; Some Prob-
lems of Asiatic History, in the Light of Buddhist Studies. Remarks by
Professors Kellogg and Sellers.

Prof. Albert H. Lybyeb, of the University of Illinois : A Possible Moslem
League of Nations. Remarks by Professors Buckler and McGovern.

Turkey, Persia, and Afghanistan have been widely separated in spirit
by differences of religion, language, and history. But within the last
seven years they have been forming new ties. Turkey and Afghanistan
signed treaties March 1, 1921, and May 25, 1928; Persia and Afghani-
stan June 2, 1921, and November 28, 1927; Persia and Turkey April
22, 1926, and June 15, 1928. The similar but not identical documents
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show progressive increase of confidence and friendly feeling. They
promise negative and positive neutrality in case of war with third

parties, besides conference as to assistance beyond neutrality. Im-
provement of communications and close commercial relations are con-

templated. Turkey provides Afghanistan with technical advisers. Out
of this beginning may develop a Moslem League of Nations.

Mrs. C. Ransom Williams, of Toledo, Ohio: A Preliminary Account of

a Late Hieratic Papyrus in the Toledo Museum of Art (Illustrated}. Re-

marks by Professors Woarrell, Sellers, and Olmstead.

Papyrus of Roman date, probably 2d cent., a. d. The owner’s name,

Tmesio cf. 0/4e<rt5s, Preisigke, Nameribuch, 140), is known
only in 2d-4th cent, documents ( communication of Prof. W. Spiegelberg,

also his Demotische Studien, I, p. 14, No. 88). The mother’s name,

Tsherianup {Tlsrit *Inp, cf. Z€papov4>is, Preisigke, op. cit., 370),

Daughter of Anubis,” although having much longer vogue, is written

in a way peculiar to Roman period, with the triple lock of hair sub-

stituted for the single “ lock of youth ” as idiogram for Sri, and in one

variant with the entire word-group Sni meaning “ hair ” taking place

of the correct ideogram. Length of the papyrus, 11 ft,, 7% in. (m.

3.35); height 9% in. (m. 0.232). A funerary document of composite

character, including vignette of the weighing of the heart from Book

of the Dead, but no Book of the Dead texts. Six columns of text, in

all 60 lines. Especially interesting are cols. 3-5, liturgical and illus-

trated with appropriate small vignettes. The deceased is adjured to

^'take to thyself” "unguent,” "clothing,” "beer,” etc., “from the

hands of ” " Shesmu,” " Tayet,” " Menket,” divinities associated with

the respective necessities named. The authorities of the Toledo Museum
wish this papyrus to be known as the " Stevens Papyrus ” in honor

of the late Director of the Museiun, George W. Stevens.

Mr. Neilson C. Debevoise, of the University of Illinois: Did the Par-

thians Have an Art? (Illustrated). Remarks by Professor Malone, Mrs.

Williams.

The existence of Parthian art has long been denied, but authorities

now recognize that this is incorrect. While it has previously been

characterized as mixture of Hellenistic and Oriental motives, there is

now sufficient evidence to lead us to believe that Assyrian and Sume-

rian influence were as strong as Hellenistic. That Hellenistic influ-

ence had largely disappeared by the beginning of the Christian era is

shown by the coinage and the use of Pahlavi thereon, by the art and

architecture, and by the restoration of Zoroastrianism, probably in

the reign of Vologases (77-146 A. D.).

Prof. O. R. Sellers, of Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago:

Syria and Palestine Last Summer (Illustrated). Remarks by Professors

Kelso, Olmstead, Kellogg.

Moving pictures showing dilfemt kinds of traffic in Beirut; the fire

in Damascus June 18, 1928; the excavations at Megiddo and Tell-Beit
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Mirsim; digging the foundation for the new museum at Jerusalem;

scenes portraying the retention of old customs and the encroachment

of the new.

The following papers were read by title

:

Prof. SniXDOif H. Blank, of Hebrew Union College: Terms for Law in

Old Testament Usage.

Prof. Moses Jung, of Hiliel Foundation, University of Illinois; The

Attitude of Medieval Jewish Philosophers Towards the Rationalistic In-

terpretation of Biblical Passages.

The Treasurer made the following report

:

Deficit reported at the last meeting $ 6.33

Expenditures 19.16

25.54

Received from the Treasurer of the Society 6.38

Deficit $19.16

The Secretary was ordered to send letters of thanks to several

citizens and organizations in Detroit, who had invited the Branch

to hold a meeting there.

The Branch voted unanimously to express to the Directors of the

American School of Oriental Besearch in Jerusalem the hope that

the summer session of the School would not be abandoned.
The meeting adjourned at 4.05 p. m.

A number of the members remained over until Monday to par-

ticipate in the social functions and sessions of the American
Historical Association. Ten members of the Branch accepted the

invitation of Eabbi Feueblicht for Sunday dinner.
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